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     All history is contemporary history: not in the ordinary sense of the 
word, where contemporary history means the history of the compara-
tively recent past, but in the strict sense: the consciousness of one’s own 
activity as one actually performs it. History is thus the self-knowledge of 
the living mind. For even when events which the historian studies are 
events that happened in the distant past, the condition of their being 
historically known is that they should vibrate in the historian’s mind. 

  —R.G. Collingwood (2005 [1946], 202)      
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Between Yesterday 
and Tomorrow         1 

     Who are you? Even when you know the answer, it is not an easy  question. 
  —Leon Wieseltier (1994)      

   The year 1990 was a whirlwind. The liberation movements were 
unbanned. Nelson Mandela walked out of prison after nearly 

three decades of incarceration. Exiles returned. Everywhere, the frozen 
boundaries of institutionalized apartheid began to thaw. The Afrikaner 
National Party (NP) government met the African National Congress 
(ANC) to conduct ‘talks about talks’. Negotiations to end apartheid and 
birth democracy increased in pace. Slowed to a standstill. Then acceler-
ated. The date for the elections: 27 April 1994. 

 Mandela chose to cast his vote at the Ohlange High School in 
Inanda, Durban, an institution established in 1900 by the founding 
member and fi rst president of the ANC,   1    John Langalibalele Dube. 
Mandela refl ected on the meaning of that moment in his autobiogra-
phy  Long Walk to Freedom : 

   When I walked to the voting station, my mind dwelt on the heroes who 
had fallen so that I might be where I was that day, the men and women 
who had made the ultimate sacrifi ce for a cause that was now fi nally 
succeeding. … I thought of Josiah Gumede, G.M. Naicker, Dr Abdullah 
Abdurahman, Lilian Ngoyi, Helen Joseph, Yusuf Dadoo, Moses Kotane. 
I did not go into that voting station alone on 27 April; I was casting my 
vote with all of them. (1995, 610)   
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 In remembering the fallen heroes of the liberation struggle, Mandela 
deliberately named people across racial and gender boundaries, signal-
ling his own commitment to non-racialism and non-sexism. Edinburgh 
educated medical doctors Naicker and Dadoo were the leaders of the 
Natal Indian Congress (NIC) and the Transvaal Indian Congress (TIC) 
respectively from the mid-1940s. They were credited with moving the 
Indian Congress into an alliance with the ANC. While having its critics, 
the move was pioneering. However, both the men were to pay a high 
price for their activism; Naicker served successive terms of banning 
while Dadoo was forced into exile, never to return, fi nding a resting 
place next to Karl Marx at the Highgate Cemetery in London. In 1999, 
Mandela returned to KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) once again to vote at the 
Phoenix Settlement—started by Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi in 
1903—a short distance from Ohlange. 

 Mandela is a central fi gure in the drama of the anti-apartheid 
struggle that unfolded through the long 20th century. The promise 
was that he would fast-forward South Africans into global capitalism 
while somehow keeping intact the ideals of the liberation movement 
with its ‘old school’ values. Central to this would be the suturing of 
racial wounds into a healing embrace of the ‘Rainbow Nation’, a term 
coined by Archbishop Desmond Tutu, comprising a unity in diversity 
of apartheid’s four ‘population groups’. In his foreword to the Truth 
and Conciliation Commission Report, Tutu wrote, ‘Ours is a remark-
able country. Let us celebrate our diversity, our differences. God wants 
us as we are. South Africa wants and needs the Afrikaner, the English, 
the coloured, the Indian, the black. We are sisters and brothers in 
one family—God’s family, the human family’ (cited in Chipkin 2007, 
185). 

 It would be easy in retrospect to critique the hand of God in the mak-
ing of Tutu’s difference and diversity, given that it lends to immutable 
qualities. However, given our brutal colonial and apartheid histories 
of racial subjugation and division, this critique was overwhelmed at 
the time by the idea of a ‘human family’ of ‘sisters and brothers’. This 
was a theme that Mandela would return to time and again. Within a 
month of taking up his position as President of the Republic of South 
Africa, he intoned on 10 May 1994, ‘Each of us is as intimately attached 
to the soil of this beautiful country as are the famous jacaranda trees 
of Pretoria and the mimosa trees of the Bushveld—a rainbow nation 
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at peace with itself and the world.’ Mandela wrote in the penultimate 
chapter of his autobiography, 

   From the moment the results were in and it was apparent that the ANC 
was to form a government, I saw my mission as one of preaching recon-
ciliation, of binding the wounds of the country, of engendering trust and 
confi dence. I knew that many people, particularly the minorities, whites, 
Coloureds and Indians, would be feeling anxious about the future and I 
wanted them to feel secure. I reminded people again and again that the 
liberation struggle was not a battle against a group or colour, but a fi ght 
against a system of repression. At every opportunity, I said that all South 
Africans must now unite and join hands and say we are one country, one 
nation, one people, marching together into the future. (1995, 612)   

 Ponder over Mandela’s words as you read the manifesto of the National 
Party (NP) in the build-up to the 1948 elections: 

   The Party will strive to repatriate or move elsewhere as many Indians as 
possible; the present ban on Indian immigration, interprovincial move-
ment, and penetration will remain and be more stringently maintained. 
(Ginwala 1974, 284)   

 Decades earlier, General Jan Smuts, the central fi gure in the inaugu-
ration of the Union of South Africa in 1910, had argued, 

   The whole of our particular system in South Africa rests on inequality. … 
It is a bedrock of our constitution. … You cannot give political rights to 
the Indians which you deny to the rest of the colonised citizens in South 
Africa. (Cited in Ginwala 1977, 7)   

 The bulk of Indians had arrived in South Africa as indentured 
workers from 1860 and when they, and a small number of free Indian 
migrants who followed, came to constitute a settled community that 
outnumbered the whites in Natal, the successive governments’ policy 
towards Indians from the late 19th century until the late 1950s was 
to repatriate them or, failing that, limit their social, political, and eco-
nomic rights. 

 Mandela, while pioneering a path to a new future, presented the 
commitment of a warm embrace of reconciliation and forgiveness 
where all racial groups, divided by law and history, would fi nd a place 
in the rainbow nation of God. Those straining against the racial catego-
ries of apartheid were at once critical and optimistic that the ‘rainbow’ 
was the fi rst step in the gradual erosion of these imposed boundaries. 
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 Mandela signalled a time when those who suffered under apartheid 
would take their place as fully-fl edged citizens under a new fl ag and 
national anthem, guided by a new constitution in a new South Africa. 
Mandela marked the closure of a long, dreadful history, defi ned by colo-
nial dispossession and racial oppression. At the same time, he signalled 
the opening of a time when all South Africans would be free from racial 
and economic exclusions. Against this unfolding of events witnessed by 
a global audience, this book seeks to write the many stories and paths 
taken by Indian South Africans in the period since the fall of apartheid. 

 The place of Indians, despite being small in number, in the colonial 
segregation and apartheid years in South Africa looms large. Indians 
differed from other disenfranchised groups of Africans and coloureds 
in that they had a strong commercial class and international infl uence 
through India. By the 1920s, India could contemplate sending repre-
sentatives to negotiate with the racist white minority government in 
South Africa on behalf of its ‘diaspora’. As Claude Markovits points out, 

   During the inter-war period, British India had evolved into a kind of 
semi-autonomous appendage of imperial Britain, following its own 
‘foreign policy’ and New Delhi, often under pressure from nationalist 
opinion in India, sometimes intervened in support of the interests of 
Indian communities outside India. … Indian nationalists thought of 
them as dispersed fragments of a great Indian nation-in-the-making who 
had their role to play in the struggle for freedom. … Indian nationalist 
opinion was mobilised in support of the specifi c grievances of particular 
overseas Indian groups. (2007, 266–7)   

 Agent-generals from the elite ranks of Indian society were appointed 
between 1927 and 1946 to mitigate the excesses of the racist legislation 
against Indians in South Africa and the ‘Indian Question’ was raised 
at the United Nations by India from 1946 onwards. Successive white 
minority governments in South Africa proposed the repatriation of 
‘the eternal stranger’ (Bauman 1991) who was viewed as a threat to 
the white economic well-being and whose ‘motherland’ was seen as 
a constant source of ‘trouble’ internationally. It was frustrating for the 
apartheid regime to have to constantly defend itself against accusations 
of white supremacy by Indian representatives on international plat-
forms at a time when it dearly wanted to be accepted into the ‘comity 
of nations’ (see Vahed 2015). 
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 Afrikaner leaders had a particular dislike of India’s fi rst prime minis-
ter Jawaharlal Nehru and heaped scorn on him. Oswald Pirow, a South 
African cabinet minister, stated in 1953, 

   Nehru is just another coolie. … There are some non-whites who, with 
White education, have made White moral principles their own. One 
example of this is Booker T. Washington. … There is another sort of 
non-White—you get them on the west coast of Africa but particularly in 
India—who accompany a great amount of book learning with a total lack 
of moral responsibility. An outstanding example of this undesirable type 
is the Prime Minister of India, Mr Nehru. He knows the West, is a good 
speaker and a sharp debater, but immediately he opens his mouth it is 
all too clear he is only a coolie. … We should not help to make the coolie 
even important by criticizing him. ( The Leader  28 May 1953)   

 While taking up their cause, Nehru also had a clear message for the 
Indian South Africans. They were to ‘forge an alliance with Africans, 
and could not count on India to defend their (relative) privileges after 
Independence’ (Markovits 2007, 268). Speaking in London in June 
1953, Nehru stated, that: 

   The question of Indians, though important to us, has been deliberately 
allowed by us to become a secondary issue to the larger issue of racial 
discrimination. The opposition movement there is far more African than 
Indian. The leadership is African—we want it to be so. We have told 
Indians in Africa very defi nitely and very precisely that we do not encour-
age or support them in anything they might want which goes against the 
interest of Africans. We shall support them, of course, in their legitimate 
demands. (cited in  The Graphic  20 June 1953)   

 This message was repeated by the then Indian president C.C. Desai 
when he visited South Africa in October 1970 to unveil the statue of 
Gandhi at the Sanathan Dharma Sabha in Ladysmith. He told them 
to ‘stay here and fulfi l your role as good, patriotic, loyal citizens of 
South Africa and endeavour constantly to promote racial unity’ ( Fiat 
Lux  October 1970, 4). 

 Through these precarious decades of insecurity, the very fi rst Indians 
who had started arriving in Port Natal from 1860 were laying the foun-
dations for a life in Africa. Most of the indentured workers who had 
come on fi ve-year contracts stayed on and built schools and places of 
worship that gave lie to their imminent departure. Ramdeen Ujudha 
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told the Wragg Commission of 1885–7, which had been established to 
investigate abuses in the system of indenture: 

   I am going back to India to see my father and brothers and sisters. Here, 
I have eaten with different people and broken my caste. My friends in 
India will not even eat with me, so I must come back. When I go back, 
I will ask my mother to cook, but I will tell what I have done; she will 
cook, and I will eat outside; she will not allow me to eat inside where 
she and my relatives are. No fi ne could bring me back my caste, being a 
Brahmin. Just before coming, my last offering to the Ganges was that of 
the holy thread: I was not worthy to wear it any longer. When the coolies 
come here, they lose all caste, even the Brahmins intermarry with the 
Chamars. (Cited in Desai and Vahed 2010c, 39)   

 Indians were being subject to a growing corpus of racist legislation in 
Natal and the Transvaal by the 1890s and turned to India for help. 
Mohandas K. Gandhi, who spent most of the years from 1893 to 1914 
in South Africa, was the best-known spokesperson locally while Indian 
nationalists raised the question at the annual meetings of the Indian 
National Congress (INC). Indian South Africans were allowed to attend 
these meetings. At the meeting of 27 December 1909 at Lahore, for 
example, amongst those who spoke was the Natal-born C.R. Naidu, 
whose contribution was published in the  Indian Opinion  on 5 March 
1910. Naidu said that he was there to 

   [R]epresent that section of the Indian community which by birth or 
upbringing regard South Africa as their permanent home, whilst never 
forgetting that India is the Motherland to which we must look for inspi-
ration and help. … My future depends upon the treatment that is meted 
out to us there (South Africa). We have to bring up our families and to 
conduct our affairs in a land where the majority of our fellow colonists 
are hostile to us. It is not practical politics to urge our return to India 
where after all we have no associations beyond those of religion, tradi-
tion, and patriotic tradition. The question for India to answer is how she 
is going to mould our future and try to make life bearable for us.   

 As Naidu alludes, many of those who left for India came back, some 
literally begging the authorities to be let back into South Africa, having 
found on their return that they were not the same people who had 
left and fi tting back in was incredibly diffi cult. The Munigadu family, 
for example, in order to circumvent legal barriers, walked 2,000 miles 
from Dar-es-Salaam through Mozambique into Natal, where they 
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were apprehended in 1923 (Desai and Vahed 2010c, 427–8). Gandhi, 
who was in South Africa from 1893 to 1914, famously went back to 
India. He was already networked into the political elite there and the 
transition was largely smooth for him. But for most of those who 
sailed back up the Indian Ocean, either voluntarily or through various 
schemes of repatriation set up by the South African government to 
coax Indians to leave, the path was rocky and the welcome in India 
less than embracing. 

 In South Africa, new relationships were forged at the plantations 
and mines. The festival of Muharram, for example, was the one time 
the indentured left the plantations and made their way into the cities 
of Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Ladysmith, and other centres where they 
literally took over the city, ignoring local by-laws for a day of exuber-
ance and feasting, only to return to the plantations for another year of 
grinding labour. Muharram was known as ‘Coolie Christmas’ amongst 
the whites, and its participants cut across caste and religion in an orgy 
of carnival (Vahed 2002). In time, this fl uidity would be reversed, bar-
ricaded into separate religious institutions. 

 During the 1920s and the 1930s, Indians left the rural areas for cit-
ies in large numbers. Finding jobs in the manufacturing industry, they 
joined the ranks of the urban proletariat (Freund 1995, 29–49). Then 
came the tumultuous 1940s. Some in the Indian working-class grabbed 
opportunities for upward mobility, facilitated by the ‘war economy’ that 
saw the whites joining the army and creating spaces for semi-skilled 
and skilled workers. 

 Meanwhile, the Indian trader class came under concerted attack, 
particularly in the Transvaal, as white Afrikaner economic nationalism 
grew. The journal  Inspan  wrote in the 1940s of the Indian as 

   an unwelcome alien in our portals, not only from a moral and religious 
point of view—he has enriched himself at the expense of his white cli-
ents, he has attempted to squeeze his European competitor out of the 
business world through illegitimate trading methods—but has moreover, 
challenged and defamed the country in which he trades as a guest, in an 
insolent manner. (Cited in O’Meara 1983, 168)   

 The editorial called on Afrikaners ‘to drive all alien exploiters out of our 
business life’ and support instead ‘Christian undertakings … and where 
such businesses do not yet exist, it is the duty of every white to do every-
thing in his power to facilitate the establishment of new undertakings. 
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The continued existence of the white race is at stake’ (cited in O’Meara 
1983, 169).  

 Within months of the coming to power of the apartheid govern-
ment, the Afro-Indian riots exploded in Durban in January 1949, leav-
ing 1,087 injured and 142 people dead, while hundreds of houses and 
businesses were torched and thousands were left homeless. Marks and 
Trapido (1987, 36) make the point that 

   while widely interpreted in the white press as an example of the ‘inevita-
bility’ of ‘racial strife’, and of ‘African savagery’, and providing justifi ca-
tion of government policies of apartheid, the Durban riots showed how 
profoundly structural conditions produce patterns of identity as lived 
reality, and illustrate the inherent dangers of rampant ethnicity.   

 At the heart of the confl ict, Marks and Trapido (1987, 35) argue, lay 
a combination of factors that included an ‘entrenched form of Zulu 
nationalism focussed around the Zulu monarchy, exploitative relation-
ships between African workers and Indian petty bourgeoisie, state-
manipulated competition between African entrepreneurs and their 
Indian counterparts, and a continuous stream of white invective against 
Indians’. 

 The riots left an indelible impression on the collective consciousness 
of Indian South Africans. A KwaZulu–Natal based medical doctor in 
his 50s told Nyar (2016, 191): ‘My parents’ generation stifl ed a lot of 
the trauma they experienced as a result of 1949. They were marked 
by the experience. History is printed on us.’ Writing in the immediate 
aftermath of the riots, journalist Ranji Nowbath wrote of their impact 
on the psyche of Indians: 

   Those who have seen their homes destroyed in front of their eyes, those 
who have seen a lifetime’s savings go up in smoke, those who have 
seen their children hacked in front of them, and those who helplessly 
watched their daughters raped, will not, they cannot, forget. ( The Forum  
29 January 1949)   

 The coming to power of the Afrikaners in 1948 was once more a 
time of anxiety and uncertainty for Indians. As the 1950s unfolded, 
apartheid policies struck at the heart of urban settlements of Indians 
through a raft of segregationist laws. This was also a time when a 
genuine non-racial political collaboration between the ANC and NIC 
through the Defi ance Campaign of 1952, the adoption of the Freedom 
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Charter in 1955, and the fi ve-year long Treason Trial following the 
arrest of 156 activists in December 1956 took place. Sociologist and 
anti-apartheid activist Fatima Meer wrote in 1960 that ‘the fact that 
very little primary informal contact exists between Indians and Africans 
has often been misused to indicate a state of antagonism and racial 
prejudice between the two peoples’. She was optimistic that the growing 
political cooperation, with many Indians supporting African political 
leaders such as Albert Luthuli and ‘the ANC salute, ANC fl ag, ANC 
slogans’, Africans praising the contribution of leaders such as Monty 
Naicker, whom ‘they carry shoulder-high to the dance and words of 
popular liberatory songs’, as well as the cooperation between Indians 
and Africans in trade unions would result in better relations. Meer 
concluded that Indians and Africans ‘have accepted the challenge of 
a multi-racial society, and are today, particularly in Durban, inspiring 
hope for a non-racial democracy’. 

 Meer’s reading of the social relations between Indians and Africans 
would prove overly optimistic. As Soske (2012; 2017), amongst others, 
has shown that while leaders such as Nelson Mandela, Oliver Tambo, 
and Walter Sisulu were working closely with their Indian counterparts 
such as Yusuf Dadoo and Monty Naicker, Africanists inside and outside 
the ANC shunned any form of cooperation. The 1947 Doctor’s Pact 
between the ANC and NIC, for example, was criticized with the ANC 
President accusing Dr A.B. Xuma of riding ‘roughshod over the taboos, 
tactics and feelings of some local schools of political thought’ (cited 
in Soske 2012, 175). Even within the ANC, non-Africans could not be 
members of the organization until 1969 and could not hold leadership 
positions until 1985. 

 Opportunities for Indian social mobility got boosted when Indians 
were fi nally accepted as South African citizens after the country became 
a republic, following its withdrawal from the British Commonwealth, 
in May 1961. While the NP government enacted legislation to further 
entrench high apartheid, privileging white South Africans and curtailing 
the civil liberties of black South Africans, it also created a Department 
of Indian Affairs in August 1961—a move that was necessary for 
Indians to ‘buy-in’ to the apartheid project and facilitate the idea of 
separate development. A civil service born to facilitate apartheid’s ‘own 
affairs’ created employment with long-term career prospects for a raft 
of Indians, while the creation of a Department of Indian Education in 
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1965 proved signifi cant for Indian South Africans (Vahed and Waetjen 
2015, 278). Under the watch of this department, the 1960s and 1970s 
saw the growth of high schools for Indians, expansion of a technical 
college offering training for a range of skills, and the opening of a brand 
new university.   2    

 Government funding was aided and abetted by parents and extended 
families, dedicating considerable resources into obtaining a ‘good edu-
cation’ for the next generation. The sons and daughters of the working 
class obtained matriculation certifi cates and tertiary qualifi cations in 
large numbers. Young Indians could aim for and attain professional 
distinction as surgeons, engineers, accountants, and lawyers. Just as 
the parents of many young Indians faced retrenchments because of the 
entry of cheaper African labour into manufacturing industries in the 
1980s and imports in the 1990s, these new graduates were leapfrogging 
into the professional sector. This is explored further in Chapter 10 of 
this book. This opening up of educational and professional opportuni-
ties at a time when South Africa was experiencing an economic boom 
led to a considerable improvement in living standards and widened 
the economic gap between Indians and Africans, notwithstanding that 
there was still a substantial number of poor Indians. 

 Around 250,000 Indians (roughly 40 per cent of the population) 
were put on the move by the Group Areas Act. By December 1983, 
25,160 Indian families (over 60,000 people) had been relocated in 
Natal. In contrast, a mere 817 white families were resettled to better 
areas (Cooper et al. 1986, 468). Indians were moved considerable 
distances from the city centre: to Lenasia in Johannesburg; Laudium 
in Pretoria; Rylands in the Cape; Malabar in Port Elizabeth; and to 
Chatsworth and Phoenix in Durban. These townships were designed 
to be enclosed racial abodes, a kind of Goffmanesque ‘total institution’. 
But their inhabitants, such as the ‘Chatsworthians’ shown in our previ-
ous work (Desai and Vahed 2013a), displayed an attitude that refused 
to be enclosed, forging new bonds and adopting ‘modern’ urban and 
even ‘ghetto’ lifestyles alongside old cultural and religious traditions. 

 Dhupelia-Mesthrie, writing of Rylands in Cape Town, makes the 
point that the residents in this middle class neighbourhood ‘trans-
formed their physical surroundings. … As an apartheid designated 
space, Rylands had a signifi cant role in the entrenching of Indianness 
leading to energised cultural and religious activity with temples and 
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mosques becoming the centre for residents’ (2014, 1). She posits that 
the story of Rylands shows how some were able to turn relocation ‘to 
an advantage by appropriating land and building and leasing and creat-
ing spaces of warmth, comfort, and capital accumulation. The language 
used is different from that generally associated with stories of dispos-
session’ (Dhupelia-Mesthrie 2014, 16). 

 While the many narratives on uprooting and relocation show that the 
loss of place was felt intensely, the move into racially bounded group 
areas was instrumental in advancing some Indians economically. By its 
very nature, the object of the act was to ensure the total separation of 
so-called races. This created work opportunities in the state-fashioned 
‘own affairs’. These state jobs provided access to pensions and security 
of tenure for Indians, creating the conditions for long-term planning. In 
townships, the administrative offi ces, police stations, clinics and hos-
pitals, schools, post offi ces, social welfare, and other such bureaucratic 
offi ces provided employment and attendant benefi ts. Simultaneously, 
the government attempted to incorporate Indians politically through 
bodies such as the South African Indian Congress (SAIC) and later the 
Indian House of Delegates (HOD), which oversaw the development 
of a civil service that employed hundreds of Indians. Many were from 
working class backgrounds and used their stable jobs with the security 
of a pension to fi nance their children’s full-time study at technical col-
leges and university. (Dhupelia-Mesthrie 2013, 49). 

 Those who opted to be a part of government-sponsored structures 
sought to make gains to show the usefulness of such institutions for 
Indians. A reading of the minutes of various SAIC meetings reveals a 
focus on education and economic development. The SAIC meeting 
held in Durban in mid-June 1966, for example, noted that plans were 
being prepared to provide professional welfare services to Indians by 
Indians and that an offi cer had been appointed to establish an Indian 
Development Corporation. In December 1966, the fi rst ‘border indus-
try’, the fabric mill David Whitehead and Sons, was established in 
Tongaat to boost Indian employment ( Fiat Lux  December 1966, 199). 

 The 1980s witnessed the government creating a tricameral parlia-
ment with a House of Delegates for Indians (there were similar struc-
tures for coloureds and whites, who retained the overall power). Those 
who operated within those structures, such as Amichand Rajbansi, 
were subject to sustained criticism from the Congress aligned United 
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Democratic Front (UDF), which was formed in 1983 and facilitated 
anti-apartheid political cooperation across racial lines. Dhupelia-
Mesthrie’s observation that by the 1980s, Rylands in the Cape had 
produced a sizeable core of young (Indian) activists committed to 
non-racialism and the overthrow of the apartheid regime (2014, 16) 
applied to other parts of the country too, such as Chatsworth and 
Lenasia, where young activists, inspired by the education boycotts of 
the 1980s, joined the underground ANC, the NIC, and the burgeoning 
union movement. Before that, the early 1970s had witnessed young 
Indians such as Saths Cooper and Strini Moodley breaking the shackles 
of Indianness by joining the emerging Black Consciousness Movement 
founded by Steve Biko. 

 As the fi rst non-racial elections loomed, there was a feeling of ela-
tion among those who had spent a lifetime of anti-apartheid resistance. 
Indres Naidoo, the grandson of Gandhi’s close compatriot Thambi 
Naidoo, a prisoner on Robben Island with Mandela, and a senator in 
the post-apartheid National Parliament, would remember: 

   April 27 1994, the day of the fi rst democratic election in South Africa, 
was the greatest day in the history of our country. Although it was the 
beginning of winter, it was a warm day. I felt on top of the world, over-
joyed with excitement and happiness. After so many years of struggle, 
imprisonment, torture, and death, our country was moving towards 
democracy at last. Standing for hours in that very long queue in Yeoville, 
Johannesburg, I waited to enter the polling booth for the fi rst time in the 
fi fty-eight years of my life. When at long last the moment came, I was very 
nervous. I could not believe that the time had fi nally come, the time to 
put my X on the ballot box. (Naidoo 2003, 292)   

 Despite the soothing messages of Mandela and the ANC highlighting 
in its elections posters luminaries of the liberation struggle of Indian 
origin, it is a matter of historical record that the majority did not 
vote for the ANC. Seelan Achary, the ANC chairperson of Ward 48 in 
Phoenix and of the Shree Mariamman Temple in Mount Edgecombe, 
bemoaned in 2018: 

   Today, Indian people talk about Mandela as if he was God himself, I mean 
we all worshipped the man, he was a great man, the fact that he’s com-
pared to Gandhi makes it even better. … However, when Mandela stood 
as president, the Indian community gave him the biggest whacking of his 
life, they voted for the National Party, you know the embarrassment for us 
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[ANC members]. I think it was because the House of Delegates softened 
us very much. We got proper roads, pavements, lighting, grants, clinics, 
hospitals, schools, recreational facilities, supermarkets, all built within 
that area, life became easy. Jobs were given to the House of Delegates, 
protected jobs, that sounds all wrong, I’m not going to argue with that 
but people tell me they wish we had extended Phoenix into another few 
units. I told [Amichand] Rajbansi that is what people are saying. He said, 
‘You can see that, you bastard, you were throwing stones at me together 
with all your friends. [laughs] You were telling me to stop the project, 
now where are the Indians getting houses?’ So the people are saying, ‘If 
we did not have Phoenix and Chatsworth, where would the Indians be 
living today? Shacks, possibly’. (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 In seeking to understand this sense of anxiety, Thomas Blom Hansen 
(2012, 16) wrote of the way in which melancholia had taken hold of 
Indians in the township of Chatsworth in the post-apartheid period. 

   I was struck by a pervasive sense of loss and displacement. … [There is] 
a multi-layered sense of loss: loss of economic security; loss of the town-
ship as ‘our place’; loss of a perceived existential and physical security; 
and a loss of what Hegel called ‘the loss of the loss’, that is, the loss 
of the blockage—unfreedom and apartheid—that prevented true self-
realisation and thus explained most shortcomings and problems in life.   3      

 Sigmund Freud described mourning and melancholia as a ‘reaction to 
the loss of a loved person, or to the loss of some abstraction which 
has taken the place of one, such as one’s country, liberty, an ideal, and 
so on’ (1917, 243). He held that melancholia resulted in ‘profoundly 
painful dejection’ that led to a ‘pathological disposition’ and marked a 
refusal to accept ‘the verdict of reality’ (1917, 243–4). While in mourn-
ing, one can let go of what is lost through the grieving, but melancholia 
results in a refusal to let go of that which is lost (1917, 255).   4    

 While acknowledging this temper, we hold that melancholia can 
be a basis for agency. As Jennifer Rutherford (2015, 1251) points out, 
‘melancholia has always been paradoxical … twinning opposites—
paralysis and mania; excess and order; marginality and chauvinism’. 
Our approach is inspired by José Esteban Muñoz, who described 
melancholia as a ‘process of dealing with all the catastrophes that 
occur in the lives of people’. Instead of approaching melancholia ‘as 
a self-absorbed mood that inhibits activism … it is a mechanism that 
helps us (re)construct identity and take our dead with us to the various 
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battles we must wage in their names—and in our names’ (Muñoz 1999, 
74). Eleanor Byrne argues similarly that ‘the melancholic impulse … 
moving restlessly between past and present, should be understood not 
as self-defeating, but as always oriented towards the future, to an inte-
grated and hoped for freedom’ (2009, 126). 

 Using this as a foundation, we seek to understand how Indian South 
Africans, as much as they were ‘worked upon’, confronted the persistent 
efforts of the government to turn them into ‘eternal strangers’. It is a 
fascinating story, pock-marked with heroism, none more evident than 
that of the many anti-apartheid fi ghters who were banned, imprisoned, 
and forced into exile, as much as it is ‘messy and muddled, not pristine 
and pure’ (Appiah 2018, 2010), shrouded by the persistent shadow of 
the scapegoat and outsider. 

 This book threads a narrative of the lives of Indian South Africans, 
ranging from the working-class women and men who found jobs in 
the clothing and hotel industries (Chapters 3 and 4) to the heady 
heights of newly minted billionaires who made a fortune from govern-
ment tenders in the post-apartheid period (Chapters 11 and 12). In 
between, we look at changes in the fi eld of religion (Chapters 6 and 7) 
and opportunities offered in sports—personifi ed by Hashim Amla who 
captained the national cricket team (Chapter 5). The rise of the Indian 
professional class, we argue, is pivotal to the changes wrought on the 
community from the 1970s. University qualifi cations made many of 
them highly mobile, enabling them to take advantage of opportunities 
not only in the economic heartland of Gauteng but also further afi eld 
(Chapter 10), generating intense debate over the affi rmative action 
policies of the post-apartheid period (Chapter 11). 

 This is one side of the coin. There is another on which place still 
remains important. As Castells puts it: 

   The space of the upper tier is usually connected to global communication 
and to a vast network of exchange, open to messages and experiences that 
embrace the entire world. At the other end of the spectrum, segmented 
local networks, often ethnically based, rely on their identity as the most 
valuable resource to defend their interests, and ultimately their being. 
(1989, 228)   

 It is precisely this that we bring to bear on our chapter on 
Pentecostalism (Chapter 6) as we explore how religion, identity, and 
place work to reinforce each other. Place also looms in the resurgence 
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of the search for roots, producing local histories that tell of nostalgia, 
longing, and identity (Chapter 7). As the French Marxist philosopher 
Henri Lefebvre (1991) cautions, no place vanishes entirely. 

 Our book pivots on a chapter that deals with the renewed relation-
ship with India and the spawning of a myriad of transnational dia-
sporic organisations (Chapter 9). We follow Narendra Modi on his 
safari though South Africa in 2016 and through the different ways he 
was received, seeking to illustrate how Indians think about their South 
Africanness and the transnational diasporic links. This is not unique to 
Indian South Africans. Indians in Mauritius, Fiji, the Caribbean, and the 
United States have initiated or joined transnational organizations link-
ing Indians in various countries with each other as well as with India. 
How do we think through these diasporic organizations that jump 
narrow forms of citizenship that have as their limit the nation-state 
but that also box-in racial identity? What does this seeming doubleness 
mean for the long struggle of Indians to be recognized as fully fl edged 
South Africans? 

 Melancholia as manifested in the ‘refusal to be satisfi ed’ can be ‘as 
much future-oriented as attached to the past’ (Byrne 2009, 121). With 
this in mind, we interviewed people, mined the archives, read key texts, 
and refl ected on our own work to turn shreds of evidence into a narra-
tive that is in constant dialogue with the past and the future. In writing 
this history, there is the obvious danger of ghettoizing it into a racial 
enclave.   5    We believe that we have mitigated these exclusionary impulses 
by narrating this story against the broader expanse of a dramatically 
changing South Africa. In piecing together the many life-histories, we 
heeded C. Wright Mills’ caution that ‘neither the life of an individual 
nor the history of a society’ can be ‘understood without understanding 
both’ (1959/2000, 3–6). It is a tricky exercise writing a story that is at 
once necessary and out of date, while guarding against losing the spine 
of one’s narrative; a contemporary history of Indian South Africans. 

 Opening the suitcase of their history reveals a people who refused to 
be neatly packaged, boxing clever, sometimes wearing over-sized gloves 
emphasising  their  oppressions and  their  achievements, and sometimes 
pulling on a garb that is too tight, too restrictive. There is a bobbing 
and weaving between belonging and otherness, as distinctions collapse 
and get re-constructed. One theme that runs through the narrative from 
colonial times to the present is that Indians in South Africa have always 
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been caught in an infernal contradiction; too traditional, too insular, 
never fi tting in, while simultaneously too modern, too mobile, and too 
competitive (Chapters 12 and 13). 

 In the run-up to the 1999 national elections, Thabo Mbeki asked 
almost in exasperation: 

   Why can’t you just call yourself African Indians? If you called yourself 
African Indians, it would make a major difference in how you are per-
ceived. In this way, you’d say to your fellow South Africans, ‘This is my 
country, I am African fi rst, but I am also an Indian because my forefa-
thers came here to work’… after all, what is wrong with being an African? 
(Cited in Hansen 2012, 26)   

 It is interesting that Hansen does not use the hyphen in his transcrip-
tion of Thabo Mbeki’s words. But implicit in Mbeki’s comments is the 
hyphen, although he re-juggles it with ‘African’ coming fi rst as a power-
ful affi rmation of Indians’ Africanness. Mbeki’s point was that Africa 
was the place where Indians had made a home, participated in a gallant 
struggle for citizenship—a struggle that saw many allying with Africans 
in the quest for majority rule. The reality is that India was not the site 
of this struggle but at best an emotional investment (Radhakrishnan 
1996). Does ‘African Indian’ capture this? The struggle for belonging 
is a quest to be South African. It is for this reason that some argue the 
term Indian South African is what best captures their identity.   6    

 But this recognition, this juggling, cannot escape the doubleness 
and begs more questions. One of the most fundamental ones asked by 
those classifi ed ‘Indian’ is how this plays out in the context of majority 
rule, as the fact to be confronted is that from the time of Mandela and 
Mbeki, the term ‘African’ has been undergoing profound shifts, from 
being an inclusive denotation requiring only democratic inclinations 
in its holders to a more nativist conception (Soske 2018). Mamdani’s 
study of the postcolonial African state provides a possible warning that 
while the apartheid world had been ‘turned upside down’, it had not 
been transformed fundamentally. Now, the ‘native sat on the top of the 
political world designed by the settler’ and set about disempowering 
those considered nonindigenous (2005, 11). 

 Debra Posel has argued that ‘after decades of apartheid racial reason-
ing, the idea that South African society comprises four distinct races—
“whites”, “coloureds”, “Indians”, and “Africans”—has been a habit of 
thought and experience, a facet of popular “common sense” still widely 
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in evidence’ (2001, 51). For those who strained and rebelled against 
racial classifi cation, the spaces to move beyond these are hemmed in 
by the everyday requisite, such as having to tick a box, as Marè (2001) 
has pointed out: 

   To meet with the requirements of the Employment Equity Act, to gain 
admission to universities … to play in sports teams … to register births 
and deaths and so on, each requires a statement of race belonging. … 
There is no opportunity to avoid the issue. No provision is made for alter-
natives to the basic ‘Four races’ of apartheid South Africa, or to reject such 
classifi cation. Leaving the space blank, which remarkably few seem to do, 
means that someone else is required to complete to balance the books.   

 While one can bemoan this apartheid hangover, race cannot simply 
be wished away as it has become a leitmotif for a myriad of issues that 
create the conditions for advancement from the right to own land, 
have access to tenders, and own businesses within the former apart-
heid era African townships. Race, in this context, becomes as much a 
strategy for redress as it is for capital accumulation. One of the aims of 
this book is to illuminate the many and changing ways that race has 
been utilized as the transition has unfolded (Berg and Wendt 2011, 
5). The insistence of a concentrated focus on race identities can have 
grave repercussions for, as Appadurai warns, ‘it is through specifi c 
choices and strategies, often of state elites or political leaders, that 
particular groups are rendered visible as minorities against whom 
campaigns of calumny can be unleashed’ (2006, 45). The ‘minorities’ 
of the Rainbow and foreign migrants see themselves as constituting 
this vulnerable group. 

 Indian South Africans are nowadays spoken of in the context of an 
Indian diaspora. The word ‘diaspora’ entered the world of Indian South 
Africans relatively recently, probably in the last two decades. It is a sig-
nifi cant idea given that the loyalty of Indians to South Africa has histori-
cally been questioned, and an increased identifi cation with India in the 
contemporary period cannot but heighten such questions. Diaspora is 
often used too easily, as much as it is highly contested (Soske 2018). 
Hansen (2003, 9) casts doubt on its utility ‘as a descriptive category that 
says something meaningful about a group of people and their history 
… because it implies “diaspora” to be a “total identity”, a condition 
that informs and structures many facets of life. This is plainly wrong,’ 
but, as Lal (2006, 1) points out, the history of the Indian diaspora ‘has 
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now been woven into contemporary stories of globalization and trans-
national movements.’ 

 While guarding against fl attening out experiences and histories 
and accepting that movement, networks, and exchanges were com-
plex,   7    we explore themes of identity and belonging in Chapters 8 
and 9, being in broad agreement with Markovits that while ‘one can 
fi nd plenty of empirical cases, which do not fi t within the “diaspora” 
framework’, this ‘is not a suffi cient reason to reject it out of hand, 
as the same could be probably said of any similarly broad notion’ 
(Markovits 2007, 263–4). 

 ‘Diaspora capital’ is a feature of the contemporary period and India 
has been actively cultivating it as a resource among the 16 million 
Indians living outside its borders. Indentured migration was mostly a 
brutal and fi nal process, but changes in technology and communication 
have made ‘hyphenated lives’ increasingly possible. The many ‘Indian 
diaspora’ conferences held annually in India and in former colonies 
where the indentured went, such as Mauritius, Fiji, and Suriname, as 
well as in countries where the ‘twice-migrants’ have settled, such as the 
Netherlands, Australia, and the United Kingdom, signify that the issue 
has to be engaged with seriously. This is a theme that runs through this 
book. 

 This study examines questions around emotional and other attach-
ments to India, not through speechifying labels or their rejection but 
by showing how Indian South Africans have sought to live through 
these tensions, negotiate contradictions, and reach outwards and 
grasp broader identities and commercial opportunities, while reaching 
inwards and keeping their faith, culture, and hope alive. In this quest, 
we found an incredible creativity and imagination straining at and 
confounding the diktats of those who held power during the long 20th 
century, which had at its core white privilege and dominance. 

 This is the fi rst major study to explore the Indian South African expe-
rience since the end of apartheid. It examines such themes as gender, 
the new elite, religion, work, education, affi rmative action, and racial 
politics—issues that are fervently contested in post-apartheid South 
Africa. Through the experiences of Indian South Africans, we seek 
to make critical interventions in these debates. Both Hansen (2012) 
and Desai and Vahed (2013a) conducted ethnographic studies of the 
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township of Chatsworth in the post-apartheid period, but they are 
geographically confi ned to the fi rst township that the NP government 
built for Indians in Durban, while Singh (2005) focused mainly on 
apartheid-era Indian areas in KwaZulu-Natal. The focus of this study is 
national and transnational and follows on from  Insiders and Outsiders  
(Freund 1995). While Hansen’s  Melancholia  tends to downplay the 
contradictions and complexities among Indians for some kind of an 
essentialist ‘ charou —a well-honed Durban term for the quintessential 
unpretentious local Indian’ (Freund 2014, 115), our study explores the 
heterogeneity and reveals the acuity of Freund’s assessment. 

 We also show that the ‘Indianness’ has not stood still. There are 
times when it is ‘in your face’, scuttling down your throat only to 
be thrown up, spilling into a global ummah (Muslim community), 
Yankee Pentecostalism and roots tourism, in search of relatives left 
behind 150 years ago. Old identities are dressed up for new times, such 
as Tamil transnationalism, Hindutva, and Memon global linkages. We 
take seriously the understanding of ‘identity as lived reality’, sensitive 
to the changing power relations and their impact on ethnic, cultural, 
and racial boundaries and imaginations. As Anthony Appiah proposes, 
‘There’s no dispensing with identities.’ While race, religious, class, and 
other identities may divide people, ‘at their best, [identities] make it 
possible for groups, large and small, to do things together. They are 
the lies that bind’ (2018, xvi). We examine both the ties and the lies 
that bind, revealing the tensions between the impulses that fracture and 
congeal ‘the Indian South African’. 

 This study is in many senses a personal history born out of our previ-
ous collaborations and the scuffl es and shuffl es of intellectual life as we 
debated and found common ground, only to contest it once more. It is 
a story of a people caught between longing—what was lost in the mul-
tiple moves across the  kala pani , from the plantation to the cities, the 
forced uprooting and settlement in racially bounded townships during 
the apartheid era, and the jump into the post-apartheid moment—and 
belonging and their quest through the long 20th century for citizen-
ship, for dignity, for a place to call home. 

 As the chapters that follow show, it is a remarkable African journey—
a journey made without maps or travel guides and in the perpetual 
quest for a (desti)nation that does not, cannot exist.   
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     Notes   

     1.  The South African Native National Congress (SANNC) was founded in 1912 
and renamed as the African National Congress (ANC) in 1923.  

   2.  In 1958, there were 1,318 Indian students at the university. By 1970, the 
number barely increased to 1,818, but then kept rising to the extent that 
by 1983, it had escalated to 14,216 (Beale 1998, 53). While the per capita 
government expenditure that went to Indian students at the university was 
a paltry ZAR 2.64 in 1970, compared to the ZAR 11.55 spent on white stu-
dents, it was much higher than that for black African students, which stood 
at ZAR 0.22 and at ZAR 0.44 for coloured students. (Beale 1998, 342).  

   3.  There is a growing genre of sentimentalizing the past in the post-apartheid 
period, covering the memoirs of anti-apartheid activists, their heritage, 
museum exhibitions, and photographic books (see Worby and Allie 2013). 
In  Knowledge in the Blood  (2007), Jansen shows that the end of apartheid 
resulted in a complicated loss for South Africans; Jacob Dlamini’s  Native 
Nostaligia  (2010) examines the theme of nostalgia among Africans; and 
Truscott (2011) focuses on melancholia amongst the Afrikaners.  

   4.  Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich’s (1975) study of post-Hitler 
Germany,  The Inability to Mourn , is one of the best-known historical studies 
to employ Freud’s concept of mourning and melancholia.  

   5.  Calling this study a ‘biography’ does not imply a homogeneity. However, 
race remains a legal fact and social reality in post-apartheid South Africa, 
even though those defi ned as Indian are divided by class, caste, ethnicity, 
culture, education, and religion, as the pages of this book show. This book 
seeks to understand this ‘community’ and their place in post-apartheid 
South Africa.  

   6.  ‘Indian South African’ is the nomenclature suggested by Rajend Mesthrie, 
Professor of Linguistics and research chair in the School of African & Gender 
Studies, Anthropology & Linguistics at the University of Cape Town. He 
wrote in an e-mail dated 6 September 2018: 

   I guess we are all South Africans, and if more concrete descriptors are needed, 
one may precede the term by ‘black’, ‘white’, and so on. (these are all now 
as complex and fraught as ever). So ideally, ‘Indian South African’ describes 
someone of South African nationality and identity/belonging, and of Indian 
heritage. Logically better than ‘South African Indian’, which suggests ‘Indian, 
but a South African one’ (‘a willow tree’ is basically a ‘tree’, the descriptor 
before it qualifi es it as one type of tree). There’s logic and then there’s conven-
tion. … Only a few academics have used ‘Indian South African’, and ‘South 
African Indian’ is more common. (Some politicians from within the commu-
nity who approved the latter term mistakenly thought it puts South Africa fi rst 
and Indian second—this is not how language works though). My suggestion 
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would be to use ‘Indian South African’ with a footnote on fi rst mention that 
this is meant to signify someone of South African nationality and identity/
belonging, and of Indian heritage. The term is equivalent to the older ‘South 
African Indian’ but preferable in connotation, and more in line with terms 
like black South African, and so on (and that all labels conceal as much as 
they reveal.)    

   7.  Similarly, in the African experience, Du Bois’ introduced the concept of dou-
ble-consciousness which evoked the idea of two social ‘worlds’ and ‘double 
lives’; Gilroy (1992) used the ‘black Atlantic’ (Europe, America, Caribbean, 
and Africa) as his unit of analysis; while Robin Kelley (2003, 16) argued 
that many Africans see themselves as ‘part of an African diaspora’, sharing a 
common experience born of slavery and racism, but few seriously think of 
returning to Africa.        
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     There’s no dispensing with identities, but we need to understand them 
better if we can hope to reconfi gure them. … Much of what is danger-
ous about them has to do with the way identities … divide us and set 
us against one another. They can be enemies of human solidarity, the 
sources of war, horseman of a score of apocalypses from apartheid to 
genocide. Yet these errors are central to the way identities unite us today. 
We need to reform them because, at their best, they make it possible for 
groups, large and small, to do things together. They are the lies that bind. 

  —Anthony Appiah (2018, xvi)      

   The unbanning of liberation movements in 1990 and the onset of 
negotiations between the African National Congress (ANC) and 

the apartheid government signalled a dramatic change in South African 
politics. Organizations steeped in the anti-apartheid struggle scrambled 
to position themselves in relation to these developments, none more 
so than the Natal Indian Congress (NIC) and the Transvaal Indian 
Congress (TIC). 

 These organizations had undergone many transformations during 
their existence, with the Indian Congresses joining in alliance with 
the ANC in the 1950s—a decisive moment. Jon Soske has brilliantly 
traced these developments that take in Mandela’s fi rst opposition to 
working with the Indian Congresses and then his conversion through 
his personal relationships with fellow students at Wits University, such 
as J.N. Singh and Ismail Meer, and the decisive role played by Albert 
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Luthuli in arguing for an ‘inclusive nationalism’ (2017, 165–96). It 
was a path not without its pitfalls as the ANC had to weather the split 
from its more avowedly Africanist fl ank that coalesced around the Pan 
Africanist Congress (PAC), formed in 1959. 

 Despite the Congress alliance, Indians were not allowed to be mem-
bers of the ANC (there were a few exceptions, such as the treason trialist 
Ayesha Dawood in the Cape). However, coloureds, Indians, and whites 
were allowed to join its armed wing ‘Umkhonto we Sizwe’ (MK) (Spear 
of the Nation), which was formed in 1961 under the command of 
Nelson Mandela. Some of the very fi rst MK cadres were Indians. Activists 
such as Ahmed Kathrada and Laloo Chiba in the Transvaal (Gauteng) 
and Ebrahim Ebrahim and Billy Nair in Natal (KwaZulu-Natal) were to 
spend many years on Robben Island for their activities as members of 
the MK. The debate about opening up the ANC membership to non-
Africans raged through the 1960s, with many African cadres, infl uenced 
by the pan-Africanist ideals on the continent, supporting the exclusivist 
African membership. In a report prepared for the ANC in 1966, Yusuf 
Dadoo of the Indian Congress and the South African Communist Party 
(SACP) said that the point had been reached 

   where we have to consider how to utilise all the forces in South Africa for 
our struggle. The leadership, which is being given by the ANC, should 
be given by all. We are making too much of a question that the Indian 
people are non-violent. In the sabotage movement, the Indian people 
have participated. It is not true that they did not want an armed struggle. 
We are being told to subordinate ourselves. … If it is a considered view 
of this meeting that the ANC can go it alone, let it be so. But is this a cor-
rect move? If it is not decided today to have a council of this type, we will 
be faced with the same problem in the not so distant future. How best 
can we mobilise our people? It is not a question of power. (Ndebele and 
Nieftagodien 2004, 583)   

 The Morogoro Conference of 1969 agreed that the ANC would open 
its membership to non-Africans ‘on the basis of individual equality’, 
but they could not stand for election to the national executive [NEC]’ 
(Lodge 1985, 301). Non-Africans, however, could be members of the 
newly created Revolutionary Council, of which Yusuf Dadoo was an 
infl uential member alongside Joe Slovo. As Ndebele and Nieftagodien 
(2004, 599) point out, notwithstanding this concession, the ANC ‘had 
to tread carefully, always wary of the ideological force of hardcore 
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Africanists among its members (and political rivals)’. It was only 
at the Kabwe conference in 1985 that the NEC was thrown open to 
non-Africans. 

 Following the Sharpeville Massacre of 21 March 1960, the ANC 
and the PAC were outlawed. While never banned, the NIC came under 
intense scrutiny and repression in the aftermath of Sharpeville. The 
NIC was only revived in 1971 when a new generation of leaders, mostly 
professionals led by Mewa Ramgobin, came to the fore (Vahed and 
Desai 2014b).Through the 1970s, the NIC opposed the government-
sponsored political structures, such as the South African Indian Council 
(SAIC) and the Local Affairs Committees (LACs), while keeping the 
fl ag of the Congress movement fl ying. It also faced down opposition 
from the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM). The fl edgling BCM 
demanded the removal of the ‘I’ in the NIC, as its activists such as Saths 
Copper and Strini Moodley argued for a political movement that would 
organize across racial lines. This was a time of heady debates and even-
tually both sides went their separate ways, although their impact on 
each other continued; both, for example, were to take an anti-participa-
tion stance in regard to the tricameral system in the mid-1980s (Vahed 
and Desai 2015b). Many in the NIC camp desired to move beyond 
apartheid categories but saw the NIC as a way to be sensitive to a com-
munity that struggled with memories of the 1949 Afro-Indian riots in 
Durban and the fact that the Group Areas Act created real impediments 
to organization across racial boundaries. 

 The NIC spearheaded the formation of the United Democratic Front 
(UDF) in 1983 to protest the tricameral dispensation. The UDF was 
strongly infl uenced by NIC activists who used old networks to sharpen 
links with the ANC. The likes of Reggie Vandeyar of the Transvaal and 
Jerry Coovadia and Farouk Meer of Natal were visibly and centrally 
involved in the UDF, while others such as Pravin Gordhan, operating 
under the constant surveillance of the state, conspired to play a pivotal 
role still. Many NIC leaders were banned, imprisoned, or sent into exile 
as the state declared a state of emergency and acted with a heavy hand, 
since township protests sought to make the country largely ungovern-
able in the mid-1980s (Vahed and Desai 2015b, 15–20). 

 The full history of the NIC in the 1970s and the 1980s, in particular 
the links with the armed struggle and the tensions and camaraderie 
with African comrades, still needs to be told. In this context, ‘insiders’ 
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and ‘outsiders’, different layers of organization, and secrecy were part of 
the everyday way in which activists conducted themselves. It sometimes 
led to dissension. Serious accusations of a small cabal of middle-class 
members surfaced in the 1980s, centred around Pravin Gordhan and 
Yunus Mahomed having a disproportionate infl uence in shaping the 
NIC tactics and policies. These divisions were debated publicly when 
the NIC branches held elections for offi ce-bearers in 1987, the fi rst such 
election to be held since the late 1970s. NIC leadership was criticised 
for failing to build a mass-based organization, rendering the NIC inef-
fective when its leaders were imprisoned or banned, marginalizing 
older activists, and not functioning democratically. The accusations 
lay in part in the factional politics of exile and different underground 
networks, in part in the emergence of strong working-class branches in 
places such as Chatsworth and Phoenix, and in part in the necessity of 
leaders having to work in small groups in order to avoid state scrutiny 
(Vahed 2018, 197–9). 

 Whatever one’s take, the NIC was not a tight grouping of activists 
that read from the same script.  

    The Interregnum   

 By the early 1990s, these debates and struggles seemed part of the dis-
tant past. The NIC, in the main, had justifi ed its existence on the basis 
that the ANC was banned and the organization, if nothing else, kept 
the ideals of the Congress alive. With the unbanning of the ANC, the 
NIC (with the TIC) was forced to debate its future. While the NIC had 
organized a hugely successful campaign through the second half of the 
1980s against the House of Delegates (HOD), the Indian arm of the 
NP-sponsored tricameral parliament, many of its leading activists were 
worried that the Indian fear of African majority rule would see them 
siding with F.W. de Klerk’s National Party (NP) and the redoubtable 
Armichand Rajbansi’s Minority Front (MF). 

 Given the need for public debate about organizational forms in the 
run-up to the 1994 elections, the voices of the NIC/ANC activists were 
surprisingly muted. One reason was that some leading members of the 
NIC, such as Pravin Gordhan, Billy Nair, and Mo Shaik, were caught up 
in Operation Vula, which attempted to arm cadres and build structures 
as a defence/advance in the event of negotiations collapsing (Maharaj 
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2002). Other NIC/TIC fi gures were involved in the unfolding negotia-
tions as ANC members but also in distinct NIC/TIC delegations. There 
were debates and divisions over the future of the Indian Congresses 
and tensions over the role of internal versus exiled activists, how to 
relate to those who had participated in the government structures dur-
ing the apartheid era, and the composition of the ANC parliamentary 
lists (Vahed 2018, 195–9). 

 As the transition to democracy unfolded, questions intensifi ed over 
the continued existence of the TIC/NIC and the UDF. For most of 1990, 
there was talk of the UDF redefi ning its focus to concentrate on socio-
economic issues while the ANC would focus on political negotiations. 
The returning ANC leadership, however, made it clear that the UDF 
was redundant and it formally disbanded in August 1991 (Seekings 
2000, 261). The Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) 
adapted to accepting the leading role of the ANC in the period of transi-
tion to democracy, while many civics became the embryos of the ANC 
branches. 

 The NIC enjoyed a longer shelf life. Differences of opinion emerged 
within the organization about its future. Mewa Ramgobin, then vice-
president of the NIC, told  Sechaba  magazine in April 1990 that the 
unbanning of the ANC meant that the NIC would be disbanded, as 
‘the democratic movement is now seeking to build non-racial constitu-
encies for the creation of a future non-racial, democratic, and united 
South Africa’ (Ramgobin 1990, 8). But Yunus Carrim, an executive 
member of the NIC, felt that the NIC could not ‘mechanically disband’ 
but would ‘phase out so that its dissolution is part of an overall cam-
paign that ensures that a signifi cant strata of the Indian community is 
drawn into the ANC’ ( Natal Witness  12 May 1990). Carrim recognized 
the genuine fears among many Indians about majority rule and that the 
‘community’ could best be brought into the fold of the ANC through 
the midwifery of the NIC. 

 A joint meeting of the NIC and the TIC in June 1990 recommended 
that the organizations disband and join the ANC ( Financial Mail  11 
June 1990). This decision was reversed, however, when the national 
executives of the NIC and the TIC met with an ANC delegation, which 
included its internal leader Walter Sisulu, in Durban in March 1991 and 
resolved that the Indian Congresses should continue to use their struc-
tures to mobilize support for the ANC ( Daily News  18 March 1991). 
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This strategy, however, did not result in the Indian masses aligning with 
the ANC. Former NIC president M.J. Naidoo had a point when he wrote 
in 1990 that ‘in the past fi ve years … oppressed South Africa has liter-
ally been on the march. The Indian community has not kept step with 
it’ ( Natal Witness  22 May 1990). Despite this, the Indian Congresses 
came to play a key role in the negotiations for a new South Africa. 
The ANC had conceded that the Bantustan parties and the parties that 
participated in the HOD and the coloured House of Representatives 
could participate in the negotiations. The Indian Congresses were also 
included, which meant that the ANC was able to bring in key personnel 
to buttress its negotiation positions. 

 The NIC commemorated its 100th anniversary in 1994, within 
months of the election, and debated its continued existence. Was there 
a role for the NIC in a deracialised South Africa? Should the organiza-
tion drop the ‘I’ to give meaning to the idea of non-racialism? Opinion 
was divided among the NIC members canvassed by the  Post  journalist 
Marlan Padayachee. Roy Padayachie, K. Goonam, M.J. Naidoo, J.N. 
Singh, and Billy Nair agreed, but the likes of M.D. Naidoo, Thumba 
Pillay, and Hassim Seedat felt that it would be premature to disband 
( Post  7–10 December 1994). The NIC never formally disbanded but 
simply faded into the heady days of the fall of apartheid. 

 This chapter examines some of these issues through the biographies 
of key individuals who were centrally involved in these debates and 
whose lives took different paths in the post-apartheid period—Thumba 
Pillay, Paul David, and Yunus Carrim. All excerpts are from the inter-
views taken by G. Vahed.  

    Barathanathan ‘Thumba’ Pillay: Six of the Best   

 Thumba Pillay was born in Clairwood on 4 April 1936. He was 
politicized at an early age through contact with political icons such 
as Monty Naicker and Yusuf Dadoo, who were ‘names which were fre-
quently talked about in the Indian community’, the passive resistance 
campaign of 1946 in which one of his aunts participated, and India’s 
independence from the British rule. 

   I was in standard fi ve, when India was celebrating its independence. 
Thinking Indian was still very much in our mind, thinking about Gandhi 
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and Nehru. The logic of it I can’t explain but I suppose it was still the 
Indian in me. We tried to negotiate with the principal Mr Done to have a 
day where we could celebrate the occasion, and he would have nothing 
to do with it. So we organised a boycott of classes and stayed away. That 
was the start of my interest in politics.   

 Regarding Clairwood, Pillay says that it was ‘a very progressive commu-
nity but the conditions were very bad. We had a bucket system of toi-
lets, we lived in a wooden house’. Pillay completed high school at Sastri 
College in 1954 and enrolled to study law at the Natal Non-European 
University. He was further politicized at university where his classmates 
included many who would become well-known for their anti-apartheid 
activism, such as M.J. Naidoo, Mac Maharaj, Phyllis Naidoo, and Kader 
Hassim. He recounted: 

   We fed on politics … campaigning for the boycott of the graduation … 
and then there was the campaign for the Kliptown conference [Freedom 
Charter]. We were recruited as students to go from house to house col-
lecting demands for a future South Africa. Students organised to go to 
Kliptown but the buses were stopped at Newcastle because we didn’t 
have permits [until 1973, Indians could not travel to different provinces].   

 Pillay joined the central Durban branch of the NIC as a result of 
the promptings of M.J. Naidoo and attended political classes led by 
M.D. Naidoo. He became the secretary. As was the case with other 
black students, he completed his degree without ever setting foot in 
the racist Howard College campus. He was a member of the Student 
Representative Council (SRC), its secretary in 1957, then treasurer, and 
vice president by the time he graduated in 1961. As an SRC member, 
he attended the World Assembly of Youth conference in India in 1958, 
where he met the then Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal Nehru, and 
came to see the fi ght against apartheid as part of the global struggle 
against imperialism. Resolutions were passed at that meeting, denounc-
ing apartheid and the proposed creation of racially segregated universi-
ties in South Africa. The highlight was Nehru’s address at the Red Fort 
in Delhi on Independence Day, which left an indelible impression on 
Pillay: ‘There was this great man right on the top of the Fort, there was 
this parade of the Indian army and so on, such as I have never seen 
before in my life. It left a lasting impression on my mind.’ 

 In 1961, at just 25, Pillay was elected to an executive post at the NIC. 
1963 witnessed the fi rst MK trial in Natal, involving Billy Nair, Ebrahim 
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Ebrahim, and seventeen others—the fi rst recruits in Natal. With their 
lawyers J.N. Singh, I.C. Meer, and Rowley Arenstein all banned, Pillay 
‘handled the trial and from then I just became a human rights law-
yer’. Pillay was soon addressing public meetings and recounted taking 
Mandela to Groutville to meet with Albert Luthuli. This brought him 
under the gaze of the apartheid police. On 31 December 1963, New 
Year’s Eve, he received his fi rst banning for fi ve years. He was given a 
second fi ve-year banning order and was thus out of the political scene 
till the end of 1973. The most hotly debated issue when he re-entered 
politics was whether the ‘I’ should be dropped from the NIC. Pillay 
gave the standard defence of the NIC activists as to its retention: 

   We’d never at any stage in the history of the NIC said this was a fi ght 
for Indians only, never. Out of historical reasons and for the profi le 
that the NIC enjoyed in the community, we had to keep going. And we 
worked very closely with and for everyone. Archie Gumede was more 
NIC than anybody I can think of. And a whole lot of people from the 
Coloured community, the Bonhommes and so on, were very involved in 
the NIC. … It was just not fi ghting for Indian rights. … In fact, if it wasn’t 
for the NIC in the years that the ANC was banned, the ANC would never 
have existed in this province. The NIC carried that fl ag right up to the 
formation of the UDF.   

 In retrospect, one sees how the fact that Gumede was working within 
the NIC and the NIC set up communication links with the exiled ANC 
members created perceptions of dominance and control by some in the 
leadership of the organization, an allegation that would persist through 
the eighties and into the present. 

 Pillay’s point is that segregation made it impossible to ignore the 
‘I’, but that this did not make the NIC a racial organization. What 
Pillay does not countenance is that an organic Black Consciousness 
Movement had emerged that created the conditions for Indians and 
Africans to work alongside each other in a single organization. The 
refrain from people such as Pillay is that the Indian community was 
not ready for that. The questions that the Black Consciousness activists 
raised were: at what point would the community be ready and, as these 
younger militants more pertinently commented, was it really that many 
in the leadership of the NIC were themselves not ready? 

 Another issue that occupied the NIC in the 1970s was whether to 
participate in government created structures such as the Local Affairs 
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Councils (LAC) and the South African Indian Council (SAIC). Some 
within the NIC wanted to use these structures to protest against apart-
heid policies. Pillay recounted that a faction led by Pravin Gordhan 
argued for participation for tactical reasons. Pillay was, in fact, sent by 
the NIC to London in 1979 where he met with Pravin Gordhan, Roy 
Padayachie, Yusuf Dadoo, I.C. Meer, Mac Maharaj, and Aziz Pahad and 
‘debated this whole thing of participation, non-participation … eventu-
ally Yusuf Dadoo’s decision simply was, “you chaps are on the ground 
in the country, you take the decision.” Eventually the decision was to 
boycott’. 

 Shortly after his return, nationwide education boycotts broke out 
in 1980. Pillay became involved and was himself detained on 6 June. 
He was kept in solitary confi nement at Brighton Police Station and 
subsequently imprisoned at Modderbee in Benoni. He believes that the 
student movement was crucial in drawing parents into the struggle and 
this, together with the NIC’s involvement in housing action commit-
tees and ratepayer organizations in Phoenix and Chatsworth, helped 
increase support for it in the wider community. 

 In response to the proposed tricameral dispensation, the NIC 
played a central role in forming the United Democratic Front (UDF) 
in 1983. While the NIC was revived in 1971, the (TIC) remained 
dormant. In the aftermath of the 1980 education boycotts, Natal- 
and Transvaal-based activists began liaising about reviving the TIC. 
An NIC delegation went to Johannesburg to assist with this process. 
In the deliberations prior to the meeting, the NIC members sug-
gested forming a national front against the tricameral system. They 
discussed this in Johannesburg and Reverend Allan Boesak, who was 
guest speaker at the meeting, was tasked with making the call. Pillay 
recounted that on the way to Johannesburg, they stayed at the house 
of a Dr Moolla in Newcastle, and it was there that Jerry Coovadia, Zac 
Yacoob, and himself drew up the preamble for the call for a united 
front. Anti-tricameral activists went on door-to-door campaigns ‘to 
educate the public of the dangers of participating in the racially 
exclusive structures’ claiming that ‘our message was that our future 
lies together with the majority of the people in this country. It would 
be a disaster if we gang up with the whites against the majority’. The 
campaign was successful in limiting Indian participation to 20 per 
cent of the registered voters. 
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 As a member of the NIC/TIC joint delegation at the Convention for a 
Democratic South Africa (CODESA), Pillay was involved in negotiations 
that led to South Africa’s non-racial democracy. He noted that the process 
was close to collapsing on several occasions, but ‘it was rescued and then 
continued’, and that discussions were not transparent. ‘There is no doubt 
there were meetings behind the scenes to which many of us were not 
privy.’ The NIC, Pillay emphasized, ‘has never formally disbanded, to this 
day. … And let me tell you that at the meeting with Madiba at Luthuli 
House, he never once mentioned, “chaps it’s time to disband the NIC,” 
because he thought the NIC was a very valuable tool to mobilizing’. 

 Pillay was surprised to receive an invitation from Nelson Mandela to 
attend his Nobel Peace Prize Award ceremony in Oslo, Norway, on 10 
December 1993: ‘I was part of the entourage. It was quite an experience 
and Mandela introduced me at a meeting at the Cathedral in Oslo, to 
all the Bishops and the clergy. He called me to the front and he said, 
here’s my colleague, Pillay.’ 

 These were exciting times, but Pillay experienced disappointment 
with the ANC in the lead-up to the country’s fi rst non-racial elections. 
He was chairman of the Umgeni North branch and had a disagree-
ment with Mandela over the candidates’ list for the parliament because 
Mandela ‘wanted to include some of those who had participated in 
apartheid-era structures. He [Mandela] had a meeting with them and 
introduced them into the ANC and they were now in my constituency 
without me knowing it as the branch chairman’. This came as a shock 
to Pillay, who found it hard to accept how quickly those who had ben-
efi ted during the apartheid era were being welcomed with open arms 
into the ANC. He says, ‘I raised this issue with Madiba. There were 
times when he’s quite intolerant, when he has his say and he virtually 
shut me up and I resigned as the chairman of that branch.’ 

 Many NIC activists were irate that the former ‘sellouts’ were declared 
‘kosher’ and incorporated into the structures of the ANC. For his part, 
Mandela was also reaching out to the former Bantustan leaders, those 
who participated in the coloured arm of the tricameral parliament, and 
even members of the National Party. Arguably, in a small community 
largely based in Durban, the wounds of past battles ran deep. There 
was also the issue of there not being enough places for Indians on par-
liamentary and national lists to go around, and the ‘bringing in’ of the 
former HOD-types only heightened the competition. 
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 The other key issue was the contestation for positions between exiles 
and those who had remained in the country. Pillay believes that the 
ANC made a mistake in giving preference to exiles and former detain-
ees over those ‘who were on the ground and were attuned to people’s 
feelings. Exiles and people from Robben Island were completely out of 
touch. That is partly responsible for where we are today’. The provincial 
ANC did not respect the candidates’ lists that the branches provided 
for members of parliament. Instead, Pillay notes, ‘there was a lot of 
manipulation of those lists. There were unknown people who were 
fi nalising the list for us … branches putting forward names and sud-
denly some other person appeared, simply because he’s favoured by 
some people for ulterior motives.’ 

 While this was no doubt true, what Pillay does not contemplate is that 
among the ranks of the local anti-apartheid luminaries were those who 
made good followers and handy helpers but did not necessarily make 
the cut for becoming good legislators. Pillay himself was to be quickly 
promoted by the new government into a series of top legal positions. 

 In 1997, Pillay was appointed by the Minister of Justice to serve on 
the project committee of the SA Law Commission on sexual abuse of 
children and was made chairman of the Valuation Appeals Board for the 
Stanger Kwa-Dukuza Local Council. He was also appointed in 1997 to 
the Electoral Court by the Judicial Services Commission and served there 
for 10 years. He was appointed by then president Mandela as Judge of the 
Natal Provincial Division in 1998 and served in the Judicial Inspectorate 
of Prisons in the KwaZulu Natal Division until his retirement in 2010. 

 One of his contemporary concerns is the state of Afro-Indian relations: 
‘During the Mandela era and towards the Mbeki era to some extent the 
relationships were very good … but things have soured now.’ From the 
vantage point that Pillay sat at, things might have seemed pretty good 
in the initial years of the transition; after all, Pillay himself was rapidly 
moving up judicial ranks. But down below, as the material conditions 
of the poor and the working class did not improve and in many cases 
worsened, the language of race and privilege was never far off.  

    Paul David   

 Paul David was born in Pietermaritzburg in 1940, where his father 
Simon had a position as a schoolteacher. But he describes himself as 
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having ‘roots’ in Pietermaritzburg, Tongaat, Durban, Umzinto, and 
Verulam, as his father—passionate about education—moved from 
place to place to establish schools. David matriculated in 1959 from 
Verulam High. He became politically conscious during his high school 
years, which were witness to the Defi ance Campaign, adoption of the 
Freedom Charter, and the start of the Treason Trial. His father was a 
great admirer of Albert Luthuli and Monty Naicker, which drew David 
to the Congress tradition. He attended the University of Natal Non-
European Section where he met some ‘very powerful political fi gures 
studying there at that time’ and found the political debates ‘highly 
intellectual’. He participated in the Freedom Fair at Curries Fountain 
in 1959, which protested the banning of Luthuli, and the Indian 
Centenary commemoration in 1960 to mark 100 years since the fi rst 
indentured arrived in Natal. 

 David joined the NIC central Durban branch. He recalled that 
students wanted to form a non-racial branch of the ANC on campus 
in 1959 and he was part of a delegation that went to Groutville to 
seek Luthuli’s permission. Luthuli, in line with the ANC policy, told 
them that it was ‘not possible to have a non-racial branch on campus’ 
but ‘informally all the congress-inclined people could get together, 
have discussions, for all intents and purposes’. Luthuli further told 
them, ‘You are a branch.’ David completed his studies in 1967. He 
recounted that there was little open political activity in the 1960s. He 
participated in the revival of the NIC in 1971 and became the NIC’s 
secretary in 1979. He recalled the meeting in Durban where BCM 
members, led by Saths Cooper, Strini Moodley, and Asha Moodley, 
‘wanted to remove the word Indian. They will, they said, join us if 
we called ourselves Natal Congress or Natal Congress of Democrats 
or something like that’. David disagreed with the BC argument then 
and now: 

   No, I said, we’ve got too much history, I said it’s a practical problem, you 
know, are we now going to take it upon ourselves to go and work among 
African people? Will they accept us? Do we know the language? And I 
said we’re a non-racial organisation and what makes it non-racial is our 
approach to our work. Our membership is all Indian but the way we 
work, I mean, we are not communalists and racists. The ANC accepts us 
for what we are and Luthuli said very convincingly why we should retain 
the NIC at that meeting that we had as students.   
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 They NIC faced many diffi culties in the 1970s, including the banning 
of members, state surveillance, community fears about joining the NIC, 
and the creation of alternative structures by the government. The debate 
over participation in government structures was intense. According to 
David, 

   it forced so many of us to actually read because the one thing Pravin 
[Gordhan] said was that Lenin advocated participation in the Duma and 
I said, ‘Oh my, our ideologue said it was okay, there must be something 
to it’ and forced a lot of us to read and, you know, the argument was 
sound. But we also found Lenin saying sometimes a tactic might be intel-
lectually correct but if the people don’t accept it, it’s not a tactic because 
you’re going to the people eventually to implement that tactic.   

 David was for non-participation and defended this position intensely. 
 The fl oods in Tin Town, Springfi eld, in the mid-1970s were impor-

tant in teaching the NIC how to ‘organise people and how we win over 
people. By working around issues that affected people in their daily 
lives, you know, they don’t necessarily relate to a political argument 
about change’. The NIC became part of the Durban Housing Action 
Committee (DHAC), formed in 1981, and began to liaise with civic 
organizations countrywide. Given this involvement, David dismissed 
the criticism that the NIC was oblivious to the needs of the working 
classes: ‘Well, that’s not true … We were to the left. I mean, I’m a com-
munist, Pravin was a communist, Thumba would show great obedi-
ence to the Communist Party.’ Nevertheless, younger activists from 
Chatsworth and Phoenix who came to the fore in the 1980s held that 
the middle class, the professional leadership of the NIC, was out of 
touch with the issues affecting the working classes. The natural out-
come of involvement across race lines, David believes, was the UDF. He 
found the run-up to the formation of the UDF ‘quite amazing. We were 
addressing a meeting a night, sometimes two’. 

 David came to international attention when he sought refuge at the 
British Consulate while on the run from the apartheid state in 1985. 
He went underground during the state of emergency before deciding, 
with Archie Gumede, Billy Nair, George Sewpersadh, Mewa Ramgobin, 
and M.J. Naidoo, to 

   get sanctuary in the British consulate, not just to evade arrest but as a sign 
that we are opposed to arrest without warrants and detention without 
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trial. … Conditions (in the Consulate) were harsh. Goodness me, they 
wouldn’t give us a mattress, bedding … we had to sleep on the dusty car-
pet fl oor. There were no showers, we had to bath in a hand basin. … We 
achieved a lot of attention to harsh laws which people were beginning to 
take for granted. … It galvanised a lot of support for the UDF because we 
were described as UDF leaders … Eventually they did prefer charges, so 
we felt compelled then to leave.   

 David was tried, along with 15 others, for high treason but found not 
guilty after a two-year long trial. 

 David is aware of the accusations that a cabal decided on the NIC 
policy but, like Judge Pillay, believes that: 

   [It was] never there. The NIC cabal accusations came simply because six of 
us, I think, were accused, Pravin [Gordhan], Yunus [Mohamed], Farouk 
[Meer], Jerry [Coovadia], Thumba [Pillay] and myself. We are friends. We 
would have dinner with Jerry quite often, we have dinner with Thumba, 
we’d raise discussions and because we were political people, what the 
hell would we talk about but politics and mostly tactics, strategy … it was 
not an organised group. We were the closest of friends and we had com-
monality between us as individuals and as a group.   

 On the question of the ANC’s choices for the parliament, David believes 
that people such as Jerry Coovadia, Farouk Meer, and others were not 
acceptable to the ANC because 

   we speak our minds and no political organisation likes that. There must 
be absolute discipline, absolute acceptance of what leadership said and 
we were not like that. Walter Sisulu, by the way, said that he would like 
to have critical members of the ANC, not people who just say yes to 
everything. But there were not many like him. Madiba was not like that, 
Madiba hated criticism.   

 David was not surprised that many Indians had not voted for the ANC. 
While the NIC had managed to persuade communities to reject the 
policies of the apartheid regime, many Indians, he felt, ‘were afraid of 
African majority rule. I mean you could feel that in house meetings 
where there was a more intimate relationship. … We thought we had 
managed to get over it, but it was there, in the subconscious’. This was 
why he was 

   unshaken in my belief that the NIC should not dissolve. … Elements 
within the ANC were demanding that we disband. I argued that we 
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shouldn’t. If we want the Indian support for the ANC in the elections, 
the NIC should actually conduct that campaign, do the canvassing in the 
Indian areas and we had quite a few people who believed in that … but 
in the end it was decided that it would not be the NIC that would come 
in, the ANC would come and canvas.   

 David remains convinced that that was a mistake and that the NIC 
should have canvassed as an organization.  

    Yunus Carrim   

 Yunus Carrim, born in Pietermaritzburg in 1956, is of a younger gen-
eration. He came into the spotlight when he organized a protest against 
Republic Day celebrations in 1971 at Woodlands High. It was a ‘minor 
protest, hardly causing a ripple’, but one afternoon he was picked up by 
the police outside the school and taken to Alexandra Park where he was 
questioned about the protest, including the role of leading NIC fi gures 
in Pietermaritzburg, A.S. Chetty and Chota Motala. He was warned that 
he should consider the consequences of his actions as his mother was 
widowed. Carrim had not consulted either Chetty or Motala and had 
organized the protest on his own as, he recounted, he was politicized by 
his ‘existential situation’, the injustices he witnessed daily, the impact 
of the death in detention of Ahmed Timol in 1971, and reading widely, 
including the daily newspapers. 

 Carrim attended the University of Durban-Westville where he 
became involved in student politics. He was arrested in August 1976 
with Lloyd Padayachie and Rashid Meer during nationwide protests 
that followed the Soweto uprising of 16 June. Following his release in 
December, he received a UN scholarship and spent the years from 1977 
to 1983 in England where he completed a Masters degree in Sociology. 
This period was important in his political and intellectual development 
for he became, as he put it, a ‘more nuanced Marxist’: 

   I was not a committed Trotskyite so much as what you might call a 
‘workerist’ … infl uenced by the new trade union movements that emerged 
in the 1970s. I’m a modern Gramscian Marxist, not a traditional Leninist, 
meaning, crudely, that I don’t romanticise the revolutionary nature of 
the working class; believe that building working class hegemony through 
alliances and struggles with other classes and strata are crucial; see social-
ism as a long-term project; believe it has to be democratic in every sense 
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possible; disagree with the notion of a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’; 
support a strong civil society to hold a socialist state to account; and 
think that while a successful project will draw on the fundamentals of 
Marxism, it will also be infl uenced by other struggles, including around 
the environment, race, gender, sexual orientation.   

 Carrim joined the SACP in 1990 ‘when it began to shed its neo-
Stalinism and opened up to a more democratic culture’ and remains 
a member. The label ‘Gramscian Marxist’ probably gives cover for the 
way in which members of the SACP can approached the transition to 
democracy in South Africa and their entry into institutional politics as 
ANC MPs. Struggling for socialism, in the Gramscian fashion, appears 
to be about supporting reforms as a basis for further reforms, even if 
this is inside an ANC committed to a market economy. 

 Carrim returned to South Africa in June 1983 to lecture in Sociology 
at the University of Natal and worked as a freelance journalist. He 
entered the civics as secretary of the Pietermaritzburg Combined 
Ratepayers and Residents Association. The focus on ‘bread and butter 
issues around rates, rents, water’ was important because, according to 
Carrim, ‘Indians and coloureds are generally quite conservative and 
through engaging with them on their immediate concerns, which were 
quite legitimate, we hoped to make the links between these and the 
broader struggle for democracy’. Carrim also got involved in the NIC, 
which gained mass support through community mobilization. He was 
elected to its executive and imprisoned during the state of emergency 
in 1986. At the time, Carrim wrote critically of a cabal controlling the 
NIC, but has since adjusted his views: 

   I have far more respect for Pravin (Gordhan) and them now than I did 
then. And when I went to Lusaka in 1988 (to meet with ANC and SACP 
leaders) I discovered, these guys were linked to senior comrades there 
and were not operating on their own. Joe Slovo (SACP leader) basically 
said that we were being too tough on the cabal.   

 Carrim acknowledges that support for the NIC did not translate into 
support for the ANC in 1994. His own sense in the months leading 
up to the election was ‘that it was very doubtful that the majority of 
Indians would vote for the ANC. It was getting clear to some of us that 
they were going to vote for the NP and the Democratic Party (DP). 
A higher proportion of middle-class than working-class Indians voted 
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for the ANC’. Why then did Indians oppose white minority rule? For 
Carrim it was 

   primarily because of the way it affected the Indian community. To put it 
crudely, many Indians outside the political movement wanted the same 
rights as white people … a signifi cant chunk wanted upward mobility 
and this was being thwarted by the privileges reserved for Whites, and it 
was this that motivated them. The struggle never reached the masses in 
the period I became active. … Where we drew signifi cant support from 
ordinary Indians, it was around bread and butter immediate issues, not 
the direct political struggle.   

 Drawing on his training as a sociologist, Carrim proposes an expla-
nation for Indian attitudes: 

   There is a structural, historical, political, and cultural context for this. Of 
course, there are class, religious and other divisions within the Indian 
community, but Indians as a whole were caught between the signifi cantly 
more oppressed African majority and the over-privileged white minority. 
Many Indians, understandably, were caught up in the anxieties that go 
with this ‘minority syndrome’. Despite the non-racial cooperation in the 
political movement, relations between Indians and Africans as a whole 
were never easy, and for many the legacy of the 1949 ‘race riots’ lingered. 
The attitudes of Indians has to be largely understood in structural terms. 
If you reversed the position of Indians and Africans, with Africans being 
2.6 percent of the population and Indians making up over 75 percent, 
and you had all the other dynamics, there is no reason to believe that 
many Africans would not have had the same anxieties that many Indians 
did. … I think that progressive Indians were too disdainful of the average 
Indian’s inability to connect with the African masses, we didn’t acknowl-
edge enough the structural underpinning of this. Of course, you can’t 
reduce everything to structure, and people must also take responsibility 
for their attitudes and views.   

 Ismail Vadi has an intimate knowledge of the Indian South 
African politics, having been an activist in the TIC and the UDF in the 
1980s, a founder member of both the Lenasia Youth League and the 
Progressive Teachers’ League, a national vice president of the South 
African Democratic Teachers’ Union (SADTU) from 1990 to 1994, and 
post-1994, an MP (National Assembly) for the ANC, and Minister of 
Transport for Gauteng. Vadi corroborates Carrim’s observations, while 
adding his own thoughts on a national scale: 
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   In our assessment in 1994 not more than 40 per cent of Indians in 
Transvaal voted for the ANC [because of] the fear factor, political uncer-
tainty, questions of religion issues about the infl uence of the Communist 
Party … uncertainty about African majority rule particularly, I think, was 
a big, big factor. The younger generation, I think, embraced the future but 
the older, the more conservative elements in the community had legiti-
mate fears like many other segments of society. Our (ANC’s) best perfor-
mance, electorally, in terms of the Indian community was under Mbeki 
in 1999 and in 2004, around 50 to 55 per cent. There, Essop Pahad (then 
minister in the presidency) had a clear eye about making sure that the 
Indian community is organized and mobilized. He had come here, I 
had come with him on both elections, we had meetings with promi-
nent people, with organisations, stakeholders. … After that, with Zuma 
in 2009, KZN Indians swung in favour of the ANC, they saw him as com-
ing from their province, he was receptive to them. The 2014 election was 
an absolute disaster for us. Coloured communities went 75 per cent DA 
(Democratic Alliance) across the board. In our estimation 60 per cent 
Indians, from both Natal and Gauteng, voted DA. One-third voted ANC 
at most. (Vadi 2019)   

 But Carrim also believes that 

   overall, despite the conservatism of the average Indian, Indians made 
a signifi cant contribution to the national liberation struggle. In good 
measure, this is attributable to the quality of political leadership that 
emerged. What the NIC was able to do, the TIC as well, was actually quite 
remarkable. There are not many parallels for this history of struggle, for 
this extent of political infl uence that an Indian minority has [is greater 
than it has] had anywhere else. … It’s a remarkable tribute to Monty 
Naicker, Yusuf Dadoo, Ahmed Kathrada, Mac Maharaj, Laloo Chiba, 
Billy Nair, and others and the later generation of Pravin Gordhan, Jay 
Naidoo, Ivan Pillay, Aboobaker Ismail (‘Rashid’), and others. … They 
resonated across the racial divides, including with Africans.   

 Carrim is pragmatic about the tension between internal and returning 
activists: 

   Although the UDF was in a sense the internal wing of the ANC, the ANC 
was to some extent threatened by the UDF and so it suited the mainly 
exiled-led ANC leadership to dissolve it. The ANC wanted to establish 
its hegemony. There were also the different cultures, traditions, notions 
of democratic practice, organisational psychologies, and ways of doing 
things between the ANC and the UDF. These were largely the outcome of 
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the different terrains and contexts in which each had operated and partly 
maybe a generational difference.   

 Carrim was elected an ANC MP in 1994 and was privy to the com-
plaints by mainly internally-based, long-standing activists of being 
marginalized. While conceding that this may have been true in some 
instances, he believes that some 

   Indian activists marginalised themselves. I think because we played such 
a prominent role, especially in this province [KwaZulu Natal] through 
the eighties and before, especially in the formation of UDF nationally, 
that I think people took it [for granted] that they would get more than 
they actually did in terms of positions with the emergence of the new 
democracy. We are just 2.6 per cent of the population. If you think about 
it, Indians have until recently been disproportionately over-represented 
in parliament and in government, especially if you consider that an 
increasing minority of Indians vote for the ANC, not that representa-
tion should be reduced to crude demographics. Most ANC Indian public 
representatives have been elected on the basis of their individual contri-
butions to the struggle and their political worth, and not because they 
represent Indians. The challenge in the case of the NIC, however, was that 
the people who ended up as public representatives were, unfortunately, 
not necessarily the people who were most senior before 1994.   

 Carrim moved on from the NIC in 1990, when the ANC and the SACP 
were unbanned, and became part of the ANC Natal Midlands Interim 
Committee and the SACP Regional Executive Committee. He later 
became a Central Committee and Politburo member of the SACP—a 
position he currently holds. He has enjoyed a 25-year-long career as 
an MP in the National Assembly, holding a number of high level posi-
tions: Minister of Communications, Deputy Minister of Cooperative 
Governance and Traditional Affairs, and chairperson of such com-
mittees as the Justice and Constitutional Development Portfolio 
Committee, Public Enterprises Portfolio Committee, Provincial and 
Local Government Portfolio Committee, and Finance Committee. 

 Despite Carrim’s posture of Marxism, his organization—the SACP, 
which he has served loyally—is distinguished post 1994 by nodding 
to the Left but quite happy when offered cabinet posts to grab them 
and implement the neo-liberal economic policies of the ANC. Carrim 
might well argue that the SACP acted as a fetter on harsher forms of 
neo-liberalism emanating from the ANC’s embrace of big capital. 
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 However, given the crony capitalism of the ANC and the SACP get-
ting outfl anked on the Left by the populist Economic Freedom Fighters 
(EFF), history could be a harsh judge of the organization’s tactical 
options as it hung on to the coat-tails of the ANC.  

    Should the NIC be Revived?   

 After its banning in 1960, the ANC’s main priority was to establish a 
presence in exile that would give it international recognition as well as 
the much needed funding. At the same time, it attempted to ensure that 
its tradition and ideals were kept alive in South Africa. But this proved 
tough as it had to establish underground communication channels 
from scratch. In this context, the revival of the NIC was a tremendous 
boon in propagating the ideals of the Freedom Charter from public 
platforms for arguably the fi rst time since the 1950s. By the early 1980s, 
its identifi cation with the ANC was starting to take another form as a 
number of young NIC activists were drawn into its underground units. 
They would meet in isolation from the NIC while some continued 
to operate within the NIC. This changed in the mid-1980s when the 
state began to clamp down on extra-parliamentary activity. Many NIC-
linked underground operatives withdrew from overt political activity 
and focused on building the ANC underground, with some leaving the 
country and joining its armed wing. 

 These withdrawals weakened the NIC internally. A secretarial report 
presented at an NIC conference in November 1987 revealed that the 
period 1985 to 1987 ‘saw the decline of the NIC and its increasing iso-
lation from the masses’ (Carrim 1988, 52). This was due to factors such 
as the detention of leadership, Afro-Indian violence in Inanda in 1985, 
and the state of emergency. The report also pointed to ‘the subjective 
weaknesses of the organisation: the division and lack of discipline and 
accountability within the organisation’ (Carrim 1988, 41). These ten-
sions were exacerbated once the ‘exile’ divisions inserted themselves 
into the local TIC/NIC politics. 

 Internal developments in the NIC were overshadowed by the unban-
ning of the ANC in 1990, which led to debate on the future of the NIC 
and the TIC. On one side were those who argued that with the unban-
ning of the ANC and the setting up of regional structures, the NIC 
should disband and Indians be encouraged to join the ANC to facilitate 
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the building of a truly non-racial organization and create the condi-
tions for developing a non-racial consciousness. Those arguing for the 
continued existence of the NIC/TIC did not envisage it as an alternative 
to the ANC; rather, they saw the NIC/TIC as a conduit for the ANC. It 
was argued that for three decades, the state and the media had vilifi ed 
the ANC and it would be diffi cult to suddenly draw people to the ANC 
unless the NIC/TIC acted as a sort of half-way house. In the build-up 
to formal negotiations, the ANC conceded the right of political parties 
operating in the homelands and the tricameral parliament to be part 
of the negotiations. Concerned that it would be numerically swamped, 
the ANC won the right for an NIC/TIC delegation to be represented at 
the CODESA. Once a settlement was reached, the NIC/TIC threw in 
their lot with the ANC. The debate about the continued existence of the 
NIC/TIC was drowned out by the intoxication of the new. 

 Given that most Indians had historically identifi ed with Indian orga-
nizations and leaders, the fading away of the NIC/TIC created a space 
for ethnic parties, which played to Indian fears of majority rule. This 
was particularly the case in KwaZulu-Natal. The most artful of these 
ethnic leaders was Amichand Rajbansi and his Minority Front (MF) 
Party. Known as ‘The Bengal Tiger’, Rajbansi was variously described 
as ‘thick skinned’, ‘crass’, ‘arrogant’, ‘bully’, and other such unfl attering 
terms. The (Justice Neville) James Commission, which investigated the 
allegations of corruption against Rajbansi when he was a member of 
the House of Delegates, described him in its February 1989 report as an 
‘inordinately ambitious man obsessed with a desire to achieve personal 
power, and … ruthless in its pursuit’ (cited in Enoch 2011). Rajbansi—
variously a teacher, professional soccer referee, sports administrator, 
public relations offi cer for a dairy company, and businessman—had 
entered politics in the mid-1970s through the then apartheid structure 
of the South African Indian Council (SAIC) and served on the Southern 
Durban LAC. He came to prominence in the tricameral parliament 
when his National People’s Party (NPP) obtained a majority in the 
(Indian) House of Delegates in 1984. In 1985, his house in Arena Park, 
Chatsworth, was petrol-bombed by local (Indian) Umkhonto activists 
who were arrested and imprisoned in 1987. 

 Despite the many fi ndings against him of impropriety, Rajbansi’s 
NPP renamed itself the MF in 1994 and participated in South Africa’s 
transition to being a non-racial democracy in 1994, with the party 
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drawing considerable support from Indians; that support would 
continue until Rajbansi’s death in 2011. Adam Habib, a political com-
mentator and vice-chancellor of the University of Witwatersrand, stated 
upon Rajbansi’s death that his ‘idea of political representation was 
counterproductive to the direction of South African democracy. His 
ideology didn’t yield to the population in general and was inappropri-
ate for post-apartheid South Africa’. Yet, Habib conceded that Rajbansi 
was a ‘political survivor, having survived political turmoil in the form 
of scandals and rebounds, turning to the ruling party, and personal 
attacks [on and against him]. Rajbansi’s personality resonated with his 
community’ (Enoch 2011). 

 Mandela appeared incredibly disappointed with the Indian commu-
nity turning its back on the ANC. In a speech in Tongaat on 21 October 
1994, where he had come to receive an award as he was given the free-
dom of the town (the Tongaat Civic Association had originally given 
him the award in 1989 whilst he was in prison), Mandela refl ected 
ruefully that Indians and coloureds had not voted for the ANC. This, 
he argued, made it diffi cult for him in his quest to develop a spirit of 
reconciliation. He then went on to cajole the audience to correct the 
mistake in the forthcoming local government elections (Siva Naidoo, 
ANC activist). Mandela implied that minorities did not have the right 
to exercise choices but rather that in order for them to contribute to 
nation building, they were duty-bound to vote for the ANC. The irony 
is that the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) gained the most number of 
seats for the provincial legislature rather than the ANC. This meant 
that the majority of African people in the province did not vote for 
the ANC, even allowing for the allegation that the ANC gave the IFP 
victory as a political peace offering. What Mandela’s comments did do, 
albeit unintentionally, was to reinforce the idea of the vulnerability 
of the minority in the face of majority rule. A further irony was that, 
much to the consternation of many former NIC activists, the ANC got 
into an alliance with Rajbansi’s MF in 2004 so that the ANC could 
secure power in the KZN provincial legislature. Rajbansi was appointed 
member of the Executive Council (MEC) for Sports and Recreation for 
KwaZulu-Natal! While some staunch NIC veterans, not seeing the irony 
given their histories, argued that this move legitimated and rewarded 
ethnic and racial politics, others saw it as the maturing of realpolitik. 
Rajbansi took to his portfolio with some gusto, reaching out across 
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racial divides, often receiving plaudit from old foes. These were new 
times and Rajbansi appeared as a man reborn. 

 Following Rajbansi’s death, the MF has dissipated as a political force. 
While it is diffi cult to make judgements about  the  Indian vote, one can 
discern patterns in voting from the local government elections in areas 
where Indians are in majority. It is clear that Indians are mainly vot-
ing for the moderate Democratic Alliance (DA), which espouses a free 
market ideology, emphasizes law and order, and challenges the ANC 
on corruption and its affi rmative action policies that they argue re-
racializes the South African society. Many Indians simply abandoned 
voting, feeling that the elections are a racial census and that their votes 
do not matter. Crucially, the Indian vote is not tied to any one party and 
there is a fl uidity to its politics that can easily make it jump from a party 
occupying one end of the political spectrum to the other. 

 There have been murmurings that the NIC should be revived to fi ll 
this vacuum. But this debate has been over-shadowed by the allega-
tions of corruption that consumed the ANC under Jacob Zuma. Paul 
David and Thumba Pillay confi rm our fi ndings when doing research in 
Chatsworth (Desai and Vahed 2013a) that many South Africans, includ-
ing Indians, have become disillusioned with the ruling party amidst 
accusations of state capture. David is saddened that so many within the 
ANC simply want to ‘further their own nests. The ANC is our home 
and we cannot allow corruption, nepotism, and greed to devour our 
organisation’. Whereas, the ANC as a liberation movement ‘had morality 
as the core trait or as a recognisable characteristic’. As a political party, he 
believes, it ‘is designed for gain for itself and for chosen members’. He 
wants the ANC to be reformed at the grassroots level to be meaningful 
in the lives of South Africans, otherwise ‘the sacrifi ces of thousands of 
activists and leaders would have been in vain’ (cited in Govender 2017). 

 Yunus Carrim captures the acute dilemma facing the activists in the 
early 1990s when they debated the future of the NIC. He had supported 
the move of the NIC members to become part of the ANC. Refl ecting 
on the decision 25 years later, he stated that on the eve of the 2014 
national elections, he travelled around the country on behalf of the 
ANC and was surprised by how many people called for ‘some struc-
ture broadly linked to the ANC’s goals but addressing Indian South 
Africans. So the issue keeps coming up’. While Carrim can see the 
rationale in this argument, he believes that an organization formed to 
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mobilize Indians would be ‘retrogressive. … It’s probably too late in my 
view’. There is some occlusion in Carrim’s remarks as especially in the 
build-up to elections, the ANC inaugurates a structure called the IWC 
(Indians, whites, and coloureds) that pays specifi c attention to garner-
ing the ‘minority’ vote. 

 While there is a political vacuum amongst Indians, Pillay and 
David are also opposed to reviving the NIC. According to Pillay, while 
he was never in favour of the NICs disbandment, ‘we can’t revive it. 
It’s now far too much water under the bridge to revive it. You’ve got 
this racial sentiment against Indians, which we’ll only fan if Indians 
start a separate organisation’. David believes that it was a mistake for 
the NIC to not have remained active. His view that while he ‘was born 
into the ANC, the NIC was there for convenience for me. I said, yes 
the ANC will represent everybody but canvassing for your support is 
sensitive and look where the Indian community has gone’. David was 
aggrieved that at provincial level many Indians voted for Rajbansi. 
While he is committed to non-racialism, he laments ‘the leadership 
vacuum in the Indian community’. He is surprised by the number of 
calls he receives from people telling him that ‘as former activists, we 
can’t lie down and see our country being torn apart’. Pillay and David 
helped launch the Active Citizens Movement (ACM) in March 2017. 
According to Pillay: 

   I am disappointed that the gap between rich and poor has not reduced 
and that’s why I support the mobilisation of the civics. It is a reaction 
to the corruption, to the lack of accountability on the part of the gov-
ernment, lack of service delivery, xenophobia, and all the ills that we’re 
currently faced with. If you look at Durban North and Umhlanga, it’s 
not only better than it was during apartheid, it’s getting even better. The 
people who are in control are our people but the resources are still going 
to the former privileged areas. In other areas, it’s just complete lack of 
service delivery, neglect, no control, no law and order. And this is it from 
a government that we put into power. One of the reasons we fi nd that 
this is so is the lack of a strong civic movement like we had before 1990. 
We’re in a very unhappy place at the moment and that’s largely because 
the watch-bodies that used to exist have all but dissipated.   

 Many of the old NIC and UDF activists have gotten involved in the 
ACM, but the initiative faces the problem of a lack of involvement of 
young people and a failure to attract African members. 
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 This concern is not confi ned to KZN. Ismail Vadi makes a similar 
point for Gauteng: 

   People are asking, ‘Look, should we not begin to revive the TIC, the NIC?’ 
not to contest elections, they are clear about it. There’s no basis for the 
TIC or the NIC to enter electoral politics. It won’t work. Our numbers are 
too small, but to begin to raise issues of concern to the Indian commu-
nity and that’s because there’s a visible sense that the ANC branches are 
becoming Africanized. … There’s a crisis of leadership among Indians at 
the moment. In this area [KZN], the young people I met, I had a chit-chat 
social with them. … I said, ‘Okay, in KZN today who do you guys look up 
to?’ In the old days, we’d say Monty Naicker, Billy Nair, Ebrahim Ebrahim, 
Chota Motala, George Sewpersadh. … They thought for a moment and 
said, ‘Actually there’s no name.’ … In Gauteng, we are a bit more fortu-
nate. We’ve still got the old exiles … there’s few of them are still around. 
The vacuum of leadership is being fi lled by the Kathrada Foundation at 
the moment to keep a progressive politics alive because you can’t articu-
late that progressive politics effectively in the ANC branches anymore. 
Most of the old activists are out of the ANC branches. They still vote 
ANC, no doubt about it. … The Kathrada Foundation has become by 
default in a sense the new progressive form. We are struggling because 
we’re not a political party. We are championing values and our core value 
is non-racialism … to keep that principle alive. What is non-racialism? 
It’s intangible. Now we’re saying it’s about constitutionalism, defending 
constitutional values and principles, addressing questions of poverty and 
inequality in society, defending the legacy of the liberation movement. … 
Although there’s a debate going on whether it is now anti-racism or non-
racialism. Ordinarily, we know it’s fi ghting or combatting racism, but 
in our tradition, non-racialism is the principle that we’re defi ning. … 
You’ve got to challenge racism, including the anti-Indianism of some of 
the new Africanist political forces. You see, when wrong values are being 
espoused, somebody has to speak out against it. If you keep quiet, you’re 
only allowing for hot spots to emerge in society and you lose the progres-
sive content of whatever change you want in society. (Vadi 2019)    

    The Present   

 The views of Pillay, Carrim, and David are conducted in the full glare 
of the present. All are keen observers of contemporary South African 
politics, albeit from different vantage points. Paul David is ailing but 
with no organizational attachments, is open about the slide of the ANC 
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and its inability to self-correct—a story he told with a whimsical smile 
as he recounted the days in the trenches of the anti-apartheid war. The 
post-apartheid years have not treated him, unlike many of his contem-
poraries, in any special way. Bereft of medical aid, he has to join the 
long queue at a state hospital. 

 Thumba Pillay was appointed to the bench but has since retired. 
He has allied himself with a civic movement that seeks to confront 
the ANC’s slide into cronyism and corruption, but many in the com-
munity are sceptical of civic bodies sponsored by ANC veterans who 
were largely silent during the period when the organization was already 
showing signs of sliding into corrupt practices and narrower forms 
of African nationalism. It is asked by ordinary people whether these 
were not the same people who quickly embraced the ANC, got high 
positions, were often de-linked from the everyday realities of the poor 
during the transition to democracy, scorned their protests of job losses 
and mounting charges for basic services, and now expect to return as 
saviours of the revolution? It is criticism at once too harsh, at once felt 
deeply. 

 Yunus Carrim’s life seems to have been spent locked on the horns 
of a dilemma. He is almost instinctively non-racial but was a member 
of the NIC. He continues to work as an ANC MP, even making it to the 
post of a Minister for a while. While his party, the SACP (which does not 
independently stand for elections), took a battering during the latter 
days of Zuma’s reign, their fortunes are on the rise with the leadership 
of, ironically, the reported billionaire Cyril Ramaphosa. Carrim and his 
SACP are locked into contradictions but the post-Gramscian Marxists 
are able to explain this away with a wry smile. As Gramsci himself 
observed in his  Prison Notebooks  in 1912, ‘when the old order is dying 
and the new is struggling to be born, morbid symptoms abound’. And 
here we have a communist party supporting a billionaire leader and an 
ANC committed to the deepening of capitalist relations in South Africa. 

 In many senses, this chapter has highlighted the NIC luminaries 
who, in different ways, have stayed the course. For many others, the 
‘I’ in the NIC came to mean something completely different from the 
debate that animated activists of the 1970s and the 1980s. It has been 
about using political connections to secure tops jobs in the govern-
ment, often using their positions to further their nests, and more often 
than not move quickly on to the private sector. Others have become 
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mired in corruption scandals that involve state tenders and get-rich BEE 
schemes. They have become fabulously wealthy but always carry with 
them the smell of betrayal of old ideals and cronyism. 

 The NIC was an incubator of activists who sought to imbue Indians 
with a sense of non-racialism and facilitate links with Africans. There 
is a sense that as the transition has unfolded, Indian involvement in 
political parties has gotten thinner and thinner. But the removal of 
Jacob Zuma and the sense that a new politics could emerge in South 
Africa has encouraged younger people to get involved once more. 
Symptomatic of this, in September 2018 a young Indian resident of 
Chatsworth stood as a candidate for the ANC in a local by-election 
(Ward 71). Against expectations, he won a seat that the DA had carried 
by a large majority in 2016. Both the DA and the IFP have shown an 
increase in the participation of younger Indians. Many more youth are 
involved in a range of community programmes that transcend racial 
lines through religious and philanthropic organisations. 

 Whatever the limitations of the NIC, its impact through the late 
apartheid years was signifi cant. It says a lot for the courage and resilience 
of those in the engine room of the revived NIC that it was launched at a 
time when apartheid’s repressive apparatus was at its acme, the Indian 
community was still fi nding its feet in the new dormitory townships of 
Chatsworth and Phoenix, and the threat of bans and detentions was 
high. Despite this, the NIC built a presence that kept the ideals of the 
liberation movement alive in the public domain, challenged apart-
heid’s attempts to co-opt and divide, and played a fundamental role 
in the formation of the UDF. Alongside this, some NIC activists played 
crucial roles in the ANC underground. 

 In thinking through the history of the NIC, Saskia Sassen’s point 
that ‘a sense of powerlessness is not simply an absolute condition that 
can be fl attened into the absence of power. … Powerlessness can be 
complex. … It contains the possibility of making the political, or mak-
ing the civic, or making history’ is apposite (2011, 574).     



 Waiting  for Change         3 

     They moved about with the quick, electric motion of rubberbands, snap-
ping, their teeth white, their faces black and cordial, obsequious and yet 
confi dently effi cient. 

  —Burke (2003, 23).      

   Walk into any ‘Whites Only’ hotel of Durban during the height 
of apartheid and you would have witnessed the ubiquity of the 

Indian as waiter. 
 The history of Indian waiters dates back to the very fi rst indentured 

labourers who arrived at Port Natal in the 19th century. Among those 
brought to work mainly on the plantations and in railways were a 
small group of ‘special servants’, including waiters, whose numbers 
were augmented by those entering the burgeoning hotel industry as 
Durban became a tourist city. With at least a rudimentary knowledge 
of English and some with experience gained from the colonial clubs of 
India, Indian waiters came to dominate white-owned establishments. 
While the focus of this chapter is mostly on Natal, waiters were a fea-
ture of the hotel industry in the Transvaal and the Cape, as some of the 
recollections show. 

 The story of waiters presents fascinating life narratives of how they 
negotiated everyday life inside and outside the hotel industry. Inside 
the hotel, they mostly picked up skills on the hop, perpetually on the 
lookout for an infi nitesimal move up the labour hierarchy—porter, 
page boy, wine steward, barman, head waiter. They walked a tightrope 
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as outsiders to the white society but with everyday access to the inside, 
affecting the demeanour of servility: bowing but not scraping; atten-
tive but never intrusive; personable but not familiar; discreet about a 
customer’s broader tastes but never appearing secretive to his boss. The 
Indian waiter’s name tag would be suitably adjusted so that it could be 
pronounced by the white clientele. A hundred ‘Sammy’s were born.   1    
Their words needed clipping so that they could be understood and not 
mocked. Over the years, the movements, while affecting an air of spon-
taneous delight, became mechanical, the greetings and pleasantries 
refl exive. And then, there was an unsteady, uneasy equilibrium. They 
had to know their place but, at the same time, not affect a distance 
that could be construed as arrogance. All the time though, an Indian 
waiter was immensely aware that he had ‘to give a performance which 
is scripted by the coloniser’ (Hall 1996, 18). 

 When not working, he occupied another world; the non-white. His 
name would change and grow its syllables back, the clipped tones 
dropped for local slang, the bar he drank in was bare. 

 Waiters generally worked at the same place for many years, facilitat-
ing the chance for small upward moves and the organizing of jobs for 
family and friends. 

 In looking at the way in which the waiters negotiated a world in 
which they served whites and affected some bonhomie with them in 
an environment of strict racial boundaries, we quickly gather from the 
narratives that while disciplinary power constrains, it also ‘offers spaces 
for manoeuvre and resistance’ (Mitchell 1991, 93). Waiters developed 
a particular persona while serving whites; the way they walked, talked, 
and bowed was all learnt from more experienced waiters. What the 
whites required of them was central. Once they went behind the swing 
doors, they were part of a ‘non-white’ world, ‘back-stage’, to borrow 
from James Scott, ‘where the mask can be lifted’ (1985, 47). Behind the 
batwing doors, they could mock, tease, and joke about the customer 
they had just served with slave-like servility. Backstage was a contradic-
tory place where workers could joke and laugh, but it could also create 

   the illusion of having more power and manoeuvrability than is actually 
the case—that is, these ineffective but psychologically satisfying forms of 
resistance could in fact contribute to false consciousness, blinding people 
to the painful reality of the extent of their powerlessness and exploita-
tion. (White 1986, 56)   
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 Waiters had to know their place. Breaking the rules or displaying any 
form of insolence lead to instant dismissal. To get another job as a 
waiter, if this happened, was diffi cult in the small network of white 
ownership. And so the need to keep the job dominated, as what Marx 
calls ‘the day-to-day imperative of earning a living … sets limits that only 
the foolhardy would transgress’ (1972, 737). There were exceptions, of 
course. In the Transvaal in the 1950s, waiters were an important source 
of support for the Transvaal Indian Congress (TIC). One such example 
was Reggie Vandeyar who was born into a working-class family in 
Newclare, Johannesburg, in 1931. The youngest of nine children, he 
schooled in Fordsburg and, while still a teenager, came under the infl u-
ence of the Young Communist League. He got involved in the campaign 
for the TIC’s political bloc led by Yusuf Dadoo. Vandeyar dropped out 
of school at a young age because of economic circumstances: 

   My mother used to work for a shilling a day at an Indian laundry and we 
had to virtually manage with that for the day. My brothers were unem-
ployed and life was diffi cult. Out of all this there was a real struggle 
within me. I couldn’t get money for school books, for instance. As a result 
I did not complete my schooling … I had to fi nd work, because the ques-
tion of poverty never really left our family—it was even more diffi cult 
after the war as things were rationed. I remember waiting in long queues 
for bread. There was a shortage of sugar and rice, which was like the 
staple diet of Indian families. We never had oil. I remember we mainly 
had sheep tail fat which my mother melted—it was quite horrible. (Vadi 
2011, 4)   

 Vandeyar worked at the Ambassador Hotel (and later the Knights 
Tavern) as a porter and over the years was promoted from fl oor waiter 
to dining-room waiter, and eventually senior waiter. He was respon-
sible for politicizing many Indian and African waiters who had work-
related grievances, and many of the Indian workers eventually joined 
the TIC. Vandeyar was involved in all the major political campaigns of 
the 1950s and was one of the fi rst members in the Transvaal to join 
the ANC’s armed wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK). He was a waiter 
by day and an operative by night. He was arrested along with Shirish 
Nanabhai and Indres Naidoo in 1963 for MK activity and sentenced to 
10 years of imprisonment on Robben Island. 

 This chapter, through focusing on the social life of waiters, offers 
a window into the world of the male working class. We examine how 
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this small group of individuals sought to make a life under apartheid 
and their ability to negotiate the changes wrought by the transition. 
This story is important, for the existing narratives tend to largely focus 
either on general economic indicators or on national political fi gures 
and business elites. We follow a few waiters into places beyond the 
immediate backstage, to where they built their soccer leagues, musical 
groups, and prayed to their gods. The life-narratives approach provides 

   the opportunity for participants to refl ect on and recall their lives over 
time. By inviting people to talk about their past lives … [one can expect] 
to hear accounts that contextualise current situations: they would present 
family life within trajectories, the ageing process, the changing times and 
events that the interviewees had lived through. (Bornat and Bytheway 
2012, 292)   

 These narratives reveal a history on the edge of being lost. They show 
waiters not as passive victims but as active agents trying to impress 
upon social circumstance. They provide rare insights of how class, race, 
and masculinity was lived by those with an inside knowledge of white 
social life. All excerpts are from interviews taken by the authors.  

    The boy from Springtown   

    It is an instructive sight to see a waiter going into a hotel dining room. 
As he passes the door a sudden change comes over him. The set of his 
shoulders alters; all the dirt and hurry and irritation have dropped off in 
an instant. He glides over the carpet, with a solemn priest-like air. … Ten 
seconds later he was bowing reverently to a customer. And you could not 
help thinking, as you saw him bow and smile, with that benign smile of 
the trained waiter, that the customer was put to shame by having such an 
aristocrat to serve him.  

  —George Orwell,  Down & Out in Paris and London 1933     

 Kadarvelu Thangamuthu Pillay, known as Dickie, was born in Cato 
Manor in 1946. His family moved to the working class area of 
Springtown where he grew up. He was one of seven siblings, four sisters 
and three brothers. The nine-member family lived in a two-bedroom 
house without hot water or electricity. Their parents slept in one room, 
the girls in the other, and as for the boys, ‘in the evenings, in the dining 
section, just move the tables and chairs to one side, put our “gudras” 
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[duvet] and all at the bottom and sleep there’. Dickie comments on 
the fact that they did not have any security, such as burglar guards. 
Neighbours walked in and out of each other’s houses, and ‘every-
body was entwined together. Although we had different religions like 
Muslim, Tamil, Hindustani, and the Christians, there was no segrega-
tion, everybody was like one’. 

 Dickie’s father worked at various hotels on the beachfront as a 
waiter. His mother was a housewife until his father got ill, after which 
she was forced to ‘do domestic work for the whites in the Berea area’. 
He describes his father as a disciplinarian, and if they did not perform 
their chores—which, for the boys, included things such as cutting the 
grass—they would be punished with a cane or belt. His mother, on the 
other hand, ‘was very passive. She would never lift a hand to a child. 
… She didn’t give a thrashing to her children’. Dickie’s family ate meat 
once a week, and 

   we treasured that part of the eating habits because on that Saturday—or 
when my father was off on a week day—they would cook something spe-
cial. If you got two pieces of meat on your plate it was a lot. Otherwise, 
the rest of the time, we ate cabbage, green beans, potatoes and peas, some 
chutney, and some mealie rice. In the morning, it was phutu [porridge 
made from mealie meal]. That was breakfast.   

 He attended Nagari Pracharni Sawal (NPS) School close to his home 
and enjoyed sports, especially athletics and soccer. The children 
enjoyed playing soccer after school and on weekends, and played on 
‘sandy ground that was full of rocks’ in the absence of a proper ground. 

 Dickie left school at 15 ‘because things were getting tough’. He had 
completed standard six and attended the ML Sultan Technikon for four 
months to study catering, which involved the art of being a barman 
and waiting on tables. Dickie believes that his father’s career did not 
infl uence him; rather, it was the experience of Dickie’s 

   friends who were working in the hotel, and they … always had money 
in the pocket. And when they had days off, they would take us to the 
bioscopes and all that—not with our cost, with their cost. That was the 
good life. They always had money to fi ddle around with and you want to 
be that kind of person. That was like a good life.   

 Dickie’s fi rst job was not in hotel trade but in the emerging clothing 
industry. He was around 16 when his maternal cousins organized for 
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him a job at the white-owned Park Lane Shirts in Pinetown. By now, he 
had dropped out of the Technikon and lived with an aunt in Wyebank 
while working. After a year, he joined Warings Bakery in Pinetown. The 
wage was better and the hours shorter. Dickie ‘enjoyed the work because 
I was making money’. The bakery ran a restaurant and transferred him 
to work there as a waiter: ‘That was the fi rst time that I ever waited on 
people. It took me about a month to get into the groove of the whole 
thing.’ During his time off, he worked as a waiter at private weddings. 
In 1965, Dickie’s friend Victor Murugan, who had a job as a waiter in 
Cape Town, encouraged him and four of their other friends to move to 
Cape Town: 

   We didn’t have a problem getting to Cape Town even though Indians 
weren’t allowed to go from province to province. Because Victor had 
already been there, and he was working there, it wasn’t a problem. We 
went with Victor’s car. I was very excited going up for the fi rst time … 
leaving home for the fi rst time. … My aunty was very sore [as] I had 
become her pet too. My uncle Raju Murugan also wasn’t very happy. 
‘Why you want to leave everything here and go to Cape Town?’ … When 
we fi rst got to Cape Town, it was kind of strange. Everybody was talking 
Afrikaans and we were dumbfounded.   

 They worked at the Van Riebeeck Hotel in Gordon’s Bay for two years. 
There were few Indian waiters there as the profession was dominated 
by coloureds in the Cape, while the patrons were all-white, as it was 
at Durban. The working environment was congenial as their Afrikaner 
boss was ‘very stern and very good as well’ and provided ‘wonderful’ 
accommodation onsite. 

   I was having lots of fun because with the coloured people I think it was 
more sociable. It was like work on certain days and then you were off 
and going to the movies on other days. We would fi nish work on the 
Tuesday afternoon, and then we knew that Wednesday would be day-
off, so we made friends with the coloured guys that were working in the 
hotel and we would catch a bus and go into Stellenbosch, go dancing, 
have fun the whole night, and come back the next day. This was a non-
white hotel called the Binne Wind Hotel. It was mostly coloureds, but 
there wasn’t any racial tension. And we had plenty of fun there. All the 
stories that the people in Durban knew about Cape Town were true. I 
can’t say I didn’t like anything about Cape Town. It’s a place to be every 
day of your life.   
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 Dickie’s experience points to the fact the even though Indians were 
forbidden from inter-provincial migration until the 1970s, a steady 
trickle ignored these regulations, making towards Cape Town from the 
early decades of the 20th century. Waiters found accommodation in 
the vibrant District Six, working in hotels and restaurants in Sea Point 
(Dawood 1993, 56). Yusuf Motala, who studied at the University of 
Cape Town in the 1940s, represented the Cape team at the inter-provin-
cial Sam China tournament and pointed out that the team was made 
up of him and 10 waiters. He recounted in 2009: 

   You know, those days it was compartmentalized—Indians played their 
Indian soccer, coloureds played their coloured soccer, blacks played their 
own soccer and the whites, so we used to play the Indian soccer and 
so I used to play weekends for a team, Delmonica, because most of the 
players were from the Delmonica Hotel. Delmonica was a hotel with lot 
of Indian waiters so I used to play with them—all Indian waiters—and 
most of the hotels were staffed by Indian people those days. The best bar-
men and all were Indians. … We used to play in Wynburg, Claremont, 
Salt River, and then Sam China Cup. … Indians selected their own Cape 
team. (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 One waiter, who wished to remain anonymous, told an interviewer in 
1989 that he had worked at the Queen’s Hotel in Sea Point as a waiter. 

   I get a promotion because my boss liked my handwriting and from then 
I did general clerical work, like writing out wages slips. When war broke 
out in 1939, the storeman Pat Kelly joined up, so I got his job. I worked 
for 40 years, from 1939 to 1979. As a waiter, I worked with other Indians, 
a few coloureds, there were no unions, no sick pay, no holiday. Most 
of the waiters were Indian people. For the fi rst three years at Queen’s, 
I worked eight to fi ve, 365 days a year, waitering. I could travel easily, 
District Six was so central (Dawood 1993, 57).   

 Ronnie Govender’s  Song of the Altman  (2007), which was short-listed for 
the Commonwealth Prize, traces the story of his uncle Chin Govender 
who left Durban’s Cato Manor, where the family lived, to work as a 
wine steward in London. He returned penniless and made his way to 
Cape Town in the 1940s, where he worked his way up from waiter to 
bar manager to hotel manager to hotel owner as a result of getting into 
a relationship with Greta, a white woman. He became the fi rst black 
person to own a hotel, Govender’s Modern Hotel, on Cowley Street in 
the city’s famous District Six. 
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 Following the Second World War, in the context of the rising 
Afrikaner nationalism, India’s taking up of the Indian cause at the 
UNO, and the passive resistance campaign in Natal, there was an outcry 
against illegal Indian waiters in the Cape. A report in the Cape Times 
on 30 January 1946 estimated that there were around 350 waiters living 
illegally in the Cape. D.F. Malan, the then Minister of the Interior and 
the fi rst apartheid prime minister, ordered their deportations, which 
began to be acted upon a couple of years later. The Cafe and Restaurant 
Association of the Cape, which represented the white owners, lamented 
the deportations for it regarded its ‘best’ waiters to be Indians recruited 
from Natal (Dawood 1993, 58–9). By the 1960s, with the hotel indus-
try enjoying a boom in the Cape, authorities turned a blind eye to 
transgressions, allowing people such as Dickie an opportunity to return 
to working as waiters. 

 Dickie returned to Durban after two years as he missed his family. 
Initially, he struggled to fi nd work, then joined the Frame Textile Group 
around 1967. Two of Dickie’s brothers worked for the city council: 
Mickey as a lifesaver and Manny as a supervisor at the swimming pools 
in Phoenix, Hambanathi, and Greenwood Park.  

    The Royal Hotel Years   

 Dickie was an outstanding soccer player. His teammates from the hotel 
industry were on the lookout for a job for him. After seven years at 
Frame, he made the move to the Royal in 1974 at a higher wage. Dickie 
witnessed the growth of the Royal Hotel, which doubled its size while 
he was in its employ. He started as a learner waiter. His training com-
prised of serving other staff. His Cape Town experience ‘didn’t count’ 
as the Royal had its own culture of waitering. The headwaiter Anthony 
Michael conducted the training, while the rest of the staff were Indians. 
Anthony ‘taught you everything. If you made a mistake, he would scold 
you straight away. Right in there. Make you go all red. But he knew his 
job’. Once adequately trained, he began by serving food, then drinks. 
The pace was hectic as each waiter was in charge of three tables: 

   You’ve got to be on the move all the time to see what’s happening around 
you. Make sure the orders are coming in. In terms of the whites in Cape 
Town and the whites in Durban, with the customers, in Cape Town, 
mostly it’s Afrikaans, and you don’t really understand when they’re 
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speaking. But in Durban it’s totally different. Everybody is speaking 
English. You know exactly what they need. It’s more simplifi ed. But in 
terms of their relationship to you, I think we had good relationship with 
customers. I never experienced any form of racism, like, ‘Oh, you’re a 
coolie,’ or something like that.   

 Dickie worked at the Royal for 33 years, from 1974 to 2007. He excelled 
and was promoted from trainee waiter to waiter, then wine steward, 
and was later transferred to the Functions Department. He then worked 
at the night club on top of the Royal as the head wine steward, then 
went back to The Royal Grill as the assistant manager. He returned to 
the night club, but when that shut down he supervised the stores sec-
tion, which did the buying and receiving of goods. 

 By the time Dickie fi nished in 2007, there was not an aspect of the 
Royal Hotel operations that he was not familiar with.  

    The Art of Being a Waiter   

 Dickie describes waitering as 

   an art. It’s about attention to detail. If you focus on that person and their 
needs, you won’t have any problems. That person will be happy and you 
will be happy for doing that. My conversations always started with ‘Good 
day’, ‘Good morning’, ‘Good afternoon’—or whatever the time. Then, 
‘Can I get you something to drink?’ As people walk in, the conversation 
starts from there. … You are focused on them, plus you won’t leave them 
alone, but you will be moving around. Some customers I formed such 
good relationship with that they would come ask for you when they’re 
booking a table. … We built good relationships like that.   

 Dickie began by serving set menu services but gradually moved to an 
à la carte menu which was ‘a totally different thing’, as he explained: 

   You’re giving silver service [where food is served directly to a diner’s plate 
from a silver platter], you’re taking your orders. You make sure the right 
stuff is coming to the right person. You’re taking six people’s orders and 
you must know who’s having what. You either go left to right or right to 
left and you mark them down, one to six, and then you know exactly that 
number one is having that dish, drink, and dessert, two is having that 
dish, drink, and dessert. I always took my orders from left to right, ladies 
fi rst. If they’re sitting in the lounge and you don’t know where they’re 
going to sit, you’d put ‘red dress’ and whatever colour dress, also, you’ve 
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wrote down things like earrings. With men, there are the suits and their 
colours, so you put that on the slip. I’ve put down ‘bald man’.   

 Good service was usually rewarded with 

   generous tips. Most of the time you didn’t collect the tip yourself because 
in those days, they had this ten percent surcharge on the bills, so you only 
got it at the end of the week. No matter how hard you worked, you still 
shared in equally. The head waiters got a different amount, because that’s 
how the management worked it out, they got a little bit more.   

 The profession changed considerably during Dickie’s working life. From 
the early 1990s, he noted that the Royal began employing mostly train-
ees instead of permanent staff, and more African staff: ‘When I started 
it was only Indians. When I fi nished I had a lot of black (African) stu-
dents.’ While this de-racializing was taking place, there was also a push 
to replace permanent staff with casuals to reduce costs. 

 Dickie is proud of having worked for the Royal because it was the 
most ‘prestigious’ hotel in Durban, notwithstanding competition from 
city hotels such as the Elangeni and Maharani. The hotel industry board 
would regularly send inspectors to check on the hotel—its cleanliness 
and its quality of food and service—and the Royal won the shield on 
several occasions as the best hotel in the country. 

 Dickie laments the loss of the art of waitering, which included 
learning by watching other waiters, creating relationships with those 
you served, and paying meticulous attention to detail. The secret of his 
success, he emphasizes, was his passion: ‘training is important but also 
passion.’ Nowadays, from his experience eating out, he believes that 
most waiters ‘don’t even care. The staff is more interested in talking 
their stories than worrying about the customer. Waitering today is really 
a dead art because people don’t have the passion for it anymore. You’ve 
got to put your heart and soul into it otherwise it’s not worth it’. 

 What Dickie does not countenance is that building a long term 
career as a waiter is in the past. These jobs are temporary and most 
employers are hesitant to keep waiters on for too long as this will mean 
paying the costs of pension and medical aid.  

    London Calling   

 The Royal Hotel soccer team played against other hotels, such as the 
Malibu Hotel, Four Seasons, Edward, The Beach, Holiday Inns, Elangeni, 
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The Oyster Box, and Beverley Hills—12 in all—in the Catering League. 
As centre half and the captain, Dickie won many trophies for the Royals. 
The Catering League matches were usually on a Wednesday afternoon. 
The management encouraged them as ‘the hotel wanted us all to do 
well because it was prestigious for them’. After the match, the players 
‘had to … go back to work … it wasn’t easy’. The highlight for Dickie 
was 1982 when he was voted the league’s Player of The Year and won a 
trip to see the FA Cup Final in England. Dickie had been voted Player of 
the Year on a previous occasion too, but this time the league decided to 
sponsor an overseas trip for the winner. When a major sponsor pulled 
out, they held fundraising events and approached the management for 
help. Dickie takes up the story: 

   Paul Swami (Alfred), who used to work with me in the restaurant, was 
the chairman of the football club. So he went up to management. We 
had a ‘big boy’ (important) there, Russell Stevens. He said, ‘Okay, see 
what you all can raise and we’ll match it’. And that’s when the funds 
started rolling in and people were collecting. All the hotel staff contrib-
uted and we had a dance in the Aquarius nightclub in Reservoir Hills. 
Finally the money was raised for Player of the Year for the Catering 
League. And that’s how this dream got fulfi lled. I had no idea that I 
was going to win it. But I won it in 1981 and then again in 1982. And 
that’s how this whole thing started about going to the FA Cup. It was 
so exciting to see my team Manchester United (playing Brighton). Plus 
when they knew that I was actually going, so the company said, ‘If he’s 
going to London then he needs to take a break.’ I couldn’t get a visa 
to go to Paris, so the company booked me a holiday. Our CEO was a 
hero. They hotel bosses said, ‘We can’t get you the visa, so instead we’re 
going to send you on a 28-day holiday to Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and 
back to London, and back home. You’re not just going to watch the 
FA Cup. You’re going to have a holiday as well.’ What a fantastic trip it 
was. I didn’t get any autographs, but I had a lot of fl ags waving in my 
face. It was wonderful, but the fi rst game ended in a draw. Then I was 
in Scotland, watching the second game on TV. What an experience. It 
was my fi rst overseas trip. It was cold, but it was such an experience that 
I really can’t explain it. This boy from Springtown is now here. I wrote 
my name in a few places. I felt proud that I had come so far. That trip 
was a masterpiece. And I can never forget all the people that did it for 
me. That’s the main thing.   

 Dickie returned to London in 2010 to visit his son. Sadly for him, his 
wife died of a heart ailment in London. 
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 Dickie married Parvathy, known to friends and family as ‘Baby’, in 
1975. They had a son and two daughters—Deon, Debbie, and Daphne. 
Daphne lives in Kempton Park in Johannesburg where she works for a 
shipping company. His other daughter Debbie lived in London for a 
few years and married a (white) Englishman called Tim. They now live 
in Queensburgh, Durban. Deon moved to London in the early 2000s, 
where he works as a motor technician for the Automobile Association 
(AA). He is married to Michelle Naidoo, a nurse from Pietermaritzburg 
who had moved to London at around the same time. 

 Though he grew up in an ‘Indian Hindu family’ with his maternal 
grandfather Tiger Moonsamy being an enthusiastic participant in Tiger 
dancing, Dickie converted to Christianity late in life. It was Parvathy 
who fi rst ‘turned to Jesus when she became ill, and things worked out. 
I became a Christian in 1999. She was a Christian before me. She had 
a heart problem. We attended Christ Church in Newlands’. Dickie has 
never visited India but is planning a trip as he wants to see ‘my brothers 
and sisters in India. You never know who you’re going to meet. I have 
no idea which village in India I come from, but you never know what 
happens when you get there’.   

    Vasi Chetty   

    He has brisk and emphatic gestures, in fact he comes towards his custom-
ers a little too briskly, and he bows a little too eagerly, his voice and his 
eyes express a level of interest in the customer’s order that is too full of 
solicitude. Finally he returns, trying to imitate in his gait the infl exible 
rigour of an automaton, all the while carrying his tray with the temerity 
of a tightrope walker, maintaining it in a perpetually unstable equilib-
rium, perpetually destabilised, and perpetually re-established with only 
the slightest movement of the arm and hand. His entire conduct seems 
to us like a game. 

  —Jean Paul Sartre (Cited in Martin 2012)    

 Poongavanam ‘Vasi’ Chetty was born on 1 September 1959 in Verulam 
on Natal’s north coast. Though his father’s family name was Pillay, his 
grandmother got him registered as Chetty, which was her name, and 
gave him her husband’s name Poongavanam. His friends and family 
found that too long and gave him the ‘calling name’ Vasi. Vasi’s father 
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Dennis Pillay had worked in the Durban Corporation’s refuse depart-
ment. By the time Vasi was born, the corporation employees were mov-
ing out of the Magazine Barracks and Dennis was allotted a home. Vasi’s 
mother Latchmi worked at a clothing factory until her death in 1979. 

 Their family home on Malacca Road, Redhill, was made of wood and 
iron and built ‘on a hillside where there was a very big tin-shed house 
where about three or four families were staying. Toilets were outside. 
All the families shared the toilet’. Vasi, his parents, and six siblings lived 
in a two-bedroom house. Vasi’s father abandoned them when they were 
young, and he and his sisters were placed in hostels and orphanages 
by social workers. Without a stable home environment, Vasi paid little 
attention to schooling, focusing instead on caddying at the Beechwood 
golf course (‘where my granny used to work. … She used to rake the 
bunkers’) to supplement the family income. He started caddying at 
the age of 10, working on Wednesday and Friday afternoons and on 
Saturday and Sunday mornings. Though young, he had to pull the cart 
and carry golf bags for white golfers: 

   That time there were no blacks allowed at that time, no Indians. The 
whites never used to treat us bad, they used to give us normal rate and 
they upgrade the rate. The only time the Indians played golf is on a 
Monday, it’s a ‘Caddy Boys’ Day, that’s what it was called. We used to 
borrow golf clubs from the Pro Shop. No one taught us to play, we just 
see with our eyes and what we used to do … at this time there were water 
pipes, we used to smash them and make them like clubs and string them 
and play with them at the cemetery, there was a big ground there … we 
used hit the golf balls there. I liked it because it keeps your mind away, 
and I thought one day maybe I would become somebody.   

 Due to the breakdown in his family, social workers removed most of 
his siblings from their Malacca Road home. 

   Knowing there was a big tournament I ran away … while I was caddying 
on the golf course they the polices came with a tractor, and they were 
sitting behind and I didn’t see them. And they came and they caught 
me. From there they took me to this place in Sydenham … Valley View 
Place of Safety. I stayed there for a year and used to go to school in 
Sydenham. … Only my mother used to come and visit, not my father. 
From there I was transferred to Motala Farm [in Wyebank]. I spent two 
years there.    
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    Work   

 After completing standard seven, Vasi found and started work in 1978 at 
a retail store called ‘Lakhani’s Stall’. He was living in Greenwood Park at 
the time, close to his mother, while his granny had moved to Phoenix, 
the apartheid-era township created north of Durban for Indians in the 
late 1960s. Vasi’s elder brother Krish organized for him to work at the 
Athlone Hotel in Riverside in 1979. He started as a trainee waiter, ‘the 
Indian waiters taught me a lot—all the old people, like Mr George, Siva 
Pillay, and so forth. They were very good to me’. Vasi’s tasks as a trainee 
included making ‘salads, sauces, like a vinegar tartar sauce, mayonnaise 
… you must make your mayonnaise, ja’. At the end of that year, he 
joined the newly built Maharani Hotel on North Beach. This was a dif-
ferent proposition as it was ‘very posh, fi ve star, and we worked in a 
restaurant called the “Papadum”. We used to wear turbans. At Athlone, 
we wore black and white and bow ties’. At Athlone, Vasi remembers, ‘we 
had to buy our own clothing that time, own pants, shirt, everything, no 
clothing there, they only provided you with a jacket’. The Maharani, on 
the other hand, ‘provided the uniform … because it’s full of whites’. He 
returned to the Athlone after a year because the management offered 
him higher wages. He was part of a team of 12 waiters at Athlone, while 
there were around 25 waiters at Maharani. 

 Vasi moved to the Blue Waters Hotel in 1982. By now, he was a fully 
fl edged à la carte waiter, and provided what was called a silver service. 
A year later, Vasi was on the move again. A manager from the Royal 
Hotel was impressed with him and recruited him for the hotel. The 
manager’s image remains etched in Vasi’s mind—Tom Ferrer—who had 
sent a telegram to his home. 

 Vasi started work at the Royal on 15 September 1980, beginning his 
journey in the grill room as a commis waiter, which is an entry-level 
position in the industry, and performed basic tasks while learning the 
ropes of the trade: ‘I would carry the stuff from the kitchen and give it 
to the senior waiters who will serve it to the guests. And it was all silver 
service.’ Vasi worked at the Royal for 18 years until his retrenchment in 
1999. The management, he said, 

   were trying to save money—they don’t want to give permanent staff 
bonus, so they used to get more of these trainees, you know, now the 
industry were getting a lot of trainees, to come into the area and learn the 
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job so they can get rid of us … this included African and white trainees as 
the workforce was becoming a mix now.   

 Indian dominance of the industry was coming to an end as the labour 
market changed and due to the fact that post-apartheid legislation such 
as the Employment Equity Act required businesses to provide a racial 
breakdown of their staff composition. This was to monitor progress 
towards the workforce in different categories refl ecting the demograph-
ics of the country. It was inevitable, in this context, for Indians to pro-
gressively be replaced by Africans. Vasi had little faith in the industry’s 
trade union. When workers approached the union, ‘they used to say, 
“No, don’t worry about it.” They did nothing. The only thing what ben-
efi ted you, you would get paid when you were sick, that too they would 
only give you so much [a portion] of money back’. Vasi’s recollection is 
that between 40 to 50 Indian workers lost their jobs. 

 But Vasi enjoyed his time at the Royal, both personally and profes-
sionally: ‘It was very good working there. That’s the  Royal Hotel . That was 
one of the fi rst fi ve-star international hotels in the country. I became 
somebody at the Royal Hotel.’ The work required great concentration: 

   This catering, waiting, serving food, it’s tough. The waiters work very hard 
and concentrate. … Now, you’ve got chicken here, you don’t know who’s 
having this roast chicken … And you’ve got to serve the ladies fi rst. I used 
to ask them, the ladies, ‘What are you having?’ Then I’d note, ‘That lady’s 
having fi sh, that lady’s having chops, this lady’s having steak, serve the 
ladies fi rst’. That’s what the management taught us, ‘ladies fi rst’.   

 Vasi claims to have enjoyed an excellent relationship with his all-white 
customers. 

   My relationship with the customers was too good. In fact, it came to a 
point where the other headwaiters give me the bill to go and take because 
I was the person who knows some of the guests and this will increase the 
tips. You form like, a relationship, they ask for you and you serve them 
and so forth but there is no friendship outside, outside you will talk to 
them in a different category, you never take advantage of that friendship.   

 Vasi found waitering highly stimulating, as ‘you meet a lot of people, 
a lot of foreigners, but unfortunately the language was quite different. 
The only language I could understand was bits of Afrikaans and Zulu 
and English, that’s it. French, a little bit, they did try to teach me’. 
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 One of the highlights of waitering was the leisure-time activities, such 
as fi shing at the nearby Durban harbour. Waiters worked a split shift at 
the Royal, from 11 to 3 for lunch and 6 to 11 for dinner. They would go 
fi shing during the afternoons: ‘we used to catch a lot of grunters, black 
tail, and so forth. We will bring it home, that time I was married.’ 

 Following his retrenchment, Vasi joined the Oyster Box Hotel in 
Umhlanga, where he was working at the time of the interview. He 
worked there until 2004, then joined the Sugar Mill Casino, and sub-
sequently the Sibaya Casino. When Vasi’s old manager from the Royal, 
Clive Bennet, purchased the Oyster Box, he recruited six of his old staff 
members from the Royal, including Vasi. The industry has changed 
dramatically. 

   The Royal Hotel was much more advanced service-wise. The Oyster Box 
is more mix in the game now, now you are getting white, you are getting 
blacks and you getting coloured and you getting Indians in the industry. 
When I started there were Indians only, there was no black and white 
waiters … there is no more apartheid in the industry. The Indians have 
got very little hope in the catering industry now, because there is more 
blacks than Indians coming into the catering now.   

 The nature of the work and the clientele has changed too. 

   Customers are mixed too. The culture [of customers] is almost the same. 
I mean, you see more blacks coming into the hotel and spending more 
money than the whites. You treat them the same way as how you treat 
another guest. Every guest is a VIP. There’s a lot of difference in the tip-
ping line, though, much less. … Service wise it is different too. In our 
days when you were a waiter, you had to take the order yourself and serve 
it yourself. Now you just take the order, you punch it through and now 
you’ve got a runner who brings your order to you and then you will take 
it and distribute it to the guests. It is much easier now.    

    Life in Sports   

 Vasi was a keen soccerite who played for the Royal Hotel football team 
as its right winger. As a young boy, he represented the Fannin school 
team and recounted that he played barefoot whilst the opposition 
wore shoes, because he could not afford a pair of football togs. The 
risk of injury was high as the grounds were ‘full of pebbles, stones’. 
He was passionate about soccer and attended at Kingsmead the local 
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soccer matches of the then all-white league, supporting Durban 
United. From the early 1960s to mid-1970s, the whites-only soccer 
league thrived on Indian support. Indians often made up three-
quarters of the supporters at Kingsmead, but could not play for the 
teams and had to sit in segregated areas. In the post-apartheid period, 
few Indians follow local soccer while the newspapers are fi lled with 
intense debates among Indians about the merits of British football 
teams! 

 Vasi excelled in several other sports. He was a keen golfer and 
snooker player. He learnt the rudiments of golf when caddying and 
‘took it seriously when I came to work at the Royal Hotel. There, we 
opened up a Royal Hotel golf club. We used to play in all-white courses 
on the South Coast’. The white managers at the Royal negotiated the 
use of the courses: ‘They were good to us, we used to go drink together, 
everything. They all were good.’ Vasi continued to play golf after leaving 
the Royal, socially at Beechwood and in Isipingo for the South African 
Police Services (SAPS) team. 

 Vasi learnt to play darts at the Mount Edgecombe Hotel and the 
Green Cat Bar in Verulam. Darts was very popular amongst Indian 
males, especially in working-class bars, as the game was very much a 
part of the Indian working-class drinking culture. Tournaments were 
held at the Moon Hotel in Clairwood. Vasi represented the Natal Hotel 
Industry team for 12 years, playing against other provinces, and was 
regarded as one of the best players in the league.  

    Personal life   

 Vasi married Manorajini, known to the family as ‘Dolly’, in 1982. He 
met his future wife through her brother, Steven Munsamy, with whom 
he worked at the Royal. Vasi moved to Phoenix in 1984. Social workers 
helped him secure a house in this Indian township so that he could 
take care of his siblings. The waiting list for houses numbered in the 
thousands, but his application was expedited as a result of the interven-
tion of social workers. ‘Without seeing the house, I paid a deposit and I 
took the keys away from them’. Vasi was thrilled: 

   [Finally] you’ve got something to pay for your own. Like there [Greenwood 
Park] you were paying somebody else rent. We now had an inside toilet 
and bathroom and all that. It was very much better here, everything is 
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inside here. I was very happy to move because why, you are moving to 
something more classic.   

 Those who were given council homes paid for around 20 years before 
fi nally securing ownership. Though the houses were rudimentary, the 
owners were thrilled to fi nally have something in their name. 

 One of the dangers of his vocation, Vasi explained, was alcohol 
abuse. By the late 1990s, 

   [I was] drinking spirits and it took me too deep. I used to drink in the 
morning and go to work. Go to work, go to the hostel, buy a nip there 
and drink it. It got worse and my wife decided no, and then they went to 
the polices, and then I went to a rehab centre and listened to the people 
and so forth. I went fi rst time but [when] I came out I got worse, then 
I used to duck a drink. Say like I’m drinking, you know, grape juice or 
something like that, all the time I’m drinking Vodka and, ja. So in 2004, 
I gave it up completely and remain sober with the help of the church.   

 At the time of the interview, Vasi said with great pride that ‘it’s going to 
be thirteen years on 18 February [2017] since I’m clean’. 

 Crucial to Vasi’s transformation was the Faith Revival Church, which 
is close to his house in Phoenix. Pastor Edwin Govender was instru-
mental in Vasi’s transformation. He had grown up a Hindu, attending 
temples in Umgeni Road and Mount Edgecombe where he enthusiasti-
cally participated in all the rituals and festivals. He began attending the 
church after his marriage and the onset of his drinking problems. He 
now attends the Resurrection Life Church under the pastorate of Joey 
Govender. His church has a membership of around 5,000. When Vasi 
joined the church, ‘the rest of them [his extended family] were Hindus, 
but half of them now are Christian,’ he was pleased to note. This turn 
to Pentecostalism has been a remarkable feature of the Indian life in 
South Africa over the past three decades and is explored in greater detail 
in Chapter 5. 

 Vasi claims he ‘didn’t follow politics, I was not into the politics,’ but 
remembers 1994 because of the excitement around the township as 
thousands voted for the fi rst time. Over the past 25 years, he has come 
to observe that many Indians are 

   disillusioned with the corruption. People in Phoenix area now, at the 
moment you are paying lights and water, people are collecting one thou-
sand and they getting a bill for fi ve thousand, where you going to get the 
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money to pay? The politicians come by you and say they will do this, do 
that, but they don’t. If we keep on carrying like this, this country will go 
down. It will be just like another Zimbabwe.     

    Tokyo Govender   

  Krishna Govender got his name ‘Tokyo’ from the local dart club in 
Mount Edgecombe where he worked in a sugar mill. He was the best 
player at darts and fi ve-a-side soccer, and the Sirdar (foreman) named 
him ‘Tokyo’ after a brand of darts that they used. Tokyo was born on 5 
September 1944 at the barracks on Mount Edgecombe Estate. He was 
one of 10 children, fi ve brothers and fi ve sisters, born to Balamuthu, a 
Sirdar at the mill, and Lutchmi. Their house had three bedrooms—one 
for the boys, one for the girls, and one for the parents—a tiny kitchen, 
and dining area. While the barracks saw large families ‘living on top of 
each other’, according to Tokyo, they enjoyed special housing because 
of their father’s status as a Sirdar. 

 Tokyo attended the local primary school but was forced to start work-
ing at the mill at a young age following his father’s death. The living con-
ditions at the barracks were poor: ‘We really battled there in the barracks, 
selling this, that, going to the golf course, caddying. Whatever I got, I used 
to bring it home and tell the old lady, “It’s for bread, for this or that.”’ 
Tokyo worked in the cleaning department at the mill, where he was part 
of a gang of 12. There was a clear racial segregation at the workplace. All 
the mill workers were Indian, with Africans were confi ned to fi eld work. 
Indians and Africans, in his view, enjoyed a good relationship: ‘That time, 
the Africans were well-behaved with us. But now, you can see they are 
different, they don’t want you to overpower them.’ 

 Given his love for golf, it comes as no surprise that Tokyo met his 
wife Neelah at the Mount Edgecombe Golf Course where he was a 
caddy and she was employed to do the ‘cleaning up, weeding, planting 
turf, all that’. Tokyo took a liking to her and a friend of his ‘spoke to her 
father and all, they said okay’. His wife’s family also lived in the bar-
racks. They moved to Avoca after their marriage and then to Phoenix. 
Tokyo and Neelah have eight children, fi ve girls and three boys, all of 
whom were born in Avoca. They have nine grandchildren, seven of 
whom are working. He is pleased that he gets to see them all regularly 
as they live in Phoenix. 
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 After his marriage to Neelah, Tokyo rented an outhouse in Avoca. 
His landlord worked at the Royal and organized for him a job there. He 
joined at the age of 20 and worked at the hotel for the next 37 years. 
He refl ected that waitering had an allure for working-class Indians as a 
job that paid reasonably and was more fl exible in terms of shift work. 
On weekends, for example, when he was off, he worked as a ‘waiter’ at 
private functions, such as weddings and birthday parties. At the Royal, 
he started as a page boy, carrying the luggage of guests up to the room 
and serving them welcoming drinks. He was then promoted to wine 
steward and eventually became the head wine steward. He worked 
closely with Dickie and they became good friends. He also worked at 
the nightclub of the Royal. The patrons of the hotel were all white, he 
said, but 

   they were alright. No racism. I used to serve them outside, in the lounge, 
plus in the restaurant. I served in the morning, in the evenings. I put 
three, four wine stewards to serve the tables. I used to go to table, help the 
waiters to serve the food, serve the drinks. … Sometimes when I’m lying 
down, I think about all the whites who I used to serve. We had, from I 
think it was Old Mutual people, three guys, those very cheeky guys, man. 
You come in after six, you’ve got to have a tie and jacket. Now if we tell 
them [to wear a tie], then they get angry with you. So I used to go and 
serve them and talk to them, tell them this is the story. Well, those fel-
lows became the best customers. They come, they say, ‘You look after our 
table? Thank you so much. This is yours [gratuity].’ Put it in an envelope, 
they used to give me.   

 Tokyo received on-the-job training from the senior barmen. The 
work was high pressure: ‘You’ve got to be sharp there, man, fast serv-
ing, reading the till, don’t let the other customers make noise. Serving 
drinks, wine steward, is a better job than a barman.’ He served up to 
20 clients at a time and would write the order in a particular way to 
remember who ordered what, to avoid mistakes. He was trained to 
make ‘cocktails of all kinds. They gave me a list, how to make this, how 
to make that. We had a guy, Paul Swami, who was in charge there. He 
used to give us a note, he say, “That is yours, learn”’. 

 Waitering was an attractive vocation fi nancially: ‘Good tips we used 
to make, my time.’ The gratuities were far greater than their wages. 
Tokyo recounted that he earned several times more than his friends 
who worked in local factories. As a wine steward, Tokyo had an 
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advantage for he could serve many more tables at any given time than a 
food waiter. When he had the authority, Tokyo tried to inculcate a spirit 
of sharing to ensure that all the waiters made some money from the 
gratuities: ‘Those waiters they’ll want to know who’s that wine steward 
coming. When they say “Tokyo”, they said, “Right, we’re working.” 
They know how I go and talk to the white people and make sure you 
get something.’ 

 Experienced waiters knew how to put on a ‘show’. People such as 
Tokyo would put on extreme deference towards a testy or drunk cus-
tomer, often prefacing their comments with local words such as ‘lahnee’ 
(boss) and enquiring about ‘Madam’. In other instances, a waiter would 
read a situation and throw a comment about football, always making 
references to the whites-only league, where, ironically, the ‘non-whites’ 
were wedged into segregated seating at the far corners of the stadium, 
suitably separated by a wired fence. 

 Sotto voce and with a twinkle in the eye, Tokyo and Dickie remem-
ber that particularly rude and obnoxious diners would never be con-
fronted, but rather waiters took to calling them names as they returned 
to the kitchen through the bat-wing doors, using Tamil words such as 
‘chuthya’ (stupid; imbecile). At times, they would spit in their mutton 
curry before serving it. But generally, the insults were absorbed with 
nonchalance and a wry smile. 

 The Royal was more than just work for Tokyo. The staff saw them-
selves as a ‘family’. They took immense pride in the achievements of 
their football team. Tokyo was not a playing member but a vociferous 
supporter and their transport ‘manager’ (‘I used to go and fetch the 
players for them’). He enjoyed his work tremendously and ‘got on with 
everybody nicely’. He was distraught when he was eventually forced to 
quit as the hotel brought in young trainees who were used as casual 
labour to cut costs. Tokyo joined the White House Tote in Phoenix as 
a barman where he was still working at the time of the interview in 
2016. Though in his seventies, Tokyo enjoys working as ‘you see all the 
people, new faces, and get used to them. That’s the only reason why I 
took the job on’. 

 Tokyo moved from Avoca to Phoenix in the late-1970s. He and 
Neelah welcomed the move. For the fi rst time, they had running water 
and electricity, though transport was poor in the early years. He wel-
comed the move as ‘at least we had a bigger place and better. There 
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in Avoca, we had one room. Everything you got to do inside. This was 
much better’. Their life in Phoenix revolves around the extended family 
and the church. There is no camaraderie with their neighbours, unlike 
the Mount Edgecombe barracks which had a sense of ‘unity’: ‘You 
didn’t know anyone here. Gradually, the men got together one day, we 
spoke, we say, “Now, we all are neighbours. If anything happens, we 
must be the fi rst ones, not your family. Your family comes last. You’re 
the neighbour, you’re the fi rst one.” So, that’s how we got unity.’  

    Golf   

 Tokyo is an accomplished golfer, a game he took up at the age of 10 
whilst caddying at the Mount Edgecombe Golf Course. The golfers 
were all white then and he used these networks to purchase old clubs 
from them. He played with some of the best black golfers of his day 
and remembers icons such as Papwa Sewgolum, Daddy (Naidoo), 
Vincent Tshabalala, Joe Dlamini, and others: ‘I played with all of them 
in the tournaments.’ Tokyo was a member of the Durban Golf Club 
and played competitively in a league. He is convinced that many black 
golfers who emerged from working-class backgrounds were as good 
as their white contemporaries and some could even have competed 
internationally. 

 He was thrilled when Papwa Sewgolum, himself a former caddy, 
won the Natal Open at the Durban Country Club in 1963. Papwa 
had won several Dutch Opens before the local white establishment 
allowed him to participate in the tournament. Apartheid laws had to 
be upheld, so a mini-van was used as a changing room and he had to 
eat with the Indian caddies. Papwa is  the  iconic fi gure in the Indian 
golfi ng history, his legend made all the more powerful by the fact that 
after this victory, Papwa was awarded his prize outside the clubhouse 
in the driving rain. Much of the commentary in the aftermath of 
this incident pointed to the ubiquitous Indian waiter in the midst of 
whites. The  Sunday Tribune  asked, ‘Just what would have happened if 
Papwa had sought shelter in the club? Dozens of Indian waiters were 
under the same roof, after all. Would some busy body have rushed 
off to the government and demanded instant action? We doubt it.’ A 
letter to the press read: ‘Inside the clubhouse were non-white waiters, 
barmen, and fl oor sweepers. We’ll use the non-whites as servants but 
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if we allow other mixing, they might start thinking they equal to us’ 
(cited in Nicholson 2005, 91–2). 

 The world was outraged and condemned the racism of the Durban 
Country Club. Tokyo, however, has a different take on the question of 
racism at the club. 

   I’ve been there to the club, and that white chap who’s in charge there, 
I went, ‘Buddy,’ his real name was ven der Liegen, I know him. I told 
him I got two golfers here, Daddy Naidoo and Jay, playing here in this 
tournament, we just came to have a look, ‘But anyway, can I have a cup 
of tea here?’ He say, ‘Don’t have a cup, have a pot of tea.’ He told that 
[Indian] waiter, ‘Give them a pot of tea, no charge.’ This was the Durban 
Country Club. Then, I walked to the club and he told us, ‘You can come 
in now, have whatever you want, but on the tournament day you are 
not allowed here, because the club is small, only the players.’ So, when 
Papwa won, our club guys were big deals, they were moaning [about 
racism]. I explained to them, I told them now, ‘This is the story, any big 
tournaments they always present the trophies outside.’ But they ask me, 
‘How do you know?’ I said, ‘This is what this man told us.’ He gave us 
a break, the two days we went and had something to drink, but he said 
the tournament day he’ll not allow that because the club is too small. 
‘We can’t get all of you inside.’ So I said, ‘Alright.’ Then I explained that 
to FM Paul, all the big shots, Lambie Rasool, I explained to them, I told 
them, ‘This is the story. We got there, Papwa won. You are moaning, 
they was presenting the trophy outside in the rain. That particular day, 
it was raining, you can’t help it.’ Everybody was squealing, each one I 
was telling them, ‘This is the story,’ I said, ‘that club only take about 
sixty, seventy people. We’re about 2 000 people we can’t get into the 
room.’ Most of them agreed, but the others were moaning, ‘Because the 
black man won,’ this, that.   

 Chris Nicholson, in his outstanding biography of Papwa, presents an 
alternative and more likely version: 

   The most important discrepancy between the two versions was that the 
reason Papwa received the trophy in the rain was not that Papwa and his 
supporters wanted it so, but that it was a decision of the Durban Country 
Club. The government’s race laws at the time prohibited racial mixing in 
the club without special permit. Consequently, the club’s legal adviser 
and a committee member, Tony Biebuyck, warned that an infringement 
might open the club to a prosecution under the Group Areas Act and 
might put the club’s liquor license at risk. Described by Alf Sudheim, the 
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secretary, as a ‘rough diamond’, Biebuyck was conservative and unwilling 
to buck the system (Nicholson 2005, 101).   

 Papwa would go on to win the 1965 Natal Open, beating Gary Player—
the champion white South African golfer. In that year, Player won the 
South African, United States, and Australian Opens. Given the good 
weather this time, everybody received their prizes outside. But there was 
still a moment to expose the racial exclusions of the time. After handing 
over the trophy, the offi cials forgot to hand over the winner’s cheque to 
Papwa. By now, the whites had retreated to the clubhouse as Papwa and 
his well-wishers milled around. When they were made aware of their 
error, the offi cials fi lled in the cheque and gave it to him ‘through the 
window. He shook his head in disbelief’ (Nicholson 2005, 124). 

 Golf was a popular game amongst waiters at the Royal. The wait-
ers and the managers formed a club and usually played on Tuesday 
afternoons when they had some time off and sometimes on Sundays. 
According to Tokyo, a ‘gang’ of waiters, ‘about 20–30 of us played. We’d 
go to all the courses with the whites. We had Kloof, Pinetown, Circle, 
Umdoni Park, and Wild Coast, all over we used to go. These are all 
during the apartheid era. We played on the whites’ golf courses’. Tokyo 
fi nds it ironic that in the post-apartheid period, golfers are kept out 
not by colour but by class: ‘Once it opened to all, each golf course 
club raised their fees high now to keep out the blacks. So now, the 
Indians can’t afford that time and cost.’ It is ironic then that with the 
opportunities to caddy also having declined, golf is now a preserve of 
rich Indians. As Tokyo put it, ‘So now the guys, most of them who’s got 
the money, they go and play and when it wasn’t open for Indians, they 
used to let us [the working class] go’.  

 Tokyo was also a keen darts player, a game that he learnt at the 
Saccarine Hotel that he frequented with friends as a young man in 
Mount Edgecombe. Patrons would form teams of fi ve and compete 
against each other in a league format. Darts was also very popular 
amongst Indians and, Tokyo noted, most houses in the barracks had 
‘boards in the veranda. So one day they all come to your place, play 
there. Then the following week, they come to my place, like that, all 
the members’. Darts has long been regarded as ‘pure working-class the-
atre’ (Chaplin 2009). In the 1960s and the 1970s, darts was a popular 
sport in the Indian pubs of Durban. It was an amazing sight for people 
such as Tokyo how a patron who could not hold a glass steady would 
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transform himself into a statuesque fi gure as he stood rock-still before 
throwing a dart.   

    Making Cents of Lives   

   Butlers of my father’s generation, I would say, tended to see the world in 
terms of a ladder—the houses of royalty, dukes and the lords from the 
oldest families placed on top, those of the ‘new money’ lower down and 
so on, until one reached a point below which the hierarchy was deter-
mined simply by wealth—or lack of it. 

  —Kazuo Ishiguro (1989, 193)    

 It was inevitable, given the working environment, that some waiters 
sought to mimic white lifestyles (Bhabha 1984). This ranged from the 
style of dress, accent, alcohol drinks of choice, and adoption of English 
names. But the waiter could not enter the white world. Rather, they had 
to drink at ‘non-white’ bars, play golf on ‘waiters and caddies’ day, and 
live and socialize in Indian townships. The waiters mimicked but also 
mocked the white world. They found inspiration in beating the white 
man at his own game, and this is why Papwa Sewgolum becomes an 
iconic fi gure. 

 Butlers, such as waiters, had a bird-eye’s view albeit from the bot-
tom of the social and economic hierarchies at play. But the story of the 
Indian waiter is also a story of trying to fi nd ways to climb the ladder 
while being aware of the white ceiling that could not be breached. But 
when the occasional cracks appeared at the top, advantage was quickly 
taken. 

 Nothing exemplifi es this as when the hotel became a setting for 
overturning social relations. The most celebrated in this context is 
Soobrie Pillay, whose mother Angamma worked at the white-owned 
West End Hotel as a cook, turning out ‘delicious Indian snacks such as 
vade and dishes like fried masala fi sh into drawcards’. The West End’s 
cordoned non-white section became the place to be on a Saturday. Her 
son Soobrie, having started as a dishwasher, worked himself into the 
position of a barman, then manager, before fi nally coming to own the 
hotel, the citadel of colonial privilege and racial exclusions! It was a tra-
jectory that took him into the emerging hotels in the new Indian apart-
heid townships and allowed him to be part of the very fi rst consortium 
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that built the Sol Namara Hotel in Silverglen, Chatsworth, in 1973, as 
well as start the Pelican (Unit Two, Chatsworth) and Mermaid (City 
Centre) Restaurants ( Fiat Lux  March 1975, 2–3). 

 In refl ecting on the lives of these waiters, Dicky still plays the role of 
the leader that he was on the soccer fi eld, making sure that they stay in 
touch. For Dicky, one gets a deep sense of how family and cultural cir-
cumstances have changed for many Indians over time. His grandfather 
was known as Tiger Moonsamy, an exponent of the Tiger dance, steeped 
deep in Hindu and South Indian culture. The dance is long dead as an 
art in Durban, existing only on the margins, more as memory than 
practice. Dicky himself has converted from Hinduism to Christianity, 
following his wife. These days, he spends a lot of his spare time watch-
ing cricket, with India’s T20 IPL a favourite pastime, while he is partial 
to the Indian cricket team. What is fascinating about Dicky’s story is 
how his children have moved on both spatially and racially. Daphne 
works in Johannesburg. Debbie married a white Englishman. His son 
has made a home in England. 

 To listen to Vasi’s story is to get a sense of the Indian working-class 
life in Durban. His parents lived in the Magazine Barracks and his 
father worked for the City Corporation as a labourer. When they were 
forced out of the barracks as a result of the racial segregation of the city 
starting to consolidate, they were not allocated alternative accommoda-
tion. His father disappeared and Vasi’s long march through orphanages 
and ‘boys’ homes’ began. His granny played a pivotal role in his life. 
Through her, he got a job at the Beechwood Golf Course where she 
raked the bunkers. It began for him a passionate affair with golf, learn-
ing by watching white golfers: ‘we just see with our eyes’. 

 When Vasi entered the catering world, it gave him stability and a 
sense of purpose. He was learning all the time, moving from being a 
commis waiter to providing silver service and getting to wait on Queen 
Elizabeth II and three South African presidents. Vasi was an all-rounder 
when it came to sports, playing football, golf, and darts. Darts was 
part of the Indian masculine pub culture. He excelled, but there was a 
downside—alcoholism. It began to eat away at him and his family. He 
converted from Hinduism to Christianity and gave up alcohol. By 2017, 
aged 58, he had been clean for 13 years. 

 Vasi illustrates the changing nature of the high-end hotels, not only 
in terms of the clientele but also the staff. He works at the Oyster Box, 
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arguably the most expensive hotel in Durban. Indian waiters are on 
the decline, with Africans and a few whites entering service. Africans 
and Indians are also part of the clientele now, the new elite, with new 
money to burn. It is eons away from the time he served at the Athlone 
Hotel when the clientele was exclusively white and the waiters exclu-
sively Indian. But his skills are clearly valued, hence his ability to secure 
a position at the Oyster. He continues to enjoy his work and golf, while 
taking succour from his church. 

 Tokyo is a charismatic fi gure who is a generation older than Vasi, but 
their experiences overlap. Talking to Tokyo, one gets a deep sense of 
how important obtaining a house in Phoenix was for him. It allowed 
him and his wife to build a family. The price of having to travel from 
the outskirts of the city to the centre of the town was a small one to 
pay. Tokyo’s life, like Vasi’s, shows how the waiters built a camaraderie 
through sport. They got together to play golf and, through their connec-
tions with the white managers in the hotel industry, were able to play 
on courses to which they would normally be denied entrance. 

 Tokyo also shows that they had to develop a sense of pragmatism in 
a world where the white man held absolute power. Tokyo’s way of deal-
ing with the implementation of the dress code is a brilliant example of 
this ability. 

 Both Vasi and Tokyo show that their long years of service counted 
for nothing as the hotel industry opted for trainees and new staff to cut 
costs. Ironically, the Royal Hotel, once the bastion of white privilege, is 
now under Indian ownership, while its former Indian waiters can no 
longer fi nd work there. 

 Reggie Vandeyar took on the system, but he was an exception. 
 Waiters generally worked the system using the spaces opened to 

them in the white world to generate tips, organize jobs for their chil-
dren, and play on forbidden golf courses. As this world began to slip 
away and apartheid crumbled at the edges, new avenues began to open 
up. It is this closing down and opening up of new opportunities that 
guide the chapters that follow.   

     Note   

     1.  Whites often called Indian males ‘Sammy’, probably because many names 
ended with the suffi x ‘samy’, such as Ramsamy, Chinsamy, Munsamy, and 
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Appalsamy. In an open letter to the Natal legislature, dated 19 December 
1894, Gandhi commented on the various epithets that the whites used to 
refer to Indians: ‘The Press almost unanimously refuses to call the Indian by 
his proper name. He is “Ramsamy”; he is “Mr. Sammy”; he is “Mr. Coolie”; 
he is “the black man”’.  Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi,  vol. 1, p. 200.        



The Hopscotch of Life         4 

     All sorrows can be borne if you put them into a story, or tell a story about 
them. 

  —Isak Dinesen      

   Stories of Indian women that predominate in the public domain are 
essentially about middle-class women married to middle-class men, 

whose children almost always are on a conveyor belt to university edu-
cation and lives as professionals. There are of course those who bucked 
the trend, such as anti-apartheid fi ghters, the lawyer Phyllis Naidoo and 
the medical doctor K. Goonam, who lived much of their lives in exile 
and were tortured with personal pain and often broken dreams. As the 
works of Govinden (2008), Vahed and Waetjen (2010), and Devi Rajab 
(2011) reveal, many of these women lived pioneering lives, smashing 
through racial and sexist ceilings and forcing open doors that other 
women could march through. 

 There is, however, another group of women, belonging to the work-
ing class, whose lives hardly register in the public domain. While they 
are eulogized in personal family memoirs and plays, one hardly gets a 
sense of their life histories as they negotiate their working and family 
lives, personal and economic challenges, and patriarchal structures. 

 Through the 1940s, an increasing number of Indians settled in 
urban areas, especially in and around the city of Durban. The 1951 cen-
sus showed the low-earning capacity of Indians as a group and, more 
specifi cally, how little women contributed to the formal cash income of 
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the family. While 48.58 per cent of whites had no income, the fi gure for 
Indians was 77.73 per cent. Of the 22.27 per cent who had an income, 
women comprised just 1.98 per cent (Kuper et al. 1958, 226). But as 
Freund (1991, 414) points out, women were crucial to the reconstruc-
tion of the Indian social and economic life. In the early decades follow-
ing their arrival in Natal, working-class Indian women engaged in paid 
labour cutting cane, worked as domestic help, market-gardeners, and 
hawkers; did menial work for the city council; and, in the later decades, 
became involved in industrial employment. Where women did stay at 
home, Freund (1991, 422) argues, they were most effectively put to 
work within the accumulative engine of the large patriarchal family, 
given the extensive nature of domestic work and the lack of remunera-
tive options.   1    

 This started to change through the 1960s. Indian women were 
drawn into the workforce in larger and larger numbers between 1951 
and 1970 as the nature of waged work changed. The large-scale entry 
of women into the labour market resulted in a change in the gender 
composition at the workplace, with their numbers increasing from 7.3 
per cent to 18.6 per cent of the (Indian) workforce (Freund 1991, 422). 
1,518 Indian women worked in manufacturing in 1951; by 1970, this 
number had jumped to 13,530 (Freund 1991, 423). Many of them 
ended up in the clothing industry, where the employment of Indian 
women increased fi ve-fold and they outnumbered Indian men. Indian 
women replaced coloured women in the 1960s who, in their turn, had 
replaced white women from the late 1930s (Young 1972, 279). From 
the late 1970s onwards, they would be supplanted by African women 
(Freund 1991, 425–6). The entry of women into the education sector 
and the labour force is arguably the most signifi cant social and eco-
nomic change that transformed the Indian South African population in 
the post-1960s period. 

 This chapter goes behind the statistics to reveal the ways in which 
working-class women negotiated this period of the opening up of 
employment opportunities and the impact it had on their lives, both 
within and beyond the household. We do this against the background 
of contemporaneous analysis by academics such as Hilda Kuper (1956) 
and Fatima Meer (1969). Our emphasis is on following our subjects 
as they relate how they negotiated the spectre of dislocation and relo-
cation, both spatially and emotionally. Much has been written about 
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the broader changes taking place in these decades of rapid economic 
and political change, and these narratives, in addition to recording the 
lives that may otherwise be lost, provide a rich source of information to 
help us understand and appreciate the changes at a micro level, in the 
everyday lives of ordinary people. 

 We begin with the tragic and uplifting story of Girlie Amod, a well-
known fi gure in Unit Three of Chatsworth, an area locally referred to 
as ‘Bangladesh’.  

    Girlie Amod: Man About Town   

  Girlie Amod, born in Merebank in 1937, was the fi fth of 11 children 
of Frank and Muni Chowthee of Merebank. Her father’s family had 
moved off a plantation on the south coast of Natal and held lowly 
paid jobs with companies such as Durban Falkirk, and later Defy, in a 
rapidly industrializing Durban. What sticks in her memory as a child 
is Christmas: 

   The white people used to bring Christmas nuts and Christmas cake and 
all, my father’s boss—[since] no Indian was allowed to have alcohol in 
the bottle stores—used to buy for him, put him on the motorcycle in the 
side carrier and bring him home with all the stuff and leave it for us. We 
children, we used to enjoy the cake, I must say.   

 Girlie’s family lived in a tin house in a mixed-race area that included 
Africans, coloureds, whites, and Indians. ‘We had no problem,’ she 
recalls, though life was diffi cult: 

   I don’t think we had fun time, man … I used to go on the hill-top and 
pick wood, make bundles—long, long bundles—carry [them] on the 
head and come, carry water on the head and come. I was married, still I 
was doing that till I came here [Chatsworth]. We used to burn fi re outside 
and cook outside in the open, just take tin and block the place like, there 
was no kitchen we had, one room we was renting in, no kitchen.   

 Family poverty is fi rmly etched in Girlie’s mind, especially her mother’s 
striving to survive: 

   When we were young, I remember my mother used to go like once a 
week to town, beg in town because we couldn’t afford to live … too 
many children. I used to go with my mother just to carry the stuff. My 
mother worked very hard to bring us up. So that’s how I like to bring my 
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childrens, my grandchildrens up, you know, to work hard for them and 
teach them to work hard. Up till today, I do my handwashing—morning, 
I did washing, handwashing, I went and dried it.   

 Girlie attended a Hindi language school until the age of thirteen. She 
described her teacher as 

   a wonderful, wonderful person. He used to be hunchbacked, he used to 
bend and walk. He fell from the  madumbi  tree, so he had a hump here. I 
was his girl to tie his shoelace, to bring tea for him at tea break. I was my 
teacher’s favourite girl. Ya, my teacher liked me so much that he actually 
blessed me. We used to have shows and all and I used to be there [act] 
and people used to come to the show. I left about standard four.   

 Though she aspired to attend an English-language school, she left 
this school to go work as a maid for a white working-class Afrikaner 
couple to support her family. As she explains, ‘We had thirteen child-
rens. The boys were allowed to go to school. My father couldn’t afford 
to send the [six] girls to school’. She is proud though that she learnt to 
speak English from her elder brothers and, in turn, taught her younger 
siblings. ‘You see,’ she said, ‘Allah [God] gave me that brains. I even 
teach my little granddaughter who’s eleven. When she can’t spell about 
seven-letter words, I tell her, “Break the words and then you will come 
to it.”’ She recounts the experience of working as a domestic: 

   I used to sweep. They had a plank fl oor. I used to wipe the fl oor, polish, 
get on my knee, shine, shine. She had four bedrooms and a long passage 
and a kitchen. I used to wash the clothes and iron the clothes. Oh, one 
day I got a terrible hiding from the madam. I was so small but one day 
I got late for Hindi school. I asked madam what’s the time. She said me 
the time. I said, “Oh, now I’ll be late.” So, I left the dishes there outside 
by the tap because I was shining all her pots and I ran away to school. 
When I came back, madam gave me hiding with a belt so the boss caught 
her hand and said, “Don’t ever hit her because she’s only a child.” I used 
to call him like ‘ou boet’ and ‘oupa’ because he was an elderly person. He 
used to work for railways.   

 She left when her employers relocated from Merebank. 
 Growing up, the highlight for Girlie was the annual Isipingo festival 

(see Chapter 6): 

   We used to go and stay sometime for the night—take all our childrens 
and go and come next day. People used to cut goat and chickens, you 
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know, they used to feed the people … they used to have dance and 
everything over there. They used to have the rides, you know, swings and 
boat ride, Wall of Death, all that we used to see. What’s his name? Wait, 
Tommy Chetty, ya. He was a big hero. When he come from down, he 
come right to the top and he go round this wheel, shocking it was. … 
And this Amarani Naidoo, I admire her because why, you see she is very 
special to do a thing like that. She’s determined and not scared of her life 
so she did that Wall of Death. Anybody else never did that. As an Indian, 
she done it … that’s what I’m telling.   

 At the age of 22, Girlie married a Muslim man and converted to 
Islam. Her future husband was her neighbour whose family took a lik-
ing to her and proposed the marriage. She agreed, even though her 
husband was incapacitated with lung disease. They got married in 1959 
and had four children, Zarina, Faizal, Saida, and Rekha. At the time of 
the interview, she had nine grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren. 
Girlie’s mother was initially against her marrying out of her religion, 
‘but my mother-in-law spoke to her and told her, “I will look after her 
like my own child because I love her very, very much,” and she never 
gave me a problem, never gave me a hard time’.   2    

 Girlie’s husband worked for a while as a shoemaker in the city, but 
mostly as a fi sherman. She, on the other hand, had a steady job and 
provided a stable income for the family. Girlie and her husband lived 
in Merebank where they survived through her husband’s fi shing, while 
she helped to sell the fi sh in the Bluff. The area where she lived was 
declared white under the Group Areas Act and Girlie was given a house 
in the newly opened township for Indians—Chatsworth. Fortunately, 
most of her neighbours who lived in tin shacks in Merebank were relo-
cated to the same area, so they remained in touch. When she moved 
to Chatsworth, she found the place surrounded by banana bush, poor 
roads, and a few schools and shops. Girlie experienced a diffi cult time 
and recounted that she brought up her children in a ‘very, very, very hard 
way’ but is proud that ‘I never ever went and did a wrong thing when my 
husband was living or [when] my husband died’. At times, her situation 
was so bad that ‘I used to go beg—that’s how I brought my childrens up. 
But I never think of doing anything wrong because my heart is clean’. 

 It was shortly after moving to Chatsworth that Girlie told her hus-
band, ‘See here, you are sitting now and you can’t work.’ Instead, she 
went and worked. As Freund (1991, 424–5) points out, 
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   Life in the new townships was very much more expensive in cash terms 
than the old extended family structure allowed for in most cases. To pay 
for electricity and other services and in order to meet the rent, it proved 
essential for the Indian wife to help meet the cash needs of family life 
through earning a wage. … Young women were helped in their pursuit of 
jobs by an increasing facility at coping with the world outside the fam-
ily and immediate community space through language and other skills 
provided in school and enabled to make the transition through the rapid 
growth of industry in Durban, particularly in the garment industry.   

 Girlie ‘worked six years in Man About Town in Mobeni and then I 
went and worked in SA Clothing and then after that, I fi nished’. Girlie 
worked as a machinist at these clothing factories. She enjoyed work very 
much: ‘The best part of work was when Friday comes, I’ll be so excited 
that, you know, I just fi nished—everybody going to town, Clairwood, 
here, there, everywhere. I’ll take my childrens and go to the shop, buy 
cake, buy nice things for them, come, cook, feed them.’ 

 While Girlie was denied an education, her children completed 
matric at Glenover High School (refl ecting the expanded educational 
opportunities, discussed in Chapter 9) and attended the local  madressa  
(Islamic educational institution). Islam is important in her life because 
when she got married, she promised her husband that ‘I will die as 
I married him, I took all my vow, I will fulfi l my vow’. When he was 
taken ill for three years, she used to ‘give him bed bath, I look after-
ted my husband very, very much and he died in my hands [in 2000]’. 
Clearly, she had a warm and wonderful marriage: ‘I’ll tell you, the best 
moment of my life was when my husband was living, you know, I had 
no problem, when I got anything, we’ll sit, we’ll talk, we’ll discuss it to 
one another, we’ll talk like.’  

    The Challenge of the Present   

 Girlie had to quit work in the late 1980s due to wheeziness caused by the 
factory dust. She received a small payout from her provident fund. Her 
husband was taken ill around this time. Girlie was too poor to acquire 
ownership to a house and was given one on rent. In the late 1990s, 
the ANC-run council tried to raise the rentals and force the tenants to 
purchase the houses. It was at this time that Girlie became a celebrated 
activist. She joined the local Westcliff Committee in demanding a stay 
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in the rent increments and service delivery charges and an improve-
ment of the condition of their houses. Central to the protest was the 
internationally renowned sociologist and political activist Fatima Meer. 
Girlie recounted the high-handed attitude of the council offi cials who 

   sprayed our eyes and all. There was taking out the people’s furnitures and 
throwing outside, ya, we went through a hard time in this place here. I 
felt very, very bad. I had no water to even bath my husband. I went and 
made a big noise with them because they bust the pipes and all. We had 
no water, so one of the guys brought one bucket water and gave me. Then 
only I gave my husband a bath.   

 Girlie was still experiencing multiple problems at the time of the inter-
view. The high crime rate, shortage of police in the area, and widespread 
use of the drug ‘sugars’   3    are some of the issues that have personally 
affected her. ‘We can’t even dry our clothing outside, they will all be 
gone,’ she complains. Several of her grandchildren are addicted to sug-
ars. Nostalgia creeps into the discussion: 

   In our days … the place wasn’t like this, but now, now all this is coming 
in this place here. We used to sleep with our doors open, but today we 
have to fright. Daytime, we have to put lock on because we are scared—
you don’t know who will walk inside your house, you are alone, huh. … 
You know, when the white man was running, we didn’t have problem 
like killings are going on. Why they not bring the death penalty, hey, why 
they doing away with it? Women abuse, children abuse—they murdering 
children, they raping. Your childrens are not safe even to walk. The fel-
las’ with the pantyhose on the head, they grabbing the people over here, 
pushing them, taking their handbag and running.   

 The council house that she lives in experiences dampness, with the 
result that ‘we all got asthma—all of us got asthma’. At the time of the 
interview, Girlie was taking care of her son—who is in his early fi fties, 
divorced, and too ill to work—and his daughter. Two of her daughters 
are widowed; she supported them for a few years until they found work. 
A grandson, Imraan, took up fi shing, following in his grandfather’s 
footsteps, and has made it his means of survival. Tragically, he expe-
rienced a catastrophic accident when a shark attacked him and he lost 
a leg. Her unemployed grandchildren have been hitting walls in their 
attempt to fi nd work; they cannot afford tertiary education. Girlie was 
clearly distraught in refl ecting on her plight: ‘As the days going by, too 
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much of things in my head and I can never stay without my medica-
tion. If I don’t take my medication, then I’m dead.’ It would be easy to 
give up, but Girlie remains strong: 

   I want to be like Fatima Meer [the internationally renowned anti-apart-
heid academic and activist]—stand for the struggle—I never lose hope 
yet. I still stand fi rm for others, you know. I still stand and I put my foot 
down. I still say no, you know, we must be strong, we are one. We must 
be strong and that’s what will take us a long way.   

 Though her family of six was given a one bedroom-lounge-kitchen 
house, she feels blessed that she at least had her own house. However, 
she feels sad that only a few Indians are given homes in the post-
apartheid period: 

   I’m feeling very, very bad because my four children, they grew up here, 
they married but they living in other people’s houses paying thousand 
plus rent and they having so much of hard time, the landlords are giving. 
Not one of my childrens got a council house, but all the other people 
who came now got houses in this place here. … I don’t like to see the 
childrens scattered, suffering … living in somebody else’s backyard.   

 Another dramatic change is that she now has African neighbours in 
this apartheid Indian township: ‘They’ve been living here for over ten 
years—no problem at all.’ She and her neighbour Jane have much in 
common, being poor and bringing up their grandchildren who don’t 
have parents or are unemployed: ‘We live like sisters. When my hus-
band passed on and all, she was the fi rst person here with me. If she 
have anything to say, to discuss, she can’t keep it in her, she come to 
me. When I have got something like to say, I can’t keep it in me, so I go 
to her and I explain her.’   

    Nagamma Pillay: Between the Cross 
and the Bush-Knife   

  Nagamma Pillay was born on 1 May 1937 in Port Shepstone. Her 
father Ragavaluv Naidoo was born in India and had come to South 
Africa with his indentured parents. He married Narayanamma, and 
Nagamma is the sixth of their eight children—four boys and four girls. 
She was still young when her father bought a farm in Westville, then 
known as Rusfontein, where he grew green beans, calabash, cucumbers, 
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carrots, and strawberries for the Indian market on Warwick Avenue. Life 
was diffi cult as they had to ‘carry water … go chop woods and burn coal 
fi re and all those kind of things. … We had a wood and iron house and 
winter time we go to the garden and work’. 

 Nagamma attended the state-aided Indian primary school in 
Westville up to standard six. She wanted to train as a teacher but was 
prevented from doing so by her family’s prejudice against girls being 
educated. She spoke Telegu with her mother and English with her 
father. She described her family as 

   very religious people. With the prayer and all those kind of things, my 
father was very particular and we grew up with it, like slaughtering ani-
mals, going to Isipingo temple … Easter, we used to go there, you know, 
take that one rooster and turn, turn, and throw … go round the temple, 
do prayer … pour milk and keep egg there and turn the rooster and throw 
it, you know.   

 Diwali was an important part of their lives: ‘We used to celebrate like 
really religious people, like bursting crackers, baking things, and light-
ing the clay lamp, keeping on the windows and all those kind of things. 
Families will spend the day with us.’ They ate meat, except when fasting. 

 Nagamma married at the age of eighteen. It was a ‘proposed’ 
marriage, which took place at a temple in Rusfontein, subsequently 
destroyed by the Group Areas Act. She stayed with her husband’s family 
in Nkomanambi, just past Empangeni on the north coast, where her 
four children were born: Teddy, Molly, Orlean, and Tony. They moved 
back to Rusfontein to live with her parents. Westville was declared a 
white area under the Group Areas Act and Nagamma’s family was given 
ownership to a house in Unit 9, Chatsworth. She felt ‘happy about it. 
I got my own house. Because we were renting quite a few places and 
living with my mother, so we go through hard push. When you got your 
own, you are somebody that you say that you got your own’. For the fi rst 
time, she had electricity and running water. They purchased a stove, a 
fridge, and other household appliances. 

 Nagamma’s husband was a builder who died at an early age. It was a 
tremendous blow but, as she recounts it, also provided her with unex-
pected opportunities: 

   The opportunity I didn’t have when my husband was living was he 
didn’t want me to go and work. He said, ‘I’m a man, married you, and 
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I have to support you.’ So, after he was passed away [due to cancer in 
1983], because before him I lost a son [Teddy, in 1980] in an accident 
and within three years I lost my husband, which made me very sick. So 
people advised me to go work, to forget what happened.    

    Work as Liberation   

 Late in 1983, Nagamma joined Redbro Clothing in Chatsworth, then 
worked for fi ve years at Modest Clothing, and then at Eternal Clothing 
for the next 15 years. She improved her position within the clothing 
industry and had become a supervisor by the time of her retirement in 
December 2009. Nagamma was glowing about the positive impact of 
work on her life: ‘Work has really kept me fi t and made me to learn a lot 
of things. Besides earning the money, it made me to be somebody who I 
am, you know, gave me the intelligence and the knowledge that I can go 
stand and speak and say certain thing is right and certain thing is wrong.’ 
She is proud that with her income, she managed to ‘improve that house. I 
extended it and put an outbuilding and the girls were married there’. Her 
grandson from one of her daughters was ill from birth and she is proud 
to have raised him. At the time of the interview in 2011, he was 33, mar-
ried, and a professional who had purchased a house nearby in Seaview. 

 While Nagamma retired in 2009, many other women from her 
community were unemployed or underemployed as a result of cheap 
Chinese imports that decimated the local clothing industry. These 
imports were facilitated by the ANC government’s embrace of neo-
liberal economic policies that saw the speedy reduction of tariff barri-
ers.   4    At the time of the interview, a number of these highly skilled but 
unemployed women had opened a small clothing factory in the local 
community by renting out a school hall. As she put it, 

   I said, I’m going to have rest. Now these people opened this for the 
community. They said, “Ma, you doing nothing at home, you can come 
and help us.” So I joined here and it keeps you fi t. I’m 74. 1st of May 
[2012], I’ll be 75, so it keeps you fi t when you keep on moving and doing 
something.   

 Nagamma was determined to make the venture a success because in 
her Westcliff community in Chatsworth, there ‘is lot of problems. 
Financially poor people living and can’t afford it, and drugs and crime 
is also big problems’. 
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 Nagamma grew up in a staunch Hindu household, so her conver-
sion to Christianity in her fi fties came as a surprise to her friends and 
family: 

   I am no more like what I was a religious person at that time, as a Hindu, 
because I’m a Christian now. It is very, very important to me because 
what I was a Hindu and what I became a Christian, it’s very far difference. 
You see, when my husband died, I went through a lot of problems like 
sicknesses and you go to people for blessing and all that. There was one 
particular person that we used to go for blessing. My big daughter was 
a Christian before I could do that and she used to pray that my mother 
must be changed so one day, Good Friday eve, I went to my daughter and 
I said, “I think this is the day that Jesus died for me and I want to come 
to church.” It just came from me and, at that time, you should have seen 
me, I was very sick. I read the Bible and I go according to that. I say, no, 
you serve one master and one master alone. … I don’t miss like Diwali. 
We still bust the crackers and all, only difference is we don’t light the clay 
lamp.   

 Nagamma’s son also converted to Christianity when he recovered from 
cancer. As she points out, ‘We thought we going to lose him but the 
little faith I had, I prayed and and I took him to one church where that 
pastor prayed, and it’s about fi ve years now he’s healed.’ 

 Nagamma did not take an active interest in politics, but in 1994, she 
recounts, 

   When Mandela was elected, I did vote. Most of the people, they said 
you must vote for Mandela, he’s come out from prison, he might rule 
the country, white man is apartheid man and this, that and all. … We 
had apartheid. You can’t go to certain places, you can’t do certain things, 
white man is a white man—they get better living, they get bigger houses, 
for certain things, they don’t pay, we have to struggle and do things. First 
time to go and vote, we voted for ANC.   

 While Nagamma voted for the ANC, the majority of Indians did not. 
(The reasons for this are examined in Chapter 12.) 

 At the time of the interview, Nagamma was disappointed with some 
aspects of life in post-apartheid South Africa: ‘You can see it is going 
corrupted, see. Maybe the apartheid time was better when they used to 
lock the people up, can’t walk late hours in the night. But today, look 
at the crime, through the walking of late hours, doing wrong things, 
stealing.’   
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    Tharawathi ‘Rita’ Sewpersadh: Chatsworth, 
a Place Called Home.   

  Tharawathi Sewpersadh, known as Rita, was born in 1944 on Dahlia 
Road in Springtown. Rita has two sisters and two brothers. Her eldest 
sister Ela was born in 1932, then a brother, followed by a sister named 
Kamlawathi, then Rita herself, and lastly a younger brother. Rita lost 
her mother Dhasmathi when she was two, ‘so my big sister Ela looked 
after me. And when I came to six years old, my father passed away.’ Her 
father Sewpersadh had worked at the Lion Match Factory on Umgeni 
Road. Of all the memories of her childhood, the 1949 riots remain 
vivid: ‘I was there! I was very small that time. My father was ducking 
us. That time, I still remember my father was ducking us in the house.’ 

 After her father’s death, the children moved to Candela Road in 
Mayville to live in a house that belonged to her sister-in-law (elder 
brother’s wife). Her eldest sister Ela took care of them as they lived in 
the one room that they were given. 

   We used to cook our own. That time, we couldn’t afford buying rice and 
things like that. We used to buy mealie meal, vegetables, mostly vege-
tables. You can’t eat meat often. Once a week, we used to eat chicken. 
Mutton was very cheap that time. We didn’t have no fridge. We must buy 
the meat and cook it the same time. We couldn’t afford milk. We must 
use tin milk, you know, condensed milk, we must use that. We used to 
plant like green beans and peas and things like that in the garden.   

 Rita attended the Candela Boys School up to standard two because 
‘I had nobody to send me back to school’. This was due to the lack 
of fi nances as well as her brother’s objection to the girls in the family 
being educated. 

 Although Rita left school at an early age, she remained at home. 

   My brother didn’t want us to work, you see. That is why when I was 20, I 
went to work. When my brother said, ‘No, girls mustn’t work. Girls must 
stay at home,’ he was objecting about that. Then my friend said, ‘You 
are battling.’ We were battling very much. My friend took me to look for 
a job. She found a job and then she found a job for me at Crosby. My 
brother was very cross about it, he was very cross. But he couldn’t do 
anything about it because I am already at work now. My two sisters, they 
never worked at all.   
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 Recounting her childhood, Rita says that they listened often to the 
radio, mainly in English, but rarely went to the movies, though there 
was a cinema in Mayville: ‘Nobody wanted us to go to the movies. You 
can’t go alone in those days.’ Rita was not allowed to go out, as her 
brother was ‘very strict and my brother-in-law, my sister’s husband, he 
was also very strict. They said, girls are not allowed to go. Only go to 
work and come home, that is all’. The family grew up as Hindus but 
rarely attended the temple as it was far away. They did go to the 

   Isipingo festival once in a year. There, you go around the temple. You 
pray, you give your sweetmeat, and they do the prayer and they give it to 
you and you come home. That is on Good Friday. Lot of people there. 
You can hardly walk in that place. I did enjoy that. Once a year, you are 
going there and you are having fun. And that time, there was fun fairs and 
you go on the strings and you go to things like that.   

 Other festivals that they celebrated were the Kavadi and Diwali, which 
Rita described as ‘a prayer day. We must pray that day and we must 
make all the eats. The whole day you do the cooking and the eating and 
in the afternoon, you light lamps. And we have fi reworks. It was a very 
big thing. We used to celebrate for three days. That is how it was. But 
now, it’s only one day and it’s over’.  

    The World of the Factory   

 Rita joined Crosby Clothing in Pinetown in 1964. This was a white-
owned factory that specialized in ladies’ clothing. She was living on 
Candela Road and found it diffi cult to get to work because of poor 
transport infrastructure. She would leave home around 5.45 AM to get 
to work by 7 AM, then fi nish work at 4.30 PM and get home around 
6 PM. The gender demographics at work changed dramatically during 
that period. Rita recounts, 

   At fi rst, there never used to be women, hey? No, those times, there were 
only men working. That was why they were not allowing the women to 
work, even on the machines. I felt awkward. I am a woman and there 
were all men working there. I used to feel embarrassed, how can I go 
and work? But they used to teach us how to work. They will sit on the 
machine and show you how to do certain things. My sister used to do 
sewing in the house, you know, the hand sewing machine. That is where 
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I should learn. I used that Singer machine, you press the leg and you got 
both hands you can work with. Now there are electricity machines … 
those times, you only had hand sewing.   

 In the later years, the racial demographics began to change with the 
employment of Africans: 

   After a very long time then, they started employing Africans; women as 
machinists and men mainly as cleaners. We started getting service hands 
and machinists. They started teaching them. They didn’t want to employ 
men, you see, because the women used to get less [wages] than the men 
used to get. Later, men and women all get the same amount.   

 When Crosby Clothing closed down two years later, Rita joined 
Kingsgate Clothing, situated behind the Bolton Hall in the city centre, 
in early 1967, earning ZAR 4.40 per week: 

   I used to work as a machinist in the line. They found out I was okay, 
they put me as a sample hand. I started working with that. In the line, 
you do one part of the garment, like fi tting a sleeve. You carry on doing 
the same thing over and over. Now, I must complete the whole garment. 
The garment that we complete goes to shops … they see what it looks 
like and if they prefer it, they will give a bulk order. I preferred making 
a sample over working in the line because you know what you are really 
doing with the garment. It is so interesting, now you know where this 
part goes and where that goes. I get excited about it. It looks so beautiful, 
you know, when you look at the garment when it’s fi nished. That is why 
I liked it.   

 Rita worked until her retirement in 2004 when she turned 60. Rita 
enjoyed working because, she says, ‘It gave meaning to my life. I really 
enjoyed my work. I enjoyed the friends.’ 

   The sample room had maybe twelve people, all women. Very seldom 
you get one man maybe coming to do that but mostly women. … We 
used to have fun. We used to talk especially when the boss is not around 
[laughs]. We used to give advice. Sometimes we tell them our problem, 
what happened, what we made, what we cooked, things like that. As 
soon as the boss comes, we will just keep quiet [laughs] or we will start 
talking about the garments.   

 Rita emphasized the importance of teamwork in the sample room. 

   We always hand-in-hand, we will work. There was the designers. Then 
the patternmakers, they will make the pattern. And then the cutters, and 
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from the cutters we get the garments. The pressers iron it. … We make the 
garments and we take it to the designers. The designer checks the garment 
if it’s right or wrong. She must approve the garment. If they are not happy 
with it, then you must redo it, unpick that thing and do it again.   

 Rita felt great pride when she would see her garments selling in ‘the big 
shops like Edgars, Woolworths, Foschini. You feel so nice that you can 
see your garment is there’. Rita clearly enjoyed her work: 

   I prefer my work, it was very happy years. Because I used to go in the 
morning, come in the night, and everybody is sleeping sometimes, some-
times the people are still awake. It was so interesting. I used to really like 
my work. Sometimes we work six days, sometimes fi ve days. Sometimes 
we used to work late in the night, overtime, sometimes 9 o’clock, some-
times 7 0’clock we used to work. They bring us home, they bring us and 
leave us right by the gate.   

 Work was liberating for all the women interviewed. As Freund (1991, 
427) points out, 

   Engels long ago suggested, the wage relationship in some ways can be 
liberating for the woman, increasing her self-respect and contact with 
other social elements she would not meet in her family-bound world. 
This is the classic Marxist approach to the ‘woman’ question. … One 
survey suggested a fairly high level of Indian female job satisfaction 
[which may imply docility but also a preference for getting out of the 
home and encountering another world]. … Industrial work has given 
some possibilities for existence that did not previously exist for single 
Indian women.   

 Rita contributed a portion of her income towards the upkeep of her 
family: 

   A certain amount I used to give in the house, certain amount I would 
take. I would buy things, food, pay accounts, things like that. My wages 
were important to helping with this household. Just me and my brother-
in-law were the ones working, and without my wages it should have been 
very, very hard for them. It made me feel satisfi ed because I am staying 
here and eating in the same thing. This family is very important to me.   

 A woman’s income was crucial to her family’s survival and upward 
mobility, a point noted by Freund (1991, 428): 

   In the far more frequent cases where the family holds together, it is 
the process of being streamlined on a nuclear basis that imposes new 
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pressures and offers new opportunities to Indian women. The woman’s 
wage becomes a crucial part of the quest for a more affl uent life style. 
Working class families extend themselves as far as they can with credit 
to purchase appliances, furniture, and motor cars. Men purchase cars 
which eat up a huge portion of their wages. Women prepare signifi cant 
quantities of meat and vegetables as opposed to the poor and unvar-
ied diets of the past. Education is a resource for further mobility from 
generation to generation. The maximisation of waged work continually 
breaks up the possibility of a reconstituted domestic economy becom-
ing effective again. This major historic change needs to be understood 
in terms of an analysis that neither excludes the household or the 
workplace.   

 Rita was a member of the Garment Workers’ Union and occasionally 
attended meetings at the Bolton Hall. 

   They used to have the meetings late in the night. Then we won’t get 
transport to come back. The union was very good because the bosses 
couldn’t take advantage of the workers. There was plenty of strikes. 
When they had the strike sometimes, we used to be at work. They [strik-
ing workers] used to come there and stand by the gate and people inside 
the company can’t come out from there. When everything is quiet and 
they all go away, they [management] bring us and come to the rank 
or sometimes they will leave us at home. We were machinists and the 
factory was somewhere else. Mostly, the Africans used to put the strike, 
the Africans.   

 This echoes what Freund observed (1991, 426): 

   Many women identify their labour as part of a continuing commitment 
to family income construction. They see work as adding to the respect 
that can be earned from men. In such a context, many fi nd repetitive 
and tightly-controlled jobs acceptable. A trade unionist of Indian origin 
fi nds Indian women as a result often proud of their own dutifulness and 
one source suggests that they are less apt to involve themselves in trade 
unionism than African women.   

 Rita observed that from the mid-1990s, the number of workers 
declined rapidly, fi rst in central Durban and later in the outlying fac-
tories: ‘You see, these garments came, the overseas garments. Those 
things put the companies down here. Because these Chinese people, 
their garments, mass product and they were cheap labour, very cheap 
labour there.’  
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    Chatsworth   

 Rita moved with her sister and brother-in-law to Chatsworth because of 
the Group Areas Act. She recounts that the whites 

   wanted those areas. They told that we have to move from there. They 
fi rst started out with the Africans, the Africans must come out from 
there [Mayville/Cato Manor]. They started breaking all the houses. I still 
remember that when they were breaking all the houses down. After a 
long time, they started off with the Indians. The Indians must come out 
from there because they wanted the place. Nobody could object because 
they were so strong.   

 She desperately missed her old friends, but the relocation had its 
advantages: 

   They gave us the house. My brother-in-law came and chose the house 
here. I really liked it. We stayed there in a very small house and we came 
here and it was a big house. My room was upstairs. My brother was stay-
ing in one room, my other brother was staying in one room, my sister 
and her husband was staying in this room here. I was staying alone in one 
room. Before, we were all staying in one room. … Here [Chatsworth] you 
have hot water and running water and things. First when we came here, 
we didn’t have no hot water, only cold, we put our own geyser. Also had 
a toilet. In Mayville, we used to use the coal stove, burning coal … toilets 
outside. Far away you must go for the toilet.   

 The downside was transportation. She had to 

   take a train. First, I used to walk from here to Crossmoor Station in Unit 
9, about 20 minutes down where the station is, and get a train. I used to 
jump off in Berea Station. From there, I used to walk to Kingsgate. That is 
another long walk. Morning and afternoon, I am taking that, more than 
one hour each way, it was a very diffi cult time. … After a very long time 
then, we got buses. When the buses came, I started traveling with the bus. 
Take one bus from here. When I was working in Leopold Street, it was 
okay. Just one bus. But when I went to Umgeni Road, then Stamford Hill, 
that was two buses, sometimes three buses I must take. … We stand here 
from 5.30 a.m., from 5.30 a.m. in the morning I will wait … to reach 
work at 7.45 a.m.   

 Rita does not have much recollection of politics, not even from the 
1950s when the Congress movement was very active, with high profi le 
fi gures such as Mandela and Monty Naicker prominent: ‘I wouldn’t 
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even read that in the papers. It never interested me.’ She does not think 
that 1994 brought signifi cant change in her life: ‘I remember 1994 a 
little bit. We were staying here, I remember. I did vote for Mandela, here 
in the school here. Everybody was telling that Mandela will come and 
then he will change everything. Everything is going to come to like…so 
I also joined everybody. I also joined them and voted.’ Rita has become 
progressively disappointed in the ANC because of the high levels of 
crime in the area and unemployment. She felt particularly sad when 
she heard of the death of Rajbansi: ‘He was a very nice man. He did 
nothing for me that I can remember, but he sponsors a lot of things to 
the temples.’ 

 Amichand Rajbansi (1942–2011) was a Chatsworth-based politician 
who had participated in government-created political structures during 
the apartheid era and was the leader of the Minority Front, which drew 
support primarily from Indian voters in KwaZulu-Natal, in the post-
apartheid period. Rajbansi reinvented himself by making an alliance 
with the ANC, though he continued to pursue primarily ‘Indian issues’. 
Many Indians who had vilifi ed Rajbansi for cooperating with the apart-
heid regime came to respect and admire him for this, especially given 
that they perceived the ANC politicians to be doing little for Indians.  

    ‘The Days of Our Lives’   

 Rita’s dress has changed over the years. As a young girl, she wore knee-
length dresses since girls were not allowed to wear pants. As girls grew 
older, they were expected to wear saris, which is what she wore for most 
of her working life. As a child, Rita played the ‘normal girls’ games like 
hopscotch’. The family went often to the beach: 

   My brother-in-law used to take us fi shing to the pier. That pier has closed 
down too now. My nephew, daughter-in-law, she was a good fi sher-lady. 
She used to catch a lot of fi sh, all went. I never take up fi shing. I just go 
there and we have fun. We used to go to the beach to have picnics … 
wherever we went, the whole family goes together. We made biryani, one 
big pot of biryani and take it and go. Sandwiches sometimes.   

 Since her retirement, Rita has been ‘sitting at home, cooking, eating, 
getting fat [laughs]’. Rita enjoys watching Hindi fi lms and sometimes 
sitcoms such as ‘The Bold and the Beautiful’, ‘Days of Our Lives’, and 
‘Dallas’. She has remained close to her sisters, especially her elder sister 
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whom she regards as being ‘like a mother, because from the time I left 
Mayville we are staying together’. 

 Though many in her community, including her nephew and his 
wife who live in the same house as her, have turned to Christianity, 
Rita remains a staunch Hindu and continues to attend the Isipingo 
festival on Good Friday. She also attends the Shree Ramanthi temple, 
which is just across the road from her house. She does lament that 
‘there is a lot of church, a lot in the area. Very little temple, but there 
is more church’.   

    Storytellers   

    There’s a thread you follow. It goes among things that change. 
 But it doesn’t change. 
 People wonder about what you are pursuing. 
 You have to explain about the thread. 
 But it is hard for others to see. 
 While you hold it you can’t get lost. 
 Tragedies happen; people get hurt 
 or die; and you suffer and get old. 
 Nothing you do can stop time’s unfolding. 
 You don’t ever let go of its thread.  

  —William Stafford, ‘The Way It is’    

 In listening and then transcribing the interviews, one gets to realize 
how the women that are the subjects of this chapter saw their mission 
in life and how this served to keep them going. Hardships, setbacks, 
and pain are almost always recounted with a shrug of the shoulder. 
Life was manoeuvred and spaces found for greater freedoms. In a world 
of massive structural changes and constraints, they negotiated and cre-
ated spaces in the in-between. This is not to romanticize. Some of the 
women were incredibly open about how painful their lives were, how 
often sadness accompanied them as they had to overcome personal 
loss and broken dreams. As Freud tells us, those who are melancholic 
often display a ‘keener eye for the truth than people who are not mel-
ancholic’ (cited in Eng and Kazanjian 2003, 23). 

 But even if there is a melancholia that is displayed, it did not lead 
to some kind of paralysis. The stories narrated here tell of a particu-
lar period in the 1960s when employment in the clothing and textile 
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industry was opening up and how many women took advantage of this, 
transforming their lives in a myriad ways. 

 Some, such as Rita, were able to dress in the Western garb and 
enjoy a sense of freedom, although this was always circumscribed by 
the surveillance of the conservative male gaze. Nagamma’s husband 
died very early in their marriage. While a tragic moment, it gave her 
the opportunity to enter a whole new world, the workplace, which 
had been cut off from her. The money that she earned enabled her 
to renovate and expand her house. Today, she translates her skill into 
a community project. Girlie soldiers on. Growing up poor and under 
diffi cult circumstances, even carrying water and wood on her head, she 
has, throughout her life, through persistent endeavour, managed to 
keep the threads of family going . Sometimes, the fabric of her family 
threatened to tear itself apart, but she has kept it together and still fi nds 
time to do community work, helping others in need and radiating an 
eternal optimism. 

 Taken together, these women have lived lives full of challenges 
as well as opportunities, especially those afforded by the world of 
occupation. Today, some benefi t from family support, others have to 
dig deep to keep afl oat the generations that have come after them, 
their options increasingly constrained by the shrinking post-apart-
heid manufacturing sector and the policies aimed at achieving racial 
redress. 

 There are some commonalties running through these narratives: 
patriarchy, the poor-quality tin housing and shacks in which many 
Indians grew up until the 1940s, racial mixing in many neighbour-
hoods, signifi cance of the Easter festival in Isipingo that drew thou-
sands, importance of the clothing industry as a source of work and 
upward mobility, religious conversion, and especially the value of work 
in relation to their self-worth and the role it played in increasing their 
income and mobility. Bill Freund (1991, 426) writes that while aca-
demics have argued in other contexts that 

   the movement of women into wage labour proletarianises and oppresses 
them in a particular way, the impact has been rather different for women 
of Indian origin in Durban. Indian women workers are not necessarily 
quickly taken up into a proletarian identity based on their new relation 
with capital. … [They] have a sense of massive social upward mobility 
(still a family strategy) through education and hard work in any case: 
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they see themselves as part of a process which will increasingly boost a 
new generation into white-collar work and middle-class status. In the 
wake of the historic example of white women in South Africa, more edu-
cated Indian women have moved in large numbers into offi ce work a 
generation following the move of their mothers and older sisters into 
the factory.   

 These are the very themes we pick up in Chapter 10 on education and 
social mobility. The spread of tertiary education meant that more and 
more Indians of a working-class origin obtained the necessary quali-
fi cations to enter the university and technical colleges in the 1970s. It 
was this group that became the core of a professional class made up of 
lawyers, teachers, civil servants, engineers, and accountants.   

     Notes   

     1.  The patriarchal joint family predominated among Indians in the 1950s in 
part because, in contrast to Africans and Afrikaners, Indians were ‘forced 
to move with their entire family. They have no reserves as do the Africans, 
and they have no platteland as do the Afrikaners, where they can leave their 
women and children with any security during their absence’ (Kuper 1956, 
30). The Ghetto Act of 1946 segregated Indians, but this was in urban areas 
as families. This accounts for the differential urban homes and family struc-
ture between Africans, Indians, and poor Afrikaners before the Group Areas 
Act.  

   2.  Such inter-religious marriages were not common amongst Indians. In fact, 
during the period of indenture, when women comprised just a third of the 
migrant population, inter-caste and inter-religious marriages were unavoid-
able, but this practice became rarer once the sex ratio reached parity by the 
1930s and in-group marriage was possible. It was more common among 
working-class Indians. Wealthier Indians, especially Gujaratis, tended to fi nd 
marriage partners in their villages of origin. Once young people began going 
to the university, though, the choice of spouse was widened as they met new 
marriage partners, though it was only from the late 1990s or thereabout that 
marriages between North and South Indians, or between Gujarati-speaking 
and Memon-speaking Muslims have become common practice (see Vahed 
2010).  

   3.  The drug ‘sugars’ was made up of a mixture of residual cocaine and heroin, 
as well as things such as baby powder, rat poison, and household detergents. 
It is, thus, cheaper than other drugs and has widely been used by the youth 
of Chatsworth since around 2004, creating massive social problems.  
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   4.  South Africa’s textile and clothing (T&C) industry is a very important sector 
as it is a large employer of low-skilled labour. Factors such as the ANC gov-
ernment’s adoption of neo-liberal policies, trade liberalization from 1995, 
China’s entry into the World Trade Organization in 2001, illegal imports, 
and the rand’s volatility made the industry extremely vulnerable, with thou-
sands of employees, mainly women, losing their jobs.        



Hassim Amla  
  Beyond Boundaries         5 

     He does not need the half-volley of a fast or fast-medium bowler to be 
able to drive. From a high backlift he watches a ball that is barely over the 
good length, takes it on the rise and sends it shooting between mid-on 
and mid-off. That is a later acquisition to a stroke he always had: to move 
back and time the good length through the covers. 

  —C.L.R. James on Gary Sobers    

 Kingsmead. December 2010. A test match between South Africa and 
India. The country had just hosted the FIFA World Cup, leaping 

to international acclaim. The previous month, 16 November to be 
exact, had marked the 150th year since the very fi rst indentured Indian 
workers landed in Durban. It marked the beginning of a movement of 
human cargo that witnessed 152,000 Indians cross the  kala pani , the 
black water, to Port Natal. Most would never return. The fact that South 
Africa—the Proteas, as the national cricket team is referred to—was 
playing India in Durban was charged with social signifi cance. A newly 
independent India had refused to play against South Africa, while white 
South Africans had refused to play with their ‘non-white’ countrymen. 

 With the unbanning of the liberation movements in 1990 and the 
release of Nelson Mandela, cricket was quick off the blocks. A hasty 
unity was forged and ties with Indian cricket were sutured in a manner 
that seemed to be like two lovers wanting to make up for lost time. The 
International Cricket Council (ICC) admitted South Africa into its fold 
in 1991 and their fi rst offi cial international match took place against 
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India in Kolkata on 10 November 1991. A year later, India became the 
fi rst international team to tour South Africa since the ending of the 
sports boycott. 

 Back to 2010. The KwaZulu-Natal Cricket Union, sensing the 
moment, asked us to organize a photo exhibition to commemorate the 
150 years of the presence of Indians in South Africa. The exhibition was 
largely ignored by the visiting Indian journalists whose sense of history 
drifted as far as the last match and whose obsession was the Indian 
team rather than the local Indian history. A rare exception was Sidharth 
Mongia who described the exhibition as 

   a wonderful look at a history that began when the Truro, a British ship, 
arrived with 339 indentured migrants from Madras [as the city of Chennai 
was then known] on November 16, 1860. The pictures show how over the 
years the Indians went from working on sugar plantations to moving on 
to more enterprising work, such as washing clothes or making baskets, to 
renting land to grow fruits and vegetables. There are photos of the scenes 
outside the courthouse when Ebrahim Ebrahim was sent to prison in 
Robben Island, of the 1949 riots when the Indians fought with the Africans 
for scarce resources, of Fatima Seedat marshalling a group of women for 
the fi rst time in the political arena, of how Nelson Mandela’s fi rst stop in 
Durban upon his release was the house of Fatima and Ismail Meer, and 
more recently of Bollywood actress Preity Zinta coming here for the IPL 
and throwing gifts into the Kingsmead crowd. There is also one of Yacoob 
Omar, considered the fi nest batsman in non-racial circles in the seventies. 

 The story, though, will be incomplete without the photograph of a 
bearded man punching the ball square on the off side, playing slightly 
away from the body, on the up, with an open face. Alternatively, the 
punch on the leg side will do too, with the bat face closing at just the 
right moment. Especially when that man, the most Indian of batsmen, is 
about to play his 50th Test, about to bring up the milestone at the venue 
where the most Indian of techniques was developed. When he started 
off, he was the only cricketer of Indian origin to ever play a Test for South 
Africa. At the same time, despite the diversity that his style of play and 
demeanour bring to the team, Hassim Amla, a third-generation Indian, 
is still every bit a South African. (Mongia 2010)   

 Hassim Muhammad Amla was born on 31 March 1983 in the town 
of Tongaat on the north coast of KwaZulu-Natal where his father was 
a medical doctor. A right-handed higher order batsman, he captained 
most age group teams in which he played and eventually captained the 
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South African national team. He is now regarded, albeit still reluctantly 
by some cricket ‘experts’, as one of South Africa’s best batsmen ever. But 
as we show in this chapter, this was not always the case. Amla had to 
overcome the racist prejudices of white South African selectors, manag-
ers, coaches, and spectators, as well as international Islamophobia as he 
grew up in the shadow of the 9/11 attacks by the Al-Qaeda on the Twin 
Towers in New York. 

 Amla was born to a Muslim family with roots in Gujarat, India. He 
honed his skills playing competitive games in the backyard of his house 
with his elder brother Ahmed, a middle order batsman and profes-
sional cricketer who represented the provincial team for many years. 
Amla was fortunate to have been born at a time when the South African 
society was undergoing a dramatic change and he, unlike his brother 
who was a few years older, was able to attend the formerly all-white 
Durban High School (DHS), a highly regarded educational and sport-
ing institution with a great culture and history. It was the alma mater 
of Barry Richards, generally considered one of the world’s best bats-
men; Hugh Tayfi eld, regarded by many commentators as one of South 
Africa’s greatest Test spinners; and other South African Test players such 
as Trevor Goddard and Lance Klusener. 

 At DHS, Amla had access to excellent facilities and top-notch coach-
ing. But there was another aspect that would hold Amla in good stead in 
the years ahead. He played with and against white and black cricketers, 
which would have given him the confi dence and psychological boost 
otherwise denied to skilled cricketers who may have attended all-Indian, 
coloured, or black schools. It must be remembered that provincial and 
national teams at all levels were dominated by whites in this period and 
‘whiteness’ was a culture that was normalized and set the norm (Desai 
2017). Amla’s own brother Ahmed, superbly talented by all accounts, 
was one of those who did not quite cut it, having attended an all-Indian 
school with relatively impoverished sporting facilities than DHS. 

 As a former English cricketer and cricket writer Peter Roebuck (2009) 
points out, 

   For all the turbulences of the period, with its desperation to fi nd brown-
skinned players worthy of advancement, Amla’s rise was orthodox even 
as his background was distinctive. Born into an affl uent family whose 
roots lay in the state of Gujarat, he was reared in a middle-class home 
and sent to a highly regarded cricketing and academic school, Durban 
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HS. His father is a doctor and Ahmed, his older brother, is a fi ne batsman 
in his own right. … In short, the Amlas are intelligent, professional, seri-
ous but not solemn, and keen on cricket. Evidently the parents are also 
enlightened because they did not discourage their younger boy from try-
ing his luck in cricket. Previous generations of Indian parents might have 
pointed him towards a ‘proper’ profession.   

 Amla, though, would discover that ‘despite coming from within the 
cricketing establishment, [he] was not  of  it. A second-generation South 
African with Indian heritage, he was a Muslim in a team that had tradi-
tionally asked, “What would Jesus do?”’ (Tolsi 2018). 

 Amla grew up at a time of fundamental change in the South African 
society, including the cricketing structures. Historically, cricket in South 
Africa represented the British class ideology in relation to Afrikaners 
and racist exclusion in relation to blacks. Only whites represented 
South Africa internationally even though cricket was also popular 
among Indians, coloureds, and Africans who developed separate cricket 
structures. Among Africans, the game was mostly popular in the Eastern 
Cape, with sporting bodies struggling to establish the game in the then 
Transvaal (Gauteng) and KwaZulu-Natal. 

 A South African Cricket Board of Control (SACBOC) was formed in 
1947 to organize inter-race tournaments between Africans, Indians, and 
coloureds, while non-racial provincial units replaced racially based bod-
ies in 1961. South Africa was isolated from world cricket from 1970 when 
the British home secretary bowed to public pressure and asked the English 
Cricket Board to call off South Africa’s tour to England because of its apart-
heid policies. During this period, the former Springbok captain and apart-
heid cricket chief, Ali Bacher paid huge sums of money to foreign players 
to break the boycott (Vahed and Desai 2016, 1790–2). The opposition to 
apartheid sport was spearheaded by the South African Council of Sports 
(SACOS), which was formed in 1973 and had a very strong component of 
members who belonged to the Non-European Unity Movement (NEUM) 
and the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) rather than the Congress. 
This had ramifi cations as cricket unity dawned.  

    Unity and its Discontents   

 Amla was just seven when Nelson Mandela was released from prison 
in 1990. Mandela’s release was a catalyst for the drive to unite racially 
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divided sporting bodies. In cricket, the United Cricket Board of South 
Africa (UCB) was inaugurated in June 1991 and the country was read-
mitted to the International Cricket Council (ICC) in July 1991. The 
country toured India in November 1991 and participated in the World 
Cup in Australia in February 1992. All of this was even before the fi rst 
non-racial democratic elections were held in April 1994. South Africa’s 
speedy re-entry into international cricket upset many SACOS stalwarts 
who felt that there should have been a moratorium on international 
sport until fi rm steps had been taken to redress the past imbalances. 
The African National Congress (ANC) offi cials felt otherwise. White 
administrators, coaches, sponsors, and players retained effective power 
in cricket. 

 The ANC, in fact, conceded much during the negotiated settlement. 
Those South Africans who had hoped for a radical economic trans-
formation were disappointed as the ANC retreated from the Freedom 
Charter’s implicit promise to nationalize banks and mines. As Vahed 
and Desai (2016, 1800) point out, Mandela ‘saw sport as a powerful 
weapon, to not only heal racial divisions but also to smooth the way 
for South Africa’s entry into the comity of nations’ and sanctioned 
South Africa’s participation in the 1992 Cricket World Cup and the 
1992 Olympics while negotiations were ongoing. The ANC hoped that 
sanctioning international sport would make most white South Africans 
see the benefi ts of being part of the international community, cut off 
support for the white right wing, and diminish the fears surrounding 
majority rule (Nauright 1999, 154). 

 In Amla’s home province, unity talks between the non-racial Natal 
Cricket Board (NCB) and the Natal Cricket Association (NCA) ushered 
in the KwaZulu-Natal Cricket Union (KZNCU) on 23 May 1991. But 
while the number of NCB and NCA offi cials might have approached 
parity, the unity reinforced and refl ected patterns of white dominance. 
As Grant Farred (2000, 142) observed, unity ‘evacuated’ the history of 
non-racial cricket and resulted in ‘the absorption of non-racial play-
ers and administrators, sans traditions’. Black players and clubs had to 
‘accommodate themselves to new cricket infrastructures that bore no 
evidence of their struggles, their customs, of their past’ (Farred 2000, 
142). Many young black players felt alienated and marginalized, while 
the disparity in facilities and sponsorship meant that they were com-
peting on uneven terms with white players. 
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 With few black players making it to the provincial teams, the UCB 
introduced quotas for the 1997–8 season, which made it mandatory 
for all teams to include at least three black players in the provincial 
B teams. Regardless, racial tensions pervaded cricket structures. Many 
Indians were angered by the behaviour of some white players in the 
national team. Spin-bowler Pat Symcox was accused of being abu-
sive towards Indian South African spectators during a match against 
Pakistan in Durban in February 1998. A disciplinary committee found 
that he used abusive but not racist language ( Electronic Telegraph  14 
March 1998). Indian spectators were also upset with Allan Donald 
for swearing at Rahul Dravid of India during a match in January 1997 
( Daily News  28 January 1997). A correspondent to the local newspaper, 
Abbey Naidoo, felt that white cricketers were deliberately aggressive ‘to 
teach dark-skinned cricketers who is boss’ ( Tribune  14 February 1999). 
A report commissioned by the UCB found that the anti–South African 
sentiment among Indian South Africans in Durban was ‘even worse’ 
than that experienced in Australia. White players were made to run ‘the 
gauntlet of hostile and often acrimonious racial abuse and the worst 
kind of foul language imaginable’ ( Cricinfo  13 March 1998). It was 
clear that despite the ‘unity’ hammered out in 1991, the issue of race 
continued to rear its head. 

 The UCB’s ‘development programme’, launched in the 1980s, had 
aimed to make cricket a ‘people’s’ game by spreading the game to town-
ships, but the game failed to take root. Blacks also felt that whites did 
not take the development programme seriously once they had achieved 
their goal of international cricket. A UCB investigation in September 
1997 concluded that black (used here in the Black Consciousness sense 
of referring jointly to Africans, Indians, and coloureds) administrators 
felt they were accommodated in positions where they could not infl u-
ence policy or attain ‘ownership’ of programmes (UCB 1997). In fact, at 
the school level, cricket continued to be played separately. Black players 
could not compete against whites who had access to better education, 
coaching, and facilities. Mohammed Timol, who organized composite 
teams from black schools to participate in the annual (white-domi-
nated) school weeks, complained to Andrew Layman, chairman of the 
Natal Schools Cricket Association, in December 1993 that white players 
from the prestigious private Kearsney College directed racist comments 
at his players, including referring to them as ‘coolies’. In a subsequent 
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report to the KZNCU in January 1995, he stated that black players were 
not given an opportunity to bat or bowl when selected for the repre-
sentative team and that whites lacked an understanding of affi rmative 
action. Mike Bechet, manager of the KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) schools 
team, told Timol that ‘the success of the team is the most important 
factor’ (Vahed, Padayachee, and Desai 2010, 234). 

 The anger of Indian, coloured, and African administrators and 
players at being marginalized led to the formation of a group called 
‘Concerned Group of Cricketers’ (COGOC) to protest against the 
lack of transformation, transparency, and stakeholder involvement in 
cricket through articles to the press, meetings, canvassing among clubs, 
and writing to the government. They rejected ‘meritocracy’ in context 
of the ‘massive inequalities in resources, opportunity, education, and 
leisure time’ and called for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission to 
make those who ‘propped up racist cricket … account for their actions’ 
(Desai, Padayachee, Reddy, and Vahed 2002, 290). Organized protests 
forced the white administrators to concede that all was not well. The 
almost-total absence of Africans in cricket was singled out as a prob-
lem that needed to be addressed by setting separate racial targets for 
Africans. ‘Transformation Visions Seminars’ held countrywide during 
1998 led to the adoption of a Transformation Charter in 1999 and 
the appointment of a Transformation Monitoring Committee (TMC) 
to ensure that the objectives of the charter were fully embraced. 

 Protesting groups in KZN forced through constitutional changes that 
led to black administrators taking control of the cricket board in May 
1998. In essence, black meant Indians. There was a similar power shift 
at the national level with President Raymond White being replaced by 
a coloured Percy Sonn in 2000. Despite these steps, few black players 
came through the system and racial transformation, particularly the 
presence of black Africans, remains a vexed issue to the present.  

    Batting against the Grain   

 It is against this turbulent background that Amla’s emergence must 
be seen. Clearly, the changing colour codes in cricket would have 
eased Amla’s path into the provincial and national teams, but doubts 
about his ability from the pundits would remain for many years. Amla 
excelled as a schoolboy cricketer, churning out massive runs, and was 
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part of the KwaZulu-Natal representative teams at various levels. In his 
fi nal year at school in 2000, 

   Amla scored 972 runs at an average of 57.18 and top-scored in 11 of 
18 matches. He won the school’s Super Striker award for the most runs 
scored and the Chris Catto award for ‘the greatest contribution to cricket’. 
In the end-of-year review in the school magazine, Norton described Amla 
as a ‘superb and gifted batsman who seems to make batting look fairly 
easy. He scores runs at will and the best aspect about his batting is his 
mature mental approach. … An astute captain who was not scared to 
speak his mind and do what was right for the team and not the indi-
vidual’ (Tolsi 2018).   

 Amla earned his selection in the South African under-19 team, which 
he captained at the age group Cricket World Cup in New Zealand in 
2002. He guided his team to the fi nal. Amla was the team’s star player 
and was pivotal to ensure that South Africa scored enough runs to chal-
lenge the Australians. Amla’s run out for 29 runs scored of just 34 balls 
was a turning point in the match as it heralded a batting collapse, while 
Australia cantered to victory.   1    The South African team’s then coach 
Hylton Ackerman remarked that the game changed when ‘my Pollock 
ran himself out today’, in reference to the South African cricket legend 
Graeme Pollock. Pollock played for the exclusively white Springboks in 
the 1960s and was part of a team that hardly ever raised issues of racist 
exclusions, even during the now infamous Basil D’ Oliviera affair.   2    

 To compare Amla to Pollock, seen against the waves that Amla was 
making in piercing white dominance, was not only insensitive but indi-
cated at the same time the ignorance of great black batsmen who had 
to make do on the dust-bowls of apartheid’s pitches while being denied 
the right to represent their country. 

 Amla was appointed captain of his provincial team KwaZulu-Natal 
Dolphins at the age of 21 and began the 2004–5 domestic season by 
scoring four centuries during his fi rst eight innings. This led to his 
being chosen for the tour of India, thereby becoming the fi rst South 
African of Indian descent to represent the country in post-unity inter-
national cricket. Amla showed early on that he was his own man when 
he explained that he could not wear the team jersey with a logo of 
Castle Lager Beer as it was against his faith. The sponsors, South African 
Breweries, permitted him to take the fi eld without the logo. Amla made 
his debut at Eden Gardens in Kolkata on 28 November 2004. He scored 
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24 and 2. Chandrahas Choudhury, a staff writer at  Wisden Asia Cricket 
Magazine , was present to witness this historic occasion, and wrote: 

   At the fall of Jacques Rudolph’s wicket there arrived at the crease the 
slim, bearded fi gure of Hashim Amla, the fi rst player of Indian origin 
to play for South Africa. Amla’s proud father, Dr Mahomed H. Amla, 
was present to witness his son’s brief but assured debut innings. I met 
Mr Amla on the second afternoon to speak to him about his son and 
about the story of the Amla family in South Africa, of which Hassim 
represents the third generation. In some ways it is a classic immigrant 
family’s tale. 

 ‘My father, Hassim, emigrated from Surat to South Africa in 1927, 
along with his two brothers. He was only fourteen then. By that time 
there was already a tradition of Indian workers coming to South Africa, 
mostly as farm labourers. My father worked for a while in a retail store, 
then as a commercial salesman. My mother was South Africa–born, but 
her family too came from Surat. As children we were interested in sport, 
but we never could think of a career in it. There were no opportunities 
to represent your country because of the political system in place then. 
It’s only since the nineties that opportunities have become more widely 
available to all South Africans. … Hassim was lucky that, just at the time 
when he was growing up, everything had begun to change. Although we 
were now South African, in some ways we still remained an Indian fam-
ily. We have Indian food at home, and are respectful of Indian traditions. 
In fact some people said to me yesterday that some of his shots were very 
Asian in their execution, very wristy—even though he learnt his skills on 
South African pitches.’ 

 Mr Amla was born in 1950, and grew up in a world of segregation 
that has now thankfully been dismantled. He refl ects on how much has 
changed in the span of his lifetime. ‘Hassim is lucky that he did most 
of his growing up post-1990, in a new South Africa. Now he is the fi rst 
player of Asian origin to represent the national team.’ He observes that 
the larger forces of history have a great deal to do with the chances that 
individuals get. ‘Several high-calibre black players of an earlier genera-
tion never got any opportunities. Basil D’Oliveira had to seek his future 
in another country. So much has changed in South Africa.’ 

 So there is that side of the Amla family story that can be placed within 
the history of 20th-century South Africa, but, as with any immigrant fam-
ily, also another side, with its roots in India. ‘I don’t think that when 
my father arrived in South Africa, at the age of fourteen,’ says Mr Amla, 
‘he would have ever imagined in his wildest dreams that his grandson 
would one day play cricket for South Africa and, what’s more, actually 
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come to India to make his debut.’ There is a symmetry to this story that 
seems to please Mr Amla very much.   

 Amla made a slow start to his international career, scoring 36 (1, 
0, 25, 10) runs at an average of nine in the fi rst two matches against 
England that followed the Indian tour, and was dropped. The drop-
ping was followed by an avalanche of criticism of his batting tech-
nique. The many doubters thought they had been proved right. When 
Amla became the fi rst South African to score a Test triple century in 
July 2012, Calland wrote that Amla’s ‘technique was hopeless, some 
of the commentators said. Though he offered a mealy-mouthed voice 
of contrition this week, the legendary Barry Richards was one of the 
loudest critics at the time’ (Calland 2012). The critics felt that Amla 
had ‘glaring faults in his technique that [made] him easy fodder for 
international bowlers: his backlift was too high, the bat came down 
at an angle, and he committed himself onto the front foot too early, 
making him susceptible to the short deliveries’ (Rajesh 2009). While 
he had represented his country with distinction at the Under-19 level, 
there lurked behind the questioning of ability the notion that he was 
a quota player. 

 The issue of black players as the benefi ciaries of racial quotas always 
hangs over players such as Amla. Ashwell Price (the ‘coloured’ left-
hander) who played for the Proteas with distinction and whose career 
over-lapped with that of Amla wrote in 2017: 

   Transformation has been a topic from as long as I can remember. From 
the day I made my fi rst-class debut in 1995, up to the day I retired in 
2015, I had heard every kind of abuse you can think of under the sun. 
The message is all very much the same, just varying in expletives, but basi-
cally trying to tell me that I’m not good enough and that I will never be 
good enough, and that I’m only there because of the colour of my skin. 
The diffi culty we face in South Africa is that the infl uential people, i.e., 
captains, coaches, and selectors, until recently have predominantly been 
white. The fact that those people are/were predominantly white shouldn’t 
necessarily be a negative for a non-white player, providing those people 
have transformed hearts and minds. Unfortunately, in my experience as 
a player, that did not seem to be the case. White coaches and captains 
seemed to prefer to stick to ‘what they know’; in other words, their own 
kind, because that is what they feel they can trust. ( Weekend Argus  22 July 
2017)   
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 Amla’s early reception reinforces Prince’s point. As Sidharth (2010) 
points out, Amla found it ‘diffi cult to establish a style that was foreign 
in this country. South Africa has produced some mighty fi ne batsmen, 
but this was new. The high backlift, the extravagant punches that look 
risky at fi rst viewing, the wrists’. South African cricket had never seen 
something like this before. Amla was going against the grain: from his 
beard, to refusing to wear the sponsor’s logo, to batting with a high 
backlift and throwing caution to the wind. 

 Many black South Africans were critical of the white dominance 
of cricket structures in South Africa and drew comparisons in the 
treatment of Amla with that of, arguably South Africa’s greatest ever 
cricketer, Jacques Kallis who made scores of 1, 7, 6, 39, 0, 2, 2, 61, 
and 15 (134 runs at an average of 15) before turning the corner. Had 
Amla been white, they believed, he would have been given more time 
to establish himself. Ashok Odhav, a former Natal Cricket Board (NCB) 
executive member, had in fact complained in 1998 that ‘a white player 
is given countless chances because of his “tremendous potential”; if a 
black player fails once he is dumped’ ( Post  6 September 1998). 

 Amla returned to domestic cricket, gave up the captaincy of his pro-
vincial team, and worked hard on his technique and form. The result 
was that 

   before long the runs were fl owing. Bowlers could not fi nd a chink in his 
armour. Raised on bouncy pitches in Durban, he was as comfortable as 
anyone against pace, bounce, and movement. But then he has never been 
remotely as fragile as he seems. Blessed with an ability to play the ball 
late and to clip it away with posthumous fl icks of the wrist, he was also 
sound against spin. Moreover he could concentrate on the next ball, did 
not drift into reveries or start thinking about lotto or lattes. He could 
occupy the crease as another man does a sofa. Confi dence restored, nuts 
and bolts tightened, the young man recaptured his place in the Test team. 
(Roebuck 2009)   

 Graeme Smith, Amla’s captain for many years, described him as a 
dream because of his work ethic: ‘He has always been a very driven guy. 
He is meticulous and works hard at the nets. I have never met anyone 
who hits more balls.’ His then coach Gary Kirsten recounted that during 
the tour of New Zealand in 2012, Amla asked him to do the golf-ball 
throwdowns. ‘After I had sent down about ten, he came to me and said, 
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“You’ve got to throw harder than that. You’ve got to make it more dif-
fi cult for me.” I just realised that not only did he want me to send the 
ball down quickly, he also wanted it on a good length. He really wanted 
to be challenged’ (Mooda 2017).  

    The Craftsman Returns   

     The older I get, the better cricketer I seem to become.  
  —Jim Laker, English cricketer.    

 In his comeback Test against New Zealand in Cape Town in 2006, Amla 
scored 149, helping South Africa salvage a draw. He seemed unstop-
pable as he scored 1599 runs at an average of 57.10 over his next 19 
Tests and cemented his place at number three in the then powerful 
South African batting line-up. 

 Though Amla appeared keen to avoid the public glare, controversy 
was never too far away. During a Test match between South Africa and 
Sri Lanka on 7 August 2006, former Australian Test batsman and televi-
sion channel TEN Sports commentator Dean Jones referred to Amla as 
a ‘terrorist’ after he had taken a catch to dismiss Sri Lanka’s best bats-
man Kumar Sangakarra. Thinking that broadcasting had switched to a 
commercial break, he was heard to say: ‘The terrorist has got another 
wicket.’ The broadcast was aired around the world, including South 
Africa. The public outcry led to the channel terminating its contract 
with Jones (Rahman 2006). Nader Rahman (2006), a New York based 
journalist of Bangladeshi origin, dismissed Jones’ claim that he made a 
joke that happened to be in bad taste: 

   That is over simplifying the matter. The truth is that the comment was 
made, and stereotypes were set, and seemingly everything was racially 
charged. Now, if Amla had been a white player with a beard, would Jones 
still have called him a terrorist? If he were of a different faith would he 
still have been labelled a terrorist? The answer is an emphatic no. When 
the joke was made, all Jones did was to speak what he thought in a rather 
offhand way, it showed to us that in his mind that it was acceptable to 
label a Muslim with a long beard a terrorist. Invariably half of Australia 
stood up to defend Jones.   

 Amla, refl ecting on this incident years later, stated: 
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   To be honest I was initially disheartened to hear the comment and I was 
a bit shocked and confused that someone would put me into a stereotype 
like that. … I suppose I could have reacted differently but I think my faith 
has had a huge part to play in my staying calm through it all. My parents 
always encouraged me to do the right thing and as a Muslim I have been 
encouraged to be forgiving and show mercy and compassion and hope-
fully if I show mercy and compassion, others will do the same for me. 
(Felix and Jonckheere 2013)   

 Roebuck (2009) noted, Amla was asked to comment on the attacks in 
Mumbai in November 2008 by members of Lashkar-e-Taiba, a terrorist 
organization based in Pakistan, ‘as if he were a spokesman for an entire 
faith in all its glories and shames, and not merely an impressive young 
man who happens to be a Muslim’. Amla did, however, state that his 
faith, as he understood it, condemned all acts of terrorism: ‘If a Muslim 
is doing something like that it is certainly condemned in Islam’ (Conn 
2008). Amla himself is philosophical about this, saying that he cannot 
‘change or control the thoughts of other people. … So I don’t try too 
hard. I try and be who I like to be and let the rest take care of itself. I 
can’t change people’s perceptions, people’s prejudices. The word preju-
dice itself comes from ‘prejudge’, so if people want to prejudge, so be 
it’ (Tolsi 2018). 

 Amla was at the centre of another controversy in 2006 when a 
Johannesburg-based electronic company called Copy Type Electronics, 
which distributes Toshiba products, placed an advertisement with the 
line: ‘Thank goodness Amla didn’t face a coolie kreeper’. In the South 
African context, the word ‘coolie’ was derogatorily used by whites 
against Indians, especially during the heyday of apartheid, and clearly, 
old habits die hard. 

 A row broke out in February 1999 when national team player Brian 
McMillan asked a teammate to bowl a ‘coolie creeper’ to an Indian 
South African batsman Ashraff Mall during a domestic match between 
Western Province and KwaZulu. McMillan’s reaction to the protest 
against his comments was that he had used a ‘cricketing term’ and the 
fuss was a ‘load of crap’ ( Natal Witness  6 March 1999). But for Indians, 
‘coolie creeper’ is not a cricketing term. Whites and Indians have known 
since the colonial times in Natal that it is a term of abuse. A letter to a 
local newspaper by ‘Cricket Lover’ noted that ‘creeper’ signifi ed using 
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a sneaky way to get a stubborn batsman out: ‘sneaky like conniving, 
manipulating, shrewd, and cunning Indians. These are the very images 
that Whites created of Indians in Natal’ ( Daily News  10 March 1999). 

 Amla seemed, while at the crease and in interviews, to be beyond 
these slights. This mental strength has been a feature of Amla’s batting. 
He can concentrate for long periods and exude a serenity that rubs off 
on his teammates. Roebuck (2009) observed: 

   Nothing seems to ruffl e him. Along the way both life and cricket have 
tried to disturb his tranquillity, only to be met with a mild smile and a 
broad bat. … Throughout, Amla’s strong point has been his mind. As 
much as his game, it has been tested in the crucible. Inane remarks have 
been made about him, and the offended party has met them with a toler-
ant shrug, not a withering counter.   

 On 27 March 2008, Amla—by now an established batsman—
scored 159 and 81 in the fi rst Test against India at Chennai. It was 
his fi rst century on the subcontinent, where South African batsmen 
have traditionally struggled. Overall, 2008 was an excellent year 
for Amla who scored 1012 runs and made centuries against cricket 
powerhouses, India and England. Suspicions about the weaknesses in 
Amla’s technique and batting style persisted, and there was a feeling 
amongst the selectors and coach Mickey Arthur that Amla’s style and 
temperament were not suited to one-day cricket. He made his Test 
debut in 2004 but it was only in 2008 that he was reluctantly given 
an opportunity to play in the one-day team, that too because other 
players had sustained injuries. It was after the tour to India in 2010, 
when the selectors were forced to play Amla because of an injury to 
Graeme Smith, that he became a regular in the team. Amla has since 
shattered another myth about his batting, becoming the fastest bats-
man (in terms of the number of innings) to score 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 
6,000, and 7,000 runs in international cricket in this format of the 
game. Amla’s reputation as one of the fi nest one-day openers  ever  is 
now unquestioned. 

 Similarly with T20 cricket, the selectors felt that he was unsuited to 
the game and he was bypassed by teams in the lucrative Indian Premier 
League (IPL). He again proved his detractors wrong by excelling in the 
shortest format of the game, with a highest score of 97 not out for 
South Africa and scoring centuries in the domestic T20 matches. When 
he was eventually signed by Kings XI Punjab in 2017, he was one of the 
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leading batsman in the series, scoring two hundreds—the sixth most 
runs in the season—and having the highest average amongst the top 
ten run-getters. When asked whether he wanted to prove his detractors 
wrong, he responded: ‘Cricket is something I enjoy being a part of. The 
enjoyment comes from playing in winning, successful teams. I have 
never played the game to prove a point to people. My determination to 
improve in various formats the longer I play the game keeps it exciting 
for me’ (Adams 2017). 

 The two-match series in India in February 2010 enhanced Amla’s 
international reputation as one of the fi nest batsmen in the world. He 
scored 253 not out as South Africa won the fi rst Test and made scores 
of 114 and 123 not out in the second Test, which South Africa lost. 
Amla became only the fi fth South African to score a century in both 
innings of a Test match. Amla’s then career best of 253 not out was the 
sixth-highest score by a South African in Test cricket and, at the time, 
just 24 runs behind the then South African record of 277 not out held 
by his captain Graeme Smith. Many people felt that Smith should have 
waited for Amla to break his record before declaring, but Amla himself 
said that winning the match was more important than the record. The 
then Minister of Sport, M.A. Stofi le, sent a letter to Amla acknowledging 
this achievement. 

   I am sure many South Africans have said to you how proud we are of your 
batting prowess. Your last stint in India was a perfect cherry on a splendid 
cake. Well done! Those of us who have been following your cricket are 
very impressed with the way you have dealt with challenges on or off the 
fi eld. Your calm ways and ability to keep a cool head when all lose theirs’ 
is a rare gift. Your performance is not obtrusive or selfi sh. Your resolve to 
offer your best no matter what makes you a proud hero of our people and 
a paragon of sportsmanship. You do us very proud …    

    ‘#Mighty hash’   

   Each slow mouthful was an essay in methods of digestion, in relaxation, 
in cold planning and contemplation of the real feast ahead. 

  —Jack Fingleton, watching Don Bradman eating lunch.    

 Amla was at the height of his batsmanship. Cricket writer Rob Steen 
(2012), writing just prior to South Africa’s tour of England in the sum-
mer of 2012, waxed lyrical: 
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   Compact and exact, smooth of movement and precise of placement, his 
‘V’ is more of a ‘W’. It might be pushing it to classify him as a right-handed, 
more orthodox Brian Lara, but not much. Watching small fourth-innings 
targets being chased down is seldom a rewarding expenditure of time, but 
to see him speed South Africa home against New Zealand in Hamilton 
was to bask in his art. One late cut was executed with so much time to 
spare, the bowler might as well have texted his intentions then tweeted 
them for good measure. The only sniff of showmanship comes at the cul-
mination of a drive, when he checks his follow-through as if slamming 
on an inner handbrake. You could call it anti-showmanship. You could 
also call it quietly arrogant. ‘Check out these wrists, matey. The faster you 
bowl, the softer I hit.’   

 South Africa defeated England in the three-match test series. History 
was made when Amla scored 311 not out in the fi rst Test at The Oval, 
which is the highest ever Test score and the fi rst and only triple century 
by a South African. It was only the sixth triple-hundred scored in a 
Test match in England, and Amla’s name is now in the company of 
illustrious players such as Don Bradman, Leonard Hutton, John Edrich, 
Bobby Simpson, and Graham Gooch. Former English batsman, and 
now a cricket writer and commentator for Channel 9 in Australia, Mark 
Nicholas (2012) wrote of the innings: 

   Of course, the innings showed us much about inner strength and desire, 
but, best of all perhaps, it gave us time to appreciate a considerable tal-
ent. His footwork is a paragon of economy—mainly back in defence, 
then forward in attack. Nothing is exaggerated, bar the quirky backlift 
that many a coach has studied before concluding against the suggestion 
of change. … In the age of the big hit, ease and grace provide welcome 
release. Barry Richards, who trod the boards at Durban High School 40 
years previous to the man who wears his stylist’s crown today, will delight 
in Amla’s off-side play, which punctures gaps with absurd regularity, and 
in the potency of strokes either side of point and extra cover that skim 
across the turf with delicious timing and no hint of risk. The off-drive 
… comes with a long stride forward or back, with gentle hands [and] a 
loose, almost rubberised, use of wrists that fl ick the bat through impact. 
The whiplash effect is remarkable … and is fi nished by a dramatic follow-
through that wraps the bat around the surprisingly narrow shoulders of 
the executioner. The secret to Amla’s play is this use of wrists, which allow 
late contact with the ball and no loss of power. The Oval pitch was slow 
but the Indian in him transcended it.   
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 Amla was South Africa’s ‘Man of the Series’ and was named as one 
of Wisden’s Five Cricketers of the Year. In its tribute, the  Almanac  
reported: 

   Hassim Amla enjoyed one of the most productive tours of England ever 
seen. In all three formats he was prolifi c, top-scoring in eight of his 11 
international innings. His triple-century in the First Test at The Oval 
was as career-defi ning as it was nation-defi ning: he was the fi rst South 
African to reach the landmark. It was an epic, and the fact that it laid 
the platform for a famous series win marked it out for eternal fame. By 
the time he added another century, in the Third Test at Lord’s, he had 
edged past even Jacques Kallis as the wicket England craved most. Amla 
produced yet another hundred in the one-day series, at Southampton, 
prompting coach Gary Kirsten to purr: ‘The pitch was extremely awk-
ward, the bowling very good. To make 150 out of 287 rates it very 
highly, probably in the top three one-day innings for South Africa.’ 
Accolades kept coming his way as the year progressed; by the end, he 
had scored 1,950 runs in all internationals, at an average of nearly 63. 
(Manthorp 2012)   

 Amla’s scintillating form continued later in the year as South Africa 
again won a Test series in Australia. The highlight of Amla’s batting 
was a majestic score of 196 in the second innings in a match-winning, 
series-clinching effort—the highest ever by a foreign batsman on that 
ground. Cricket.com.au rated the innings as amongst the fi fteen best 
Test centuries scored in Australia between 2000 and 2015: 

   It was an extraordinary performance in a match that would ultimately 
determine the world’s no. 1 Test team, a mantle the Proteas snatched 
away from the Australians with devastating speed on that second eve-
ning. Amla seemed to toy with Australia’s attack, as balls on the off-
stump were either fl icked rapidly to leg or driven crisply through the off. 
… The match, the series, and the title of ‘the world’s best’ was South 
Africa’s, and it was largely thanks to their bearded number three.   

 By now, the title ‘#Mighty hash’ is bandied around. 

   ‘Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown.’ 
   —Shakespeare     

 During a bilateral series against New Zealand in January 2013, the 
selectors asked Amla to lead the one-day team for two matches due 
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to the suspension of the regular captain A. B. de Villiers. He declined 
the invitation as he wanted to ‘concentrate on his batting’. But in June 
2014, just 18 months later, he accepted the captaincy of the Test team, 
becoming the fi rst permanent black Test captain. Refl ecting on this 
decision, he explained that he was always thinking about the game: 
‘When I am on the fi eld, even during Graeme’s (Smith) captaincy, I 
would go over and give my opinion and how I feel or view the game,’ 
and has no regrets as to how it panned out: ‘I enjoyed it. Defi nitely 
one of the highlights of my international career was captaining South 
Africa.’ Given his captaincy skills at the Under-19 and provincial level, 
the choice of Amla as captain appeared natural, but Graeme Smith was 
not surprised that it did not work out: 

   I would never have pushed him into captaincy. The space that he operates 
in is that he has his routines, and captaincy would have added extra pres-
sure. When you’re the captain, you don’t have time to be as meticulous, 
you have to go straight from training to a selection meeting and then to 
sponsors, it’s a never-ending story. He likes to be thoughtful, to consider 
things and go through routines, and I think he recognised that it was not 
working for him. (Moonda 2017)   

 There was success initially. Amla captained the team to victory against 
Sri Lanka in his fi rst series as captain. In January 2015, Amla was named 
‘Player of the Series’ in a bilateral series against West Indies. In August 
2015, he was named ‘Player of the Match’ against New Zealand for his 
match-winning century. However, he performed poorly in subsequent 
matches and stepped down as the South African captain in January 
2016 following a drawn Test against England at Newlands in Cape 
Town, in which he scored a double century (200 runs). Amla’s parting 
words in announcing his resignation were: ‘I gave it my best shot and 
I have thoroughly enjoyed it.’ It appeared that Amla had made up his 
decision in advance of the Test and that this took a lot of weight off his 
shoulders. He himself stated on not being captain: ‘It’s a bit of a relief 
because now I don’t need to worry about winning the toss! I will have 
more time as I don’t have to worry about bowling changes!’ (Mohamed 
2016). 

 An event in this match that overshadowed Amla’s remarkable return 
to form was the century by Temba Bavuma—the fi rst ever by a black 
African for South Africa. He scored his century in the shadow of his 
birthplace, the Langa township.   
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    Shattering Myths   

 The loosening of the crown of leadership, Amla’s return to form, and 
Bavuma’s devastating answer to the racially inspired doubters coming 
together at one time seemed to have motivated Amla to open up about 
the tribulations that players of colour faced in the South African cricket-
ing set-up. This was 12 years after his debut when the conditions would 
have been much more diffi cult. Responding to questions about the 
debut of a black African batsman, Temba Bavuma, Amla said: 

   Temba’s a very good example for all of us. … We both have very similar 
careers—the fi rst time we do play international cricket, everyone doubts 
you. Either because of the colour of your skin, even though you’ve got 
the stats to back it up domestically, everybody doubts you for various 
reasons. … Obviously, personally, I know the pressure, what players of 
colour go through when they fi rst come into the set-up—certainly in our 
country. So, it was emotional for a lot of us.   

 He reiterated this in 2018: ‘Being a bit older now, I can see how other 
players go through these diffi culties [of racism masked as cricketing 
criticism] … I went through a similar thing’ (Tolsi 2018). According to 
Tolsi (2018), when black players such as Amla, Makhaya Ntini, Themba 
Bavuma, and others succeed, they do not ‘represent their side, they 
 were  their sides. They  were  their country. A divided, fractious country, 
obsessed with race and class. … Black players not only play for their 
country, but also constantly struggle against racial stereotypes and 
prejudices that linger long after apartheid’s demise’. 

 Amla believes that with the emergence of black players, the national 
cricket team is fi nally forging an authentic ‘South African’ identity. He 
believes that it began forming in 2010 during a team get-together, where 
the idea of the Proteas began to be central to their identity: 

   Because we had come out of isolation, the history of [international] SA 
cricket is not long, and it’s also divided, so I am sure the country didn’t 
even know our identity. There were people who didn’t support South 
African cricket. We tried to understand what is a South African, because 
the Proteas team has to be the identity of the South African people, it has 
to understand what South Africa has to be. That is the most important 
thing: what do you want South Africa to be? The players wanted a team 
that mirrors the country. … In life you are going to go through diffi cul-
ties—you are resilient when you go through success, you maintain your 
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dignity in your success and your failures. That is what you would like the 
country to be, and that is what we wanted the team to be, and we tried to, 
since 2010, we tried to live that. (Tolsi 2018)   

 During the third Test against Sri Lanka on 12 January 2017, Amla 
played his 100th Test, becoming the eighth South African to achieve 
this honour. Amla declined a special dinner in his honour, as it was 
just another match for him. Following another lean run, in which 
he had undergone nine innings without a 50, Amla scored his 26th 
century in his 100th Test. He became the eighth Test player overall and 
the second South African, Graeme Smith being the other, to score a 
century in his 100th Test. Amla’s form has undoubtedly dipped since 
2014 and he has been going through a diffi cult time, making some 
good scores but not maintaining his earlier consistency. As Moonda 
(2017) writes, ‘Amla looks to have lost some of his touch. He is get-
ting out to good balls but also to bad shots; some impatience seems 
to have crept into his game.’ 

 Amla’s career is marked by his humility despite the provocations 
of his doubters. Speaking in soft tones, he would say little about his 
achievements and always praise his opponents. He frustrated journal-
ists who wanted to know more about Amla the man. Brenkley (2012) 
described him as ‘a thinking man’s cricketer but he chooses not to give 
much away when confronted by the men with the notebooks and tape 
recorders, opting to speak in wide-ranging platitudes’. Nicholas (2012) 
wrote after Amla’s innings of 311 not out in July 2012 that the innings 
‘showed us more of him, but we will never see it all; that is for family 
and trusted friends. This is one cool customer, warming to his task. A 
fi nal thought: don’t play him at poker’. 

 Amla has become more outspoken in later years. In November 2016, 
during South Africa’s tour of Australia, South African captain Faf du 
Plessis was accused of using his mint-infused saliva to shine the ball. 
According to Moonda (2017), Amla became 

   the spokesperson for the entire squad as South Africa mounted a united 
defence at the Melbourne Cricket Ground [MCG]. An angry Amla said 
they believed the allegations were ‘a joke’ and that du Plessis had done 
‘absolutely nothing wrong’. He resorted to a wry line himself. ‘Do you 
want me to brush my teeth every time I walk out onto the fi eld?’ he asked 
one reporter. Two days later, when du Plessis was trailed by an enthusias-
tic television news crew at Perth airport, Amla took to Twitter to scold the 
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journalist for ‘provocative behaviour’ and said, ‘Ask a man with manners 
and courtesy and you will probably get a response.’   

 Roebuck (2009) believes that 

   of all his achievements, Amla’s emergence as the fi rst member of the 
large Indian community to play Test cricket for South Africa has been 
the most signifi cant. During the apartheid years the Indians tended to lie 
low. … They were caught in a racial no-man’s land, and so concentrated 
on making money and gaining a good education. To them cricket was 
an enthusiasm, almost an indulgence. Certainly it could not be a profes-
sion. Inevitably the game was played, and well played in places. It was 
hard to assess the quality of the players because they were seldom pitted 
against outside forces. Obviously there were exceptions, in politics and 
cricket. … Nevertheless Amla grew up in an essentially inward-looking 
society somewhat reluctant to enter the new mainstream. … He has 
played his part in changing all that. Every community needs an inspi-
rational fi gure capable of lighting the path forward. Amla belongs to a 
younger, bolder generation that had not been involved in all the pala-
ver and patronising and repressing; a generation committed, expressly 
or by implication, to the ideas advanced by Nelson Mandela, Gandhi, 
Desmond Tutu, Martin Luther King, and the other giants of the era; a 
bunch that wanted to live in a mixed and united nation, where a person 
was judged only by the content of his character. A group that wanted to 
cross the great divide.   

 There is of course a lot to disagree with in Roebuck’s analysis. While 
there were impulses to look inward, sport in the years of apartheid 
did play a part in at least bringing the issue of non-racialism into the 
lives of Indian sportspersons. Cricket, for example, dispensed with 
inter-racial games in the 1950s and sought to build across the racial 
divide. While its success, some might say, was limited, it did inspire 
many sportspersons of Indian origin to question apartheid’s precepts 
and become activists. But where Roebuck’s comments are apposite is in 
that Amla’s generation is not burdened with the memory of apartheid, 
is not bitter that they were denied chances, that their legacy has been 
rubbed off in the drive to unity, that those whose voices are seen as 
‘expert’ are the very cricketers who turned their backs on them during 
the years of racial exclusion. 

 As we write, Amla is in the twilight of his career. He is a proud South 
African who has given his all for his country: 
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   People may see you as an Indian, or a Muslim, or whatever the case is, but 
I don’t put that in my mind. … When I play for South Africa, I’ll always 
be a South African. You want to do the country proud. If people want 
to see me as an Indian or a Muslim, that’s up to them. But I’m a South 
African trying to win a game for South Africa. (Conn 2008)   

 These are not platitudes, but conviction. However, in a country such 
South Africa, with its obsession with race and identity, these things are 
never easy. In a world that is fi lled with the rhetoric of ‘war on terror’ 
and the ‘clash of civilizations’, it is hard for a Muslim with a long beard 
to escape the pigeon-hole. The difference is that Amla makes it easy 
by his refusal to simply fi t in or bow down, whether in his batting or 
his faith. In the process, he gave us and millions of others a glimpse of 
what C.L.R. James described of Sobers in the epigraph; the backlift, the 
drive that pierces the covers. It will remain etched in our memories long 
after he has played his last innings. 

 Amla still represents the Proteas in all formats and is still confound-
ing the critics as he adapts with panache, style, and success to the 
shortest format of the game, T20. This serves as a metaphor for Amla 
at multiple levels. He appears as someone you can box in; a bearded, 
pious Muslim who refuses to wear a logo advertising alcohol. But Amla 
has, without raising his bat in anger, refused to be hemmed into the 
crease of the stereotype, whose actions are preordained—from the way 
he has worked on his backlift, his coming out and leading the defence 
of Faf du Plessis in Australia, his entrance into the IPL, the sheer joy 
he brings to the fi eld of play, and his ability to wear his Muslim-ness 
strongly but lightly and his South African-ness lightly but strongly. 

 Amla, the back-foot wonder, has pioneered a path that has allowed 
those who follow to enter the dressing-room on the front foot. In a 
quiet, unassuming but steely way, Amla has made the path into the 
national set-up a little easier for the spin-bowler Keshav Maharaj who is 
seemingly destined for great things. Maharaj is more extravagant in his 
celebration of a wicket, walking taller. It is a sign of the times. 

 Maharaj has quickly made a name for himself, having consistently 
taken wickets in a cricket attack traditionally dominated by pace-bowl-
ing. He is on course to be South Africa’s most successful spinner in the 
post-apartheid period. Maharaj’s forefathers came to Natal as indentured 
labourers in 1874, as part of the 150,000 workers who were imported to 
Natal between 1860 and 1911. According to his father Athmanand: 
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   On September 1, 1874 my great great grandfather arrived in Durban from 
Sultanpure in UP [Uttar Pradesh]. That was the time when the Indian 
people used to come across to South Africa in search of work. The oppor-
tunities that were presented here were many. South Africa was looking 
for skilled labourers and the Indians, with their experience in farming 
and other sectors, contributed to the South African development. We’re 
the fi fth or sixth generation Indians and one of my possessions is the 
certifi cate of origin. When I went down to India to study, I needed this 
certifi cate. That was how I could trace back my origins and family history. 
The stay in India [Mysore] was not very happy, so I came back. I took 
up physical education and taught in schools. The Maharaj surname was 
carried over from my forefathers. The title is not something we chose. It 
came through the hierarchy and generations. I know the signifi cance of 
the name in India, where it means ‘godman’. (Tagore 2018)   

 Athmanand was a talented wicketkeeper who played for the KwaZulu-
Natal team, but he grew up in a time when apartheid denied black 
cricketers an equal opportunity and he never made a name for himself, 
like Keshav would. He explained that ‘it was diffi cult those days. We 
had no facilities, no grounds, no infrastructure. We would carry the mat 
to practice grounds’. He was even arrested by the apartheid regime in 
1982 during the education boycotts (Tagore 2018). 

 Keshav’s upbringing was very different. He was born on 7 February 
1990. Athmanand, seeing the potential in his son, spent many hours 
with him competing in the backyard of their Durban house. Keshav’s 
parents sent him to a cricketing school, Northwood, where he devel-
oped into an international-standard slow left-arm orthodox spinner 
(Tagore 2018). Northwood is the alma mater of one of South Africa’s 
greatest all-rounders, Shaun Pollock. Aside from both being talented 
cricketers, another common thread between Amla and Maharaj, one 
not overtly visible, is faith. 

 On the ‘Player Profi le’ page of the Dolphins, Maharaj’s provincial 
team, when asked where he got his inspiration from, Maharaj replied, 
‘The Almighty and my Dad,’ and in response to the question: ‘What is 
the one thing you truly believe in?’ he said, ‘Faith in God.’ According to 
him, the ‘number one’ thing that everyone should do before dying is 
to ‘visit the river Ganges’, which, of course, is regarded as possibly the 
holiest river in any religion and one worshipped by some as a deity in 
Hinduism.  Sadu s and travellers bathe in its waters and carry its water 
home with them. 
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 Maharaj is on his way to become one of South Africa’s great spin-
bowlers. Only 29 years old (in 2019), he has already taken a hundred 
Test wickets. In July 2018, Maharaj took 13 wickets in a single match 
against Sri Lanka in Galle, Sri Lanka. Taking nine wickets in the fi rst 
innings, he gave the best-ever bowling performance in a single innings 
by a South African in the post-1990 period. These were also the best 
bowling fi gures for any visiting bowler in Tests in Sri Lanka. A few 
months later (September 2018), Maharaj was playing for the English 
County team Lancashire against Somerset, which needed just 78 runs 
for victory. This seemed a formality, but Maharaj had other ideas. 
He stunned Somerset by taking seven wickets. They were bowled out 
for 77 and the match ended in a tie, a fi rst in the English County 
Championship in 15 years. 

 Indian women have not taken up playing the game in substantial 
numbers, although in general terms the game has grown. The most 
outstanding Indian woman cricketer is Trisha Chetty. She was born in 
Chatsworth in 1988, just as the ‘new’ South Africa was being ushered 
in. She attended Truro Primary and then transferred to Ocean View 
Primary. At both the schools, Trisha captained the boys’ cricket teams. 
Trisha started playing mini cricket at the age of seven after having 
watched the Proteas play international games. 

 A wicketkeeper, Trisha Chetty represented the U-19 Natal Girls’ team 
from the age of 14; represented the South African U-19 team; captained 
the KZN Women’s team; and has been representing the South African 
national team since 2007, mainly in one-day and T20 matches. She was 
vice-captain of the South African team for a while. She was awarded 
the ‘2008/2009 Female Cricketer of the Year’ title at the inaugural 
Cricket South Africa Awards. Trisha Chetty is, with Mignon du Preez, 
one of only two players to have represented the women’s cricket team 
more than a hundred times. She holds the record for the most dismiss-
als—151, comprising of 106 catches and 45 stumpings—in women’s 
one-day internationals. She was also South Africa’s second highest run 
scorer with 2,491 runs at the end of 2018 ( Post  10–14 October 2018). 

 Former president of the KZNCU, Professor Logan Naidoo, in refl ect-
ing on the cricketing life of Trisha Chetty, pointed out that: 

   she played her cricket with boys her age and this probably gave her 
an edge later in her career. She was almost always the only girl in the 
team. Her success is only the more remarkable given that she went 
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to government schools which were largely bereft of facilities. She is 
undoubtedly the most successful cricketer to come out of Chatsworth 
in the post-apartheid period. Many of her male counterparts with talent 
from Chatsworth, despite having access to club cricket, threw in the towel 
or did not put in the extra effort and sacrifi ce necessary to take their game 
to the next level. Trisha pioneered an often lonely path. One of my major 
regrets is that while president I did not insist on more resources being 
put into women’s cricket. We were obsessed with racial transformation 
and neglected women’s cricket which should have been a central part of 
this transformation agenda. Hopefully, Trisha will become an inspiration 
for that cause.   

 That may well come to pass. Trisha holds a level two coaching certifi -
cate. As she winds down her playing career, Trisha will probably end up 
coaching. Like Amla, she is a ‘breakthrough’ player but, given the lack 
of options in club cricket, has not been able to inspire a large group 
of other Indian women. This is starting to change as more and more 
schoolchildren attend private schools where excellent facilities and 
coaching are available. Equally important is that in mid-2018, Cricket 
South Africa (CSA) and the South African Cricketers’ Association 
(SACA) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in terms of 
which women cricketers were to receive better pay, medical, and retire-
ment cover; be allowed to travel business-class for overseas tours like 
their male counterparts; and have an assistant coach and manager. This 
will allow the women to focus on and dedicate themselves more fully 
to cricket and their team to become more professional, which may 
attract a new generation of women cricketers.  

    The Race Chase   

 There was a time not too far off when the Proteas dressing room was a 
hostile place for those  not  white. Former Protea Ashwell Prince has writ-
ten about how he was always made to feel a quota player, an outsider. It 
is one of the ironies of South African cricket that Amla who refused to 
play by the rules, an outsider, is now the insider, holding the door wide 
open for those who come in his wake. Amla is not of the sound and fury 
and sponsor’s cheques that follow a Chris Gayle or a Kevin Pietersen, 
or the pomp of a Virat Kohli or tattoos of a Ben Stokes, still he is not 
above it all. Late in his career, he appears on billboards advertising a 
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cool-drink brand, his name sits alongside a car franchise that sponsors 
him. But one gets the sense that it is done from a distance, with a shy-
ness even. Sponsors know that Amla will never inspire consumers to be 
reckless and extravagant. 

 In time, South African cricket lovers will talk in awe of the bearded 
one and pray for another one to come along. 

 In talking to Indian cricketers who played during apartheid, there is 
always the narrative of missed opportunities. Many are of the belief that 
there were many Basil D’Oliveiras. Still, they kept playing the game, 
and Amla, Maharaj, and Chetty are reaping the benefi ts of that. Walter 
Benjamin writes about the ‘continuous double take on loss’ (Eng and 
Kazanjian 2003, 2). We see it in the way that the success of Amla and 
Maharaj is constantly measured against what was lost by the generations 
before. Mourning and redemption accompany each other and, in the 
process, their exploits are simultaneously enhanced and diminished. 

 But in these new times, there are new challenges for those defi ned 
as ‘Indian’. In the late 1990s, there was a crescendo of voices that 
called for quotas for black (African, coloured, and Indian) players. 
This was a response to the fact that almost a decade after unity, the 
national team was still overwhelmingly white. These calls did pave the 
way for black cricketers to get selected, while Indians and coloureds 
also featured prominently as presidents, managers, selectors, coaches, 
and support staff at provincial and national level. Today, the national 
teams mostly fi eld a majority of black cricketers, but that is no lon-
ger the bar. Increasingly, there are mutterings about provincial and 
national teams at all levels refl ecting the demographics of the coun-
try. Those defi ned ‘Indian’ and ‘coloured’ feel severely prejudiced at a 
time when the very fi rst breakthroughs are made into the provincial 
and national teams in signifi cant numbers. Indians in particular, who 
have made cricket ‘their’ go-to sport, feel queasy. What if another 
Keshav Maharaj emerges? Will he be stymied as the Indian quota for 
the national team has been fi lled? 

 Given the recent memories of broken dreams in cricket and the val-
iant struggles to build non-racialism, which involved refusing to accept 
hand-outs from apartheid cricket, this would be a cruel outcome. 
As some cricket lovers remark, it will be Monty Pythonesque if this 
obsession with racial composition is carried over into soccer, where no 
Indian seems anywhere near selection for the national team despite 
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their long history of excelling in the sport; or rugby, a sport that Indians 
have never been drawn to. 

 One of the ironies is that the very government that seeks to impose the 
‘tyranny of numbers’ is guilty of wanton neglect and consequent erosion 
of school sport in black African townships. In 2015, it was reported that 
out of the 26,716 schools (primary and secondary), 7,354 were with-
out water and 10,000 without electricity (Jordaan 2015, 7). This divide, 
it would appear, is widening. Minister Angie Motshekga has spoken 
proudly about the Accelerated School Infrastructure Delivery Initiative 
(ASIDI). But to date, this initiative is remarkable for its inability to come 
anywhere near the targets it set out to achieve. For example, of the 620 
schools targeted to receive electricity, not one had received it (see  Mail 
and Guardian  23 March 2018). Not only does the lack of basic facilities 
affect the ability to learn, but the chronic lack of resources means that 
there is little chance for extra-curricular school activities to fl ourish. 

 The ANC government demands racial targets to be met on the pain 
of being denied international tournaments, despite their own inability 
to meet targets in providing basic facilities in schools and supporting 
sport in townships, let along being able to meet service delivery targets. 
In terms of pressure from the broader body politic, nothing exemplifi es 
this more than when, at the end of April 2016, the then Minister of 
Sport, Fikile Mbalula, suspended the right of the South African Rugby, 
Cricket, Athletics, and Netball associations from bidding for interna-
tional tournaments, for ‘not meeting their own set transformation 
targets with immediate effect’ ( The Mercury  26 April 2016). While suc-
cessive ministers of sport demand ‘quality of opportunity’, many would 
argue that this is rich coming from a government whose own record of 
creating quality education is a sorry one. 

 In response to the persistent pitch of race-thinking, the idea of non-
racialism of the anti-apartheid SACOS-affi liated South African Cricket 
Board (SACB) that envisioned a ‘free interaction of all human beings 
in all activities of society on the basis of total equality and opportunity 
without regard to race’ and not the ‘mere physical presence of cricketers 
of different races and colours on the cricket fi eld’ seems almost quaint 
today, more for speechifying than having any real purchase (Desai et 
al. 2002, 351). But can the idea of a  militant  non-racialism be resur-
rected; an idea that places both the idea of racial transformation and 
class privilege centre stage? 
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 In practical terms, this would mean a massive investment in the 
grassroots of the game, in keeping with the CSA’s Transformation 
Charter, which holds that it is the organization’s ‘moral and historic 
duty to ensure that South African cricket grows and fl ourishes among 
the truly disadvantaged of our society’ (CSA 2015). If it comes to a 
selection decision for a top-drawer team, the black African, coloured, 
and Indian players who come from a poor background, marked by an 
absence of cricketing opportunities, should safely and fairly be given 
the nod. This is the kind of transformation that has ethical meaning 
(Desai 2017). 

 Meanwhile, outside of the national team, the CSA opted for a policy 
from 2016 that franchise and semi-professional teams would have to 
include a minimum of six players of colour, of whom three must be 
black Africans. Alongside this, there has been an outcry regarding what 
happens to black players on the fi eld. As Colin Bryden put it: ‘There 
have been accusations that black players in some teams are not given 
what the transformation advocates have labelled “quality of oppor-
tunity”—bowlers not being trusted to bowl an equitable number of 
deliveries or batsmen not given enough responsibility’ (2015, 7). 

 The CSA has produced copious fi gures to try and discern whether 
this is in fact true or not. On the face of it, the CSA’s Transformation 
and Relationship Manager Max Jordaan has argued that black Africans 
are not given a fair share. It is hard to come down on this issue. Cricket 
is a game of tactics often made ‘instinctively’; when to bowl a spinner, 
when to send in a pinch-hitter. To simply read off racial profi ling from 
statistics is incredibly diffi cult, but in a game so trespassed with race, it 
is a divisive issue. 

 From some quarters, however, it has led to a call that of the black 
Africans selected, at least two must bat in the top four or fi ve and that 
black Africans must be bowled in the ‘death overs’ (the last few overs 
of an innings). It is this kind of social engineering that could effec-
tively take the heart out of cricket; its ebbs and fl ows and the decisions 
made on the hoof to turn the tide in one’s favour. In cricket, captains 
continue to be seen as imaginative thinkers. But having to read from a 
racial script will hem in this ability. 

 Ashwell Prince pointed to the racism of captains as one of the 
reasons why black players are overlooked. While the present Test 
captain Faf Du Plessis is white, he certainly does not appear to be 
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a captive of racism. Furthermore, in the present conjuncture, when 
a black person is the national coach, the chairperson of selectors is 
black, the Board is predominantly black, and this demographic shift 
goes all the way down to provinces and franchises, is it not time to 
do away with quotas and targets? The positives are now outweighed 
by the unintended negative consequences. At the time of the very fi rst 
black players—Makhaya Ntini and Herschelle Gibbs—breaking into 
the Proteas team, whites with an apartheid mindset were dominant. 
That time has passed and black administrators, as much as anyone, 
need to stop relying on set racial measuring standards, which have 
the consequence of digging in apartheid racial categories all the way 
into primary schools and simply do not achieve the objectives set by 
the social engineers who espouse them. That which was high has not 
really been brought low. 

 Cricketing performance is still predominantly predicated on the 
attendance of particular schools. In this sense, the continued focus on 
black-African, coloured, Indian, and white has functioned to amplify 
rather than erase what was intended: privilege unearned by anything 
other than the potential to perform on the fi eld. What the transforma-
tion of cricket has taught is that if we do not identify our dichotomies 
correctly at the beginning, we may become involved in a whole lot of 
dislodging and irruption, inversion and emergence of race and ethnic-
ity, when all of this prevents key questions from being thought at all. In 
this context, the contention of Maré (2001, 78) that an exclusive focus 
on the biological notions of race muzzles ‘alternatives, other questions 
that could be raised of the existing order, other visions of the society 
and its future, other ways of understanding or structuring social rela-
tions, other policy proposals’ which are apposite. 

 The old white apartheid guard that held sway in the initial years after 
unity has been stumped. African racial nationalists are striving to take 
his place. 

 Apartheid has fallen but race bats on, even though those pursuing 
the race chase have changed colour.   

     Notes   

     1.  South Africa Under-19 batted fi rst and scored 206/9. Australia replied with 
209/3 to win by seven wickets.  
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   2.  D’ Oliveira was an outstanding South African cricketer of a mixed Indian–
Portuguese heritage, offi cially classifi ed coloured. At age 30, he moved to 
England in order to play international cricket. He got into the England team 
in 1966. England was due to tour South Africa in 1968, and its prime min-
ister John Vorster made it clear that D’ Oliveira’s inclusion would not be 
tolerated. The English initially omitted D’ Oliveira from their team, spark-
ing a massive international outcry, but were forced to include him when 
another player was injured. Vorster was adamant that he would not allow 
D’ Oliveira’s entry, and the English cancelled the tour. White South African 
cricketers overwhelmingly remained silent.        
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     The old gods … are dying and others are not yet born. … It is not a 
dead past, but life itself that can give rise to a living cult. The only way 
of renewing the collective representations which relate to sacred things 
is to retemper them at the very source of religious life, that is to say in 
assembled groups. 

  —Emile Durkheim (1915 [1912], 387)      

   Over 80 per cent of Indian migrants to South Africa were Hindu, 
with a fair smattering of Muslims and a few Christians (around 

3 per cent). Some Christians, such as the Baptists, were quickly able 
to coalesce on the North Coast with the help of white colonists, while 
the Anglicans, Roman Catholics, and Methodists established small 
churches in the main cities (see Brain 1991). In the more recent decades, 
the fastest growing religion amongst Indians is Pentecostal Christianity, 
which has exploded on to the scene, especially in the working-class and 
lower middle-class areas of Chatsworth and Phoenix in KwaZulu-Natal, 
and middle-class areas such as Lenasia in Gauteng. Drive around one of 
these former apartheid-era Indian townships on a Sunday morning and 
you will see the landscape dotted with huge tents, gaudy new buildings, 
and crosses that reach to the heavens, while hundreds of the faithful, 
clutching their bibles, make their way to worship. By contrast, churches 
of the old denominations—Catholic, Anglican, Methodist—have pews 
with many places vacant. 
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 This chapter looks at the exponential rise of this phenomenon by 
particularly focussing on the role of pastors as dramatis personae. 

 Table 6.1 refl ects the high rates of conversion to Christianity (of the 
Pentecostal variety) among Indians in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury. Unfortunately, we do not have the fi gures for religion in the 2011 
census because the government decided to omit this category, but from 
our ethnographic studies and observations, we would estimate that the 
percentage of Christians has increased to at least 30–35 per cent.  

 While the pace and range of this phenomenon has quickened and 
expanded, it does have its roots in the 1930s with conversion mainly 
to churches such as the United Pentecostal Church, the Apostolic 
Faith Mission, and the Assemblies of God. This early history is excel-
lently recorded, even if sometimes with some narrowness of vision, 
by the likes of Oosthuizen (1975a), Oosthuizen (1975b), Hofmeyr 
and Oosthuizen (1981), Buijs (1985), Naidoo (1989), Reddy (1992), 
and Pillay (1997). Our focus is the contemporary, following the surge 
from the late 1980s of Pentecostal churches in Indian townships. It is 
a remarkable development literally written into the landscape—tents 
becoming churches, classrooms of bible classes transforming into com-
munity centres, and disused cinemas now scenes of thousands bowing 
to a homegrown pastor (John 2007; Hansen 2013). 

 A conspicuous feature of the growth of Pentecostalism is that the 
majority of converts in this period are young, often educated, and from 
homes in which their parents are mainly Hindus. Most are of a South 

     Table 6.1  Religious transformation amongst Indian South Africans, 
1950–2001   

                      1950     1960     1970     1980     2001    

    Hindus     246,257     327,908     430,290     512,304     527,353   
        67.1 per cent                    47.27 per cent   
   Muslims     78,905     98,946     126,000     154,348     274,932   
        21.5 per cent                    24.64 per cent   
   Christians     22,754     35,850     53,550     102,625     269,128   
        6.2 per cent               12.5 per cent     24.12 per cent   
   Other/None          19,084     15,296     20,160     52,544   

   Total     367,000     478,000     630,000     821,000     1,115,467     

   Source : Extracted from South African census data for these years.   
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Indian background, the parents of whom would have worshipped in the 
temples built subsequent to their arrival in places such as Chatsworth, 
Phoenix, and Lenasia. One of the fi rst indications of change in religious 
outlook was the proliferation of Christian names in these communities. 
Oftentimes, this was fathers naming their sons after English footballers, 
with ‘Keegan’ (the once famous Liverpool star) especially popular. But 
by the mid-1990s, names that derived from biblical fi gures became 
more pronounced, with Lazarus, Daniel, and Mary ubiquitous. 

 In many instances, once the offspring—on the edge of building their 
own families—converted to Christianity, the parents followed. Was this 
symptomatic of a steady eroding of the extended family and a decline 
in power of the paterfamilias who presided over the family’s fi nance 
and spirituality? 

 Academics and others integrally involved in the revival have offered 
a number of reasons for this accelerated growth. In his assessment of 
Indian Pentecostalism, Naidoo was perplexed as to why Indians were 
converting: ‘Pentecostalism’s invasion into the religious life of other 
faiths is … masking mockery of the true spirit of religion and its value 
for humankind. … Arrogance underlies many a missionary effort’ 
(1989, 93). John found that most Hindus converted because they ‘felt 
peace and love in the Church’, found Jesus to be an ‘assuring God’, and 
Hinduism ‘very complicated to relate to so many gods’ (2009, 276). 

 It is pretty stark that the heady spread of Pentecostalism was hap-
pening at a time of rapid political change in South Africa. While there 
was excitement that apartheid was dying, there was also trepidation as 
to what would follow. Gerald Pillay points to the fact that in the earlier 
periods of uncertainty, as far back as the 1930s when many Indians 
were urbanizing, the Pentecostal churches provided social and psycho-
logical support: 

   During the times of socio-economic crisis and cultural upheaval, churches 
like Bethesda gave succour to people caught between the old, traditional 
Indian life and culture, rapidly passing away, and new, Western secular 
life. They gave to their members a feeling of continuity with an old culture 
and helped to foster their socio-psychological well-being. … Pentecostal 
churches inadvertently contributed to social stability by creating surro-
gate communities for their members. (Pillay 1997, 294)   

 This still begs a number of questions. The earlier period did not lead 
to the high rate of conversions that we have witnesses since the 1990s. 
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Hinduism still held sway and, many would argue, played a role in sutur-
ing people into the new after the double upheavals of being uprooting 
from the plantation and then being removed again as a result of the 
Group Areas Act. In fact, there are numerous stories of incredible sac-
rifi ce on the part of Hindus who built temples in the new apartheid 
townships and the vital role this played in facilitating networks of sup-
port and a sense of belonging. 

 In trying to understand this phenomenon, we must bear in mind 
that this newly minted Pentecostalism is heavily infl uenced by pastors 
from the United States of America (USA). Though local, many of these 
churches are globally linked, with the larger Pentecostal churches in 
Africa often funded by North Americans. Chipkin and Leatt (2011, 43) 
point, for example, to the Florida-based Campus Crusade for Christ, 
which has 40,000 people working in 150 countries globally. ‘What this 
means,’ they write, 

   is that the theology, and sometimes even the politics, of these new 
churches is strongly infl uenced by US-based churches. … These churches 
preach a gospel of ‘wealth and health’: the idea that Divine providence 
is evidenced by material riches. They also tend to be organised around 
powerful charismatic fi gures. It is not diffi cult to see the consequences for 
such a gospel on practices of conspicuous consumption.   

 Campus Crusade for Christ may not necessarily be infl uencing the 
predominantly Indian Pentecostal churches directly, but their modus 
operandi dominates the way the local churches are run. 

 Unlike the earlier version dominated by the Bethesda Temple in 
Durban, which deliberately used the word ‘temple’ and encouraged the 
female congregants to wear saris, this new evangelicalism is imbued 
with all things Western and is more aggressive towards what it sees as 
backward religions. It is showy, with strutting pastors, and once you 
were ‘saved’, you were immediately inducted into a category that made 
you feel special. Television helped as all things American were seen 
as the norm, with locals being fed a diet of American sitcoms. Drive 
through Chatsworth and you will see youngsters adopting the dress of 
the American ghetto and taxis screaming to the sound of hip-hop. The 
gaze of this generation is not Eastwards, as we show in the chapter on 
roots, but to the West. This culture and its attendant consumerism fi ts 
snugly with the dominant forms of Pentecostalism preached in town-
ships such as Chatsworth and Phoenix. 
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 While providing some context, we do not aim to offer a compre-
hensive account of Pentecostalism among Indians, or provide explana-
tions for its exponential rise, or even analyse the beliefs, practices, and 
messages of various Pentecostals to establish to what extent they draw 
from their mother churches or remnants of Hinduism. What we want 
to point to is the pivotal role that pastors have played in this process. 
Most of them stand in stark contrast to Hindu priests who live largely 
within the confi nes of the temple grounds, conduct prayers in the ver-
nacular, and are either not media savvy or shun it. In contrast, many 
pastors feature in the popular knock-and-drop newspapers, drive fl ashy 
cars, host services that are fi lled with song, and are out and about in 
the community, hosting bible classes and visiting hospitals where they 
minister to the sick. Reverend Cyril Pillay of the People’s Church of 
God in Chatsworth explained that 

   there’s a lot of vibrancy in terms of acts of worship in Pentecostalism, 
modes of worship, in terms of being relevant. Sometimes there’s too 
much of tradition that takes place in the traditional churches, it’s not a 
bad thing but the young people want to believe in the 21st century situa-
tion and they want that type of lifestyle spiritually.   

 The pastors are truly the dramatis personae of this growth—larger 
than life fi gures coming from the very townships in which they seek 
to harvest new converts daily. Almost all carry titles such as Doctor or 
Bishop, speak with American infl ections, and generally have tales (fact 
or fi ction) that show their working-class roots and singular moments 
of revelation that set them on the path to conversion. While their posi-
tion is elevated, theirs is a story that is possible for many as they come 
from the same place. The networks that the churches are affi liated to 
are a mixed bag. According to Reverend Cyril Pillay, some of the larger 
churches are affi liated to national and global networks and smaller 
churches to larger ones, such as Paul Lutchman’s Christian Revival 
Centre (CRC). He explained that ‘some of them fi t in as independents, 
but many are affi liated. There’s a very loose alliance of churches that 
operate and, invariably, almost all of them have some linkage to a 
greater, bigger organization, national or international’. 

 This has not prevented splitting and division. Lazarus Soobramoney, 
a school principal and originally a member of the Church of the 
Nazarene in the 1980s, started an offshoot of the original church about 
two decades ago. For him, such offshoots are natural and should be 
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welcomed: ‘When you have water, you want to share it with someone 
else, so the scripture is telling us to share the faith, you want others 
to know the gifts that you have, you are actually sharing that gift.’ He 
explained why he started a church, using the analogy of an eye surgeon: 

   Two eye surgeons are seated in one theatre, one eye surgeon is operat-
ing and the next one is looking for all these years and there are millions 
of cataracts going past. I feel the time has come for us to touch others. 
People are hurting, bleeding, dying, hungry, starving. I was called to 
preach the gospel through scripture. So I just felt, can’t I meet the need?   

 The rise of Pentecostalism is not unique to Indians in South Africa. 
Pentecostal churches are becoming even more popular, rich, and infl u-
ential across all race groups in the country, as well as across Africa and 
Latin America, and now Asia (see Asamoah-Gyadu 2017 for Africa; 
Anderson 2005 for South Africa; Wonsuk 2004 for Asia). 

 In the following section, we trace the lives of some pioneering 
preachers who have been at the forefront of this spectacular growth of 
Pentecostalism since the 1980s, starting with a church run by Pastor 
Roy. It is an example of a small church, the likes of which proliferate in 
many communities across South Africa’s townships. It is worth noting 
that the extent to which pastors acquired formal education and train-
ing depended upon their links to the USA missions. Most independent 
pastors do not receive any formal education. These ‘founder-leaders’ 
have ‘exclusive rights of interpretation of both the Bible and of what the 
Holy Spirit is saying’, while the preferred leadership model is ‘authori-
tarian’. However, the fact that the independents are home-grown, have 
an intimate knowledge of the communities they minister to, and get 
involved in their everyday lives means that the more established pastors 
feel under constant threat of having their constituents snatched away 
(Garrard 2009, 236).     

    Pastor Roy and the Bethlehem Revival Centre   

 Pastor Roy   1    was born Devanand Surabjeeth in 1956 and grew up 
in a wood and iron house in Springtown. The family was moved to 
Chatsworth in 1964. He attended Glenview Primary but could not 
continue with his schooling because his father, Jugnandhan, who had 
worked for Natal Steam Laundry in Sea Cow Lake, had to give up his job 
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when the family moved to Chatsworth. Jugnandhan was unemployed 
for many years until he joined the Durban Corporation in 1971. Pastor 
Roy grew up in a home with a strong Hindu culture: ‘My dad did a lot 
of Diwali, he was a staunch Hindu. He used to raise the fl ags every year.’ 

 At the age of 14, Pastor Roy became the family’s sole breadwinner. 
He worked for several footwear companies before joining Durban Box 
Manufacturers, where he worked until the fi rm closed down in 1978. 
He married his wife Sushi while he was working at Durban Box. They 
were extremely poor and could not even afford a wedding reception: 
‘All we did was we went down to the Home Affairs in Silverglen, that 
was in 1975.’ They have three children who are all married. Pastor Roy 
became a Christian in 1978: 

   At that time my eldest boy was about two years old. My wife was the 
only one working at that time. She was earning ZAR 9 a week, diffi cult 
to survive. I was unemployed. I wasn’t living a proper life until one day I 
opened my heart to the Lord. The day the Lord entered my life, it changed 
and I’ve gone along all these years helping people who were in my situa-
tion, even worse situations than mine. I brought thousands of people to 
the Lord. They are saved and many thousands of lives have been changed 
in this community itself. No one infl uenced me. It was my direct conver-
sation with the Lord, you know, I chose to serve the Lord.   

 Pastor Roy joined the Pentecostal Protestant Church in Shallcross 
under Pastor Frank Naidoo. His conversion encouraged others in his 
immediate family to do likewise, primarily because they witnessed the 
impact that it had on him. Once the Holy Spirit touched him, as he put 
it, he committed himself to God’s work and tried to avoid all forms of 
sin. His mother 

   saw change in my life, fi nally gave in. My wife saw the change. After two 
or three weeks, she decided to give up her religion and follow me. My 
mother-in-law saw that and she said she too wants to go that way. My 
father gave in to the Lord in the year 1982—he had to give in because 
he couldn’t understand the change in my life and he wanted what I had 
very badly. All my family gave their hearts to the Lord, except for one 
brother—he hasn’t given his heart, but he will surely.   

 After being unemployed for a few months, Pastor Roy joined Addis Box 
Manufacturing in Jacobs, where he worked for fi ve years as a machinist 
and later as a truck driver. He joined St Aidan’s Mission Hospital as 
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a driver in 1983 and worked there until he took early retirement in 
2004 to concentrate on his church work. Pastor Roy had initially joined 
the Pentecostal Protestant Church in Shallcross before he received ‘a 
call in my heart to lead the fl ock myself. I could hear the voice of the 
Lord saying to me, “Now you must move on, you’ve done your work, 
saved two churches”’. He opened the Bethlehem Revival Centre at the 
Summerfi eld School on 9 December 1990. Bethlehem, he said, means 
the ‘house of bread’ and he wants his church to become 

   a house of supply, take care of the community, people who are stranded, 
destitute, desperate, disadvantaged, they must be able to look at 
Bethlehem because the wise men looked for the star in Bethlehem. I will 
never leave them for anything in this world. To live out of here, I’ll be liv-
ing like a fi sh out of the water.   

 To Pastor Roy, divine inspiration came suddenly upon him, as ‘[t]he 
moment I opened up my heart to the Lord, my entire life changed. 
I didn’t have to struggle and battle with anything’. Divine inspiration 
or baptism in the Holy Spirit constituted both the source of his reli-
gious guidance and his own religious authority. Not only did his family 
members ‘open their hearts to the Lord’ because of this change in his 
life but many people in the community were also ‘saved’ by him. For 
Pastor Roy, it is complete faith in the help of God and the Holy Spirit 
that will enable him to ‘save’ people. What is clear is that his personal 
investment in the church attracted others. 

 Pastor Roy is not the kind of religious man that restricts himself to 
the confi nes of the church yard. He is involved in broader community 
affairs, taking up issues of drug addiction while fostering a myriad of 
sporting activities.  

    Alpha Revival Tamil Ministry   

 The church of Reverend Deena Muthen of the Alpha Revival Tamil 
Ministry is in many senses an exception, although it has strong histori-
cal antecedents. The church of Reverend Deena Muthen, who also heads 
the South African Christian Vernacular and Cultural Trust, is probably 
the only church in Chatsworth to conduct its entire Sunday service 
in the Tamil vernacular. Muthen was born in 1950 at the Magazine 
Barracks in central Durban where Durban’s municipal employees were 
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housed. His father was knowledgeable and passionate about the Tamil 
language and conducted a Tamil school for the children who usually 
attended secular schools in the mornings. When the Barracks were 
destroyed as a result of Group Areas Act, Muthen’s family moved to 
Westcliff in Chatsworth in 1965. 

 Muthen told reporter Irene Kuppan that Christian youth ‘in particu-
lar are becoming too westernized and are forgetting their roots. Our aim 
is to bring awareness of the Indian culture and language and remind 
them of where they come from’. Most of the singing and preaching 
at his church is done in Tamil. Some English songs are sung and the 
sermon is translated into English for the benefi t of younger members. 
Older members of the congregation, he said, ‘particularly enjoyed the 
sermon when it was delivered in Tamil. They pay attention more and 
seem to relate to what I am saying better. There is also a great thirst 
among the youth to be spoken to in their mother tongue’. He did not 
want Indian Christians to abandon their language and culture in the 
name of religion. Language and culture, he said, have ‘nothing to do 
with religion. Christians need to understand that the Indian culture is 
rich and we need to do everything we can to preserve this culture and 
language’. He runs classes that teach vernacular languages, singing, and 
traditional dancing (Kuppan 2005). 

 Muthen has endured criticism. The Press Trust of India reported on 4 
September 2007 that Thillayvel Naidoo, a former executive member of 
the South African Hindu Maha Sabha and a Tamil linguist, warned that 
those who convert to Christianity ‘lose their right to be Indian’. Naidoo 
said that Muthen’s comments were ‘tricks to entice gullible people to 
convert to Christianity. Those who reject their religion lose the right to 
be completely Indian. He [Muthen] is distracting people with his Tamil 
preaching and hymns. Just because he preaches in Tamil does not mean 
anything, and I condemn it’. But Muthen remained adamant that conver-
sion did not mean that ‘we are not Indian or less than Indian’ (PTI 2007). 

 The Church, in some ways, draws on earlier pioneers of Pentecostal 
Christianity among Indians from the 1930s. This revolved around 
Ebenezer Theophilius, an Indian Methodist and businessman; J.A. 
Rowlands, a Quaker from England; and more especially his son John 
Francis Rowlands who founded the Bethesda Temple, which is the 
largest single church among Indians in South Africa. Rowlands made 
his version of Christianity ‘Indian’ by calling his church a ‘temple’ 
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and showing photographs of his tours of India at the church while 
encouraging congregants to wear traditional clothing such as saris (see 
Oosthuizen 1975). 

 Kumar (2016b) points to a negative attitude on the part of Hindus 
of a higher economic class against those who convert. He writes that 
among Indians: 

   discrimination seems based on religious distinctions as well as class. … It 
is diffi cult to separate religious and class distinctions, as most Christians 
happen to be from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Therefore, 
Christian identity implicitly follows the status of a lower rung. Conversely, 
not all Hindus may be economically better off. But there seems to be a 
sense inherent in the Indian society that those who became Christian 
through conversion were not only poor but also socially inferior. And 
this perhaps has to do with the remnants of caste consciousness that 
prevail even after its formal demise as a social unit. Christians feel that 
the majority Hindu community has hijacked the linguistic identity. The 
result is that they keep Christians of the same linguistic background on 
the periphery. For example, the Andhra Maha Sabha in South Africa is an 
organization of the Telugu-speaking community. Yet, it is solely Hindu 
in its orientation, notwithstanding its linguistic signifi cation. Likewise, 
the Tamil Federation of South Africa is Tamil only in name, and is Hindu 
inherently. All of this points to cultural alienation of one group. It offers 
ample opportunity to the alienated party to fi nd social identity else-
where, which is to affi rm a Christian identity.   

 Kumar perceptively points out how identities such as ‘Telegu’ and 
‘Tamil’ have become identifi ed with Hinduism, and this has effectively 
shut out those who are Christian. This has reinforced separation and 
even antagonism. He also points to a class element with these main-
stream Hindu organizations, dominated by a middle- and upper-class 
leadership, while conversion to Christianity has mainly come from the 
Indian working class. Pentecostalism, as a form of Christianity, offers 
not only neighbourly solidarity but also an ideology that through com-
mitment to the church one can be equal before God, while providing 
opportunities to improve one’s socio-economic status.  

    Pastor Cyril Pillay and the People’s Church of God   

 Pastor Cyril Pillay was born in Brighton Beach in 1960 in the heart 
of ‘the apartheid white area’. He attended Wentworth School, walking 
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‘several kilometres by foot in those days’. In 1969, his family of nine 
was given a two-bedroomed house in ‘this concrete jungle’ (Montford, 
Chatsworth). He matriculated from Montarena in 1978. He was the 
head boy, rising above the family’s socio-economic status: ‘I didn’t own 
a blazer, a school tie and Bata Toughee shoes but, because of my perse-
verance, I was made the head boy.’ His mother worked as a domestic ‘in 
white people’s homes so we’d look forward for her to bring something 
for us to eat’. His father Shanmugam was a confectioner at a bakery next 
to the Sirdar Road temple. In his spare time, he was a comedian and a 
six-foot dancer (Therukoothu) whose stage name was ‘Bul-bul Myna’.   2    

 Though theirs was a staunch Hindu family, all the family members 
was infl uenced by Pastor Cyril and embraced Christianity in 1971. 
Just opposite their house was a Sunday school that he attended ‘as 
an eleven-year-old, seeking truth, just out of choice’. After matriculat-
ing, Pastor Cyril attended the Bethesda Full Gospel Bible College in 
Chatsworth from 1979 to 1981. The college’s then president was Pastor 
Rowlands. Although he was marked out for a professional career by his 
teachers and parents, Pastor Cyril chose the cloth because he ‘felt a 
divine call on my life’. In apartheid South Africa, the training seminary 
operated along racial lines, with institutions for Africans in Soweto, for 
coloureds in Cape Town, for Afrikaners in Pretoria, and for Indians in 
Chatsworth. Pastor Cyril was a devotee of Pastor Rowlands whom he 
holds ‘very near and dear and wish that Durban would name a street 
after him’. In 1980, Pastor Cyril accompanied Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu to the Middle East and Europe to canvass support for sanctions 
and disinvestment under the auspices of the South African Council 
of Churches. This was quite unusual for someone coming from the 
Bethesda Temple that traditionally shied away from overt forms of 
activism against apartheid. 

 In 1987, Pastor Cyril studied at the Bethesda International Church 
in Cleveland, Tennessee. When he returned, still in his twenties, he 
made the controversial choice to participate in local affairs commit-
tees (LACs) and the tricameral dispensation under the banner of the 
Solidarity Party. Though the system was condemned by anti-apartheid 
activists, Pastor Cyril explained: ‘I know the local affairs system in 
those days was not liked by many but it was a system that one used 
and because of that system, we had libraries and schools and better 
pavements. Maybe it wasn’t the perfect system but in retrospect, when 
you see now, we achieved a lot.’ 
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 In the post-apartheid period, he was a local councillor for the 
Inkatha Federal Party (IFP) from 1994 to 2000. He believes that this 
fi tted in with his broader aim of serving and uplifting the local commu-
nity. Pastor Cyril was appointed to the board of the R.K. Khan Hospital 
in 2008; he is a member of the local ANC (African National Congress) 
branch and chairman of an NGO (non-governmental organization) 
called Sinika Uthando, whose focus is on substance abuse. Throughout 
this period, Pastor Cyril’s congregation continued to grow and he 
moved his People’s Church of God to Tranquil Street in Arena Park 
(Unit 6), opposite the R.K. Khan Hospital. He has a full programme, 
one that especially targets the youth: 

   I have many departments in the church. The general congregation meets 
twice a week, on a Tuesday night for general prayer meeting and on a 
Sunday morning but, during the week, we have a ladies’ department, 
all ladies’ department, during the week we have a youth gathering on a 
Friday night. The focus is skills development, motivation, Christian cel-
ebration, music, and a time to enhance the young person to be a better 
person. We get anything between 80 to 100 young people, and then dur-
ing the year we go on youth excursions, youth camps. We try and make it 
exciting so that young people could be independent and self-motivated.   

 Pastor Cyril claims a thorough education and scriptural knowledge as 
basis for his religious authority. He is proud to have studied under J.F. 
Rowlands, and his church is affi liated to the Full Gospel Church of God 
in Southern Africa.  

    The New Harvester   

 If the previous three pastors represent in some way ‘old school’ values, 
Dr Paul Lutchman represents the new, aggressive, swaggering preach-
ers who trespass the boundary between entrepreneur and holy man. 
Dr Lutchman is head of the Chatsworth-based Christian Revival Centre 
(CRC), which describes itself as ‘an avant-garde church where the ambi-
ence is welcoming and the services are well-planned for dynamic minis-
try yet open to the anointing of the Holy Spirit!’ According to the CRC’s 
website, Lutchman’s dramatic journey started when he was a teenager: 

   At a humble and simple cottage prayer meeting, at the tender age of six-
teen, he accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as his personal Saviour. That very 
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same night he was commissioned by the Lord to, ‘Go and set my people 
free!’ Armed only with enthusiasm and an undying passion for souls, this 
young go-getter, hailing from a background of a staunch Hindu family, 
unlearned in Christian worship and unschooled in the disciplines and 
dynamics of preaching, began a rampant ministry that was trail-blazer to 
other young men of like passion. From violent street junctions to over-
crowded beach rallies, from dilapidated halls to overcrowded buses and 
trains, the Word of God was proclaimed fearlessly and unashamedly. 
Critics and agnostics failed to fi zzle out the effervescence of the excite-
ment to witness the rebirth of Hindus and Muslims as they came to the 
altar in their droves. Soul winning became his unction and, indeed, soul 
winning became his function. (CRC)   

 Following the postings of the CRC, one gets a distinct narrative emerg-
ing of Lutchman as a heroic fi gure, prepared to trespass into dangerous 
places as he delivers the word of God. His followers, who happily cough 
up tithes, bask in his rags-to-riches-to-the-Kingdom-of-God story. His 
books include  Raising Champions ,  Rising above the Storm ,  Theonomics: 
A Practical and Prophetic Financial Review ,  Success Guaranteed ,  Biblical 
Blueprints for Leaders , and  Get Right or Get Left , which basically place him 
as the captain of Noah’s Ark who will navigate people through these 
stormy times and bring them fi nancial success as long as they heed the 
gospel of Christ as interpreted by Lutchman. Where Lutchman differs 
from Hindu and even Muslim priests is in his emphasis on fi nancial 
well-being in the here and now. One cannot imagine a local Hindu 
priest or Moulana penning a book on wealth accumulation. And in 
an environment where his fl ock fi nds the traditional occupations of 
their parents long evaporated, one can see how handbooks on ‘Raising 
Champions’ are popular and sit snugly with a religion that emphasizes 
that all things are possible once you are born again. 

 Most beginnings of the Pentecostal storylines in Chatsworth were 
small and humble, and Lutchman touts himself as an exemplar of 
that. The offi cial history of the church reveals that he established his 
fl agship Christian Revival Centre in January 1984 in a classroom at 
Marklands Primary School in Shallcross, Chatsworth, with just 18 
members. With attendance growing rapidly, in September 1984, 
the CRC purchased 14 acres of land in Crossmoor, Chatsworth, and 
erected a tent (known as the New Harvester) that could house 1,000 
people. He was awarded his doctorate by Vision University in the USA. 
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An adjoining site of equal size was subsequently purchased, which 
is home today to a multi-purpose training complex. The hall on the 
ground fl oor is hired out for functions such as weddings and can seat 
1,500 people; the administration of the CRC is on the fi rst fl oor; the 
Teamwork Bible College is housed on the second fl oor; while the third 
fl oor hosts the Youth Centre on Friday nights and Children’s Church 
on Sundays, and has the Prayer Chapel and the Counselling Centre. 
Due to high demand, two worship services are held on Sunday morn-
ings, accommodating around 5,000 worshippers. This centre is appro-
priately named ‘Christian City’. 

 The CRC has 400 full-time employees, with Lutchman having estab-
lished churches in the Cape, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, and Southern 
African countries such as Lesotho and Mauritius. Dr Lutchman has 
also ministered in India, where he has conducted seminars, revival 
meetings, and youth rallies. The ministry now offers free medical treat-
ment, conducts public feeding campaigns, and has social help desks. It 
opened a Christian ethos school, Kingsword Academy, in Chatsworth 
in 1998. The Teamwork Bible College South Africa was established in 
1996 for students, pastors, and laypersons from Southern Africa, fol-
lowing a syllabus devised by Dr Lutchman together with Dr John N. 
Chacha, the executive president of Teamwork Bible College, Virginia, 
USA. As of the end of 2017, the college had produced 13,000 graduates. 
An old-age home was opened in Malvern, close to Chatsworth, in 2016. 
A sign of its newfound affl uence is the opening of a ‘premier resort’ in 
the formerly white suburb of Amanzimtoti, just south of Chatsworth. 
According to the website, the resort comprises of deluxe rooms and a 
conference centre aimed to ‘provide a Christian atmosphere in a holi-
day setting. All amenities for shopping as well as recreation are catered 
for. For an unforgettable experience, make a pilgrimage to our resort 
which will be the highlight of your visit to our Rainbow Nation’. 

 Ever so often, Lutchman uses the pulpit to make comments about 
the broader society. It is usually carefully considered, but he earned 
some controversy when he called on the government to stop interfering 
in family life in response to a call by the South African Human Rights 
Commission (SAHRC) for legislation to ban corporal punishment in 
the home and to provide for penalties against offenders. Lutchman 
stated that the government should hold a referendum on the issue to 
let parents decide. He said that he would vote against a ban: 
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   I am totally against the government interfering in the home. The gov-
ernment has interfered in corporal punishment in schools and look at 
the condition of our schools now. If the government says ban corporal 
punishment in the home, will the government take responsibility for the 
mischief children get up to? The government is making a lot of laws that 
are not benefi cial to our country. The Bible says clearly spare the rod and 
spoil the child. If you don’t apply some sort of discipline at home, our 
country is going to go down. (Comins 2016)   

 In 2011, the CRC unveiled what it claimed is the tallest cross in Africa. 
Some saw it as a response to the claims that a Hindu group had 
constructed the tallest statue of Hanuman in Chatsworth. Lutchman 
remains a powerful fi gure to this day and his church keeps growing. 
Rumours abound that he is fabulously wealthy and is a man not to be 
trifl ed with. This was said in whispers with no-one was prepared to go 
on record.  

    From the Local to the Global   

 While the emphasis of many smaller churches is on the local, the larger 
churches or church leaders are connected to the Global Network of 
Christian Indian Leaders (GONCIL), which was established at a meet-
ing in Chatsworth in 2004 to link Indian Christian leaders from around 
the world. The fact that GONCIL was established in South Africa bears 
testimony to the infl uence of local Indian Christian leaders and the 
way in which Christianity has taken root in the township. According to 
GONCIL’s website: 

   When the British came to India, they had no idea how God would use 
them as an instrument to bring the Indian people to Christ. When mis-
sionaries came to India, the church in India started to grow. But taking 
the Indians to British colonies around the world as indentured labor-
ers had a higher impact on the religious life of Indians. In the Diaspora 
nations, a lot of Indians became Christians. By the end of the 20th cen-
tury, Indian Christian leaders came to realize that their brethren in other 
nations also have embraced Christianity.   

 A profi le on the website states that Sunny Philip was crucial in inspir-
ing the formation of GONCIL. Dr Philip was born in Kerala, South 
India, and his family embraced Pentecostalism when he was eight. He 
went to the USA in 1977, where he completed a degree in chemical 
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engineering, and worked as an engineer until 1994 when he entered 
ministry full time. He now serves as a senior pastor in New York city, 
offering services in his home language Malayalam as well as in English. 
He is active with mission work in India, Africa, the Middle East, and 
North America, where he is part of an organization called South Asian 
Connection   3    whose aim is to connect Christians of the South Asian 
diaspora in North America. He is reputed to have started a thousand 
churches within the Indian diaspora globally and has a special interest 
in bringing together Indian Christian leaders. 

 By the end of 2017, GONCIL had members from 30 countries. Global 
conferences have been held in Durban (2004, 2017), Mumbai (2007), 
and New York (2010), with an average attendance of 1,500 people. The 
2017 conference were held at the Christian Revival Centre (CRC) in 
Chatsworth under the chairmanship of Dr Lutchman, a founder and 
high ranking member of GONCIL, and drew members from 40 coun-
tries. Speakers at this conference provide a good indication of the reach 
of local Christians. Keynote speakers included: Rick Kingham, president 
and founder of the Center for Global Leadership, which is a coaching 
and training group that prepares leaders for Holy Spirit movements 
internationally; Owen Weston, a former divinity studies professor and 
now on the advisory board of the Christian Leadership University in 
New York; Reverend Paul Thangiah of Bangalore, founder and senior 
pastor of the Full Gospel Assembly of God Church whose membership 
numbers 25,000; and Sister Padma Mudaliar of India, an international 
preacher within the Indian Pentecostal fraternity. 

 This network illustrates the complexities of ethnic identity and reli-
gious affi liation. The Pentecostal Church attracts many working-class 
Indians who feel alienated from mainstream Hindu organizations, 
as well as those among the young who are attracted to the American 
culture and razzmatazz. Alongside this, church leaders are building 
transnational organizations based on the very Indian identity many of 
their congregants are trying to escape.  

    Between a Personal and Collective Holy Communion   

 Money fl ows into the coffers of the churches. Tithes are central, and 
many of the pastors of the larger churches are ostentatious in their 
lifestyles. While the government has tried to rein in these churches by 
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exercising some oversight, they largely act beyond any form of scrutiny. 
One may argue that ‘prosperity theology’ resonates with the changes 
wrought on the political front, as the once socialists of the liberation 
struggle have quickly become the vanguard of the new black millionaire 
and billionaire class in which phrases such as ‘It’s time to get fi lthy rich’ 
and ‘I did not join the struggle to be poor’ are commonplace in both 
speechifying and in deed. South Africa’s political leaders, Czeglédy 
(2008, 289–90) writes, 

   have found ideological sympathy in suburban Pentecostal churches that 
preach a familiar ideology of moral austerity and social progress, on the 
one hand, yet clearly appreciate the trappings of material success, on 
the other. In such a contradictory way, South Africa is very much a part 
of a growing affi nity between an international spectrum of ‘born-again’ 
Christians and the economic expectations of a post-liberation society. … 
There may be a closer connection between postcolonial society and 
Pentecostal attitudes towards consumption than previously considered   

 Given the links with wealth and consumerism, it appears odd that 
Pentecostalism has taken root in Indian working-class communities. 
But Pentecostalism offers those seemingly without hope of accumulat-
ing wealth living examples from their own milieu. 

 Panganathan ‘Timmy’ Marimuthu, an apartheid-era policeman who 
was caught smuggling Mandrax tablets and received a four-year sen-
tence but never served a day in jail (see Chapter 11), is an example of 
this kind of preaching. A born-again Christian and now a self-confessed 
billionaire, he said that he always consulted with his ‘man of God’. He 
recounted: 

   I came to divorce my wife fi ve times and one day I nearly shoot her 
because I was a Hindu. We (Hindus) know how to pray for statues, sac-
rifi ce animals, make use of the blood, but I married a Christian wife and 
what she did in her quiet closet, she continued to talk to Jesus about me. 
It’s through her I got saved but it’s through me she’s living a blessed life!   

 Marimuthu urged people to value their pastor and contribute in 
kind to the church. 

   Tithing is a powerful situation in my success. Because what is tithing? 
Protection, a covering from God. … The Pastor has his needs. How many 
of our businessmen are looking after his needs? The way you look after 
him is the way you will pull the miracle out of his mouth. Send him 
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for holidays, do something that you’ve never done for him. You want to 
know why I am at this level, I am teaching you the principles. If you take 
care of this Man of God, if God never repay you, I will repay you. Every 
month, I give my Man of God ZAR 50,000 out of my wages. I make sure 
I do that. Lots of people tell me, ‘I have this plan, this desire,’ but have 
you discussed it with your Man of God? If you did not, start now because 
your Man of God will take you forward. He’ll tell you whether it is of God 
or not of God. He’ll tell you whether it is a God-given idea or something 
you are just wasting your time on because he is the one that’ll take you 
to God.   

 This kind of accumulation is open to major abuse. Mervin Dennis of 
Durban, whose company Global Investment collected ZAR 140 mil-
lion of the savings of around 2,500 (mainly) Christians—including 
churches, teachers, businessmen, and pensioners—over a fi ve-year 
period, invested just ZAR 4.2 million of this and gambled the rest away. 
According to a court testimony in 2005, he would lead his staff in daily 
devotionals for God to double the money brought in by his clients. At 
night, however, ‘crowds surrounded him at the high rollers’ section of 
the casino and excitedly watched as he gambled with millions of rands’. 
He usually attended the Golden Nugget Casino in Chatsworth, where 
he would arrive with ‘a briefcase fi lled with money and was always sur-
rounded by bodyguards’ (Govender 2016). 

 Sibaya Casino’s gambling records show that he was a regular 
attendee and lost up to ZAR 100,000 a night. Pastor Cyril Pillay of the 
People’s Church of God told the court that Dennis was a member of 
his congregation and made generous donations. Dennis took several 
families, including Pillay’s, on an all-expenses-paid family holiday to 
Sun City in January 2004, for which he paid. Pastor Ronnie Naidoo of 
the Apostolic Faith Mission in Tongaat stated that his church invested 
ZAR 507,000 with Dennis, who made donations to his church (Berbeau 
2005). Through a series of legal manoeuvring, Dennis stayed his day in 
court. The next report appears in 2016, when we learn that the ‘lay pas-
tor and businessman, who allegedly quoted verses from the Bible and 
blessed the money investors brought to him in briefcases, is fi nally on 
trial, a decade after being accused of running a ZAR 140 million scam’ 
(Govender 2016). There had been no outcome at the time of writing. 

 While there are many affl uent churches and pastors, there are an 
equal many who survive on the margins. The earlier generations of 
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independent pastors in the 1960s and the 1970s, Pillay (1997, 294) 
observed, ‘were near always as poor as their members … and wor-
shipped instead in homes, garages, back-yard structures, or pitched 
tents on private lands’. Little has changed in this regard for the likes of 
Pastor Roy.  

    The Flock   

    Three reasons for ‘coming to the Lord’ recurred in most accounts I gath-
ered over the years: ( 1 ) the warmth and mutual support of the commu-
nity around the church, big or small; ( 2 ) the pleasure of the live gospel 
and soul music of black American origin and the praying and singing in a 
language one understands (English); and most important ( 3 ) the ability 
of prayer to heal and keep the evil forces at bay. 

  —Hansen (2012, 268).    

 While pastors might live the high life, with fancy cars and fl ashy jewelry, 
the congregants are mostly of a different stock. Take Jock Chetty’s story, 
for example. Rathnam ‘Jock’ Chetty was born in 1940 in Rossburgh—
close to Clairwood—which had a dense concentration of Indians, and 
its landscape was fi lled with temples and other aspects of Hinduism. 
He lost his father when he was a young boy and his mother when he 
was 17. Jock was part of a large family of 11 siblings—four brothers 
and seven sisters—who grew up in a three-roomed wood and iron 
house. The kitchen, toilet, and bathroom were outside. He attended 
St Michael’s School until the age of 15, before poverty forced him into 
employment. He worked at a few factories before joining the White 
House Hotel, close to the Durban beachfront, and worked in the hotel 
industry for the next four decades until his retirement. 

 Jock met his future wife Paphati Chetty when he was working at 
the Metropole Hotel. They got married in 1960 and have fi ve children. 
Jock and Paphati rented a place in Sydenham, from which he was 
forcibly removed by the Group Areas Act. He moved to Chatsworth in 
1969, and from there to Shallcross in 1973. Shallcross is contiguous to 
Chatsworth, often regarded as part of the township, but clearly more 
middle class. Jock got this house through a stroke of good fortune. He 
was working at the Park Lane Hotel in Pinetown, and the husband of 
the administrator worked for the city council. It was the latter who 
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organized the house for Jock. In Chatsworth, he recounted, ‘I had a 
wood and iron house, toilet outside … I was not happy, in Shallcross I 
was very happy. Brick house, easy to travel to Pinetown from here.’ 

 Jock had grown up a staunch Hindu but turned to Christianity in 
1984. He attended temples in the various areas where he lived and 
especially remembers the large crowds that attended the Isipingo fes-
tival over Easter: ‘We would pray there, sacrifi ce the fowl, give you free 
food, and we go in the merry-go-round, used to be fun, was too many 
people that time. We also go to Umbilo temple.’ 

 When Jock was in his 40s, he felt depressed and that his life was ‘out 
of control’. Jock emphasized that there was a strong culture of drinking 
in his profession and he was very much a part of it: ‘I used to drink 
a lot, but now over thirty years I give it up. Drinking is very useless, I 
wasted all my money, and I lost my eyesight and everything. I used to 
smoke three packets a day, a bottle a day I drink and every day, I must 
have a drink and that was the downfall.’ His life ‘turned’ when he joined 
Lutchman’s Christian Revival Church (CRC) in 1984: 

   I was thinking which way to turn to, and I think I turned the right way. 
I cannot turn any other way, it is my guidance. Soon as I went to church 
on my own, my life changed. The Spirit came to me and spoke to me and 
said, ‘No, he must be helped.’ I used to go for service. I didn’t go for him 
(Paul Lutchman), no, no, I don’t go to see nobody, I go to worship the 
Lord, I seek Him fi rst, not him. He is only a Shepherd. He only give you 
the word and he preaches, that’s all he gives. He cannot make you better. 
Becoming Christian was the best thing that happened to me. … I saw life 
differently then.   

 Jock has been sober for 30 years and attends the church and the cell 
meetings regularly. Having retired due to his declining eyesight, Jock’s 
faith is the ‘most important’ thing in his life: 

   With work, you are a free man you see. You are at home now, you got 
nowhere to go. Like you aged up, see, there is no fun in it. Sometimes, I 
get mad from sitting at home. Only thing now, I can take my Bible and 
read, I have got my spare time, every bit of spare time I take my Bible 
and read.   

 While Jock talks about personal salvation and the Bible as his com-
pany in times of loneliness, those of the Faith Revival Church (FRC) 
in Phoenix talk of the sense of belonging. Pastor Edwin J. Govender 
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started at Earlington Secondary School in Longcroft, Phoenix, before 
establishing a church. Govender is the senior pastor of the FRC, which 
has around 4,000 members. Pastor Govender is a graduate of the 
Bethesda Bible College and has been in full time ministry since the 
mid-1980s. According to the FRC website, ‘as pastor and teacher, God 
has anointed Edwin to speak a word in season’. 

 The notices on the FRC website indicate a busy schedule, with the 
church being a hive of activity. These daily activities run the gamut from 
prayer meetings, Bible study groups, senior citizens’ groups, all-ladies’ 
group meetings, braais, and youth meetings, while birthdays and anni-
versaries are acknowledged. Hamper cards are arranged for the needy. 
Members fi ll out membership forms, which are regularly updated. The 
website is interactive and allows members to share their experiences. 
The following comments provide a glimpse into the meaning of the 
church for its members.  

    Reviews: Tell People What You Think   

    Paddy Chettiar.·25 October 2017 

 The Team at the church And The word at the church 
 Gave me a great sense of belonging 
 Like the word by Dr SY Govender ‘Unity’ … 
 The coming together of the brethren commands a blessing.    

   Renette Harichander. 1 January 2017 

 FRC has been a part of my life for the last 25 years. My family and I 
are proud to be under the spiritual wings of Pastor Edwin Govender. 
He is truly a great man of God and we are all blessed by his ministry. I 
look forward to continuing fellowship at FRC as God moves us to new 
dimensions!   

   Adrian Alden Daniel. 5 March 2016 

 I’ve been coming to Faith Revival Church for 25 years and I’ve been a son 
of this church. Growing up, I watched this church go through many chal-
lenges, but this foundation has been built correctly and God brought us 
through those hard times and into these glorious days. To all those who 
think this church just came into existence with the building and that’s 
how we became big, please do research … Faith Revival Church helped 
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me grow in my spiritual walk and my giftings. I’m a proud member and 
son of this house. … Faith Revival Church will always have my support 
and love.member and son of this house…   

   Nolan Arumugam.·17 April 2017 

 Always lovely coming back to Durban for the holidays and feeling wel-
comed at FRC.   

   Ramilla Singh. 16 March 2015 

 Faith Revival Church has inspired me for over 27 years. Congrats to our 
praise and worship team. I am very proud to be part of this church of 
God.   

   Leeann Padayachee. 25 December 2016 

 FRC is my home. Been a part of the church since I was a little girl. We are 
blessed to have a spiritual father like Pst. Edwin.   

   Tynielle Govender. 11 March 2016 

 Faith Revival is truly a house of God. I’ve been attending from the time 
is was in Earlington Secondary. Thanks to Pst. Edwin as well as the praise 
and worship team. God bless.   

   Ronelle Naicker. 29 January 2017 

 A home away from home. Jesus dwells here! Absolute proud member 
of FRC.   

   Jared Princely. 21 May 2016 

 Awesome church, great people and the truth is preached here.   

   Sharen Pillay. 26 July 2015 

 Awesome, no words to describe the feeling in the church when Pastor 
Edwin preaches!!!!   

   Nash Jonas. 31 August 2015 

 In Church, I know who I am ♪   

 These interactive comments show the powerful infl uence that the 
church has on its members. Clearly, the style and power of the pastor is 
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vital. But there are also code-words that revolve around belonging and 
the church as ‘a home away from home’. This is one aspect that recurs in 
speaking to those who have joined various Pentecostal churches. They 
suggest a kind of neighbourly togetherness that gives them a sense of 
security in a world where they feel that their everyday lives are precari-
ous and uncertain. Some of these churches are non-racial, drawing in 
white, coloured, and African congregants, while most seek to break the 
Indian communal boundaries.   

    Identity and Security   

 Conversions show little sign of abating, despite the occasional threats 
articulated by some Hindus. In September 2018, for example, Ram 
Maharaj of the South African Hindu Dharma Sabha revealed that his 
organization had declared a ‘war on conversion’. Maharaj said that in 
South Africa, ‘during the oppressive apartheid regime, only Christianity 
was recognized by the state as an offi cial religion, which gave it a false 
sense of superiority over other religions’, leading to large-scale conver-
sions to Christianity. Maharaj said that he ‘cannot and will not allow 
[the] denigration and destruction of Hinduism with impunity’. The 
Sabha endorsed a Mauritian Declaration against Conversion (as of 20 
May 2018) ‘that conversion is an act of  adharma  [unrighteousness], of 
violence, and is destructive of family, community, and civilizational 
cohesion’. The Dharma Sabha is in the process of drafting its own 
Declaration for Conversion for the South African context. It has also 
planned a ‘Stop Conversion Summit’ to be held in Chatsworth on 17 
March 2019, where converts would be given an opportunity to return 
to ‘their spiritual roots. There are lots of people who are trapped and 
ostracized because of their conversions. We want these people to return 
to the fold, knowing they would be welcomed with open arms. … 
People were created Hindus by God and they need to return home’ 
( Post  5–9 September 2019). 

 Most Pentecostal churches located in historically Indian areas have 
moved far from their roots in terms of money and sensitivity to ethnic 
mores. In 1931, a newspaper for Rowlands Mission read: ‘Wednesday: 
Prayer and Testimony. Everybody welcome. No collection’. And later, 
Oosthuizen quotes Rowlands as emphasizing the importance of Indian 
vernacular and noting with sadness that ‘some Indian Christians 
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change their mode of dress and adopt a Western style’. Rowlands went 
on to say that ‘the fragrance of Indian music and singing should not be 
lost in Christianity. There is something most inspiring in lyric singing 
to the accompaniment of Indian orchestration. It is very different from 
Indian singing’ (1975, 211). 

 The Pentecostal megachurches, as manifested in places such as 
Chatsworth, Sydenham, and Lenasia, are more akin to the American 
Evangelicals. Pastors often have the twang found at American Bible 
Colleges where they spent a few months, emphasis is placed on convert-
ing family members who hold on to Hinduism, and everything—from 
the besuited ushers who collect the tithes to the singing—could be a 
cardboard cut-out from the Christian channels on American television. 

 Despite the global and transnational links and aspirations of interna-
tional Pentecostal churches, most are independent and heavily rooted 
in the local. Pastors visit the sick at the local hospitals, do philanthropic 
work in their communities, run soccer leagues, and—while open to 
conversion—encourage people from within the church to marry fellow 
congregants. The core congregants are people that the pastors grew up 
with. Many feel alienated from the new South Africa. The working-class 
jobs once on offer to their parents in the clothing and textile industry 
are no more, both because of the high levels of unemployment as well 
as the imperatives of affi rmative action and Africanization. According 
to Miller and Yamamori (2007, 23): 

   Pentecostalism often attracts people who are suffering from what sociolo-
gists refer to as anomie … Employment is often unstable; housing is pre-
carious; and vices, such as gambling, prostitution, drugs, and alcohol, are 
typically rampant. Within this context, the attraction of Pentecostalism is 
obvious: it brings order, stability, and hope to people who are living pre-
carious lives. Pentecostal churches often function like surrogate extended 
families. … Within these churches, it is also possible to have a social role, 
an identity, as someone who is valued and needed. … When one is a 
member of a cohesive church community, the problem of anomie is thus 
at least partially ameliorated.   

 In this context, ‘the old forms of community—ethnic, kinship, 
professional, hometown, neighbourhood—have proven unreliable 
sources of support’ (Marshall-Fratani 2001, 85). Adam Ashcroft coined 
the term ‘spiritual insecurity’ to refer to people searching for ‘plausible 
answers’ for multiple visible and invisible problems, ‘answers people 
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can live with and work with as they turn to various forms of spiritual 
power in search of solace and safety’ (2005, 313). Spiritual insecurity, 
Ashcroft wrote, was ‘related to, but not reducible to, the fears, dangers, 
and doubts that arise from poverty, disease, hunger, and violence’ 
(2010, 100). Ashcroft held that people were drawn in large numbers 
to the Zionist and Pentecostal churches because of their ‘promise of 
healing and “holistic” solutions to the problems of life. … [They] offer 
modes of managing the dangers of evil forces in collective rituals and 
communal action. … The proliferation of healing churches of the Spirit 
type indicates a failure of secular authority’ (2005, 316–17). 

 It is here that the epigraph that draws on Durkheim is incredibly 
apposite. In a world that alienates, that forces you into narrower and 
narrower confi nes, with the extended family on the decline, the middle 
classes fl eeing to greener pastures, what does one coalesce into? There 
are gangs and drugs that give up a quick hit, only to disappear. And there 
is the church, a powerful ‘assembled group’, ‘a living cult’. It makes its 
adherents feel special in a world that presses upon them their nothing-
ness, offering both personal and a collective holy communion, a place 
to pray, a place of fellowship, a place that enables the adherents to go 
out and spread the word, a place to play sports and music, a place that 
enables them to rise above the storm. Durkheim’s epigraph goes on to 
state, ‘Men are more confi dent because they feel themselves stronger: 
and they really are stronger because the forces which were languishing 
are now reawakened into consciousness.’ Men; despite protestations 
about sexism, most of the pastors are male and this dominance runs 
through the church. 

 The deprivation hypothesis offers an important insight into the 
growth of Pentecostalism but does not account for the fact that many 
middle-class and upper middle-class Indians have also joined the 
movement. Many congregants point to dramatic changes in their lives. 
While this might not be at an economic level, the feeling that they are 
at once chosen and part of a special family with a special relationship 
to God is ubiquitous. John’s study of Indian Anglicans found that 
many converts were seeking a change of social identity, hoping that 
conversion would eradicate their lower-caste status and help them 
achieve social equality (1987, 278–9). There can be an aggressiveness, 
especially in relation to Hindus, identifying them as ‘wearers of red 
string’—a reference made with scorn. This attitude may have roots in 
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the earlier Pentecostalism of J.F. Rowlands and his Full Gospel Church 
of the 1930s, which—despite accommodating Indian infl ections—pro-
claimed in a poster: ‘Salvation from the eternal hell-fi re walking is only 
found in Jesus Christ’ (Oosthuizen 1975, 16). 

 The aggressiveness can work both ways. Though there is no rigid 
caste system, an awareness of caste remains a feature of Indian life in 
South Africa, and converts are often stigmatized by Hindus who see 
them as belonging to the lower castes. This has echoes of India where, 
as Goh points out, converts become associated with the ‘feminine and 
unclean—women, Dalits, non-Aryan tribes, and other social categories 
seen as unbecoming to the idealized construction of the Hindu nation’ 
(2018, 12). 

 The narratives in this chapter, as well as in the chapters on waiters 
and working women, show that two dynamics are at play on the part 
of Hindu converts—some forcefully reject their ancestral identity, while 
for others, Hinduism continues to infl ect their new identity. 

 Old-style Marxists may regard this is as false consciousness. But in 
everyday life, in working-class townships where one’s chances of land-
ing a job that leads to a career path is fi lled with dead-ends, a group that 
offers people not only a place in the here but also in the hereafter makes 
them feel stronger, more confi dent. As Miller puts it, Pentecostalism 
does not only work as the ‘opiate for disenfranchized people. … Rather 
than being a drug that dulls the pain of everyday life, a more fruit-
ful image is to view Pentecostalism as the  engine of hope , which offers 
people purpose in the face of despairing life prospects’ (2009, 284). A 
new generation that only knows the fellowship of the church is coming 
of age. Some Pentecostal churches operate as a cult, but their sheer size 
means that they are part of the mainstream of religions in the Indian 
community, and their growth shows no sign of abating. 

 One of the imminent dangers is what made them grow so quickly in 
the fi rst place. As long as one had a tent and a bible, one could become 
a pastor and even a bishop. As the church is growing as a site for the 
accumulation of wealth and power, splits are becoming commonplace. 
As pastors get bigger, extend their reach, grow their fl ock beyond the 
confi nes of their initial conversions, the holy ground beneath their 
feet is made less secure, more prone to younger, more charismatic, 
more technologically savvy congregants seeking to captain the Ark of 
the Word. This is not unusual in itself, for South African Protestant 
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Christianity has always been marked by ‘schism and separation … an 
extraordinary fl ourishing of multiple denominations independent of 
missionary oversight … strikingly similar [to] developments in other 
parts of the world’ (Cabrita and Erlank 2018, 315). 

 What does the phenomenon of Pentecostalism say about the 
whole notion of India as the ‘resting place of the imagination’—to use 
Parvati Raman’s (2003) evocative phrase?   4    It hardly features in ordi-
nary people’s lives. The lives and faith of most congregants and their 
church pivot on the local community, and the lives of the members of 
their church are of an overwhelming importance to them. India, which 
many would never afford to visit and have no intention to return to, 
and which is seen increasingly as a Hindu nation, is far from their 
imagination. The ‘evangelical view of India as a spiritually inhospitable 
site’ has much currency among Indian Christians in various settings 
(Goh 2018, 16). Where infl uences beyond the local hold appeal for 
Indian Christians in South Africa, it is to the USA that the congregants 
turn. On the other hand, there are important and infl uential diasporic 
Indian Christian networks, such as the GONCIL, which are elite-driven, 
and whose linkages do not only extend back to India but to diasporic 
Indian Christians in many other parts of the world. 

 Pentecostalism will likely keep growing among Indians. There is a 
tightness to the groups as well an openness to keep bringing in new 
converts. Beyond the functional explanations for Pentecostal growth is 
the aesthetic; the feeling of joyous ecstasy in worship, which is a pow-
erful and growing attraction to those seeking personal and collective 
salvation.   

     Notes   

     1.  See the organization’s website at http://southasianconnection.com. Last 
accessed on 14 June 2019.  

   2.  Some of the material in this chapter is drawn from Willemse and Vahed 
(2013).  

   3.  The six-foot dance, or  therukoothu , involves the telling of epics such as 
Ramayana and Mahabharata in Tamil through song and dance with the aim 
of educating people about religion and history. Performers usually wear 
brightly coloured costumes and elaborate headdresses and jewellery.  

   4.  Raman (2003) wrote of the anti-apartheid activist Dr Yusuf Dadoo’s visit to 
India: 
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   Like many other Indian South Africans, who had romantic images of an 
India that they had created from a distance, on his arrival, Dadoo became 
somewhat disillusioned. Coming to his village in the rainy season, he was to 
observe glumly, ‘This place is full of mud and water. And it looks so grim and 
dismal. I don’t think India is the paradise I thought it to be.’ He soon observed 
that India itself was rife with caste discrimination and glaring inequalities 
between rich and poor. His sentiments were to be echoed by many Indian 
South Africans who returned ‘home’ to try and fi nd the India they had con-
ceived in their imaginations. However, far from being some indication of a 
‘bogus diasporic’ identity, this ambivalence in relation to the motherland in 
this period was a recurring and important component of ‘being Indian’ in 
South Africa. It was a ‘resting place for the imagination’ in times of hostility 
and exclusion.          



Hindus and Muslims  
  The Many Threads of Change and Continuity         7 

     Sir, now that Diwali is over, let us mull over whether we all could have an 
even better celebration next year. Some rather distasteful jibes between 
some writers belonging to different religious faiths have been breaking 
news lately. … People of this generation may fi nd the idea ridiculous, 
but in the golden era of Indian existence … religious celebrations were 
attended in those days by both Hindus and Muslims, especially in places 
like Mayville, Bonella, Cato Manor, and other districts where Indians 
were clustered. Now, thanks to so-called religious leaders who accentuate 
differences, propagate exclusivity, and very seldom highlight the com-
monness of all humans, extending even wedding invitations to friends 
belonging to a different faith becomes diffi cult, even embarrassing, with 
ultraorthodox clans that insist on separating the genders at the recep-
tion and many being uncertain whether persons of the ‘other’ faith are 
permitted to be present at the religious component of the ceremony! 

  —Ebrahim Essa ( Sunday Tribune  22 October 2017)      

   Allowing for nostalgia about the ‘golden era’, this letter to a local 
newspaper underscores a perception among many Indian South 

Africans of religious identities playing a greater role in shaping local, 
national, and global spaces. Apartheid did not discriminate between 
Hindu and Muslim Indians who shared residential, social, sporting, 
educational, and business spaces. Religious differences were occluded, 
but the eroding of apartheid coincided with a number of changes 
inside of these religions. Developments in the Islamic world saw con-
servative infl uences increase their sway in the local Muslim community, 
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while the growth of Hindutva had a similar ripple effect. Ironically, or 
perhaps expectedly, since the fall of apartheid, new barriers have been 
constructed through radio and television channels, religious schools, 
the visit of missionaries, and the global political situation. Vertovec has 
generalized that in diaspora contexts, the trends common to religious 
ritual include 

   ‘homogenization’, a distilling of several localized ‘little traditions’ into 
‘common denominator forms’; re-traditionalization, a so-called return to 
fundamental forms set out in key sacred texts; and complexifi cation and 
conspicuous consumption, in which material accoutrements are multi-
plied and more expensive than usual, refl ecting the rising social status of 
a ritual’s host. (1997, 288)   

 Some of these characteristics are evident among Hindus and 
Muslims. 

 Religion played an important role in the lives of Indian South 
Africans from the time of their arrival. Around 85 per cent of the inden-
tured migrants to Natal were ‘Hindu’ and 14 per cent were ‘Muslim’. To 
speak of ‘Hindu’ and ‘Muslim’ is not to suggest homogeneity amongst 
either of these religious groups. Over the years, the proportion of 
Pentecostals has increased among Indians, mainly at the expense of 
Hindus (see Chapter 5). 

 Early Hindu practices were Sanatanist, meaning that they were ritu-
alistic rather than scriptural, with an emphasis on the myths, legends, 
and stories which abound in ancient Hindu epic scriptures. Hindu and 
Muslim practices initially comprised of local groups coming together 
as ritual communities. An important step in reconstructing religious 
life was the building of temples and mosques, which were central to 
community formation as they provided spaces where adherents could 
meet and educate the young. Tiny wattle, daub, and thatch shrines 
and temples were built on sugar estates from the 1860s (Desai and 
Vahed 2010c, 239–45). In the case of Muslims, because of their small 
numbers, mosque construction only becomes evident from the 1880s, 
following the arrival of free Indian migrants with the means to fi nance 
them (Vahed 2001). This pooling of resources helped cultivate religious 
and local community identities. 

 In the colonial period, festivals and rituals strengthened the ‘com-
munity’ and helped forge bonds between Hindus and Muslims. The 
major Muslim festival was Muharram, which is held on the 10th day 
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of the month of Muharram in the Islamic calendar, commemorating 
the martyrdom in battle of Imam Hussain, the grandson of the Prophet 
Muhammed. While Muharram was initially a Shia festival, it became 
syncretized into a ‘Muslim’ festival in South Asia, and an ‘Indian’ fes-
tival in Natal, where all indentured migrants were given three days to 
celebrate the occasion. In fact, the majority of participants in this osten-
sibly Muslim festival were Hindus until the 1910s. Public processions, 
drinking of alcohol, violence, and wrestling were all part of the festival 
as the ‘coolies’, in colonial parlance, took over the streets. The fact that 
Hindus and Muslims participated jointly was important in helping 
forge local identities that transcended religion (Vahed 2002). 

 Major Hindu festivals such as Draupadi and Mariamman were also 
celebrated, with the ritual walking on hot coals dedicated to these 
goddesses. Older Hindu respondents spoke of the Easter festival at the 
Isipingo Rail Mariamman Temple, south of Durban, being a central part 
of their lives. This Mariamman ‘Porridge’ festival is associated with the 
popular Goddess Mariamman, who was invoked to regenerate the soil 
and protect the community. The festival came into the broader public 
spotlight when reformist Hindus sued the temple managers in 1914 
for deceiving the devotees, and called on mainly South Indian Hindus 
to stop supporting ‘these superstitious doings’. The reformists lost the 
case to the court ruling that the devotees were participating voluntarily 
(Desai and Vahed 2010). This struggle was part of a larger contestation 
over what it meant to be a Hindu in South Africa. Writing of her experi-
ence growing up in the 1960s and the 1970s, Pregs Govender, an anti-
apartheid activist and an African National Congress (ANC) Member of 
Parliament (MP), wrote: 

   I grew up knowing two types of Hindu. There were the men and women 
who prayed regularly, and observed custom, diet, and dress. They had 
many pictures of deities or Gandhi on the walls of their homes and shops 
in Durban’s Grey Street complex. They talked of karma as the basis of 
their good fortune, not the fact that they paid low wages and exploited 
their Indian and African workers. … Growing up, I had also known 
Hindus who may or may not have used the term ‘Hindu’ as a description 
of parentage or place of origin. They placed emphasis on the practice of 
good in action and refused to be complacent in the face of injustice and 
suffering. … This type of Hindu may or may not have had the pictures, 
the institutions, or the customs. Yet, their practice of these basic values 
fundamentally infl uenced me. (Govender 2007, 5)   

saxenaa
Highlight
Please confirm whether this is 2010a or 2010b. Please refer to page number 346 in the bibliography. 
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 Diwali was mainly a middle-class festival that saw Hindus and Muslims 
attending celebrations together until the 1910s.   1    

 The occasional visits of Muslim and Hindu leaders from ‘the moth-
erland’ did raise religious tensions.   2    Despite these sporadic tensions, 
relations between Hindus and Muslims remained mostly cordial. The 
colonial state classifi ed Indians on the basis of race, and it was impos-
sible to escape this identity. When Imam Bawazeer, a Muslim priest 
who had worked closely with Gandhi, was departing for India in 1915, 
he remarked: ‘We are all Indians in the eyes of the Europeans in this 
country. We have never drawn distinctions between Mahomedans and 
Hindus in public matters. Mahomedans, like the Hindus, look upon 
India as our Motherland’ (Vahed 1995, 56). 

 The partition of India and the creation of Pakistan created some ten-
sion. Quraishi has argued that ‘Indian independence and the creation of 
Pakistan had global ramifi cations for the meaning of “Indian-ness” in 
the British colonies including Trinidad and elsewhere’ (2015, 406). In 
South Africa, ironically, public contestation over partition was mainly 
among Muslims. In Durban, for example, M.I. Meer used his newspa-
per  Indian Views  to support the creation of Pakistan, while his daughter 
Fatima Meer and son-in-law Ismail Meer, both of whom would go on 
to become celebrated anti-apartheid activists, opposed the partition. 
The book  Many Lives  contains photographs of meetings in Cape Town 
and the working-class area of Verulam on the Natal north coast, jointly 
celebrating the independence of India and Pakistan, with Hindus and 
Muslims present and the fl ags of both countries being fl own (Vahed, 
Desai, and Waetjen 2010, 187). While many Muslims celebrated the 
creation of Pakistan, Muslims and Hindus together celebrated the inde-
pendence of India. At the 1947 Indian independence celebrations in 
Durban, the Natal Indian Congress (NIC) held a meeting at which the 
fl ags of both India and Pakistan were unfurled side by side, and there 
were pictures of all the major leaders, including Gandhi, Nehru, and 
Jinnah. ( The Leader  2 September 1947).  

    Apartheid Transformations   

 The Group Areas Act had a devastating impact on the long-established 
Muslim and Hindu communities. Ashwin Trikamjee, president of the 
South African Hindu Maha Sabha (SAHMS), described the disastrous 
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impact of the Group Areas Act on Hindus in a statement to the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in 1999: 

   Settled communities who had built little schools and temples were rudely 
uprooted by the ruling class and relocated to some distant areas with 
very little facilities. Temples, schools, and cultural centres had to be left 
behind. It took the Hindu community a long time to rebuild their places 
of worship. … To compound the problem, religious sites in the new areas 
were generally purchased by the Christian churches because they had the 
necessary funds. This led to many conversions to other faiths, especially 
Christianity.   

 Mawlana Ebrahim Bham (1997) made a submission to the TRC on 
the impact of apartheid on Islam: 

   In the legal and judicial systems in place, Muslim personal and family 
law is not recognised. Muslim marriages are not legally valid, resulting in 
our children being considered illegitimate or born out of wedlock. In sev-
eral high profi le cases Muslims have had to launch community protests 
and legal challenges to prevent the demolition of our mosques and the 
de-sanctifi cation of land used for prayer because of the illogical resettle-
ment of communities under the Group Areas Act and had to bear the 
economic burden of re-establishing mosques and educational institutes.   

 Three broad forms came to characterize Hindu practice in South 
Africa, namely linguistically associated temple-based Hinduism; the 
reformist Arya Samaj; and the neo-Vedanta organizations (such as the 
Ramakrishna Centre and Divine Life, which revolve around an ashram 
and a guru). Hindu reformists sought a ‘more enlightened understand-
ing of Hinduism [based] in the sacred texts of Hindu philosophy, 
[which] emphasised the oneness of divinity [and] dismissed worship 
of multiple gods in temples’ (Kumar 2016b). The Arya Samaj, the fi rst 
such movement to have a presence in South Africa, failed to attract 
a following in the early-20th century, but other reformist movements 
have gained ground since the mid-20th century: the (South Indian) 
Saiva Sithantha Sangam, Ramakrishna Centre, and Divine Life Society 
from the 1940s; and ISCKON (Hare Krishna) and Sai Baba devotees 
from the 1970s (Ganesh 2010, 35). 

 All reformist movements share a common thread of Vedanta phi-
losophy. They are less ritualistic and provide a philosophical depth to 
Hindu practices. They are characterized by regular communal religious 
services ( satsang ); avoidance of trance festivals such as fi re-walking, 
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Kavadi, and Mariamman worship; a focus on inner spirituality through 
practices such as yoga and meditation; and the study of religious scrip-
tures (Diesel and Maxwell 1993, 63). The Arya Samaj claims allegiance 
to ancient texts known as the Vedas and is against ritualistic and image-
centred worship (Kumar 2016c). While most of these organizations 
focused on north Indians, the Saiva Sithantha Sangam focused on 
those of South Indian origin. According to Kumar (2013), the Sangam 
drew attention to the 13th-century Siddhanta philosophy of South 
India, the worship of Shiva, Tamil texts called Tirukkural, and Tevaram 
songs. Kumar is critical of those, including academics, who draw a con-
trast between ‘higher’ philosophical Hinduism and ‘lower’ ritualistic 
Hinduism, which he sees as a reaction to the 19th-century missionary 
criticism of image-centred rituals and to western education, and argues 
that rituals have been integrated into philosophical Hinduism in differ-
ent guises (2013, 208). 

 Islamic revivalism began manifesting from the 1950s with the for-
mation of the Arabic Study Circle, the aim of which was to teach Arabic 
to Muslims to enable them to access the Qur’an directly (Jeppie 2007). 
For both Muslims and Hindus, mass education was important for ush-
ering in revivalist tendencies. Three broad Muslim traditions emerged 
by the 1970s: ‘modernist’, Deobandi, and Sunni. The ‘modernists’ were 
younger Muslims who were inspired by thinkers such as Sayyad Qutb 
of Egypt, who attempted to marry Islamic knowledge with modern, 
secular knowledge. This tendency was represented in South Africa by 
organizations such as the Muslim Youth Movement (MYM). 

 Among the mass of Muslims, there was an increasing support 
for conservative tendencies that came to be termed ‘Deobandi’ and 
‘Barelwi’, both of which have deep roots in late 19th-century India but 
transcended political and territorial boundaries of the subcontinent 
and manifested in other parts of the world. Deobandi Islam became 
a force in India from the 1860s when some  ulema  (Muslim scholar) 
responded to British dominance by withdrawing from political activity 
and the state, focusing instead on ministering to Muslims’ educational 
and religious needs. Deobandi scholars adopted a literal interpreta-
tion of text and attempted to eradicate practices purportedly associ-
ated with Hinduism, such as the visitation of saints’ shrines (Metcalf 
1982). Closely allied was the Tabligh Jamaat, a transnational religious 
movement founded in the 1920s that made inroads in South Africa in 
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the 1960s among Gujarati traders but subsequently attracted support 
among all classes, vocations, and language groups (Vahed 2003). 

 The majority of Indian Muslims is comprised of ‘Barelwis’, who 
drew theological inspiration from Ahmad Raza Khan (1856–1922) of 
Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh, India. Khan supported popular practices such 
as the Mawlid celebrations to honour the Prophet and the visitation 
of saints’ gravesites. Popular Islam is centred on shrines ( dargah s) and 
saints ( pir s). In the South African context, the shrine of Badsha Pir—
established in Durban in the 1890s—is a one example. As with India, 
the shrine attracted Muslims, as well as some Hindus, in large numbers 
until the 1980s. There was confl ict between the Deobandis and the 
Barelwis over the control of mosques until the early post-apartheid 
period (Vahed 2003). 

 While Hindus and Muslims generally enjoyed a cordial relationship 
during the apartheid period, one fi gure who angered the Hindus was 
Ahmed Deedat, a self-taught global preacher of comparative religion 
who focused his mission on Christianity, but in from the 1950s until 
1987 when he produced a video cassette that was critical of Hinduism. 
This angered the Hindus as well as many Muslims because it threatened 
to sow the seeds of religious division and destroy longstanding friend-
ships. Several Muslim organizations, in fact, took the lead in organizing 
public meetings to condemn Deedat (Vahed 2013b). 

 Apartheid’s racial project left little room for religious tension, 
however. Hindus and Muslims lived in racially bounded townships; 
participated jointly in anti-apartheid political organizations, such 
as the NIC and the TIC, as well as conservative political bodies that 
took part in government structures; worked together to build secular 
community schools and secure funding for institutions such as the 
M.L. Sultan Technikon, the R.K. Khan Hospital, and the University of 
Durban-Westville; served on social welfare organizations; and played 
sports together.  

    Post-Apartheid Transformations   

 Religious faith is a conspicuous dynamic of many South African lives, 
providing an anchor amidst uncertainty. In general, as has been noted 
apropos of other societies where politically or economically repres-
sive regimes have toppled, the post-apartheid period has witnessed 
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an increased ‘religiosity’ among many South Africans who live ‘in a 
society scarred by corruption, precarious healthcare, and widespread 
violence’ (Tastard 2017). Globalization has not led to homogenous 
cultures, experiences, and practices, but ‘new technologies and institu-
tional arrangements provide new opportunities for traditional religions 
to modernize themselves and penetrate deeper into the pores of the 
society’ (Meera 2009). Peter Beyer (2006, 213) argues that religions 
‘provide a way of … doing difference in a situation where we all share 
the same place and time’. 

 Islam, by its very nature, is a transnational religion with its emphasis 
on the unity of the international Muslim community ( ummah ), though 
there is a wide gap between principle and practice. In the contempo-
rary era, Islamic consciousness has been heightened by global political 
events, which have resulted in many Muslims believing that they are 
under siege. The desire to practice an ‘authentic’, read ‘scriptualist’, 
Islam extends to most aspects of the lives of believers. Behavioural 
changes post-1990 include many women veiling their faces; develop-
ment of Islamic banking and fi nance; growth of neo-Sufi  practices 
such as  Tasawwuf , which is an inner dimension of Islam and involves 
Muslims attaching themselves to  shaykh s (spiritual mentors) for guid-
ance in spiritual and worldly matters; and the mushrooming of Islamic 
schools, which has an element of racism as it is connected to the large 
infl ux of African students to former Indian schools (Vahed 2007).   3    New 
ritual emblems and patterns of consumption and commodifi cation are 
creating boundaries between Muslims and those of other faiths, and 
among Muslims as well. 

 The move towards Islamic ‘purity’ includes injunctions from the 
ulema for Muslims to not participate in the festivals of other religious 
groups or interact socially with them and to avoid secular institutions, 
such as schools and universities, while not being antagonistic towards 
people of other faiths. Muslims such as A.V. Mohamed of the Grey Street 
Mosque Trust, Faisal Suliman of the South African Muslim Network 
(SAMNET), Mawlana Ibrahim Bham of Gauteng, and the Muslim 
Judicial Council of Cape Town, however, continue to work across reli-
gious and racial lines, notwithstanding personal attacks against them. 
Bham, for example, was criticized for speaking at the memorial service 
of former President Nelson Mandela in Soweto in December 2013 
and for other actions, which he sees as ensuring that Muslims remain 
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active and visible in the public sphere. The Port Elizabeth–based  Majlis  
newspaper referred to Mawlana Bham insultingly as the ‘the Reverend 
Abraham Bham’ and ruled that it was impermissible for Muslims to 
pray behind him ( The Majlis  21 December 2015). 

 A conspicuous feature of Hindu life in South Africa has been the 
importation of Brahmin priests, initially from Sri Lanka and later from 
Tamil Nadu, India, since the early 1990s, which has resulted in the 
gradual Brahmanization of Tamil temples (Kumar 2013, 43). One 
of the primary motives for importing priests was their low wages. In 
light of the complaints from the public about the quality of priests, 
the SAHMS created a National Council of Hindu Priests (NCOHP) to 
provide a certifi cation that met the standards set by the South African 
Qualifi cations Authority (SAQA) for the training of priests. Many 
Hindus (like Muslims turning to shaykhs) are increasingly relying on 
the guidance of gurus. A devotee who wishes to remain anonymous 
explained to us in late 2018 the importance of a guru in his life in the 
following terms: 

   Having a guru, especially if he is a realized soul, forces one to remain 
constantly introspective. Constant practice of  sadhana  [meditation] and 
 tapasya  [austerities] takes over one’s life in a way that makes you attribute 
all things to that divine force we call God. … My guru is ever present in 
my thoughts, my speech, my relationships with people, and my where-
abouts. As we get older, our family and social circles begin to shrink. 
But this faith keeps one’s feelings in a constant state of companionship. 
I don’t feel alone even though I might not have people to talk to. … It’s 
not easy to explain.   

 Rashni related how her family underwent religious transformation. 
Her family had grown up ‘wanting to be white’, but one day, in the late 
1990s, a friend took them to the Sai Baba ashram in Durban which 
‘changed our lives. We are Indians, we were brought up like Indians 
and we should not deny that’. Being Indian was equated with being 
Hindu. The family became vegetarian and gave up smoking and drink-
ing alcohol. The children were sent for Tamil classes, as the language 
was all but lost at home, and the classical dance Bharatanatyam. They 
then visited the ashram outside Bangalore, India, with a group of 
devotees and stayed at the hostel, which was ‘very simple and basic, 
but absolutely clean and well organised’. The week spent there made 
them feel ‘so good, so clean, and so much at ease with ourselves. We 
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were all the same up there—people from all over the world, but what 
difference does it make? We were all devotees and nobody asked how 
much money you made. It was a beautiful time’ (cited in Hansen 2005, 
165). Hansen observes that many upwardly mobile Hindu families are 
attracted to neo-Hindu movements ‘and their apolitical assertion of 
Indian spirituality, [which is] disentangled from what many Indians 
see as [the] “backward” and “ethnic” features [of the] traditional and 
ritualised worship of earlier generations’ (Hansen 2005, 167). 

 Nalini Gangen was born in Pietermaritzburg and met her future 
husband Ballen when they were both law students at the University of 
Durban-Westville in the early 1980s. Nalini spoke of the remarkable 
growth of Hindu organizations and temples in Cape Town from the 
time she fi rst arrived in the city in the 1980s. This is due in part to the 
inter-provincial movement of Indians as well as the arrival of post-1990 
migrants from India. The Sai Darshan Trust caters mainly to the Telegu-
speaking migrants from South India; the Bengali Hindu Community 
Cape Town, established in 2014, organizes Durga Puja during Navarati; 
and the Gurudwara Sahib was the fi rst Sikh temple, established in 
2010, in Rylands Estate, Cape Town (interview, G. Vahed). Sikhs have 
been arriving from neighbouring Botswana and Kenya, as well as from 
India, and opened temples in Durban in 2000 and in Johannesburg in 
2006. The Divine Life Society and ISCKON also have a strong presence 
in the Cape. South Indian temples include the Siva Aalayam temple, 
which was the fi rst temple established in Cape Town in 1976, and the 
Tarasakthi Aalayam, formed in the early 1990s. The Rylands Hindu 
Women’s Association (RHWA), founded in 1966, played an important 
role in raising funds for the temple and promoting culture and language 
through screening Tamil fi lms, obtained from Durban, and organizing 
concerts (Dhupelia-Mesthrie 2014, 10). 

 Gengan has been involved in a number of Hindu organizations 
and is the current chair of the Hindu Association of the Western Cape 
(HAWC)—an umbrella body for Hindu organizations, formed in 1995. 
Though not formally associated with the South African Hindu Maha 
Sabha (SAHMS), it regards itself as the Cape ‘chapter’ of the SAHMS 
for all intents and purposes. The highlight of the Hindu calendar is the 
annual Diwali celebration at the Waterfront, one of Cape Town’s pre-
mier leisure and entertainment areas, which is open to the public and 
draws around 5,000 people. Another key event is the Hanuman Chalisa 
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(a Hindu devotional hymn addressed to Lord Hanuman), held in April 
of each year, with regional recitals alternating between Kimberley, Port 
Elizabeth, East London, Cape Town, and Grahamstown. It draws sev-
eral thousand devotees. Gengan emphasized that there are many Hindu 
temples and organizations, spreading out from the traditional Indian 
areas to the new places where Indians are settling. She also observed 
that unlike KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng, the levels of conversion to 
Christianity in Cape Town are minimal. Gengan is also involved in 
the Western Cape Religious Leaders Forum as well as the Cape Town 
Interfaith Initiative. The former aims at initiating and sustaining a dia-
logue between religious leaders, while the latter initiative seeks to get 
the youth from different faiths to dialogue with each other and respect 
other faiths. 

 Kalpana Hiralal, a professor of history at the University of KwaZulu-
Natal, is a regular attendee at the Saptah Mandir in Reservoir Hills and 
the Gujarati Hindu Sanskruti Kendra in Durban. She noted that among 
Durban’s Gujarati Hindus, the involvement of youth in religious and 
cultural events has been progressively more than the previous genera-
tion, especially during Navaratri and Holi, in the singing of bhajans 
and the distribution of prasad (devotional food offering made to a 
god). Most people observe a fast during the month of Shravan. This 
is refl ected, for example, in supermarkets promoting eggless food 
products and radio show hosts giving eggless recipes, so that the fast 
is ultimately embraced at a wider community level. There is greater 
awareness in observing traditional dress, and Gujarati is still taught at 
the Kendra. 

 Rituals such as the Draupadi fi re-walking festival, Mariamman 
‘Porridge’ prayer, the Gengaiamman festival, and Kavady, despite com-
ing under attack by Hindu reformists, continue to attract devotees. The 
most visible form of Hinduism remains temple-centred and is asso-
ciated with specifi c deities, such as Shiva, Vishnu, and the goddesses 
(Mariamman, Draupadi, and Kali). The Kavady ritual (in worship of 
Lord Murugan), for example, continues to be practiced in many historic 
temples. Kavady is held twice a year at many festivals across the country. 
The Panguni Uththiram Kavady Festival at the Sri Siva Soobramaniar 
Temple in Brake Village, Tongaat, KwaZulu-Natal, and the Tai Pucam 
Kavady Festival at the Shree Siva Subramaniar Temple in Melrose, 
Gauteng, draw thousands of devotees. 
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 The recollections of most older interviewees included and empha-
sized the signifi cance of the Easter festival in their lives. It has made a 
comeback and continues to be an important time in the lives of many 
devotees. The main site for the festival is the Shri Mariamman Temple 
in Mount Edgecombe. In discussing the activities of the temple, its 
chairperson Seelan Achary was at pains to emphasize the challenges 
faced by Hindus and Hinduism in contemporary South Africa. Achary 
joined the trust board in 1995 and became chairperson in 1999. He 
himself stated that he was ‘not a priest. I’m not educated in my own 
religion as I should be. I’m a community activist’. He worked for the 
trade union movement in the 1990s, then went into business, and 
is a longtime member of the local African National Congress (ANC) 
branch in Phoenix. 

 Achary describes his temple as arguably the ‘biggest temple in Africa’, 
drawing around 300,000 worshippers per annum. Achary attributes 
conversion to Christianity to such things as the loss of ‘our mother 
tongue, Tamil language … we became very anglicized, it’s very modern 
and suave to attend a church where you wear your Sunday best’; he 
attributes part of the blame to ‘our Hindu priests who were so strict and 
stern that they made it diffi cult for people to come and pray. You feared 
the priest as opposed to loving the priest’; fi nally, he argues, the ‘caste 
system also played a big role. So, if I’m a second-grade Hindu, I’d rather 
be a fi rst-grade Christian, that’s one of the problems, the caste system’; 
and fi nally, ‘as the churches grow, their marketing has been excellent’ 
(Interview, G. Vahed). 

 As a youngster, Achary had attended the Isipingo Temple over Easter 
and was determined to replicate that experience. Easter has always been 
a special occasion for the indentured. Easter Friday, he says, 

   is good for mother worship, it’s very auspicious. Our indentured parents 
did not get much time off. Over Easter, the sugar mill closed for this 
Christian holiday period, Good Friday to Easter Monday, that’s when our 
parents got time off and, as a result of that, they used that Good Friday to 
pay homage to Mother Mariamma. So today, we don’t only pay homage 
to Mother. We also pay homage to our parents. So, we’ve kept the custom 
alive, the tradition alive.   

 The prayer extends over two weeks and attracts around 150,000 
people, with over 50,000 attending on Easter Friday. The beginnings 
were modest as they 
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   had one small tent, twenty-fi ve wooden chairs, and single phase power … 
had a thin wire running to serve the band. The power cut off all the time 
too, so in the middle of a show, the power goes off. Now we have three-
phase electric power, 5000 chairs in the tent, 70 stalls selling clothing, 
food, toys, games.   

 Having attended many Easter festivals himself, Achary was determined 
to make this a comfortable and spiritually fulfi lling experience for 
worshippers: 

   When you come down here, you’re treated like god itself. You are wel-
comed, everything about the place is clean. When we serve you a meal, 
we serve it with love, proudly. Back in the day, when we had porridge 
players, we got a fl imsy paper plate, the curry soaks through, no spoon, 
you got a baby in one hand and you got a cup of porridge in the other, 
you don’t know where to put it, you had no tables, nothing. Now, I make 
sure we have enough tables, there’s enough chairs, you’re given a spoon, 
everything is done to accommodate you and make you feel comfortable.   

 Achary ensures that each family is given ample time to offer prayers 
inside the temple. All are allowed to touch the  puttha , the mound of 
sand, so ‘when you leave, you’ll say, “I did the prayer according to my 
wishes.” There’s a communication between you and God. … You go 
and pray and we don’t say to you, move. I think that’s what makes us 
popular’. Entertainment is an important part of the outing: 

   We have free entertainment. The shows that we have at great expense to 
ourselves is to give you hope. Today, if you go to the church, there are 
rock stars performing. I’m invited to them. I see these children drumming 
and singing and playing musical instruments … they got these fancy 
disco lights. Of course they’re praising Jesus, so it’s sexy for the young-
sters to go there. The entertainers are local but also from India, Malaysia, 
Mauritius. … The Indian community loves comedy. I don’t know what it 
is, but we love comedy. So we have a host of comedians coming here. We 
have also had artistes who are Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Africans, and 
[those performing] different music genres.   

 Worshippers come from all over the world, helping forge a transna-
tional identity: 

   There are people who have emigrated to Australia, Canada, United 
Kingdom, even Sweden. I’ve never seen anybody moving from here to 
India. One or two are doing business there, but nobody says they went to 
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India and came back to pray here. There are business people from India or 
tourists who come here and pray. … We see people from Johannesburg, 
Cape Town, Mpumalanga, and even Free State now, coming back, they 
feel a sense of belonging when they come here and pray. They like to be 
part of this massive crowd.   

 Despite the increasing popularity of ashrams and gurus, working-
class Indians still see the temple as the primary site of worship. 
Achary’s comments indicate how committed temple committees are 
to accommodate devotees and, in the process, counter the growing 
infl uence of Pentecostalism. One major change in temple worship is 
that whereas once it was the preserve of a settled community, it is now 
a locus for those much further afi eld, as Indians have moved to other 
provinces and overseas. Many of the big ceremonies witness people 
who were once from the area of the temple make a pilgrimage ‘back 
home’. 

 One of the contradictions of this religiosity is that the Muslim and 
Hindu elites, while outwardly displaying symbols of ‘piousness’, are 
happy to fl aunt their new-found wealth through religious festivals and 
ceremonies and ostentatious weddings that cost obscene amounts of 
money. These developments sit alongside an increasing concern to 
ensure that food purchased commercially meets the religious criteria. 
The South African National Halaal Authority (SANHA) is one of several 
regulatory bodies amongst Muslims, while the Maha Sabha certifi es 
vegetarianism using its offi cial registered trademark ‘Shuddha’ logo 
(Maharaj 2013, 99). 

 The urban landscape of former white group areas is changing rapidly 
as a result of the building of mosques and temples. During the apart-
heid era, there were no objections to temples and mosques being built 
in the formerly Indian townships. Even the (former Indian) University 
of Durban-Westville has a mosque and a temple on-site. In recent 
times, however, there have been numerous objections in former white 
areas, such as Sandton and Houghton in Gauteng and Musgrave and 
Greyville in KwaZulu-Natal, where residents have sought to prevent the 
building of mosques and temples; unsuccessfully, it should be said. In 
many instances, mosque builders purchase existing churches to counter 
objections on the grounds of planning. Some long-time observers of 
Indian life in South Africa believe that the construction of such places 
of worship is a drain of community resources. Yogin Devan, columnist 
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for the  Post  newspaper, commented in respect of temples, though it is 
an observation that applies equally to mosques: 

   More than fi ve decades ago, when communities lived in pockets all 
over the city and private transport was a rare luxury, temples were 
built to serve residents close to their homes. When peace loving fami-
lies were forcibly removed under the Group Areas Act, congregations 
at the temples in the former places of residence declined drastically. 
… Since families were resettled from different areas into a single unit 
in Chatsworth and Phoenix, each community built its own temples to 
replace those that had been destroyed or left behind. Hence, within one 
unit such as Bayview or Westcliff in Chatsworth you would fi nd temples 
catering for worshippers of different Hindu deities. Today, Chatsworth 
alone has more than 60 public temples and at least twice that num-
ber within private properties (there are fewer than fi ve clinics and soup 
kitchens). … Indians who have settled in former white suburbs such 
as Queensburgh and uMhlanga have also built new temples, instead 
of jumping into their SUVs and 4X4s and driving to existing temples 
in other areas where they can boost the number of worshippers. More 
and more temples have been built to serve tiny communities. … Who 
will maintain these temples, and even visit them? ( Post  30 August–3 
September 2017)   

 Moving into areas with white and predominantly Christian neigh-
bours has created other problems, such as objections to Hindus 
bursting fi reworks during their Diwali festival and Muslims keeping 
livestock in their backyard during the Eid festival that involves animal 
sacrifi ce.  The Mercury  (29 August 2017), for example, ran a front-page 
article entitled ‘Urban Pasture. Livestock in Westville’, which had a large 
photo of sheep roaming in a suburban garden and complaints from 
neighbours about the smell and ill-treatment of animals. A visit by the 
local SPCA did not reveal animal cruelty. The most publicized dispute 
over fi reworks involved the well-known tenderpreneur Vivian Reddy 
and Karin Hattingh, a resident of the Bluff in Durban, who wrote on a 
Facebook page during Diwali 2012: 

   I thought it was a festival of light! What’s with the damn noise? 
Inconsiderate pr**ks, I hope you and your six-armed god and four-
trunked elephants rot in a sea of illiterate, uneducated scum of rotting 
dead people that believe the same trash that you do! Go away, you are 
not needed, and neither is your stupid festival of noise! WHAT ABOUT 
OUR ANIMALS? Go away, please!!!!   
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 Reddy laid criminal charges against Hattingh but reached an out-
of-court settlement with her through the South African Human Rights 
Commission (SAHRC), in terms of which Hattingh was to include 
an unconditional apology in her statement at a press conference and 
become ‘social ambassador’ for an informative session on Diwali. 
Similar incidents are an annual occurrence. 

 Both Muslims and Hindus have been campaigning, unsuccess-
fully to date, to get the Eid and Diwali festivals recognized as national 
public holidays. Submissions made by the SAHMS, the Devasthanam 
Foundation of South Africa (Council of South Indian Temples), and 
the South African Tamil Federation have all fallen on deaf ears (Maharaj 
2013, 100). Indians are also aggrieved that none of the Indian languages 
is included in the country’s eleven offi cial languages; the teaching of 
Tamil, Hindi, Urdu, and Arabic at schools has been curtailed; and 
the language and religious departments (Islamic Studies and Hindu 
Studies) at the University of KwaZulu-Natal were incorporated into the 
theology department as part of the restructuring of higher education.  

    Contesting Leadership and Practices among Muslims   

 One of the key issues amongst Muslims and Hindus is concerning 
who constitutes religious authority. Amongst Muslims, authority is 
extremely fragmented. Traditionally, most reformist Muslims, for 
example, accepted the authority of the Jamiatul Ulama in KwaZulu-
Natal or the Transvaal. This has changed markedly in recent times with 
the numbers of ulema increasing exponentially. There are multiple 
centres of power providing rulings (fatwas) on virtually every issue, 
ranging from which chicken one can eat to whether it is permissible 
to establish Islamic schools, the recognition of Muslim marriages, and 
Islamic banking and fi nance. Most of these differences are played out in 
the public and Islamic bodies, and individuals are not averse to attack-
ing each other. Though Muslims formed the Ulema Council of South 
Africa (UUCSA) in 1993, there is not central body that commands the 
support of all Muslims. 

 Rehana Vally observed that among Muslim South Africans, there 
have been ‘shifts operated to make Islam less Indian and therefore of a 
more orthodox form. … Whilst some Muslims agree on purging Islam 
of all its traces of Hindu infl uences, there is no real consensus as to 
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which Islam should replace it’ (2001, 284). One must agree with the 
last part of her argument for there is deep contestation over the form 
of Islam, but as far as the fi rst part of her thesis is concerned, it should 
be stressed that the dominant inspiration remains the Indian sub-
continent. While Muslims in South Africa take note of what is going on 
in the Middle East and Islam’s three holiest sites are located in Makkah, 
Madinah, and Jerusalem, it would be premature to state that Indian 
South African Islam has been ‘de-Indianized’. 

 While Muslims regularly visit the holy sites in Saudi Arabia, their 
beliefs and practices, even those of the reformists, remain largely wed-
ded to South Asia. Many Muslims continue to draw spiritual succour 
from Deoband and Barelwi, while the neo-Sufi  movements that have 
taken root since the 1990s have a spiritual lineage that links back to 
Indian religious luminaries of the 19th and 20th centuries. Muslims of 
all persuasions continue to visit the spiritual centres in India. 

 Language provides another illustration of this link to India. The 
language of the Qur’an is Arabic, yet few ulema gave support to the 
Arabic Study Circle’s project in the 1970s of getting Muslims to study 
Arabic. Their argument was that modern Arabic differs from the Arabic 
of the Qur’an, and the Muslims who learnt this Arabic would embrace 
the ‘deviant’ culture of the Middle East. Indian South African ulema 
have instead argued for the use of Urdu in religious discourses. This 
was debated in the 1950s when the Orient Islamic School was opened, 
and the ulema at the time were defeated in their push for Urdu to be 
the language of religious instruction in the school (Vahed and Waetjen 
2015, 246–50). A respected member of the ulema fraternity, Mawlana 
Abdul Hameed of Gauteng, emphasized the importance of the Urdu 
language for Indian Muslims in South Africa. Islam came to Indians via 
India, he said, and 

   the most important vehicle for us to acquire Deen (faith) is language. 
A person’s culture is associated and directly related with language. Our 
culture is our Deen and our Deen is written in the language from which 
we have our roots in. For us to get the  Mizaaj  (natural feeling) of our 
Deen, we will acquire it from our language, and in our case, it is the Urdu 
language (Is’haaq and Kajee 2013, 15–16).   

 There are, however, counter tendencies, particularly with regard 
to younger Muslims, as a result of changes in media and communi-
cation. Thus, we fi nd that South Africans are able to exchange ideas 
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with Muslims globally through cyberspace, via electronic bulletin 
boards and discussion groups. Some register for online courses that 
originate in places such as New York or Karachi; others attend spiritual 
retreats held by their shaykhs and Islamic scholars in North America. 
Many of these scholars have toured South Africa, drawing large audi-
ences to their lectures and workshops. This often does not sit well 
with the entrenched ulema. For example, when the Pakistani scholar 
Mawlana Tariq Jameel toured South Africa in July 2018 and called on 
the Muslims to be united, 17 well-established KZN ulema circulated a 
letter condemning him and asking the Muslim South Africans not to 
be swayed by outsiders as there could be no unity with those following 
the ‘wrong’ path. 

 There are a number of other infl uences impacting Islam in South 
Africa and challenging the monopoly of the local ulema. This includes 
the arrival of migrants from Africa and the Indian sub-continent in 
the post-apartheid period, as well as the arrival of missionaries and 
philanthropists from Iran and Turkey. A Turkish organization built the 
iconic Nizamiye Masjid near Johannesburg. It is modelled after the 
16th-century Ottoman Selimiye mosque complex in Edirne, Turkey, 
and opened its doors in 2012. There is an increased sectarianism as 
different tendencies mark their territory and seek new adherents. One 
example is the confl ict between Sunnis and Shi’as, which had little 
resonance with local Muslims in the past. By 2018, there were 16 largely 
Iranian-funded Shi’a centres across the country, the fi rst of which was 
only opened in 1998. Over the past few years, Sunni ulema have used 
Islamic radio channels and mosque podiums to denounce Shi’as as 
heretics. This partly refl ects the tensions in the Middle East between the 
Sunni Saudi Arabia and the Iranian-led Shi’a factions in places such as 
Yemen, Lebanon, and Syria. Local Shi’a’ have been subject to threats of 
violence, which culminated in the attack on 10 May 2018 on the Imam 
Hussain Mosque in Ottawa, just north of Durban, which resulted in 
one death, three stabbings, and the mosque being set on fi re. Arrests 
were made in October 2018 that included Muslims from both local 
areas and other parts of Africa. 

 Some concerned Muslims gathered at the Masjidul Quds in Gatesville, 
Cape Town, on 4 June 2018 to sign the Cape Accord, which aimed to 
foster unity among Muslims in South Africa. The Cape Accord was con-
demned by Indian-dominated ulema bodies for being, amongst other 
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things, Shi’a-loving, and within days of signing the accord, a number of 
bodies were compelled to withdraw from it when their sponsors threat-
ened to pull out funding. The purse strings of the Muslim community 
continue to be pulled by large Indian Muslim businesses. 

 The changing demographic composition of Islam in post-apartheid 
South Africa is captured poignantly by the congregations at the West 
Street and Grey Street mosques that dominate the Durban skyline. 
These are the institutions over which Indian Muslims once fought for 
control; now, almost 100 per cent of the worshippers at the West Street 
mosque are post-apartheid migrants from Africa, while worshippers at 
Grey Street mostly hail from South Asia. One of the new groupings 
that has come with recent migrants from the subcontinent is known 
popularly as ‘green turban’, due to the headdress of its members. They 
belong to a Karachi-based group,  Dawat-e-Islami . The growing infl uence 
of African Muslims can be gauged from the fact that in August 2018, 
for the fi rst time, the proceedings of the Eid prayer at the Albert Park 
in Durban were conducted in Arabic and Swahili (rather than Urdu or 
English). African migrants have their own sources of Islamic authority, 
and their relationship with Indian Muslims has been tense at times. 
‘Indigenous’ African Muslims have also come of age, have their own 
organizations, and are no longer willing to remain in a paternalistic 
relationship with Indian Muslims. Race tensions remain a feature of 
Afro-Indian Muslim relations.  

    Who Speaks for the Hindus?   

 The oldest Hindu voice in South Africa is the SAHMS, a national body 
with countrywide affi liates.   4    It was formed in 1912 and has around 
130 affi liates. The Maha Sabha does not prescribe to denominational 
Hindus customs, beliefs, and ritual practices but mostly makes public 
statements on issues of ‘larger’ concern to Hindus as a whole, such 
as trying to get the state to declare Diwali a public holiday or issuing 
statements on government policy (Kumar 2016c). The Maha Sabha’s 
cautious and accommodating approach to other religious and racial 
groups has not gone well with those Hindus who would prefer a more 
assertive Hinduism, believing that Muslims and Christians constantly 
make claims on the state, whereas Hindu leaders are far too accom-
modating as they fear upsetting the status quo. 
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 At the time of writing, the South African Tamil Federation had sus-
pended its membership of the organization over the long-held feeling 
that North Indians have a superiority complex over South Indians. 
Language and regional origins remain sources of identity among 
Hindus, even though census fi gures show that in 2001, around 97 per 
cent of Indians gave their home language as English. There is strong 
assertion of a Tamil identity, for example, as Tamils have felt historically 
marginalized amongst Indians, with the confl ation of Tamil as Hindu 
rather than a linguistic identity that cuts across religious sentiment. 

 Historically, Tamils organized the Natal Tamil Vedic Society 
(TVS), the Young Men’s Vedic Society (YMVS), and a Tamil Protective 
Association (TPA) in the fi rst two decades of the 20th century to pro-
tect Tamil language, culture, and religion. The South African Tamil 
Federation (SATF), established in 1968 ‘to improve the quality of life, 
to inculcate strong leadership, and to secure the empowerment of the 
Tamil community of South Africa in the social, cultural, educational, 
political, and economic spheres’, has been active in this process. For 
example, in November 2017, Dr Mickey Chetty, previously president 
of the SATF and a leading offi cial of the International Movement for 
Tamil Culture (IMTC)—which has its international head offi ce in 
Canada and the South African headquarters in Lenasia—launched a 
set of school textbooks written in conjunction with Bharath University 
in Chennai, India, to help promote and consolidate Tamil language 
and culture. Under Chetty’s leadership, SATF organized a World Tamil 
Federation conference in South Africa in 2001, opened Tamil schools, 
and arranged for the training of teachers of Tamil and Hindu priests in 
Chennai ( The Mercury  14 November 2017).  

    Transnational Infl uences   

 While many Muslims have become inward-looking and want to keep 
Islam a private matter, a combination of local and global factors have 
kept Islam in the global spotlight. Islam captured public attention 
in South Africa long before 9/11, when the scourge of drugs led to 
the formation of an organization in the Cape called People Against 
Gangsterism and Drugs (PAGAD), which directly challenged the state 
from 1996 to around 2001. PAGAD initially gained community sup-
port because its attack on the drug lords resonated with many ordinary 
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people. The group’s militant rhetoric and violent confrontations led 
to loss of support and state crackdown. PAGAD was not a product of 
global Islamic terror groups but had local roots (Vahed 2007, 122). 

 A small number of Muslims in South Africa have been radicalized 
by global events. An estimated 60 South Africans left the country to 
fi ght for ISIS. Many had returned by the end of 2016, and a study stated 
that ISIS ‘has found little support within the South African community. 
Muslim authorities have been vocal in their condemnation of ISIS, 
leaving the group unable to garner support from or exert infl uence in 
mainstream Muslim organizations’ (Schoeman and Cachalia 2017). 
In fact, protests against global issues, such as the confl ict in Palestine 
and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, draw few public protestors from 
conservative Muslims. A line often articulated by the ulema is that the 
Muslims who are suffering are being punished by God for forsaking the 
‘correct’ Islamic practices. In August 2014, BDS (Boycott. Divestment. 
Sanctions.) organized a boycott of the Woolworths store for stocking 
products from Israel. The boycott, which lasted two years, was largely 
unsuccessful. Affl uent Muslims purchased goods online or often sent 
their domestic helpers to do the shopping on their behalf. Public pro-
test is also condemned by the ulema for the mixing of the sexes and 
bringing women into the public sphere. Most Muslims appear to be too 
comfortable to get involved in ‘struggle’ issues. 

 This is not to say that Muslims are oblivious to the problems of 
their fellow believers elsewhere. Many contribute fi nancially to orga-
nizations involved in providing aid to refugees and others in strife. 
There is a host of such organizations operating transnationally. The 
most remarkable story in this context is that of Imtiaz Sooliman, a 
medical doctor, whose organization ‘Gift of the Givers’ has operated 
globally across national, racial, and religious lines since 1991, work-
ing in places such as Bosnia, Haiti, Japan, and Mozambique, and 
doing things such as providing medical care, renovating fi shing boats, 
and providing psychological help (see Morton 2014). Reinforcing a 
global reach, South African–based radio stations such as Channel 
Islam International, Radio Islam, Voice of the Cape, and Al-Ansaar 
Radio Station have a global listenership from disparate places such 
as Morocco, Australia, Malaysia, Nigeria, and many other countries; 
local ulema have been opening madrasas in South American countries 
such as Venezuela and Chile; and speakers such as Suleiman Moolla 
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and Sulaiman Khatani spend considerable time preaching across the 
world. 

 A more expansive Hindu consciousness began to emerge in the 
1990s in response to the rise of India as a global power and, in particu-
lar, what Nanda (2009) refers to as political Hinduism, whereby ‘India 
with its Hindu civilization is presented as the bright, forward-facing 
side of globalization. … The idea that Hinduism is “innately” more 
spiritual, more rational (even innately more computer-savvy!), and 
more liberal than other religions is quite deeply ingrained in the Indian 
psyche’. Thapar (1989, 210) states that central to Hindutva is the idea 
that ‘an identifi able “Hindu” community and structured religion have 
existed from time immemorial’. Lal (2013) concurs, in arguing that 
the aim of Hindutva is to ‘forge new forms of Hindu identity, endow 
Hinduism with a purportedly more coherent and monotheistic form, 
refashion our understanding of the history of Hinduism’s engagement 
with practitioners of other faiths in India’. 

 Hindutva ideology and organizations have been transported to 
many diaspora communities over the past three decades (Mukta 1995, 
15). Hindu organizations such as the Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh 
(RSS), founded in 1925 and now with a presence in 150 countries, and 
the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), founded in 1964, are transnational 
in their reach and central to spreading the Hindutva ideology. The core 
belief of the RSS is the idea of a Vedic golden age that was destroyed by 
Muslim and British colonization, and the aim is to transform India into 
a Hindu state. The VHP was established to actively propagate this ideol-
ogy (see Jaffrelot 1999). Internet websites, such as the Global Hindu 
Electronic Network (GHEN), are crucial in forging a global Hindu con-
sciousness. Vinay Lal (2006, 116) has argued that ‘the internet … is the 
vehicle for advancing a new conception of Hinduness as a global faith’. 

 Krish Gokool, a trustee of the Somtseu Road Temple and the 1860 
Heritage Centre in Durban, is a founding member of the VHP in South 
Africa in and disputes that the organization is responsible for foment-
ing religious tension in South Africa. He wants ‘to see India become 
a Hindu state’ and to this end, started a chapter of the organization 
called ‘Friends of the BJP [Bharatiya Janata Party]’. However, he does 
not want the violent tactics that are sometimes evident in India to be 
replicated in South Africa. ‘We Indians are a minority here and we need 
to be careful and prudent in politics’ (Hanson 2005, 161). He describes 
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the VHP as ‘a watchdog for Hindus around the world’. He is in regular 
communication with the mother-body in India via email, providing 
reports on South Africa, and has attended a few meetings. One of the 
‘shortcomings’, as Gokool sees it, is the absence of a who’s who of 
Hindus in the diaspora, and this is a project that the organization is 
working on. Gokool concedes that there is a growing religious intoler-
ance and blames this on the arrival of ‘foreign infl uence and foreign-
ers’, both Islamic and Hindu. On the Hindu side, he blames ‘these so 
called swamis that were brought in here [in the post-apartheid period] 
and, you know, what worked in a village or in little towns in India 
does not work in Durban, we have got different dynamics’. (Interview, 
G. Vahed). 

 The RSS and the VHP have not been successful in winning over 
the mass of Hindus in South Africa, even though the World Hindu 
Conference held in the country in 1995 drew around 30,000 people to 
a rally at the Chatsworth Stadium, described in a report as ‘the event of 
the century for Hindus in South Africa and concluded with the slogan 
“Hindu dharma ki jai! [Hail the Hindu religion]”’(Desai 1995). The 
limited success of the RSS and the VHP is due in part to the presence 
of the Maha Sabha, several of whose leaders have a long track record 
in non-sectarian sporting, political, and academic bodies. The Maha 
Sabha has worked hard to ensure that incidents that create tension 
between Hindus and Muslims in India are not carried over into South 
Africa (Maharaj 2013, 97–8). 

 While all religions are tapping into global transnational networks, 
local, cross-religious interaction is increasingly dwindling, as younger 
generations go to religious schools and interact within narrow social 
groups. Satish Dhupelia, the great-grandson of Mahatma Gandhi and 
a trustee of the 1860 Heritage Centre, expressed disappointment at this 
hardening of boundaries and hopes that ‘religion remains a personal 
and private thing. It shouldn’t be thrown into each other’s faces or 
fought about’ (Interview, G. Vahed). Some of the changing relation-
ships have to do with the changing geography. There was a time when 
many people lived in religiously mixed urban apartment blocks and 
interacted in various ways, including socially. Movement to suburban 
homes, growth of religious schools, reduced participation of the youth 
in sports teams, and the ascendancy of religious fi gures have reduced 
the points of contact among the middle classes.  
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    Inside and Outside   

 Many Indian religious groupings seemed to be perched on the horns 
of two contradictory tendencies: an increasing disengagement from the 
broader society and an increasing engagement with the trappings of 
consumerism. An unnamed woman in her 40s told Nayar (2016, 192) 
that many Indians 

   know they’re not wanted or liked so they create a semblance of being 
happily engaged and rooted wherever they are. A lot of Indians live in 
those circles. The outside of the circle is not engaging and inside the circle 
is engaging and safe. It is a problem because it can be too closed. For 
example, the emergence of religious schools have created bigotry and 
some Indians are unexposed, backward, and stay rooted in an India that 
doesn’t exist. It also puts the fear of God into people … it becomes seg-
regation of a different sort.   

 Seelan Achary made this same point in his inimitable way: 

   Our parents met at religious places in order to grow politically and 
socially, they had no other meeting place. Temples, mosques, and 
churches, however humble those buildings may have been, were the 
spaces where they met and that’s where they started to come as a commu-
nity and to try and better their lifestyles; that’s where they met and built 
clinics; that’s where they met and built schools. We have all that now, we 
meet at the temple because we don’t want to get involved in politics, in 
the community. Ours is the reverse trend. If you want to meet the Indian 
community, you go to the following places: a temple, mosque, or church, 
cultural functions, weddings … that’s where you’ll see Indian people in 
large numbers, where else? Now don’t tell me the casino [laughs]. … The 
point I’m making is, we are now looking inwardly. (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 At the same time, as Achary jokingly points out in his example of the 
casinos, there is an engagement with conspicuous consumption, with 
many seeing ‘no contradiction between personal piety and consumer 
capitalism’ (Turner 2008, 230). There is also an engagement through 
the Internet with knowledge that is accessible and easily available. 
This means that the hierarchical relationship between spiritual leaders 
(elite) and followers is under challenge. As Turner puts it: 

   In the modern period, where there is greater literacy, a democratiza-
tion of knowledge through the Internet, the sharp distinction between 
the elite and the masses becomes blurred. … The control of ineffable 
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knowledge is compromised and the whole idea of hierarchically orga-
nized religion disappears. We are moving from the age of revelation to 
the age of information where everything is, at least in principle, effable. 
(Turner 2008, 221)   

 Turner makes some telling points and our own research indicates 
these trends. But there is a fi ghtback; the shaykhs and the gurus are 
not sitting back but working hard to keep the fl ock under their watch. 
Their efforts are abetted by middle- and upper-class believers who seek 
individual guidance and salvation. These tensions between ‘the age of 
revelation’ and ‘the age of information’ are set to continue as the local 
ulema and the ashram do battle with charismatic religious scholars 
who hold forth on the Internet and television shows and whose audi-
ences are global. Many of the followers of Islam and Hinduism, on the 
other hand, do not see worship at the temple and the mosque and a 
more expansive religious identity as a source of tension but as part of a 
continuum that runs from the local to the global.   

     Notes   

     1.  In 1911, it was reported that Muslims such as Dawad Mahomed, M.C. Anglia, 
and Ismail Gora attended the local Diwali lunch. In his speech, Mahomed 
commended the unity and considered these ‘happy gatherings’ of the two 
communities ‘an excellent thing’. ( Indian Opinion  21 October 1911).  

   2.  For example, during his stay in Natal from 1908 to 1913, Swami Shankeranand, 
a member of the reformist Arya Samaj movement, ‘denounced and rebuked 
the Hindoos in strong terms for taking part in Muslim festivals’ ( African 
Chronicle  9 June 1909). He established Hindu societies and urged Hindus 
to circulate money amongst themselves to establish co-operative move-
ments, educational institutions, and political bodies. He also organized a 
Hindu market gardeners’ boycott of the Indian market in Durban because it 
was held on the grounds of a mosque ( African Chronicle  9 June 1909). The 
swami’s lasting legacy, however, was organizing a conference of Hindus from 
across South Africa in 1912, which led to the establishment of the South 
African Hindu Maha Sabha (Vahed 1997).  

   3.  In terms of schooling, many Indian children initially moved out of apart-
heid-era Indian schools to former white schools (called Model C) from the 
late 1980s, as African children began enrolling at schools in the Indian areas. 
This had a racial dynamic but was explained in terms of ‘lower academic 
standards’. The availability of Indian teachers who were offered retirement 
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packages around 1996 and the increasing religious awareness resulted in the 
mushrooming of religious schools from the late 1990s (Vahed and Waetjen 
2015, 335–48).  

   4.  See http://www.sahms.org.za/. Last accessed on 20 June 2019.        
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     Nostalgia invokes a positively evaluated past world in response to a 
defi cient present world. The nostalgic subject turns to the past to fi nd/
construct sources of identity, agency, or community. … By returning, in 
text or vision, to these lost pasts, places, or peoples, the nostalgic author 
asserts a sense of continuity over and above her sense of separation, and 
from this continuity may be able to replenish a sense of self, of participa-
tion, of empowerment, belonging, righteousness, or justifi cation, direc-
tion. 

  —Tannock (1995, 454–5)      

    We (Ashwin and Goolam) come to this chapter sharing a common 
origin that separates as much as it overlaps.  

    Ashwin   

 My relationship to India in terms of actual familial and village links is 
non-existent. My father’s family originates from Navasari, in a village 
called Astagam. My mother Mary Theresa Hannah Rowley’s (maiden 
surname) origins are more clouded, with her making claims to 
Pondicherry (Puducherry) as her grandfather’s point of departure. Her 
mother spoke perfect Tamil. She always spoke about the Velankanni 
Church in the area and wanted to go there. Beyond that, she ventured 
nothing more about her surname (Moodley was sometimes whispered 
as becoming Rowley as the oceans were crossed). 
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 I went to India for the fi rst time in my late 40s but have never visited 
Navsari or Pondicherry, despite having subsequently visited India on a 
few occasions since. I have little interest in tracing those origins. I had an 
aunt who passed away recently in Astagam. Her story was told in hushed 
tones as I was growing up. She was once the wife of my father’s brother. 
He met a local Malay woman in South Africa and converted to Islam. My 
aunt was rendered ‘stateless’ and returned to India, leaving her two sons 
in the care of my grandmother. Unlike my mother’s family, the Desais’ 
family ties with India are directly traceable, and the connections remain. 
My fi rst time in India was sheer wonder. Standing on one end of Colaba, 
Mumbai, I saw thousands of people who looked like me. But I soon 
realized they had marked me out as not one of them. Time and again, 
like V.S. Naipaul, I was asked, ‘Where are you from?’ and when I replied 
‘South Africa’, I soon got to know that that was not the question. What 
was wanted was what village I came from, what were my caste origins—
questions I could not answer with certainty, would not answer. 

 I thought about Ramdeen Ujudha, an indentured migrant to Natal, 
who told the Wragg Commission of 1885–7, which had been estab-
lished to investigate abuses in the system of indenture: 

   I am going back to India. … When I go back, I will ask my mother to 
cook, but I will tell what I have done; she will cook, and I will eat out-
side; she will not allow me to eat inside. … No fi ne could bring me back 
my caste, being a Brahmin. … When the coolies come here, they lose all 
caste, even the Brahmins intermarry with the Chamars.   

 In time, there would be many Ramdeens, my father one of them, 
who would marry across religious lines, eat things not sanctioned, and 
eventually abandon the holy thread that linked them to caste. But still, 
the thread to India was never severed. My father and mother went on 
numerous trips to India, with my father dreaming of owning a fl at in 
Matunga in the heart of Mumbai city. Why not Navsari, you may ask? 
Probably because my mother was not Gujarati, did not speak the lan-
guage, and would feel like an outsider. Unlike Gandhi, my father had 
no romantic notions of the Indian village; after all, he had experienced 
the vicious exclusions of the Indian Quarter of Durban in the 1960s.  

    Goolam   

 My connections are deeper, closer. I too visited India for the fi rst time in 
my late 40s in 2009 when I took advantage of an invitation to a conference 
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in Goa to visit Mumbai and Surat. It was an incredibly emotional time 
as a whirlwind took me to my grandmother’s grave in Kathor, the house 
where my father grew up, and the school that he attended. I met my 
maternal and paternal relatives. While there was a language barrier, the 
bond I felt with the place was immediate and moving. In the villages that 
I visited in the vicinity of Surat—Tadkeshwar, Mota Varachha, Kolvad, 
and Rander—the landscape was littered with signposts showing South 
African families having made contributions to their villages of origin. In 
Kathor itself, I saw a notice board at the entrance of the cemetery thank-
ing an Ismail Kathrada of Durban, South Africa, for sponsoring the fence; 
the water fountain was sponsored by the Randeree family; and the Darul 
Uloom was built by Mawlana A.H. Omarjee, a familiar fi gure in Grey 
Street from the 1970s, who passed away during a visit to Kathor in 2002 
and is buried in the cemetery there. Classrooms of the local school bore 
the names of South African families that sponsored them: Mohamedy, 
Paruk, Moolla, Randeree, and Lockhat. 

 My father was born in Durban in 1928 but went to live in Kathor in 
1934 when his father, struggling to make ends meet, got a job with the 
British Mercantile Marine Company and worked as a cook on voyages 
between Bombay and London. My paternal granny died in Kathor and 
my father and his father returned to Durban in 1947, never to visit 
India again. My mother was born and died in Durban, but when she 
was seven, her mother was diagnosed with a terminal illness and opted 
to return to Kathor to be buried in ‘her’ village. When visiting the local 
cemetery, I was surprised to see a plaque on one of the gravesites that 
read: ‘Mrs Hawabai E.S. Patel. 148 Grey Street. Durban. D. 28.11.1938’. 
The initials ‘E.S.’ are those of my grandfather Ebrahim Suleman. 

 The sense I got from my young village relatives was that their aim was 
to eventually leave, preferably for abroad. The story of Abdul Rahman, 
my mother’s paternal cousin, is illustrative. Of his fi ve children, two 
daughters are married to fellow villagers who had emigrated to Canada 
in the 1970s, two of his sons moved to South Africa in the 1990s, and 
the eldest son remained behind to look after him. The movement of 
family members to South Africa points to the re-opening of migration 
under the new conditions since apartheid ended and non-racial democ-
racy was born. Even though marriage restrictions have lifted, there are 
few marriages between the ‘old’ Indian diaspora and the villagers in 
India, most likely because fourth and fi fth generation South Africans 
are too different from their Kathorian counterparts. 
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 I have been asked by relatives to establish my family roots as they 
want to apply for their Indian foreign residency documents. Things 
such as the lack of space in one’s home and the constant relocation as 
a result of the Group Areas Act meant that few people retained their 
records. I speak from personal experience. While I have assisted count-
less families to trace their histories, I cannot fi nd any documentation 
on my paternal grandfather. His absolute absence from the records is 
striking! 

 For Indians who arrived in the latter part of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries, India became a distant memory by the 1960s. As Mehta puts 
it, for most indentured migrants, there are ‘no cyclical departures and 
arrivals that characterize diasporic movement. … The unilateral rela-
tionship with the motherland reduced India to a mnemonic artefact 
commemorated in a museum of Indian heritage, where a series of 
still-life objects and images represent frozen impressions of a distant 
memory’ (Mehta 2006, 30). The South African government had vir-
tually ended Indian immigration in the terms of its 1914 agreement 
with Gandhi. India’s boycott of South Africa from the 1940s meant that 
travel to and importation of goods from the ‘motherland’ was diffi cult. 
English was emerging as the lingua franca by the 1960s, and the rising 
professional class was keen to ensure that their children had access to 
universities, while they consolidated a settled middle-class life. By the 
late 1980s travel to India was beginning to increase, and as satellite 
television became more accessible in the 1990s India was beamed into 
people’s lounges. Bollywood was shown in mainstream cinemas. The 
Indian cricket team toured South Africa in the aftermath of the fall 
of apartheid, while diplomatic missions nurtured new ties based on 
old histories. Since democracy got consolidated, there has been a con-
comitant explosion of interest in tracing one’s roots, digging deep into 
archives and family albums to try and make a connection with ‘home’. 

 One of the ironies of history is that the indentured number, the ulti-
mate symbol of turning the indentured into cogs in the Empire’s labour 
machine, has become the key to enter the past.   

    Indentured Number   

 Shanil Haricharan (2016) spoke of the importance of numbers when 
describing his journey to discover his roots: 
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   My journey began with a random set of four or fi ve digit numbers—
colonial/indenture numbers. These numbers became the key to unlock-
ing my past, in search of answers to the vexing question: ‘Who am I?’ 
This probing question has received my fl eeting attention over the years 
with highs and lows of interest. That is until my cousin Kem, from my 
father’s side living in Durban, sent me a frayed copy of his father’s ‘Pass 
to Indians’. He was more earnest than me to trace his roots. He discovered 
that on the pass there were the numbers 30877/8178/7837 next to our 
paternal grandfather’s name, Haricharan. Two sets of numbers appeared 
next to our grandmother’s name, Budhani: 71303/71462. These numbers 
were the codes for the gateway of his yearning to discover his past. He 
obtained printouts of the details of the persons identifi ed by these four 
and fi ve number sets. Staring at him from the pages were the names of 
ships, dates of arrival, names of our great-grandparents and their fathers’ 
names, their ages, castes, heights, villages, and towns. Kem was overcome 
by strong emotions: images of his great-grandparents from the Indian 
state of Bihar swirled in his head. The power of a set of numbers.   

 Haricharan did not go any further until September 2016 when 

   an extraordinary thing happened. I felt my history was incomplete with-
out tracing my maternal side of the diaspora. I sent a WhatsApp message 
to my cousin Kavita, who lives on the farm my great-grandmother had 
once lived on. Within minutes I receive faded, torn, and patched cop-
ies of my maternal grandparents’ ‘Pass to Indians’. My grandfather’s one, 
rubber-stamped on August 24, 1914, was issued when he turned 17 years 
old. To my relief and joy, the colonial numbers were clear: seemingly 
chastising me for taking so long to discover the keys to my past. I excitedly 
downloaded the ships’ lists located at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 
Within minutes I uncovered the names and details of my grandfather’s 
parents, listed as Rameshar and Jharia from Jaunpur. I shared the infor-
mation with a thrilled Kavita. Unknown to her, she had the key to our 
ancestry. I felt a powerful emotional connection to my long-lost fl esh and 
blood; their stories I have heard since my childhood suddenly given new 
meaning and context. I became fully absorbed, plotting the family tree 
of both my maternal and paternal lineages. I was determined to stitch 
together the factual historical details, interlaced with snippets of stories 
I have heard about my forebears since childhood, as my contribution to 
the richness of the diversity of our nation in the month that celebrates 
our heritage. (Haricharan 2016)   

 The colonial number in Haricharan’s hands became a way to build his 
family history. ‘The task of tracing one’s roots,’ wrote Arushan Naidoo 
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in regard to Indian South Africans, ‘whether out of curiosity or for OCI 
applications can be quite complex. One of the fi rst steps is to study the 
indenture ship records. The best resource for this is the Gandhi-Luthuli 
Documentation Centre at the University of KwaZulu-Natal’ ( Post  22–6 
November 2017). In response to the heightened public interest, the 
Documentation Centre held an open day on a Saturday, 25 November 
2017, to assist the public in tracing their ancestors. According to one 
report, ‘Grandparents and parents with their young children in tow 
came from as far afi eld as KwaDukuza (Stanger) and Port Shepstone. 
Armed with old papers, unabridged birth certifi cates, a few rare “Pass 
to Indians” belonging to their forebears, they were good-natured about 
queuing sometimes for hours to ferret the treasured information out 
of the university’s ship list database’ ( Post  29 November–3 December 
2017). 

 The widely used ships’ list has a complex history. 
 The story of the ships’ lists and their computerization is really the 

legacy of two historians, Surendra Bhana and Joy Brain, whose pioneer-
ing work at the University of Durban-Westville resulted in the names, 
ages, castes, villages of origin, and other details of the 152,184 Indian 
migrants who came to Natal under indenture between 1860 and 1911 
being computerized. These lists had been retained in the offi ce of the 
Protector of Indian Immigrants after indenture had ended and were 
used to monitor the Indian population of the Union of South Africa. 
When Indians were recognized as citizens in 1961, the protector’s offi ce 
was closed, and a Department of Indian Affairs was created. It was there 
that Brain and Bhana found the lists and their years of hard work has 
provided a sense of history to many (Waetjen and Vahed 2014, 54). 

 Ironically, their work was possible because of the workings of apart-
heid. University of Durban-Westville was established for Indians, and 
an ‘Indian’ Documentation Centre was opened on the campus in 1979 
to record ethnic history. Its establishment was opposed by progressive 
students and academics who were peeved at the imposition of a racial 
identity that cut them off from the then popular impulse of black 
consciousness. In an article entitled ‘How I Unearthed My Heritage’, 
Kiru Naidoo—member of the advisory board of the Documentation 
Centre’s advisory board at the time of writing—captured the feelings of 
many when he explained his attitude towards the centre as an under-
graduate student: 
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   We shunned the Documentation Centre. It was an apartheid institu-
tion like the Indian university itself. The Documentation Centre was a 
deathly silent place with usually more staff than researchers. It is quite a 
contradiction then, that I would venture into the Documentation Centre 
and trawl through its records. I tried at all costs to avoid its director, Dr 
Cosmo Henning. Our fi rst conversation started with his polite greeting 
and his peeking over my shoulder. From then on, he scurried about pull-
ing up all kinds of interesting documents that fascinated me. Here was 
a knowledgeable man who was genuinely helpful. ( Post  24 September 
2017)   

 Cosmo Henning was to publish a valuable book on indentured 
Indians (1993). 

 Brain did the bulk of her work at the Department of Indian Affairs 
(DIA), where she photographed and microfi lmed the indentured passes. 
Bhana, who joined the history department shortly after Brain, also had 
a keen interest in indentured migration, and he and Brain arranged 
for the data to be entered into computer fi les over a fi ve-year period 
from 1981. This project was seen as being in line with the vision of a 
racially separate university, and the funding for it was provided by the 
university, local Indian businesses, and the Human Sciences Research 
Council (HSRC), which was then under Afrikaner control (Waetjen 
and Vahed 2014, 58). Bhana secured a position at Kansas University 
in the United States in 1987 and published a statistical analysis of the 
migrants based on roughly two-thirds of the names captured by that 
point (Bhana 1991). 

 Following her retirement, Brain recorded the balance of the names 
and published the entire ships’ list in digital format as a CD-ROM in 
2003. It can be accessed online at the touch of a button. The launch of 
the CD was facilitated by the changing politics of the time. The Inkatha 
Freedom Party (IFP) was in charge of the provincial government. Keen 
to dispel the notion that it was geared towards an exclusive Zulu nation-
alism, the party saw this as an opportunity to reach out to Indians. IFP’s 
Narend Singh, who was a member of the Executive Council (MEC) for 
Arts and Culture in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN), is of Indian origin and took 
a personal interest in the project (Waetjen and Vahed 2014, 65). 

 The provincial archivists and the government organized a ‘Diversity 
Celebration’ at the Durban Point Waterfront on 16 November 2003, the 
date that is annually commemorated to mark the arrival of the  Truro  in 
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Natal with the fi rst shipment of Indians in 1860. Guests included polit-
ical luminaries, local councillors, and genealogists. Music, dance, and 
food at the celebration showcased the different cultures in the province, 
and the arrival of the  Truro  was re-enacted. Mostly, the Indian dignitar-
ies on board were welcomed ashore by Zulu traditional dancers, and 
then KZN Premier Lionel Mtshali told them, ‘We want to embrace you.’ 
Singh explained this symbolic act: ‘We wanted to welcome each other, 
make a fresh start for the province where we know and understand each 
other and can progress together.’ This was deemed important, given the 
historical tensions between Africans and Indians (see Chapter 13). 
Brain handed a copy of the CD to Singh who commented that it was 
proof that ‘the rainbow nation is not a cliché but practised clearly in 
our lives’ (Waetjen and Vahed 2014, 65–6). 

 The ships’ list is accessed online by Indians from all parts of the 
world. Of the many countries that received indentured migrants, only 
South Africa, Suriname, and Mauritius (not completed yet) have com-
puterized their ships’ lists. 

 The Documentation Centre has undergone transformation in the 
post-apartheid period and is a far cry from its ethnic and racial origins. 
The centre was renamed the Gandhi-Luthuli Documentation Centre 
to refl ect the contribution of these two individuals to the history of 
the province as well the fact that it has widened its focus to include 
records pertaining to Africans. However, while there have been salutary 
attempts to broaden the scope and reach of the centre, the main focus 
of members of the public using the centre is on tracing family origins 
and histories. For many, it is a starting point as they embark on the 
journey to look backwards in time.  

    Journeys across Continents   

 There are many stories of the descendants of the indentured tracing 
their roots, and these are usually published annually in newspapers in 
November to mark the arrival of the indentured. Interest in indenture 
and the tracing of roots was given impetus in 2010, when the 150th year 
of the arrival of the indentured was commemorated. In the lead up to 
16 November 2010, local newspapers encouraged people to research 
and submit stories of interest, including family histories. The ‘1860 
Project’ of the  Sunday Tribune , for example, described itself as: 
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   a cultural campaign aimed at repairing the fabric of a community that is 
in danger of losing its very identity. … The 150 year timeline is fi lled with 
wonderful stories of heroes, innovations, and memories. It is also fi lled 
with pain, sacrifi ce, and suffering. And although we will recognize the 
roles played by the great leaders (such as Gandhi and Monty Naicker) it 
is even more important for Indian South Africans to fi nd out more about 
their own family and their own history. … Never before has anything of 
this scale been attempted among the Indian South African community. 
And hopefully, we can capture the imagination of as many Indian South 
Africans as possible to help preserve their unique identity for future gen-
erations. (cited in Stiebel 2011, 78)   

 The weekly newspaper was fi lled with all kinds of stories related 
to the indentured and their descendants. This inspired many others 
to investigate their own roots, and for a myriad of reasons. Tholsi 
Mudly’s journey to trace her family roots began when she came across 
the birth certifi cates of her paternal grandparents: ‘Through laborious 
research I realized my immediate family and future generations would 
benefi t from knowing their roots.’ Her maternal great-grandmother 
Thayamma Thurgia arrived on the  Congella XXVI  on 28 March 1898 
and was assigned to a Natal sugar estate in Mount Edgecombe. On her 
paternal side, the Padachis from Salem, Tamil Nadu, were assigned 
to New Guelderland Estate and then to Addington Farm in Stanger 
(now Kwadukuza). Mudly located the grave sites of her family on the 
North Coast. Together with Amafa, the KZN heritage agency, Mudly 
approached the owners of the various properties and got them to agree 
to the sites being declared heritage spots. According to Tholsi, she ‘took 
time to fi nd the grave sites, elders needed to be consulted, permission 
had to be sought from the owners of the properties, quite often we had 
to feel our way through thick undergrowth, but it was worth it at the 
end’. Mudly authored  A Tribute to Our Forefathers  in 2011, and said that 
every November, families of indentured migrants visit the sites to offer 
prayers ( Post  29 November 2017). 

 Dr Raj Govender, a high-ranking offi cial in the Department of Arts 
and Culture and a trained social anthropologist, established through the 
ships’ lists that his maternal grandparents, Tiruvengada (138223) and 
Valliammal (13822) Pillay, came from Siruvallur—a village in the town 
of Polur in the North Arcot district of Tamil Nadu. They arrived in May 
1908 and were assigned to the Cecil Prospect Sugar Estate in Isipingo, 
south of Durban. After serving their indentures, they purchased land on 
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Umbumbulu Road, Malagazi, where Govender’s mother grew up and 
where he was born. Govender wanted to visit his grandparents’ village 
‘to fi nd closure and to give meaning to my family tree’, and he and his 
wife Nirmala went to India in 2013. They landed in Chennai and drove 
140 kms to their village by taxi through many towns and villages ‘with 
mostly single-lane roads where we had to stop a number of times to let 
cows and goats slowly pass’. A local councillor accompanied them to 
Siruvallur where Govender spoke to village seniors and showed them 
photographs of his grandparents. He met likely ‘family’ members at a 
meeting arranged at the village temple. There, Govender provided 

   a detailed account of my late grandparents’ journey to South Africa and 
how they settled and adapted to their new home. I shared photographs, 
which fascinated the villagers. I spoke of the successes and the many chal-
lenges my grandparents experienced in their adopted country. The elders 
were interested to know about all family members in South Africa, more 
especially their occupations and what they were presently engaged in. The 
villagers were astonished when my wife sang devotional songs in the Tamil 
vernacular as they had a totally different perspective of Africa. … Walking 
through the same roads where my grandparents walked and praying in 
the same temple where they worshipped was overwhelming for me and 
I became very emotional. I borrowed a bicycle from one of the villagers 
and merrily rode through the streets of Siruvallur. I took the reins of an ox 
wagon and manoeuvred through the rural landscape with great enjoyment. 
My wife later told me that I became uncontrollable. (Govender 2017)   

 According to Govender, the villagers were mainly Yadavas of the 
Konar caste and depended on agriculture and cattle farming. Govender 
returned to the village in June 2018 with Nirmala to ‘immerse himself 
in the lifestyle of the villager’. He was served a different South Indian 
cuisine each day, while villagers came daily to meet ‘the couple from 
Africa’. He volunteered for a day in the village co-op, visited the paddy 
fi elds and mango orchids, hosted a festival at the Vishnu temple that 
his grandparents had attended (festivities included a  hawan  or sacri-
fi cial offering made to fi re, and an  annadhanam  or charity meal), and 
participated in a South Indian devotional concert in which Nirmala 
was the main performer with local musicians accompanying her. The 
festival received a large attendance of locals in ‘colourful traditional 
costumes’ who were ‘surprised that people from Africa could sing in the 
vernacular’ (Govender 2018). 
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 In reading Govender’s journey, one gets a feeling of real excitement 
and desire to make a connection and receive reciprocal sentiments 
from the villagers. Govender was returning to a newly discovered world 
but was aware that he could never return permanently. This story is 
repeated over and over again in the post-apartheid period. Advocate 
Omar Moosa—grandson of Moosa Hajee Cassim, a pioneer Gujarati 
Memon migrant who arrived in Natal in the 1880s from Porbandar—
visited his ancestral home for the fi rst time in 2015. He refl ected on 
what the visit meant to him: 

   I am a born and bred (South) African. Until the age of four, I only 
spoke Zulu with not a word of English or any other language. I there-
fore feel quite African from a cultural perspective. My tertiary education 
was largely Western (English Literature, North American business, and 
Roman/Dutch law). I only went to India, where both my parents were 
born between 1900 and 1910, very late in life. On these trips, I did not 
visit the ancestral city of Porbandar in the ancestral province of Kathiawar 
in the ancestral state of Gujarat. I only got to visit there at the age of 59. 
Despite my background, which should have made me distant from the 
ancestral home, I found visiting Porbandar nothing short of a spiritual 
experience. It moved and unnerved me in a manner that I had not antici-
pated. The sense and realisation that many, many generations of my 
ancestors had lived, worked, and died there struck a chord deep within 
me. It is very diffi cult to put in words. Because the world is so mobile 
and fl uid in this day and age, with less and less opportunity to strike 
deep roots in any one place, this particular sensation, feeling, or experi-
ence might be one that will diminish over time. But certainly, for me, it 
was an experience which deeply affected me. (E-mail correspondence, 27 
November 2017)   

 Jay Naidoo, a powerful trade-union leader of the 1980s and a minis-
ter in Nelson Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC) government, 
who is married to a white Canadian woman, wrote evocatively of his 
visit in 1999 to Gollapalli in the district of Chendragiri, North Arcot, 
in South India: 

   I visited the local temple, which was awe inspiring. It jutted confi dently 
into the air, marking its rendezvous with the universe. Its towering edifi ce 
was an architectural wonder with its beautifully carved statues. … I felt a 
warm energy fl ow over my body as I did my pooja, a prayer to the seven 
gods and goddesses in the temple, which a priest told me represented 
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seven planets. … As I walked around this thousand-year-old wonder, I 
could feel the presence of my great-grandmother. I was tracing the steps 
she would have walked over 100 years ago. … It was for me an incred-
ibly humbling experience. Nothing I have done in my life could compare 
with the courage that my great-grandmother summoned to take that dra-
matic step into the new and unknown world. The line of my ancestry was 
irrevocable altered. (Naidoo 2010, 15–16)   

 The narratives of Indian South Africans suggest that the foremost 
reasons for genealogical search are wanting to learn more about one’s 
roots, getting to know one’s ancestors as people with real histories, 
and to apply for residency rights as overseas Indians. For Raj Govender, 
whose story is related above, family history gives a strong sense of iden-
tity to him and to future generations: 

   Knowing who you are, who your ancestors are, and where you come 
from can give you a sense of identity in this vast complex world. Learning 
your family history is a vital part of understanding yourself. Creating and 
building a family tree lets you leave a legacy for your children or future 
kin. Discovering the sacrifi ces and positive contributions our forefathers 
made to improve life for their family develops greater unity. (Govender 
2017)   

 Culture features prominently in several narratives. Following a sec-
ond visit to his village, Raj Govender stated that the visit reinforced his 
cultural identity: 

   Cultural roots are the foundation of uniqueness. Knowing where you 
came from, in light of traditions and customs, creates the root of fi nd-
ing ourselves. Culture plays an important role in shaping our principles 
and morals. It ties a community together and makes it distinctive. As 
we get older, we realise the impact of where we came from. There is a 
sense of pride in hearing about our ancestors and families, and what they 
went through. This is why it is so important to know about our roots 
(Govender 2018).   

 Some who went to the Documentation Centre’s 2017 Open Day 
wanted to apply for the residency rights to which overseas Indians are 
entitled. Retired teacher cum amateur historian Bob Singh stated that 
his main purpose was to apply for a Persons of Indian Origin (PIO) 
card ( Post  27 November–3 December 2017). Originally designed to tar-
get wealthy Indians in Europe and North America, this opportunity is 
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now being taken up by the descendants of indentured migrants across 
the globe with great eagerness, a theme we explore in greater detail in 
the next chapter. 

 While noting these sentiments, we should be cautious in read-
ing them as symptomatic of Indian South Africans’ pre-occupation 
with fi nding their roots in India. Many, like those who have turned 
to Pentecostalism, seek their lives as individual salvation in a church 
around the corner from their homes. Many working-class Indians live 
their lives within the radius of a few square kilometres and have neither 
the fi nancial muscle nor the inclination to reach for something buried 
a century and a half ago. 

 Not everyone who visits India experiences the country in the same 
way. Pregs Govender visited India in 1994, just as the Rainbow Nation 
was coming into being. Then, in her early 30s, this passionate feminist 
and advocate of workers’ rights was invited to a leadership dialogue 
in Rajasthan. The years of isolation meant that her (our) generation’s 
contact with India barely existed. She had no burning desire to visit 
India, writing: ‘Prior to my trip, I had never experienced any sense 
of yearning to visit India. I identifi ed myself as a South African, did 
not see India as my ‘‘motherland’’ and did not know which village 
my family came from, although I had been told they were from the 
south’ (Govender 2007, 3). The India that Pregs Govender witnessed 
was one of ‘unpaid child labour’ and street dwellers, the shock of it all 
‘pierced my defences. … [I] was shocked at the vast scale of the poverty’ 
(Govender 2007, 2). 

 The strong hold of religion surprised Pregs who experienced racial 
prejudice of another kind because she is dark-skinned, being told by 
one of the ‘sisters’ at a spiritual retreat, ‘South Indians are black, like 
Africans’ (Govender 2007, 3), and was told that her name Pregaluxmi 
should have been ‘Pregya’ which means ‘wisdom’ (Govender 2007, 3). 
On seeing a child at work, euphemistically called ‘God’s Child’, she 
thought of her brother whose view was that ‘India needs a good dose 
of communism to get rid of all the superstitious bullshit’ (Govender 
2007, 2). Pregs was also critical of the conference organisers for inviting 
many white but no black African delegates (Govender 2007, 6). 

 Dhupelia-Mesthrie notes that ‘it is as a black South African, shaped 
by the struggle against oppression that Pregs speaks. There is no India 
within her, and there is nothing of the sense of “my country”. India 
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stands as a contrast to the ideals behind the democracy about to born 
on the African continent’ (2012, 304–5). While Dhupelia-Mesthrie 
points to the distance that Pregs feels, she adds that Pregs might be too 
quick to accept the thesis that ‘India stands as a contrast to the ideals 
behind the democracy about to born on the African continent’. Given 
the developments in South Africa, Dhupelia-Mesthrie’s comments are 
apposite. Govender was to feel the rapid denuding of these ideals as an 
ANC Member of Parliament and became a vocal critic of the regimes of 
both Thabo Mbeki and Jacob Zuma. Ironically, one could argue that the 
Zuma presidency in many senses paralleled the prime ministership of 
Narendra Modi, both espousing a narrow nationalism while embracing 
global capitalism, both preaching the upliftment of the poor but creat-
ing conditions for the rich to accumulate capital at an accelerated pace. 

 Was remaining or going back linked to whether you arrived as inden-
tured or a free passenger? Not really. The experience of Sita Gandhi, 
granddaughter of Mahatma Gandhi, is highly revealing in this regard. 
She visited India as a teenager in 1943 with her father Manilal and 
discussed her visit in her 2003 memoir. Sita grew up in a household 
where the social circle cut across religious, ethnic, class, and linguistic 
lines. She spoke Gujarati, English, and Zulu, and wore Western clothes. 
As Dhupelia-Mesthrie points out, 

   From the beginning there is a sense of difference, her South Africanness 
came to the fore. The cousins that she meets are guarded, her Gujarati 
is commented on—she speaks like a Parsi rather than a Gujarati. Her 
clothes are exchanged for the white khadi Punjabi. … She is sensitive 
to the household rhythms which were poles apart from the everyday 
at Phoenix. … It was not just this routine that was strange but various 
rules that governed female behaviour that stung hard. She refers to this 
as ‘a big cultural shock’. … In this telling South Africa’s allure is that it is 
home, it is a place of comfort and India ultimately alienates her emotion-
ally. (Dhupelia-Mesthrie 2012, 300–2)   

 Having noted these contradictions, there is undoubtedly a trend of 
more and more people putting their energy and resources into fi nding 
roots that stretch back into India and bringing geographically disparate 
family members together. Much of this is inspired by the young mem-
bers of families who are technologically savvy and create the condi-
tions for ‘get-togethers’. As they develop fi nancial muscle, they are also 
keen to use it both to bring people together and to ‘show’ their success. 
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Within South Africa, many young people have left the ‘ancestral’ home-
land of KwaZulu-Natal for Johannesburg and even further afi eld. Their 
‘return’ is often a time to bring people together. The extended family 
whose obituary is written every decade gets resurrected, albeit in new 
forms and using new technologies.  

    History and memory   

    Gone 
 Buried 
 Covered by the dust of defeat— 
 Or so the conquerors believed 
 But there is nothing that can 
 Be hidden from the mind 
 Nothing that memory cannot 
 Reach or touch or call back  

  —Don Mattera, 1987    

 Close to 160 years since the fi rst indentured migrants arrived in Natal, 
the search for roots has captured the imagination of a whole swathe 
of Indian South Africans. This takes many forms. Alongside the search 
for ancestral roots has been the publication of local histories, websites, 
circulation of newsletters, and use of social media to circulate ‘history’. 
Displaying a ‘refusal of amnesia’, Rob Nixon has observed that ‘post-
apartheid literature plays an invaluable role by preventing, through 
restless exploration, the closure of history’s channels’. South Africans 
are engaging ‘history in more candid, textured, and impassioned 
terms. The result has been not just a return to the past but a return in 
a more personal way (Nixon 1996, 77; cited in Govinden 2007, 3). As 
Govinden (2009, 286) points out, a feature of the post-apartheid liter-
ary scene has been ‘the way history of earlier times and of groups which 
were previously silent is being recalled and recounted’. 

 There has been a mushrooming of works of fi ction and non-fi ction 
by Indian South Africans in the past two decades. Writers such as 
Phyllis Naidoo, Imraan Coovadia, Achmat Dangor, Pat Poovalingam, 
Zuleikha Mayat, Ronnie Govender, Muthal Naidoo, Ahmed Essop, 
Ahmed Kathrada, and Neelan Govender have sought to capture the 
South African story over the past century and a half, focusing on his-
tory, identity, exile, and politics in various ways (see Chetty 2002; and 
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Hand and Pujolras-Noguer 2018). The eponymously named Ahmed 
Kathrada Foundation is one of the organizations that research and 
write up histories of individual anti-apartheid activists. It has published 
13 booklets to date, which are available on its website. 

 Books, articles, and personal reminiscences are often based on the 
theme of struggle. Taking indenture as an example, Uvika Matadin—a 
third-year business science student at the University of Cape Town—
explained to a journalist that what now forms her perspective of 
indenture is that most of the migrants ‘were promised a land of gold, 
but many false promises were made. It was inhumane because women 
were abused by their white masters, and when they arrived, they came 
to work in sugarcane fi elds and were treated as slaves’ (Naidoo 2017). 
Imraan Buccus (2016), a weekly columnist for a newspaper, wrote that 
as a descendant of indentured migrants 

   it is the pride in that history of struggle and survival that compels me 
to pen this angry missive. Indenture was a crude exploitation of human 
beings plucked from their subjugated land to labour in another subju-
gated land. It would be historically more accurate to locate indenture 
within the bigger project of colonial and capitalist exploitation that 
includes slavery, land dispossession, mineral extraction, and forced 
labour. To perpetuate the myth that there was something pioneering 
about those dragooned into indenture is dishonest. So too is the narra-
tive of ‘settlers’ making a new life in a new land. Indenture was not a pro-
cess of free choice or free will. Indenture replaced slavery in the British 
Empire in name but not in form.   

 Buccus’ rendition of indenture as the slavery that preceded it is over-
wrought and does not always bear historical scrutiny, but his broader 
point of locating it in the context of ‘colonial and capitalist exploita-
tion’ is apposite. 

 On 16 November each year, locals pay homage to the indentured 
in different ways. A story in a local newspaper tells of the residents of 
Aryan Benevolent Home (ABH) braving the rain on 16 November 2017 
to offer prayers at the spot where indentured migrants set foot on Africa 
for the fi rst time. The small group, led by Krish Gokool of the 1860 
Heritage Centre, lit a fl ame and took blessings. According to Gokool, 
they meet annually at this site as it is the place where 

   the ships that carried our forefathers anchored. In the low tide, our fore-
fathers, their families and children had to walk to shore from the ships 
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and were then quarantined for a month at Bamboo Square (behind uSh-
aka) to ensure they were not carrying any sicknesses. Afterwards, people 
from sugar companies and farms would go there on ox wagons to take 
their workers home. The indentured earned peanuts but managed to 
keep the homes running. They pushed their children and educated them, 
so they would not have the same fate that they had. And we still see it 
in our communities, where our kids are doing exceptionally well. ( Post  
22–6 November 2017)   

 There are many ironies to Krish Gokool’s annual pilgrimage though, 
the most obvious being that there is a waiting list at the ABH, which 
reveals much of how the class and geographic mobility of Indians has 
meant that the elderly have to seek refuge in homes for the aged. And 
it is this group that sets out to remember ‘old values’ and celebrate the 
new generation ‘doing exceptionally well’. 

 The experience of indenture has also been captured in fi ction, non-
fi ction, and theatre in the works of writers such as Rajesh Gopie, Yusuf 
Haffajee, Rubendra Govender, Neelan Govender, Vicki Bismilla, Fiona 
Khan, and Aziz Hassim. Themes of hardship, victimization, duplicity, 
humiliation, exploitation, racial discrimination, and loss of culture as 
well as resilience and pride predominate in these works (Stiebel 2011, 
78).  The Coolie Odyssey  examined the diffi culties of the indentured 
workers and the lives of Indians in the contemporary period. According 
to Gopie, he wanted, through his work, to 

   instil a sense of pride and belonging in Indians of today. Our heritage is 
not in Bollywood. It is in those cane fi elds. It is nothing to be ashamed 
of that we came here to work. There is never any shame in knowing that 
we worked for what we have today. If everyone in our country gave 50 per 
cent of what our forefathers did, our country would be a better place. (S. 
Pillay 2010)   

 Mudly describes her family’s history as a narrative of ‘survival and 
triumph over adversity’ (2011, 172): 

   Our forefathers worked their fi ngers to the bone to ensure that we, their 
descendants, live a far better life than theirs. They persevered against all 
the odds stacked against them. They scrimped and they saved, and they 
put up with the worst indignities with us in mind. Their commitment, 
their resoluteness, and their pride in everything they did should serve 
as a reminder to all of us to strive for success in all aspects of our lives. 
(Stiebel 2016, 15)   
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 Most works explore how Indians raised themselves economically 
through hard work and education, and their contribution in the struggle 
against apartheid. These themes have gathered momentum as Indians 
have come under scrutiny from Africans for their relative advantages 
compared to Africans during the apartheid years. 

 Buccus (2016) makes valid arguments, but for him and others to 
lump indenture in this way occludes the fact that indenture played 
itself out differently in various settings. One has to only think of the 
relative experiences of Indians in Mauritius, where they came to domi-
nate politically and economically, to ascertain this. And the narratives 
of indenture show that many made a new life in a new land, some 
moving from colony to colony, and others returning to India, only to 
be disappointed, and venturing back to Africa. They married across 
caste lines, abandoning families back home and adopting new cultural 
and language modes. This ‘pioneering’ also needs to take account of 
the quick cross-over between those who came as indentured and those 
who came as free passengers.   1    As Ronnie Govender points out in the 
‘Author’s Notes’ at the back of his work  Black Chin, White Chin  (retitled 
for the Indian market as  Song of the Altman ), a family history that 
focuses on his uncle Chin: 

   In many ways, Chin’s history is typical of the life stories of descendants 
of the indentured labourers whom the British government brought from 
India to work on the sugar plantations of Natal under slave-labour condi-
tions. Many lives were destroyed, but there were those who made better 
lives for themselves, largely through their own efforts.   

 To ignore this history is to reduce the indentured to what the colo-
nial barons wanted: cogs in a labouring machine. However, one can 
see how the political implications of being labelled a ‘settler’ unsettles 
Buccus, given its connotation in the Empire and especially in the pres-
ent conjuncture of heightened racial nationalism in South Africa. 

 Sarah Nuttall and Cheryl-Ann Michael wrote that ‘personal disclo-
sure has become part of a revisionary impulse, part of the pluralizing 
project of democracy itself. The individual, in this context, emerges as 
a key, newly legitimized concept’ (Nuttall and Michael 2000, 298). We 
see this in the memoirs, biographies, and autobiographies of former 
anti-apartheid activists such as Monty Naicker, Chota Motala, I.C. Meer, 
and Ayesha Dawood, all of whom stood in the dock in South Africa’s 
famous treason trial of 1956. The narrative running through many 
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of these works is the long thread of non-racialism. But as we show in 
Chapter 13, this perspective has little currency in the present time. 

 Indian South African works of fi ction came to prominence from the 
1960s, primarily through theatre, and mainly highlighting the oppres-
sions of apartheid. In the post-apartheid period, there are works focusing 
on migration, race, identity, family, gender, religion, culinary experi-
ences, globalization, and hybridity. Imraan Coovadia makes the crucial 
point that the subjects of his early works were Indians, and Muslims 
in particular, but his work has since evolved. ‘Authors,’ he said, ‘begin 
writing with that which is familiar. I had knowledge about the Indian 
community in South Africa. As you get older you want to write about 
more universal themes, you want to write about humanity as a whole. 
… I’m clearly Indian and Muslim at some level’ (Sarkar 2017). While 
writing about material they are familiar with, Indian writers are ada-
mant that they do not want their writings ghettoized as ‘Indian South 
African Literature’. Ronnie Govender argued poignantly that he was 

   a South African writer, not an Indian writer. … I have never heard Athol 
Fugard being described as a European playwright, or Mbongeni Ngema 
as a Zulu playwright. I resent any suggestion that I’m not African or South 
African. The South African Indian has been lumbered with nasty stereo-
typing. He or she has to be a greasy shopkeeper, newspaper vendor, fruit 
seller, factory worker. He can’t be a soccer player or writer. … Of course, 
I have located my writing in places like Cato Manor and, naturally, the 
people there were of Indian descent, but they were no less South African. 
(Cited in Chetty 2002, 343)   

 Muthal Naidoo (1993) echoed similar sentiments, while also point-
ing to the challenges faced by Indian South African playwrights: 

   In my search over the years, I have moved away from Indic theatre, unless 
one regards my efforts as part of Indic theatre simply because I am of 
Indian origin. Then the attempt to defi ne the contribution of people like 
me challenges the notion of Indic theatre. Still, I realise that in order to 
be recognized, someone like me, who not only rejects the notion of fi xed 
culture but also the notion of fi xed identity, is caught in the contradiction 
of having to assert an ethnicity because race is still a major factor in our 
thinking in South Africa.   

 This challenge of not wanting to be pigeon-holed as ‘Indian writ-
ers’ is not unique to Indian South Africans, though others are not as 
defensive. Salman Rushdie, for example, writes 
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   We are here. And we are not willing to be excluded from any part of our 
heritage; which heritage includes a Bradford-born Indian kid’s right to 
be treated as a full member of British society, and also the right of any 
member of this post-diaspora community to draw on its roots for its art, 
just as all the world’s community of displaced writers has always done. 
(Rushdie 2010, 15)   

 A book that was received with wide popular acclaim was Aziz Hassim’s 
 The Lotus People , which traces the struggles of the Suleiman family from 
the time of their arrival in South Africa. It is set in Durban’s Grey Street, 
which is also known as the Casbah. As Betty Govinden points out, 
place is central in the lives of the characters: 

   The novel is festooned with references to the various streets and arcades 
in the vibrant business district and its periphery. Reading the novel you 
imagine yourself constantly walking in and out of this intricate grid of 
streets. … This is Durban’s Casbah, a vibrant and diverse socio-political, 
economic, and cultural space. But Hassim renders place in a new key 
by taking us to the subterranean jungle of gangsters and tsotsis, draw-
ing attention to a local topography that has been hitherto occluded in 
our writing. The Casbah is also a social crossroads, a theatre of wheeling 
and dealing, gambling, Fah Fee, drug dealers, pawnbrokers, loan sharks, 
 uplung  [hot money], shebeens, blackmail, and extortion. (Govinden 
2003)   

 Hassim was writing at a time when the Casbah was undergoing a mas-
sive demographic change and was unrecognizable to older people. It 
was a past that he wanted recorded, telling reporter Suthentira Govender 
(2002): ‘I wanted to record a past I was convinced had disappeared 
forever. … Durban and the Casbah area had a kind of romance and bit-
tersweet lifestyle during the 1950s and the 1960s, which— despite the 
apartheid laws, or perhaps because of them—lives on only in the minds 
of those who inhabited it at the time’ (cited in Govinden 2003). The 
work of Ahmed Essop, likewise, explores life in Johannesburg, ‘skilfully 
catching the peculiar fl avour of the oriental slums of Pageview, Fietas, 
and Fordsburg with its strange mixture of gangsters, religious cranks, 
easy girls, roving males, and the odd intellectual’ (R. Chetty 2010, 10). 

 Many of these works are not in standard (British) English, but largely 
in local patois. As Kessie Govender explained in relation to his plays on 
working-class Indians, ‘I had to use this type of language because of the 
type of the characters in the play. They couldn’t possibly speak standard 
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English. … I had fi rsthand experience of their speech patterns’ (cited in 
Chetty 2002, 363). Rajend Mesthrie has written extensively on what he 
has termed South African Indian English (SAIE), which goes on a ‘con-
tinuum between the most extreme type of SAIE and the kind of English 
promulgated in the classroom’ (Mesthrie 1990, ii; also Mesthrie 2010). 

 There are many other ways in which place is remembered. Ishaan 
Blunden and Buddy Govender started a Facebook page ‘Grey Street 
Casbah & Surrounding News’ and an e-newsletter that is circulated 
to thousands of readers globally on a monthly basis. Blunden and 
Govender grew up in the area and their newsletter comprises articles 
from the 1940s to the 1980s, recovered from old ethnic newspapers 
such as  Graphic ,  Leader , and  Post . It covers a myriad of topics that range 
from politics to gangs and food. An interactive Facebook page generat-
ing conversation threads around such topics as the Curries Fountain 
Stadium, hairdressing salons, bus ranks, the notorious Scala Cinema, 
and the Indian markets. Govender ‘never imagined that the nostalgic 
site would create such a hype and fl ood of memories for the former 
residents who once lived and enjoyed special moments in this area’ 
(Govender 2013). Facebook interaction has resulted in many reunions 
of classmates and friends who had lost contact. 

 Although limited, another feature of recent times is family reunions 
that bring together South Africans and those who have moved to 
other lands. Every now and again, the  Post  newspaper features a story 
of a family reunion, with family members sometimes numbering in 
the hundreds and many meeting for the fi rst time. A public hall and 
caterers are hired, with affl uent members no longer willing to ‘dirty 
their hands’, as one interviewee told us, as ‘the old folk would have’. 
Sometimes, these family reunions include the publication of a family 
history, such as that of the Narrandes family (Narrandes, 2010). The 
blurb on the back-cover of the book reveals: 

   My great-grandmother, Pooyjee, ID number 2043, arrived in Natal by the 
steam ship Scindian in 1863. Her husband, Narain Dass Singh, followed 
in 1864. Their three sons, educated in India, came in 1892, fully aware 
of the economic, political, and racist persecution that awaited them but 
willing and ready to serve the people.   

 The Mangaroo family, bus-owners, has published a family history, 
just as the Coovadia family, whose members include prominent anti-
apartheid activists and medical personnel, launched a family history at 
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a reunion in Johannesburg in February 2018 (Coovadia 2017). In speak-
ing to some of the organizers of family reunions, we observed they were 
keen to emphasize that family is an important part of their identities, 
but that links were being lost due to people moving to different parts of 
the world, and family reunions provided a forum to share stories and 
experiences and start building family trees. There are reunions of mem-
bers who lived in places such as Greyville and the Magazine Barracks in 
Durban and District 6 in Cape Town. October 2018 witnessed a reunion 
of the former residents of Fordsburg in Johannesburg. According to a 
report entitled ‘Hundreds joined the Fordsburg Reunion’ in the  Lenasia 
Rising Sun  of 11 October 2018: 

   OCTOBER 7 will forever be embedded in the hearts of hundreds of 
people who joined the Fordsburg Reunion. This is after hundreds 
fi lled the Johannesburg Secondary School hall to capacity. The atmo-
sphere was electric, some of the people who last saw each other just 
before the forced removals in Fordsburg during the apartheid regime 
were reunited. The ex-Fordsburg citizens and the current ones narrated 
their history to the jubilant audience. Most of those present reminisced 
about the removals that saw them leaving behind their homes and start-
ing afresh. Dr Essop Jassat received a special recognition award from the 
Local Organising Committee. He is the epitome of selfl ess cadres who 
fought his whole life to ensure that oppressed people were released 
from the shackles of the ruler. In his speech, the emotional Dr Jassat 
went down memory lane, highlighting some of the challenges he faced 
as a lad. He elaborated more about his school, political days, and the 
days of his practice as a doctor. He also took the opportunity to apolo-
gise to those whom he might have hurt in the past. Speaking to the 
 Rising Sun , Dr Jassat said, ‘Apartheid made our lives diffi cult, it smashed 
our social life. This reunion has brought together those who suffered 
in the past. We will never forget our past. We were pushed away from 
different areas and that caused a tremendous pain and divided us. I 
would like to thank the organizing committee for coming up with this 
initiative, I wish them all the best.’ People came from different areas 
which included Potchefstroom, Durban, Lenasia, Azzadville, Brixton, 
Northcliff, and other parts of the country. Members also had enough 
time to meet and talk over lunch, where good food was served. Judging 
by the reaction of the audience, one can conclude that the event was 
a great success. The public pleaded with the organizing committee to 
continue doing the great job, most of them said they are looking for-
ward to meet again next year.   
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 There is also a sprouting of community histories with books pub-
lished on Chatsworth (Desai and Vahed 2013a), Clairwood (Pather 
2015), Asherville-Springtown (Ram and Nowbath 2018), Nottingham 
Road (Rehman 2017), Fietas (Carrim 1988), and Durban’s Indian 
fi sher-folk (Govender and Chetty 2014). These books seek to capture 
the previously marginalized stories of mainly the descendants of 
indentured workers and their efforts to establish post-indenture com-
munities. These biographies of place are fi lled with stories of ordinary 
people and the institutions they created by pooling together resources 
aimed at communal, social, political, and economic upliftment. These 
community histories underscore what social geographers have long 
argued, that people are not passive agents but help shape and produce 
space, as much as they are shaped by space. The District Six Museum, 
established in Cape Town in 1994, includes the stories of many Indians 
who were part of this mixed-race and mixed-class community before it 
was destroyed by apartheid when it was declared a white group area in 
1966. The museum has an interactive website and regular exhibitions 
that relate the stories of residents. 

 It is clear that ordinary people want to tell the many untold stories of 
South Africa’s past. In Pather’s words, the book on Clairwood is a story 
‘of the history, struggles, indomitable spirit of our forefathers’ deferred 
dreams’. The fi shing story is about a people who ‘gave Durban a taste 
for shad and sardines, reared sportsmen and heroes. Eventually, Group 
Areas and not the sea destroyed the life they had built’. There is a stan-
dard formula to such works: great photographs, biographies of local 
political fi gures who played a role in anti-apartheid activism, those who 
contributed to building social welfare and education infrastructure, and 
some who committed heroic acts, such as the Padavatan brothers who 
feature in the fi shing book for having rescued many people during the 
great fl oods of 1917 when the Umgeni River burst its banks. 

 Local histories are sometimes vigorously contested as some seg-
ments of each community feel that they have been omitted or misrep-
resented. Another problem with such histories is that complex stories 
are often presented in simplifi ed ways or their narrative adulterated 
for political ends. In the case of the Asherville-Springtown book, for 
example, some disquiet was raised about who was left out. Asherville 
was a middle-class area while Springtown was a working-class one, and 
social divisions at the time were stark. Some Springtown residents feel 
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that their history was underplayed and that the book only served to 
reinforce what was always part of their lives during apartheid—a class 
prejudice against them by those across the road in Asherville. 

 The Facebook webpage for the book on Clairwood also contains 
complaints about those who were excluded from the story, leading to 
the author inserting the following on the page on 15 December 2017: 

   FLASH NEWS: In response to many postings that Clairwood personali-
ties have been omitted from the book,  Clairwood: The Untold Story , the 
following resolutions are offered: 1. In the forthcoming e-book conver-
sion of the Clairwood Story, we could add on a few pages devoting two 
lines to a personality AND a note that biopics of Clairwood personalities 
under Sports, Social, Religious, Business, Education, Professions, Music, 
the Arts, Culture and Heritage, etc., will be initially added to a new FB 
page. … PLEASE MAKE ONLY POSITIVE CRITICISMS, failing which your 
comments will be removed.   

 Most comments are positive though and point to the meaning of 
this history for former residents: 

      •  Our pioneers went through similar emotions in the ships that took 
them to destinies that were darker than the Kala Pani.  

   •  George Moodley: Yes I am 83 YO now and had haircuts at the saloon 
when I was 12 YO. My Dad used to do their books as a bookkeeper.  

   •  Morgan Naidoo: My late dad had his tailor shop Pyramid Chambers 
Embassy Fashions Tailors with his best trousers maker, the late 
Spuddy. What great memories.  

   •  Clairwood: The Untold Story. Wow, such nostalgia. After cooking 
on an open hearth, we graduated to the welcome Dover in the late 
40s. Very popular in Clairwood also. Made by DFI (Durban Falkirk 
Iron Works) of Teakwood Rd, Jacobs, one of the earliest fi rms in 
Clairwood. Many of the male members of our families worked there.     

 Different impulses are taking place simultaneously in the remember-
ing of old neighbourhoods. There is a remembering and a forgetting, a 
tendency to emphasize inclusions and ignore the exclusions. As Nora 
(1989, 7) puts it, sites of memory are places where ‘memory crystallizes 
and secretes itself’. 

 One of the concrete ways in which heritage is realized is through the 
1860 Heritage Centre, which is an offi cial museum that falls under the 
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auspices of the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Arts and Culture. It was 
formerly the Durban Cultural and Documentation Centre. The newly 
named centre was offi cially launched on 30 May 2017. Selvan Naidoo, 
who has been involved in a voluntary capacity as curator since 2015, 
sees the museum as an opportunity to ‘fi nally recognize and honour 
the heroes and heroines of our troubled past through dynamic exhibi-
tions. We hope to educate the broader South African public about a 
much forgotten part of our common history’ (email correspondence, 
10 December 2017). Board member Satish Dhupelia sees the centre 
as ‘a place where I can actually fulfi l the mandate of working towards 
bettering social cohesion, bettering understanding of the contribution 
of the Indian community and of others, and how they work together’ 
(Interview, G. Vahed). 

 A struggle still being fought by Indians is to get a monument erected 
in memory of the indentured. The 2010 KZN Legacy Foundation estab-
lished a Monuments Committee under the chairmanship of Seelan 
Achary to negotiate with the provincial government. While plaques 
honouring the indentured have been put up in 10 towns across the 
province, and even though a site has been identifi ed on the beachfront, 
the monument has not been put up due to differences of opinion over 
the design.  

    Rooting the Future   

   Ours is an age of both rapid social transformation and a search for roots, 
of time-space compression as well as people looking for a past seemingly 
removed from the unrelenting social-political-economic forces that have 
come to be called globalization. 

  —Hoelscher and Alderman (2004, 349).    

 Hoelscher and Alderman capture how ‘rapid social transformation’ that 
threatens to obliterate the past, inspires the quest for people to fi nd 
their place in history. In many senses, the search for roots—local and 
global—is linked in part to nostalgia but also to people’s search for 
culture, heritage, and place, in the context of what Edward Said called 
the ‘bewildering change’ that characterizes the ‘late-20th century’ (Said 
2000, 179). At a time when the ties that bind seem to be disappear-
ing, this digging in ‘can provide a bulwark against … disappearance, to 
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counter our deep anxiety about speed of change and the ever shrinking 
horizons of time and space’ (Huyssen 2003, 23). Such compilations 
refl ect the existential preoccupations of many for identity and belong-
ingness. The coming together of family, such as the Sultans who traced 
their ancestry to their village in India, the young men who are moving to 
Johannesburg in search of work, or the air hostess on Emirates Airlines 
from a working-class background who makes it ‘big’ and arranges a 
get-together in Durban, as well as the local histories of Clairwood, Cato 
Manor, and the Casbah have all the trappings of the mix of longing, 
the ‘urge to feel at home’ (Schwartz 1989, 32) and a nostalgia in which 
‘attachment to familiar places may buffer social upheaval’ while affi rm-
ing ‘identities bruised by recent turmoil’ (Lowenthal 1985, 13). 

 Indians have lived through multiple senses of loss—the passage from 
India, the move from the plantation, the forced relocation to apartheid 
group areas. This, as we have shown, while leading to uncertainty did 
not mean that Indians were caught up in a pathological state but rather 
fostered a creativity that allowed them to constantly re-make their lives 
under new conditions. The coming of Mandela to power, as the intro-
duction to the book shows, sought to suture old wounds of the peren-
nial outsider. However, in recent times the idea of the Indian as ‘eternal 
stranger’ has re-emerged—‘true nationals’ (Africans) juxtaposed with 
‘false nationals’ (Indians), to steal Balibar’s words (1990, 284). As Kiru 
Naidoo, who was with the KZN Ministry for Human Settlements and 
Public Works at the time of writing, lamented in an article on what 
Heritage Day (24 September 2018) meant to him: 

   I have become more conscious of being Indian in Durban. The heritage 
of non-racialism is coded in my DNA. Yet it appears that something in 
these recent years is different. … Increasingly, I am forced to deal with a 
set of uncomfortable stereotypes and the discomfort of having to con-
stantly explain myself. ‘I thought you were different but you like these 
Indian things!’ (Naidoo 2018)   

 In this context, one can see how uncertainty and precariousness sit 
alongside a perpetual search for roots—next door and across the ocean. 
While the search for roots is at one level on the rise, at another level, 
most Indians are consumed by the immediacy of their challenges in a 
changing South Africa. The histories of the old locales can be written, 
but spatially they can never be recovered. The colonial number can be 
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found, the village visited, but one will always be an outsider looking in. 
Still, the search must go on as a way of affi rmation by seeking ‘sources 
of identity, agency, or community that seem to be lacking’ (Tannock 
1995, 456).   

     Note   

     1.  Indenture was not a one-cap-fi ts-all system. The experiences of the inden-
tured were diverse, and some came out of it less badly than others. The 
scholarship on indenture, as with slavery and other working-class histories, 
continues to break new and exciting ground in the directions indicated. 
Some of the excellent studies that have emerged since the 1990s include 
Marina Carter (1995, 1996), Carter and Torabully (2002), Brij V. Lal (2000), 
Madhavi Kale (1998), and Lomarsh Roopnaraine (2007). These works 
attempt to provide a sense of how the indentured negotiated a system that 
was oppressive but also produced people with ambition and agency, who 
sometimes used it to escape caste strictures in the Indian society and showed 
great initiative to work around restrictions as they negotiated life in the new 
colonies. Validating the subaltern experience does not make indenture any 
less harsh.        



Modi Meets Mohandas         9 

      O you shaggy-headed banyan tree standing on the bank of the pond,  
 have you forgotten the little child, like the birds that have  
 nested in your branches and left you?  
 Do you not remember how he sat at the window and wondered at  
 the tangle of your roots and plunged underground?  

  —Rabindranath Tagore, ‘The Banyan Tree’      

   During the apartheid era, India was pivotal to the international 
boycott of South Africa and was a close supporter of the African 

National Congress (ANC). When the likes of Congress leaders Oliver 
Tambo, Yusuf Dadoo, Moses Kotane, and Molvi Ismail Cachalia went 
into exile without passports, it was India that provided them with 
travel documents. Molvi Cachalia, a treason trialist in 1956, left South 
Africa for India in 1967 and with Alfred Nzo established the ANC Asian 
Mission there, which was opened by the then Indian prime minister 
Indira Gandhi. Mosie Moolla and Kay Moonsamy, both treason trial-
ists, were amongst those who were part of the ANC Mission in that 
country. 

 Nehru made it clear that India’s concern was not only the position 
of Indians in South Africa but the larger question of apartheid. He 
stated in a speech in Rajya Sabha on 15 December 1958 that the ques-
tion of the people of Indian descent in South Africa ‘has really merged 
into bigger questions where not only Indians are affected but the whole 
African population’ (cited in Reddy 1985). Speaking in the Lok Sabha 
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on 28 March 1960, a week after the Sharpeville massacre, Nehru said 
that 

   the people of Indian descent in South Africa have had to put up with a 
great deal of discrimination and suffering and we have resented that. But 
we must remember that the African people have to put up with some-
thing infi nitely more and that, therefore, our sympathies must go out to 
them even more than to our kith and kin there. (cited in Reddy 1985)   

 This refl ected Nehru’s wider concern in the 1950s in taking the lead 
in the Non-Aligned Movement of Asian and African countries against 
imperialism, colonialism, and racism (Moolla 1976, 3). 

 One of the unintended consequences of the boycott was that Indian 
South Africans became increasingly cut-off from India as it restricted 
cultural, sporting, and religious ties between the countries. A negligible 
number of Indians travelled to India during the apartheid years. Some 
such as Jerry Coovadia, Abu Bakr Asvat (Soske 2017), and Chota Motala 
(Vahed 2018) went to study there; the likes of Natoo Babenia (1995) 
fought in the anti-colonial struggle of the 1940s; and others such as Molvi 
Cachalia and Goolam Pahad, whose sons Essop and Aziz were ministers 
in the post-apartheid government, went to live in their ancestral villages. 

 The mass of Indian South Africans though was cut-off from India. 
There were no direct fl ights to India and goods from that country were 
routed via a third country. Nothing exemplifi ed this distance more than 
the proliferation of ‘bag-ladies’ who travelled to India and brought back 
wedding and prayer goods. For most, Bollywood movies and access to 
the goods of the bag-ladies were the closest they would come to India 
in their lifetime.  

    Shining India: Bollywood and Cricket   

 South Africa’s transition to democracy led to a renewal of ties with 
India, even before the ANC came to power. The Indian cricket team 
toured and the iconic actor Amitabh Bachchan visited South Africa, 
while pop-up fairs and the lowering of import duties made Indian 
clothing accessible to working-class people. Indian businesses and 
thousands of immigrants, legal and illegal, followed in its wake. 

 These years coincided with the rise of India as a global economic 
and political force. How have Indian South Africans reacted to meeting 
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India at a time when that country is swamped by ‘a rising tide of self-
congratulation’ (Guha 2007, 719) or, as Niranjana put it, when the 
‘Indian is not simply another postcolonial but one who would claim 
to have attained exceptionality or special status, an achievement that 
increasingly sets him off from inhabitants of other post-colonies. 
Earlier axes of identifi cation are transformed and old solidarities dis-
avowed’ (2006, 6)? 

 For the more affl uent in the community, bonding with the ‘moth-
erland’ is infl uenced by a myriad of impulses. ‘Diaspora tourism’ 
includes pilgrimages to Hindu and Muslim religious shrines, travel 
for medical treatment, shopping, and marriage. Shopping runs the 
gamut from clothing, books, shoes, and jewellery to medical supplies. 
Drawing on Georg Simmel’s concept of ‘sociability’, Gowricharn 
argues that shopping in India, the giving of gifts and sharing of videos 
and photographs 

   generate sociability, as well as ethnic bonding and transnational involve-
ment. In the context of diaspora tourism, sociability has effects on both 
sides of transnational relations. Diaspora tourism … strengthens prior-
existing identifi cations when visiting the ancestral country and acts as a 
major source for cultural possessions. Because of the cultural similarity 
inherent in diaspora tourism, these material possessions contribute to 
individual bonding, to the ethnifi cation of the group and to group iden-
tity, and to the source country. (2017, 362)   

 From the 1950s to the 1980s, Indian fi lms, or Bollywood, were the chief 
means by which Indian South Africans kept in touch with the mother-
land. Bollywood was more than entertainment. As Sathian (2010, 23) 
points out, ‘popular cinema is an element of mass media that is par-
ticularly insidious in creating culture between the homeland and the 
diaspora’. This includes the sense of dress, music, religion, memory of 
home, as well as the Hindi language, which impacted the diasporic com-
munities in far-off places such as Fiji, South Africa, and the Caribbean, 
and helped shape taste and identity (Gowricharn 2009). Bollywood 
also allowed many Indians to retain a nostalgic attachment to ‘home’ 
through the mythical images of India created in fi lm (Bandyopadhyay 
2008, 79). As Vinay Lal points out, the ‘most likely candidate for a force 
of bonding’ of heterogeneous Indian communities across the world has 
been the Hindi feature fi lm (cited in Sathian 2010). The contribution 
of Bollywood, which continues to serve as the advance guard of India’s 
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global image, in creating a sense of cohesion to the Indian diaspora has 
probably not been fully acknowledged (Rao 2010). 

 Much of the connection to India in the past two decades is a roman-
tic one, forged through satellite television that caters to both North 
(Sony, B4U, and Zee TV) and South Indians (Sun TV and KTV) in South 
Africa. This is supported by the regular screening of Bollywood movies 
in ‘mainstream’ cinemas, their availability at DVD outlets, and their 
pirated copies on street corners. Indian South Africans are able to ‘re-
create their own fantasy structures of homeland [through] the collapse 
of distance on the information highway of cyberspace and a collective 
sharing of knowledge about the homeland through websites and search 
engines’ (Mishra 2007, 17). 

 The past two decades have witnessed India’s cricket board all but 
usurping England and Australia as the pre-eminent fi nancial power 
in world cricket. The Indian Premier League (IPL) is now the most 
lucrative tournament in world cricket, and cricketers prize it as the 
ultimate contract. Indian South African support for India’s cricket team 
is another sign of this connectedness. When India (and Pakistan to a 
lesser extent) tour South Africa, thousands of local Indians don the 
Indian team’s jerseys and wave Indian fl ags. This irks many non-Indian 
South Africans who see it as further evidence that Indians can never be 
‘real’ South Africans as they have one eye on the subcontinent (Desai 
and Vahed 2010b, 10). However, supporting India did not mean being 
anti–South African. Many Indians are wounded by the fact that their 
own cricketing history played under the auspices of the South African 
Council on Sport (SACOS), which popularized the slogan ‘no normal 
sport in an abnormal society’ during the apartheid era, has been virtu-
ally erased, while those who played for the white South Africa under 
apartheid continue to be lauded. This is exacerbated by the fact that 
these white players were often open supporters of apartheid or at best 
chose to keep quiet about the horrible conditions that black cricketers 
played under. 

 The number of supporters of teams from the sub-continent has, of 
course, swelled with the recent migrants from India, Bangladesh, and 
Pakistan. 

 On the Indian side, interest in the diaspora emerged not because of 
the old indentured diaspora but the economic success of Non-Resident 
Indians (NRIs) in North America, Australia, and Western European 
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countries (Niranjana 2006, 22). Nehru had largely dissociated India 
from the diaspora as he was adamant that in the post-independence 
period, diasporic Indians belonged to the countries where they had 
settled and that was where they should show allegiance and engage in 
domestic politics. He stated in 1957 that if Indians ‘adopt the national-
ity of that country, we have no concern with them. Sentimental con-
cern there is, but politically they cease to be Indian nationals’ (cited in 
Chaulia 2016). 

 This changed with the Indian economic liberalization in the early 
1990s and the rise of a right-wing Hindu nationalism, that has resulted 
in a rebranding of India as a new global power (Hegdes 2018). In this 
quest, the branches of the banyan tree that had roots across the world 
was invited back to share the soil of the ‘motherland’ by the offering of 
a global Indian citizenship. Much of this initiative came from the USA 
where Overseas Friends of Bharatiya Janata Party (OFBJP) was formed 
in 1992 and now has chapters in over 40 countries, with strong support 
in places such as Australia, the Netherlands, Sweden, Germany, France, 
Denmark, and Norway. NRIs fundraise for the BJP and thousands 
return to India during elections to conduct political campaigns on its 
behalf (Mukhopadhyay 2018). 

 BJP branches in the USA, with support and funding from high-earn-
ing professionals, moved from being mere cultural and professional 
networking groups ‘to lobbying and forming “pressure groups” akin 
to the Israel lobby’, building up support ‘among lawmakers, execu-
tive branch offi cials and the news media … to advance India’s foreign 
policy concerns’ (Chaulia 2016). Vinay Lal has described this as ‘the 
politics of affl uence’. Indian Americans were angered by the fact that the 
USA cultivated a friendship with Pakistan and co-operated with China 
but showed little inclination in forging an alliance with India, and 
were determined to change that (Lal 2006, 98). Several scholars have 
argued that the support of the NRIs, especially from the USA, has been 
key to the spread of an Indian diasporic consciousness centred around 
Hindutva (see Kaul 2017 and Jaffrelot and Therwath 2007). 

 One consequence, it is argued, is the marginalization of Muslims 
and other minorities in India and in the diaspora (Hegdes 2018, 277). 
According to Mukhopadhyay (2018), for the OFBJP, ‘“Indians” invari-
ably means only Hindus and, apparently, all Indians speak in one 
language, Hindi.’ Swain (2018) claims that the OFBJP ‘is ideologically 
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dedicated to the promotion of Hindutva. Its primary aim is politics 
and it takes a religious-cultural route to achieve it’. The Indian diaspora 
is in reality ‘a divided house’, as the OFBJP often omits Sikhs, Dalits, 
Muslims, Christians, as well as liberal Hindus in pursuit of ‘activities 
and events which openly promote BJP’s majoritarian cultural and reli-
gious agenda’ (Swain 2018). 

 Several organizations and initiatives have been embarked upon to 
pursue the agenda of the Indian diaspora. One transnational initiative 
is the Global Organisation of People of Indian Origin (GOPIO), which 
was founded at the First Global Convention of People of Indian Origin 
in New York in 1989. As its website explains, GOPIO’s initial thrust 
was ‘fi ghting human rights violation of people of Indian origin’. It was 
formed in the aftermath of the coup in Fiji in 1987 where a majority 
Indian government was ousted. As of January 2018, GOPIO had 76 
chapters in 45 countries. According to Hansen (2005, 154), GOPIO 
inscribes a ‘global heroic narrative about how, against all odds, Indians 
have established themselves in a variety of countries and have, through 
hard work, education, and enterprise worked their way up to successful 
positions in the economy and the wider social structure’. 

 The South African branch of GOPIO was formed by Krish Gokool 
in Durban in 1996 with limited support. Membership picked up fol-
lowing the GOPIO conference held in Durban in July 1998 (Hansen 
2005, 152). GOPIO attracts the support of the business classes but does 
not have the same prominence and infl uence as in countries such as 
Australia and the USA. This may in part be due to some Indian South 
Africans fearing that in an environment of growing African national-
ism, membership with GOPIO may be seen as ‘unpatriotic’, while 
some academics and activists such as Brij Maharaj, an academic at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal and a regular contributor to the  Post  
newspaper, expressed the concern that the organization’s ties to the 
Hindu right will create divisions along religious lines amongst Indians 
in South Africa. In 2015, for example, there was only one Muslim in 
the 40-member executive of GOPIO South Africa (Landy, Maharaj, and 
Mainet-Valleix 2015, 213). 

 The Indian Diaspora Council (IDC) was established in New York in 
1997 ‘to embrace, engage, and enhance the shared heritage, aspirations, 
and interests of persons of Indian origin with optimum inclusivity. It 
shall be secular and non-political’. Its president at the time of writing 
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was Ashook Ramsaran (2018), and its South African representatives are 
former  Post  journalists Farook Khan and Rita Abraham. Unlike GOPIO, 
IDC has a less public profi le in South Africa, though the organizers 
hope that this will change following the holding of the IDC-organized 
Indian Diaspora World Convention 2018 in Durban from 17 to 20 
March 2018. 

 Contact between the diaspora and India was strengthened by the 
Indian government’s inauguration of the categories of PIO (Persons of 
Indian Origin) in 1998 and OCI (Overseas Citizen of India) in 2006, 
due in part to the pressure exerted by GOPIO. The former referred to 
a 10-year visa for non-Indian citizens of Indian origin, but it has since 
been replaced by the OCI category whereby foreign-born Indians are 
given a lifetime visa to live and work in India. Another term in usage is 
NRI (Non-Resident Indian), initiated in 1973, which refers to Indian 
citizens who live in another country. While the PIO and the OCI were 
meant for wealthy Indians of the West, often termed the ‘new diaspora’, 
this option has been taken up by Indians across the globe. 

 McCann (2011) notes that from around 2008 onwards, there was 
a geographical shift in India from Western countries to ‘engaging the 
Indian diaspora in the developing world’, following the move by 
Indian corporations to exploit the ‘economic and geopolitical poten-
tial of relations within the “global South”. This second phase of dia-
sporic conviviality is thus arguably designed to aid India’s extraverted 
ambitions in new economic and diplomatic frontiers’. For the Indian 
government, this initiative has an economic benefi t as it raises foreign 
exchange, while politically it was part of a wider ‘effort by the BJP 
government to create a “global Indian family”’(Hansen and Stepputat 
2005, 34). 

 This relaxing of who constituted the Indian nation sought to cul-
tivate allegiance to a form of global Indian citizenship transcending 
the nation-state. In the case of Indians, and mainly Hindus, the experi-
ence nuances the account of ‘long-distance nationalism’ suggested by 
Benedict Anderson (1983). The focus is not only on how diasporas 
are ‘attempting to change politics in the homeland but also on how 
nationalist organisations operating in the homeland attempt to mobil-
ise Hindus abroad. In a globalised world, with physical borders often 
porous, transportation and technology making communication easier, 
diasporas can act at a distance’ (Kinnvall and Svensson 2010, 285). 
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 Following the 2002 report of the Singhvi Committee on Indian 
diaspora, the Indian government hosted the fi rst  Pravasi Bharatiya Divas  
(PBD) or Overseas Indian Day in 2003 to celebrate the achievements 
of Indians globally and network with its diaspora. Then Prime Minister 
Shri Atal Bihari announced that 9 January had been chosen to host 
the event so that the government could jointly commemorate Gandhi’s 
return from South Africa (via London) on that day in 1915. Though the 
occasion is marked by ‘rhetorical excess, award grubbing, ego hassles, 
and rivalries that refl ect every division in Indian society’, Mohan (2003) 
refl ected that the occasion showed that the diaspora was ‘dramatically 
increasing its political clout at home. … The diaspora has become an 
important source of fi nancing for the Indian political class. The expatri-
ates can no longer be wished away by India’. Inauguration of the PBD 
marked ‘a turning point in the relationship between the Indian govern-
ment and the diaspora’, with the chair of the 2003 organising commit-
tee declaring ‘that the strength of the diaspora is a part of the strength 
of India, and the strength of India will be the greatest source of strength 
and safety to the global Indian family’ (cited in Hegdes 2018, 272). 

 The fi rst South African recipient of the PBD was Fatima Meer (2003), 
whose award description reads: ‘She took active part in political, social, 
and philanthropic causes, deeply infl uenced by the Gandhian values 
and approach.’ Attendees at the inaugural conference in 2003 included 
representatives from 63 countries, including Nobel laureates—the 
Caribbean writer V.S. Naipaul and the Indian economist Amartya 
Sen—and heads of state from Mauritius and Fiji. In her report on the 
conference, journalist Amy Waldman (2003) noted that there were as 
‘many opinions as there were participants about what the conference 
was for, what the meaning of diaspora was, where loyalties should lie, 
and what India was and should be’. In her acceptance speech, Fatima 
Meer was adamant that Indian South Africans were ‘not a diaspora of 
India’: 

   The word ‘diaspora’ seems to have become very fi rmly entrenched in 
designating ourselves or in referring to ourselves. But it is a word that I 
abhor. I certainly am not a diaspora of India. We, Indian South Africans, 
have had to struggle hard to claim our South Africanness and that is 
something that we jealously guard. And we do not want in any way to 
be deprived of our South Africanness. We are not a diaspora of India in 
South Africa because we claimed South Africa for our own and in order 
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to entrench that claim, we have had to struggle hard and long alongside 
our South African brothers and sisters.   

 Meer’s position appears teeming with contradictions. She accepted an 
award that celebrated Indians abroad while denying the existence of 
a diaspora. Pallavi Rastogi writes that for Fatima Meer, ‘identifying as 
diasporic Indian would necessarily privilege the Indian aspect of South 
African identity and consequently erase this community’s struggle for 
recognition in South Africa’ (2008b, 3). This argument does have some 
resonance. Meer’s position refl ects the persistent worry that the Indian 
South African could easily be cast as an outsider, not part of  the  South 
African nation, and therefore one’s allegiance must be constantly pro-
claimed. Why then not simply turn down the offer of the award? We 
would suggest that it is because despite her protestations, India looms 
large in the imagination of many Indian South Africans, the apartheid 
years of loss only reinforcing the need to stay in touch, if only at the fi n-
gertips. For people of Meer’s generation, there was also the promise of 
Nehruvian socialism and its pivotal role in the Non-Aligned Movement 
that sought to steer an independent course between the binaries of the 
Cold War. Thus, she added in her speech: 

   Today as South Africans we can join India shoulder to shoulder and pave 
the way, perhaps we hope, for another world revolution and that is that 
of conquering the philosophy and the practice of capitalism, which goes 
back to colonialism, which is part and parcel of colonialism. And we 
hope that we would be able to introduce a new economic theory and a 
new equality throughout the world.   

 The irony was that by 2003, when Meer accepted her award, both 
India and South Africa had succumbed to the diktats of global capital-
ism and both were tending to narrower forms of nationalism. Meer, of 
course, was already a vocal critique of what she saw as the anti-poor 
policies of the ANC and involved herself directly in the struggles of the 
working classes in Chatsworth, so the comments appear befuddling. 
Were they a cynical provocation of what may have been or selective 
forgetting in the atmosphere of accepting a huge award from the ‘moth-
erland’ that had to be at once acknowledged and rejected? 

 Despite the protestations of people such as Meer, the diaspora cara-
van continues to pick up passengers. 

 In addition to the PBD in India, regional PBDs have been held in 
Toronto, New York, Durban, Sydney, Mauritius, and The Hague, with 
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the 2018 version in Singapore. At the Durban event in 2010, the then 
president Jacob Zuma told the assembled guests: 

   The Indian community has contributed a great deal to our country, polit-
ically, socially, and economically. Many have made their marks in the 
political sphere, commerce, legal fi eld, media, and a host of others. … 
We are pleased too, that while this community remains distinctly Indian, 
they are still proudly South African. They are as committed to this coun-
try as those whose cultural roots are indigenous.   

 It is one of the ironies of history that Zuma could heap this kind of 
praise on the Indian community as he was to come under fi re for his 
close associations with Indian business people that was accompanied 
by the spectre of corruption (see Chapter 11). At the same time, Zuma 
used the opportunity to draw a line between those that are indigenous 
(African) and those that are not (Indians). It was a distinction that 
Nelson Mandela would not have seen as necessary to make and refl ects 
the need to pander to a growing racial nationalism that runs counter to 
the inclusive nationalism of the ANC (Soske 2018). 

 Organizations like GOPIO and the IDC have an appeal for cer-
tain segments of the Indian population but have not really captured 
the imagination of local Indians in working-class townships such as 
Phoenix and Chatsworth. Given their socio-economic status that forces 
them to live in the narrow confi nes of the township, they are at best 
caught in local cultural and religious organizations.  

    The Saffron Safari   

 While the historic relationship of the ANC was with the Congress Party 
of India and not with Modi’s BJP, the Indian prime minister Narendra 
Modi had the red carpet eagerly rolled out for him when he visited 
South Africa in 2016. While at one level it might be easy to read the 
differences between the BJP as a party of the Hindu right and the ANC 
as a movement of an inclusive nationalism, the ANC shares some awk-
ward similarities with the BJP. It has its own massacre to deal with—
Marikana, where 34 miners were murdered by the police in 2012 in 
an operation laden with political subtexts. Like India, South Africa has 
opened its doors to global capitalism while implementing a conserva-
tive macro-economic programme domestically, which has nurtured a 
small number of black millionaires and billionaires, while poverty and 
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inequality are rising, alongside corruption scandals. Reminiscent of the 
BJP’s Hindu nationalism, the ANC is increasingly prone to a language 
of racial nationalism (see Saul and Bond 2014). 

 Arguably, Modi’s visit created the most fanfare by an Indian in post-
apartheid South Africa. His was part of a four-nation tour of Africa that 
included Tanzania, Mozambique, and Kenya, evoking memories of 
Indian moderate nationalist Gokhale’s 1912 tour and that of Indian 
poet and politician Sarojin Naidu a decade later.   1    Attachment towards 
and pride in India amongst diasporic Indians has been growing rapidly 
since the fl amboyant Narendra Modi became prime minister in 2014. 
The support that the BJP received from the USA and the UK has been 
aggressively extending to continental Europe since around 2012. Modi 
has sought to ‘galvanize the diaspora … as never before … for com-
prehensive cultural, political, and economic empowerment’. Strong 
diaspora lobbies are central to this process (Chaulia 2016). As Hegdes 
(2018, 279) points out, Modi has made ‘global visits to promote India 
very central to his leadership and has visited multiple countries and 
continents since being elected’. 

 What is signifi cant about Modi’s South African visit was how differ-
ent sections of the local Indian community responded. In advance of 
his visit on 8 and 9 July, a ‘South Africa Welcomes Modi Committee’ 
was formed. It was chaired by businessman Raman Dhawan, former 
MD of Tata Africa Holdings, India’s largest automobile company, with 
Mukesh Patel of the Swaminarayan Hindi Mission as vice-chairperson. 
The committee described itself as ‘a volunteer-based organization 
promoting SA–India relations. It pays tribute to the deep ties between 
India and SA, highlighting the formidable contribution made by mem-
bers of the Indian diaspora in all walks of life in the continent of Africa’ 
(Chaitoo 2016). 

 While prime ministers and presidents had visited South Africa in 
the post-apartheid period, Dhawan wrote, never before had an Indian 
head of state ‘addressed a public gathering of this magnitude on South 
African soil’ ( The Indian Express  30 June 2016). Modi held meetings 
with then the South African president Jacob Zuma and leading political 
fi gures and visited Johannesburg, Durban, and Pietermaritzburg, where 
Gandhi was notoriously thrown off a train in 1893 for refusing to move 
out of a coach reserved for whites (Naidoo 2016). The high point of 
the visit was a public reception at the Ticketpro Dome in Johannesburg 
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where 10,000 tickets were taken up within hours ( The Indian Express  
30 June 2016). The choice of venue was in keeping with the Modi way: 
‘Produce glitzy political encounters with the diaspora in massive ven-
ues that are either historic or imposing in terms of their size or location’ 
(Hegdes 2018, 275). 

 Modi’s tours have taken him to New York, Sydney, Toronto, Dubai, 
and London. There is a familiar approach to his lectures: ‘The strat-
egy was well rehearsed—enlist the diaspora, applaud them in a par-
ticular stylized energy, and leverage their success to brand India as a 
vibrant nation bristling with economic and cultural vitality’ (Hegdes 
2018, 273). In Johannesburg, Modi wore a ‘Madiba’ shirt to identify 
with former South African president and anti-apartheid icon, Nelson 
Mandela, but the event was overwhelmingly ‘Indian’ and Modi himself 
stated, ‘Today, after what I am witnessing here, people in India must be 
thinking that maybe the event is taking place in India.’ He hailed the 
Indian diaspora in South Africa as ‘proud sons and daughters of Indian 
heritage’ who had sacrifi ced their lives in the anti-apartheid struggle. 

 Modi began by praising the resilience of the indentured migrants: 

   When I look at you, I think of our ancestors who travelled to the unknown 
lands of South Africa and lived in extreme poverty. They struggled, yet 
kept going. They not only preserved the culture and language, they also 
gave them new wings to fl ourish. Now the beauty of Indian languages 
continues to enrich the fabric of South African community. Story of your 
ancestors in this nation may have been of poverty and oppression, but 
the legacy is of pride. Its reality rests in your contribution.   

 Modi emphasized that ‘India–South Africa relations are built on a strong 
foundation of history’. Though India had boycotted South Africa dur-
ing the time of apartheid, it was one of the fi rst countries that ‘warmly 
welcomed them back’. He highlighted 10 July 1991 as the day ‘when 
international sanctions on South Africa’s cricket team were lifted’, and 
a few months later South Africa played its fi rst match with India. Modi 
linked the qualities of two of the 20th century’s iconic fi gures: 

   South Africa is a sacred land. It is the land of Nelson Mandela and 
Mahatma Gandhi. Their contribution, courage, and moral force will 
remain a guiding beacon for generations to come. The forgiveness of 
Nelson Mandela gave rise to the rainbow nation. Mahatma Gandhi held 
South Africa close to his heart. South Africa transformed Mohandas into 
Mahatma.   

saxenaa
Highlight
Please provide the source for this quote.
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 Modi emphasized the oneness of the diaspora: ‘We may live on dis-
tant shores and in different time zones, our ancestors may have been 
separated, and our support may be for different cricket teams, but both 
in our hearts and minds, we are with you’, before concluding by high-
lighting modern India, whose 

   story can be told in just four letters: HOPE—Harmony, Optimism, 
Potential, Energy. India is a bright star in the global economy. We are 
being seen as an engine of global growth. … There is a wave of new 
momentum in our villages, our cities are full of enterprise and energy, 
and citizens are full of optimism.   

 Modi extended a beguiling invitation to Indian South Africans: ‘A resur-
gent India awaits you’. 

 In analysing Modi’s speeches to the diaspora audiences abroad, 
Hegdes (2018, 278) notes: 

   Along with the recognition of diasporic success in the new environments, 
there is also a warm welcome to the diaspora to stay connected to the 
homeland and participate in the movement to effect change. Interlaced 
into these affective appeals are also the promises of institutional changes 
that will ease travel to and investment in India, speed up the bureaucratic 
encounter, and facilitate digital access to all governmental procedures. 
… Modi’s message works from the premise that the diaspora’s affective 
bond with the homeland will endure and that it will always maintain 
affi liations with India. … The prime minister declares that he will … 
create the India of the diaspora’s dreams. This India is certainly not the 
distant land that was left behind; it is the India of the future. … Modi’s 
rhetorical fl ourishes and appeals leave his diasporic audience with a 
sense of pride and elation about India. The image of the forward-looking 
energetic India with a rich heritage and a loyal diaspora is reinforced 
aplomb with panache, with all the expected fortifi cations drawn from 
religion, patriotic fi gures, and populist versions of the nation’s history.   

 Many activists had wondered how Modi would approach the legacy 
of Gandhi, which loomed large in this part of the world, especially 
given that Gandhi was the symbol of the Congress Party, while Modi’s 
BJP was ambivalent as to Gandhi’s legacy. Modi completely embraced 
Gandhi. The Indian leader described his visit as a ‘pilgrimage’: ‘I am get-
ting the opportunity to visit three places that are signifi cant to Indian 
history and Mahatma Gandhi’s life. This is the place where the seed was 
laid for Mohandas to start the journey of the Mahatma.’ Modi visited 
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the railway station in Pietermaritzburg, where the Pietermaritzburg 
Gandhi Memorial Committee (PGMC)—an organization founded in 
1989 for the purpose of commemorating the centenary anniversary 
of the incident when Gandhi was thrown off the train—arranged the 
proceedings. It was under the auspices of the PGMC that a statue of 
Gandhi had been unveiled at the city centre by Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu on 6 June 1993. The PGMC subsequently erected a plinth on the 
station platform, marking the spot where Gandhi had been evicted. 
Unveiled by Sourav Ganguly and the Indian cricket team during the 
cricket World Cup in 2003, the plinth has become a site of pilgrimage 
for visitors from all over the world (Gengan 2018). 

 The Indian government assisted in putting up a permanent Gandhi 
exhibition at the station, which was offi cially opened by Modi on 
9 July 2016. Modi’s visit included a short 20-minute journey on a 
steam train from the Pentrich station, which is the last station before 
Pietermaritzburg, accompanied by the then premier of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Willies Mchunu, and 275 guests of the Indian and South African gov-
ernments and of the PGMC. On alighting from the train, Modi laid a 
fl oral tribute at the plinth, and the story of the incident of 7 June 1893 
was related to him. The inscription on the plinth has the following 
quotation from Gandhi’s  My Experiments with Truth : ‘My active non-
violence started from that incident’. Modi then offi cially opened the 
permanent Gandhi exhibition at the waiting room, which was desig-
nated ‘The Birthplace of Satyagraha’. Around 1,000 people were at the 
station waiting to catch a glimpse of Modi. Time did not permit him to 
address them, but this did not appear to dampen the great excitement 
(Gengan 2018). 

 Modi also visited the Phoenix Settlement that Gandhi had estab-
lished in 1904 and the Constitution Hill in Johannesburg. He said 
in his speech at Johannesburg, ‘It was here that Mahatma Gandhi 
conceptualized his politics. This is the birthplace of Satyagraha. South 
Africa transformed Mohandas into a Mahatma’ ( The Hindu  9 July 
2016). The moment pulsed with ironies. This was the selfsame Modi 
who inaugurated a website promoting the works of V.D. Savarkar, the 
right-wing Hindu nationalist who espoused violence and was alleg-
edly involved in plots to murder Gandhi. It was Modi’s party, the BJP, 
that hung a portrait of Savarkar in the Indian parliament in 2003 
(Vahed 2017, 122). 
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 While Modi embraced Gandhi, would the former anti-apartheid 
activists embrace him? Few raised any protests against Modi, despite 
the fact that he was chief minister during the 2002 Gujarat massacres 
and was accused of complicity in them. One who did speak out was 
Ismail Vadi, then a member of the Gauteng Provincial Government 
and board member of the Ahmed Kathrada Foundation. Writing in his 
personal capacity, Vadi stated that South Africans were 

   still haunted by the ghosts of Gujarat. The deaths, injuries, mayhem, and 
destruction of property that followed the fateful burning on 27 February 
2002 of the train in Godhra (Gujarat) will remain a bloody blot on 
India’s history. … India’s governing elite cannot escape moral culpabil-
ity for the gross violations of human rights and acts of genocide that 
occurred in those horrifying three weeks. (Vadi 2016)   

 Vadi was referring to the 2002 Gujarat riots or pogrom that followed the 
deaths of 58 Hindus when a train caught on fi re on 22 February 2002. 
Narendra Modi, then then chief minister of Gujarat state, declared, 
without providing evidence, that the attack was an act of terrorism by 
Muslims. What followed was an attack by Hindus against Muslims on 
28 February, resulting in over 2,000 deaths (Jaffrelot 2003). Vadi felt 
that Modi’s brand of Hindu nationalism was at odds with the ‘expan-
sionist, humanistic vision’ of Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s fi rst prime 
minister, and that of Nelson Mandela. He was confi dent that Indian 
South Africans ‘born in our country have no aspirations to return to 
India. … We make bold to say that our destiny is inextricably linked 
to the majority of South Africans, and not with India’ (Jaffrelot 2003). 
There was a backlash from some sectors of the community against 
Vadi for criticizing Modi, while others felt it was hypocritical to do so. 
Meanwhile, the Kathrada Foundation accepted money from Modi’s 
government. Vadi explained the complex issues raised by the visit:

I had a long discussion about this visit with the senior comrades that 
were alive then. A number of us were saying out on principle that we 
should not meet with him [Modi] at all. The advice and guidance we got 
from [Ahmed] Kathrada and from [Isu] Chiba was, ‘Look, let’s do our 
distinction. He is coming as a representative of a government. He’s the 
president of India, he’s on an offi cial visit. We’ve got diplomatic rela-
tions with that government and we must respect that. In government 
to government, there’s no problem.’ Even the donation they gave to 
the Kathrada Foundation, some of us said we should not be accepting 
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money from the hands of Modi. The point that was made was, ‘Look, 
he is giving it as a representative of the Government of India. It’s the 
people of India who are making a donation to the Kathrada Foundation. 
Let’s keep that in, let’s clear that distinction.’ In the end, we decided we 
will not go to the big dome function that which was organized by the 
BJP. It was a non-governmental event. He [Modi] asked for a personal 
audience at the Mandela Foundation with Kathrada, with Isu, to show 
respect for their contribution. We took a decision that they should go 
there, because the invitation had come from the Mandela Foundation. 
Then, when he [Modi] opened an exhibition at the Constitutional Hill, 
I went, others didn’t go. I said, ‘Look guys, I’m going but I’m going 
to write this article. We must make a statement, we can’t ignore the 
human rights abuses that took place.’ And a collective decision was 
taken, ‘Okay, write the article.’ … It was a diffi cult situation and a dif-
fi cult decision to make. We kept it at government to government level. 
If there’s an offi cial function, we went. Of course, we still get attacked 
for it. Even now you still get somebody sending a message: ‘So you took 
money from Modi, now you’re talking big human rights things’, etc. 
But in diplomacy, you will always get these contradictions. I don’t think 
we should see this as a Hindu-Muslim thing, these are human rights 
questions. It’s not about religion, but religious nationalism, whether it 
is Hindu or Muslim, you have to confront religious-based nationalism 
because you’ll destroy a country based on that. (Vadi 2019) 

 Vadi’s was a minority voice. There was great interest in whether Ela 
Gandhi, granddaughter of the Mahatma, would be present to welcome 
Modi to the Phoenix Settlement. Ela Gandhi—former ANC MP who 
chairs the Gandhi Salt March Committee and the Gandhi Development 
Trust and produces  Satyagraha , a monthly newspaper—was, in her 
words, looking ‘forward to hosting the Indian leader. … The Indian 
government always supported the anti-apartheid struggle—both the 
Congress Party and the BJP when they were in power’ (Ebrahim 2016). 
Following the visit, the Indian Ministry of External Affairs spokesperson 
Vikas Swarup tweeted: ‘A sapling for sarvodaya. PM @narendramodi 
plants a pepper & bark tree at the Phoenix Settlement. Ela Gandhi with 
him’ ( The Indian Express  9 July 2016). Shiv Visvanathan, a professor at 
the Jindal School of Law, wrote in response to Modi’s visit to Phoenix: 

   I was appalled and agitated. I was reminded of a comment by a his-
torian who said, ‘Today every party rewrites history.’ … The Right, 
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especially the RSS [Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh], was opposed to 
Gandhi and had little to do with the national movement. There was an 
even greater irony in Modi’s trip as the RSS, of which he was a  pracharak  
[full-time worker], was opposed to Gandhi. I do not know what Modi 
thought while he sat in the wood-planked train. But, I was wondering 
whether at that moment the RSS and its ilk thought of apologizing to 
Gandhi and the nation for the assassination. I was for one moment 
expecting an apology for the 2002 riots. … As he and Jacob Zuma step 
out, one becomes worried for two legacies—the legacy of Mandela now 
cannibalized by Zuma and the ANC and the lessons of Gandhi, which 
a majoritarian BJP/RSS regime has quickly sidestepped. I am afraid of 
the new sense of normalcy I see around me. It is as if a whitewashing 
of history has taken place. … The RSS has begun sanitizing its role in 
history. (Visvanathan 2016)   

 The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (National Assembly of 
Volunteers) (RSS) was established in 1925 with the aim of fashioning 
a homogeneous Hinduism. According to Mazumdar, the RSS’s found-
ing ideologies ‘promoted the notion of an organic, all-encompassing 
Hinduism and energized the concept of  Hindutva,  which embraced a 
unitary notion of nation: race-people-culture-religion-civilization’, 
in which there was no place for Muslims and Christians (Mazumdar 
2003, 231). Gandhi was assassinated by an RSS member, Nathuram 
Godse, whose brother explained that the deed was justifi ed because 
Gandhi was essentially a bad Hindu: ‘He consistently insulted the 
Hindu nation and had weakened it by his doctrine of ahimsa (non-
violence). … We wanted to show the Indians that there were still men 
left among the Hindus’ (cited in Mazumdar 2003, 237). 

 Support for Modi and the BJP among local Indians was evident 
in the way some turned any criticism of Modi into a Hindu/Muslim 
communal divide. Imraan Buccus wrote a mildly critical column about 
Modi’s visit in his weekly column for a local newspaper ( The Mercury  
14 July 2016). In a letter to the editor, Keshuba Naidoo saw Buccus’ 
intervention as a way to ‘promote anti-Hindu sentiment, albeit behind 
a veil of education … Try doing this in some countries that Buccus 
is more familiar with and risk being beheaded’ ( The Mercury  20 July 
2016). Buccus is immediately identifi ed as a Muslim and therefore 
anti-Hindu, and by implication anti-India. There is also an assumption 
that as a Muslim, Buccus should be ‘more familiar’ with presumably 
Muslim-ruled countries. 
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 Naeem Jeenah of the Africa Middle-East Centre, likewise, urged 
Indian South African Muslims to identify wholly with South Africa and 
not to show affi nity with any other nation by applying for OCI cards 
(cited in Bramdaw 2016). In responding to Jeenah’s criticism of Modi, 
Nirode Bramdaw—a South African who is the Mauritian Honorary 
Consul in Durban at the time—prefaced his article with a story from 
the 2003 cricket World Cup match between India and Australia, during 
which a group of Muslim spectators were seen supporting Australia. 
One wore a t-shirt that read, ‘Stop the War in Iraq.’ As Bramdaw put it, 
when he questioned the men, they were not aware that Australia was 
the third country to send troops to Iraq, after the USA and Britain. His 
point was that it was hypocritical of them to support Australia. Bramdaw 
concluded his article by comparing Jeenah’s call to the ‘moron wear-
ing a “Stop the War in Iraq” t-shirt, waving an Australian fl ag’. Read in 
this context, it appears, in Bramdaw’s view, Jeenah’s call was ‘moronic’ 
(cited in Bramdaw 2016). Like Naidoo, Bramdaw is quick to draw the 
implication that to be critical of Modi is to be anti-India, and thus 
anti-Hindu. 

 Modi’s visit brought to the fore Hindu/Muslim tensions and also 
the ways in which local anti-apartheid activists chose to respond. 
Some, such as Vadi, wanted a boycott of Modi. Others, such as Ela 
Gandhi, embraced him and in personally receiving him at the Phoenix 
Settlement legitimized Modi’s attempt to appropriate Gandhi. A frac-
turing along religious lines was exactly what the academic and social 
commentator Brij Maharaj warned against in the lead-up to Modi’s 
visit, and the narratives that one picked up from the media showed 
how apposite his warnings were (Maharaj 2016). Above all, however, 
Modi’s visit underscored that this is a time of increased ethnic and 
racial chauvinism among a signifi cant sliver of Indians in South Africa. 
The rise of India, the emergence of Hindu nationalism, and the fi gure 
of Narendra Modi are important to many in the Indian diaspora. The 
rapturous reception that Modi received from thousands of Indians was 
a sign of their attachment to ‘Mother India’ on the one hand but also of 
their own unease about their place in the new South Africa (Vahed 2017, 
123). As various chapters in this book show, things such as affi rmative 
action and the growth of a narrower African nationalism has fuelled 
uncertainty and a sense of not really belonging. India provides a sense 
of belonging even as the idea of ‘going back’ permanently is never on 
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the cards. Indian South Africans are on the horns of many contradictory 
impulses. As much as people search for roots and religious salvation, 
so there is the pull of middle and upper class life afforded to them in 
South Africa. India becomes the search for roots, the annual holiday, 
the site for shopping expeditions, but not the place to stay. This does 
not mean that the pull of identity does not loom large.  

    Multiple Diasporas?   

 In addition to being part of a global Indian community, there are 
ethnic and linguistic organizations to which Indian South Africans 
are networked. The Tamil diasporic identity is refl ected in a number 
of ways. During the fi rst decade of this century, Tamils in South Africa 
supported the struggle of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (Tamil 
Tigers) (LTTE) who were struggling for independence in Sri Lanka 
and were eventually defeated in 2009. Their representatives were 
hosted in the country, and public marches were held regularly under 
the auspices of the Tamil Co-ordinating Committee of South Africa 
(TCC). Some South African Tamils are members of the International 
Tamil Diaspora Association (INTAD) and the World Economic Tamil 
Conference. 

 The fourth World Economic Tamil Conference was held in Durban, 
a three-day event commencing on 16 November 2017 to mark the 
157th anniversary of the arrival of the fi rst indentured migrants in 
Natal. This is an annual Tamil diaspora conference. The 500 local and 
international guests included the prime minister of Guyana, vice presi-
dent of Mauritius, and the Indian high commissioner to South Africa. 
The chairperson of the local conference reception committee was the 
former deputy mayor of Ethekwini, Logie Naidoo. Awards were given to 
prominent Tamils. South African Vivian Reddy told the conference that 
they ‘could not be kept down by adversity. We look forward to conclud-
ing deals to show the world that as Tamils we can stand together. Let’s 
become a powerhouse of businesses around the world’ ( The Mercury  
17 November 2017, 3). Here we see the fl uidity of identity: Reddy 
is a staunch supporter of the ANC, a major benefi ciary of the Black 
Economic Empowerment (BEE) contracts, who is quite happy to link 
into Tamil business networks. Yogin Devan, a newspaper columnist 
and long-time commentator on Indian affairs, noted: 
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   Conspicuously, the local Tamil population had sparse representation. 
The individual delegate fee of ZAR 2,000 would have dissuaded those 
who desired real empowerment from attending. The only local delegates, 
who in total could be counted on one’s fi ngers and toes, were the super 
rich and well-connected. Sadly, a great opportunity to create wealth at 
grassroots level was lost. The conference was, after all, mostly a talk-shop 
for the rich to network and cut deals—and become even richer. ( Post  
22–6 November 2017)   

 Many local Memons, who number around 25,000 of the global 
Memon population of a million, are part of the World Memon 
Organisation (WMO). According to its website, this umbrella organiza-
tion of Memons has chapters in Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, the Middle 
East, Africa, Europe, and North America. The WMO was formed fol-
lowing two international Memon conventions in 2001 and 2002 as 
an umbrella organization ‘promoting the advancement, upliftment, 
unity, welfare, and well-being of all Memons in all aspects of life and 
at all times in accordance with Islamic principles’. A look at its website 
in January 2018 (http://wmoworld.com/projects / ) revealed projects 
such as housing in cities such as Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Mehkar, 
Colombia, and Sindh, education scholarships, medical care, empower-
ment projects that assist small businesses, and humanitarian assistance 
to various crisis areas. South Africans are involved at the highest levels 
of the organization.  

    The Branch and the Root   

   In the arcade of Hanuman House … there was already the evening 
assembly of old men … pulling at clay  cheelum s that glowed red and 
smelled of ganja and burnt sacking. … They continually talked of going 
back to India, but when the opportunity came, many refused, afraid of 
the unknown, afraid to leave the familiar temporariness. 

  —Naipaul (1961, 174)    

 Nearly 160 years have passed since the very fi rst indentured arrived on the 
shores of Port Natal. Most of them stayed, joined by free passengers, and 
scattered across the country while strengthening their bonds in Africa. 
As the 20th century unfolded and the noose of racism tightened around 
Indians, so did their desire to fi ght for full citizenship. Connections with 
India grew more distant; the boycott by India of the apartheid-ridden 
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South Africa was pivotal in driving a bigger and bigger wedge between 
the two nations. Mother India was largely an absent fi gure in the everyday 
lives of locals. The ending of apartheid and re-connections with India 
have taken many forms and involve many levels of emotional attach-
ments. There are competing affections—for example, the pull of the 
global umma for Muslims; for Tamils, a diaspora that stretches beyond 
India and takes in widows displaced by the civil war in Sri Lanka and liv-
ing a life of destitution; to drawing the attention of mega rich billionaires 
across the world. For some, the connection is through a singular spiritual 
tourism, for others the individual search for roots. While the PIO/OCI 
card has been taken up by an increasing number of middle-class Indians, 
this appears more to do with ease of travel rather than a way to invest in 
India or as a stepping-stone to return permanently. 

 Still, India has a certain newfound allure. Mishra’s references to the 
creation of ‘imaginary homelands from the space of distance’ (Mishra 
2007, 16) has resonance here. The impression one gets from the dis-
cussions with those searching for roots is pride in being linked to an 
ancient culture but little inclination to settle there. It is more about 
religious knowledge and experiences and sensory enjoyment such as 
cricket, fi lms, music, dance, dress, and of course India’s newfound 
political and economic infl uence. The story of the Indian in Africa has 
always been trespassed by temporariness, with impulses both from 
within and from without. In South Africa, the colonial and the apart-
heid governments always hung the spectre of repatriation over Indians. 
The euphoria of Mandela’s rainbow nation gave Indians a sense of per-
manence and acceptance into the broader body politic. But the recent 
rise of a racially narrower African nationalism and the concomitant 
affi rmative action policies have made some uncertain of the present 
and pessimistic about the future. Many rich Indians, while paying hom-
age to South Africa, have hedged their bets, sending their children to 
live in places such as Australia and Canada, funnelling them resources 
or what is referred to as ‘setting them up’. 

 The working classes, such as those who populated the arcade in 
Naipaul’s Hanuman House, will never go back, never return to India. 
Many live out their lives within a few square kilometres, being cut-off 
from the world, increasingly alienated, fi nding solace in Pentecostalism, 
and showing greater allegiance to the English Premier League soccer 
clubs than anything else in life. 
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 While the rich make global connections, thinking beyond the nation 
state, the Indian working class latches on to a ‘familiar temporariness’, 
always—like Girlie Amod—on the edge of economic devastation, know-
ing that the opportunities for jobs for their children and grandchildren 
are narrowing, making a life through defending a narrow piece of turf 
in ‘Bangladesh’ in Chatsworth. This points to one of the problems of 
fl attening the diaspora. As Hegdes (2018, 279) points out, ‘The natural-
izing of singular narratives of diasporic success overrides the diversity 
and politics that frame immigrant lives … thereby obscuring complex 
issues of class and politics of status within the diaspora.’ 

 Indians have responded in a myriad ways, from local religious 
networks to transnational organizations, to mitigate uncertainty and 
build networks of solidarity, as they see themselves once more being 
relegated to the status of second-class citizens. Tagore’s poem, the epi-
gram to this chapter, speaks about the tangled roots that is the banyan 
tree. For a long time through the apartheid years, India was in the 
distance, a place for a once-in-a-lifetime visit. Today, as people search 
for their ‘India number’, there is a desire for the South African branch 
of the banyan tree to look for its roots. The quest is not to return to 
‘the nest’ but to visit. There are many families of the merchant and the 
indentured stock that have built schools, contributed to water projects, 
and simply bestowed gifts upon their village families. It is one of the 
ironies of the times that as Indian South Africans return to the villages, 
the villagers are making their way into cities. As  we  soak in the village 
life, returning home to romanticize it, the young villagers seek to escape 
it. The return to the village is, for a moment, a kind of voyeurism with 
emotional connection. It is not to return the branch to the root but to 
bask in the shade for a while. Indian South Africans know that there is 
no permanent place for them in an Indian village. In fact, many return 
and say sotto voce, ‘Thank God, our grandparents got on that ship’. The 
turn to diaspora of course happens at a time when the idea of India as a 
Hindu nation has taken root. Savarkar, the inspiration for much of the 
resurgent hindutva, also used the image of the banyan tree: ‘The seed of 
the banyan tree is so trivial as to be smaller than a mustard seed. If we 
are to live with honour and dignity as a Hindu nation … that nation 
must emerge under the Hindu fl ag’ (cited in Misra 1999, 142). 

 This notion of India as existing under a Hindu fl ag, while having 
its adherents, has not taken root in a substantial way in South Africa. 
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The memories of the exclusions of the apartheid regime and the long 
struggle for inclusion is too recent for a narrow ‘long-distance national-
ism’ to have purchase. But in the face of an increased interaction with 
Hindu conservative organizations in India, the growing African racial 
nationalism, Muslim exclusivism, and the challenge of Pentecostalism, 
hindutva is gaining ground and has the potential to srike deeper roots 
in this neck of Africa. 

 Meanwhile, the search for the ship numbers will go on. The village 
will be found. Family reunions will take place. Local histories will be 
written. When you think that the present is like quicksand, the need to 
hang onto a root is all the more vital.   

     Note   

     1.  Some of the details on Modi’s tour are drawn from Goolam Vahed and 
Ashwin Desai. 2018. ‘Race, Place, and Indian Identities in Contemporary 
South Africa’, in  Who Is An African? , edited by Roderick R. Hewitt and 
Chammah J. Kaunda, 330–40. Maryland, USA: Lexington Books/Fortress 
Academics.        
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     One may fi nd in an undeveloped and colonized society, within one 
family and one generation, extraordinary differences of knowledge and 
sophistication; yet such differences do not necessarily constitute a bar-
rier. The one who has received a higher education … is aware of how 
consistently his own people’s history and culture have been denied, and 
he values in his own family the vestiges of its traditions which have been 
suppressed. … Educated and ignorant share the same ideals. The differ-
ence between them becomes proof of the injustice they have suffered 
together and of the rightness of those ideals. Ideas become inseparable 
from aspirations. 

  —John Berger (2012, 223)      

   It is one of the dominant themes of the storyline of Indian South 
Africans—the incredible sacrifi ces made in the quest to ensure access 

to formal education. This history is written into the very landscape. 
Despite working in semi-slave circumstances and earning meagre 
wages, the indentured built rudimentary schools on the plantations in 
which they laboured. And through the years of segregation and apart-
heid, what came to be known as state-aided schools were sponsored 
by the local community at great fi nancial sacrifi ce and with remark-
able foresight; Indians had to buy land, build a school, and pay for its 
upkeep while the government reimbursed half the building cost (Vahed 
and Waetjen 2016, 286–7). 

 At the same time, the state neglected Indian education until the 
levels of illiteracy were high. It is hard to imagine the poor educational 
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levels of Indians and the high rate of illiteracy amongst them until 
just a few decades ago. The true impact of this transformation can be 
gauged from some of the case studies of women presented in Fatima 
Meer’s 1975 study of working women in Durban, which illustrate how 
pervasive was the lack of basic formal education. 

    Dolly   

 Age 17. Education: Standard two. Single. Pay: ZAR 14 per week. 
Contribution to family: Entire pay. Dolly is a 17 year old Indian girl, 
who wore a blouse and a pair of jeans and had no make-up. She still 
looks like a child. She lives in Gillitts with her parents in an outhouse 
with four rooms. There is no electricity. They use paraffi n lamps and 
cook on a coal stove and collect fi rewood for fuel. There is no fi rewood 
for fuel. There are nine children in the family, and she is the fourth of 
fi ve girls. Her father, educational standard two, is a fl ower gardener. … 
She is a learner machinist. She gives all her money to her mother who 
in turn gives her ZAR 4 a week, of which she pays ZAR 2 for transport. 
She buys a dress once in six months. When asked if she belonged to the 
trade union, she said, ‘No, the manager arranges everything for us.’ She 
was in a hurry to get away. (Meer 1975, 102)  

    Muthuma   

 Age 36. Education: No formal education. Married, six children. 
Residential Area: Motala Farm. Savings: Nil. Turns collars in the factory. 
Muthuma had no formal education and knows neither her age nor her 
husband’s. She thinks she is 36 years old. She looks much older. She 
has been married for sixteen years and has 6 children. They are all at 
school. Her husband used to earn before but has been unemployed for 
four years. Their fi nancial position is bad. ‘We live from hand to mouth, 
struggling to buy food and fares each way. We struggle to get food and 
clothes for the children.’ They only valuable item they possess is an old 
radio. They pay no accounts. They can’t afford to go out, and the most 
they manage is a visit to her brother in Chatsworth. … She leaves for 
work at 6.30 am and returns at around 5.30 pm. Her work is turning 
collars in the factory. She cooks supper when she returns home. They 
eat mealie meals and vegetables and cannot afford more than 2 kgs of 
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meat. She will continue working in the factory, for there is nothing else 
she can do to earn a living. … She said she was getting on well with the 
white offi cials in the factory. When asked about apartheid, she said she 
knew nothing. (Meer 1975, 108)  

    Parvathy   

 Age: 23. Married, no children. Residence: Chatsworth. Sub-economic 
housing. Sews sleeves on overalls. Left school in standard six at the age 
of 13 to help her mother at home. She began working in the factory 
when she turned 17. Her mother had resisted her going out to work. 
She felt that it would make her a bad girl, but was forced to relent 
because of the family’s fi nancial circumstances. The people in her com-
munity generally feel that factory girls get up to mischief—they talk 
to boys and allow them to get ‘fresh’. She met her husband on the bus 
and they have been married less than a year. She lives with her mother-
in-law, two brothers-in-law, and a sister-in-law. They would like to live 
on their own. ‘If we get enough money, we will look for an outhouse.’ 
They share their incomes with the joint family contributing. … Her day 
begins at 4.30 am and she is the fi rst to get up. She has black coffee and 
makes their lunches. She leave home at 6.30 am and goes to work by 
bus. She returns home at 5.15 pm. In the evening, she cooks the supper, 
cleans their room, and if it is not raining, washes their clothes. After 
supper, she washes the dishes. The husband does not help her. She does 
not know about the insurance fund, the Workers Compensation Act, or 
the Pension and Unemployment Fund.  

    Margaret   

 Age: 26. Residence: Chatsworth. Married. Sole breadwinner. Factory 
machinist. Margaret is a talkative young Indian woman whose thoughts 
run ahead of her words. She was born in Mansfi eld Road, Durban, but 
they were forced to move to Chatsworth because the area was taken by 
whites in terms of the Group Areas Act. She left school at 16 after pass-
ing standard three. She had to leave because of fi nancial diffi culties. Her 
father lost his job and he has never been employed since. Her marriage 
has been a failure. Her husband is a ‘won’t worker and heavy drinker’. 
They separated in 1971. She has a child aged six, a girl. She began 
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working in a factory, because as she put it: ‘Being a non-European girl 
with the sort of education I had, there wasn’t much choice.’ (Meer 1975, 
112)  

    Devi   

 Age: 25. Education: Standard one. Single. Residence: Verulam. Devi 
was born in Newlands and was forced to leave school in standard one, 
partly because her mother had a baby that year and needed her help, 
and partly because there was not enough money to send her to school. 
There are eight children, six boys and two girls, and she is the eldest. 
Her father was a gardener, and when he died they lost the house and 
were forced to move to Verulam. They now rent a wood and iron house. 
There is no electricity. Both she and her sister were forced to work in 
order to support the family. They save nothing. ‘Where can we save? The 
money is too little for us, and things are so expensive.’ (Meer 1975, 115)  

 The number of state schools for Indians increased from 129 to 210 
in the years 1966 to 1975. This expansion saw the gradual phasing 
out of the double-shift ‘platoon system’, whereby schools held classes 
twice daily to accommodate all the learners in an area. The platoon 
school population stood at 33,543 in 1966, or a quarter of the total 
school-going population, and was only phased out in 1983 (Vahed and 
Waetjen 2016, 286–7). In contrast to the progress in Indian education, 
the National Party (NP) government introduced its Bantu Education 
policy in 1953, which was deliberately designed to produce unskilled 
black African labour, and fi gures show that the money spent on Africans 
relative to Indians was considerably lower. 

 Indian education indeed expanded dramatically from the 1960s. In 
1960, 12.9 per cent of Indians in the 5–19 age group were in school; 
this increased to 24.5 per cent in 1970; and 94.8 per cent in 1980; the 
comparative fi gures for whites, coloureds, and Africans in that year were 
96.3 per cent, 93 per cent, and 83.1 per cent respectively (Pillay 1984, 
4). Signifi cantly, 40 per cent of the 1980 fi gure was made up by Indian 
girls (Vahed and Waetjen 2016, 286).   1    Between 1963 and 1973, the 
number of Indians who matriculated increased almost four-fold, from 
1,184 to 4,032. While 34.2 per cent of Indian children who entered 
standard one in 1969 reached standard ten in 1978, the percentages of 
whites, coloureds, and Africans were 69, 10.5, and 3.9 respectively. In 
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1976, the state spent ZAR 219.96 per annum per Indian child, while the 
expenditure on whites stood at ZAR 654.00, on coloureds ZAR 157.59, 
and on Africans ZAR 91.29 (Pillay 1984, 2). 

 As far as higher education is concerned, a trickle of Indians went 
overseas to study professions such as medicine and dentistry in the fi rst 
few decades of the 20th century, while a limited number of places were 
found locally from the 1930s at the University of Fort Hare, which had 
been established for Africans, and Wits University and the University 
of Cape Town, which had been established for English-speaking white 
South Africans. At these ‘white’ campuses, Indians were excluded from 
social activities and prohibited from living in residences. Faculties such 
as dentistry were never opened to blacks at Wits, while a quota system 
was introduced at the medical school. In the 1930s, doctors Goonam, 
Dadoo, and Naicker—all prominent political activists—studied at 
Edinburgh. In the 1940s, one had the likes of Ismail Meer—a treason 
trialist in 1956—studying law at Wits, and Hassen Mall, who chaired 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in post-apartheid 
South Africa, doing likewise at Cape Town. 

 There was a modicum of change following the Cape Town Agreement 
of 1927 between the Indian and the South African governments, in 
terms of which an agent-general was appointed to oversee the situation 
of Indians in South Africa. A scheme for voluntary repatriation of Indians 
from South Africa to India was introduced, and the South African govern-
ment promised to ‘uplift’ the social and economic position of those who 
remained in the country. It was in this context that the issue of admit-
ting black students to Natal University (NU) came up. In 1934, Agent 
Kunwar Sir Maharaj Singh raised the issue of higher education with John 
W. Bews, the then Principal of Natal University. While the university 
council was adamantly against admitting blacks, it agreed to organise 
part-time classes for them off-campus. 19 students (of which 11 were 
Indians) enrolled in 1936, and by 1960 the university had awarded over 
650 degrees to African, Indian, and coloured students in Arts and Social 
Sciences. Natal University sought to keep the white and the ‘non-white’ 
separate, facilitating access to tertiary education for Africans, Indians, and 
coloureds by arranging ‘non-European classes’, initially in an abandoned 
warehouse in Warwick Avenue (Vahed and Bhana 2011, 96). 

 M.D. Naidoo, a Natal Indian Congress (NIC) activist and ideologue 
who was part of a delegation that took up the cause of Indians at the 
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United Nations in the 1940s; Thumba Pillay, an NIC activist and judge 
in post-apartheid South Africa; Phyllis Naidoo, an anti-apartheid activist 
and lawyer; Mac Maharaj; Kader Hassim; and Sunny Venkatrathnam—
all of whom would be incarcerated on Robben Island—are some of 
those who studied here. These segregated classes had a mixed legacy. 
They sprang from 

   a history of treating blacks differentially in which some university offi -
cials and academics conveniently hid behind an ill-defi ned white ethos 
[but] did produce a class of black intelligentsia and professionals, espe-
cially lawyers and teachers, who played important roles in their commu-
nity, and many became active in politics. (Vahed and Bhana 2011, 97–8)   

 Many such individuals come to mind. Navanethem ‘Navi’ Pillay, for 
example, was born to a bus-driver father in the working-class neigh-
bourhood of Clairwood on the outskirts of Durban. It was the local 
community that helped fund her studies through high school and 
university, and she became the fi rst woman to go to university from 
Clairwood. She completed a degree in law in 1965 and went on to do 
a doctorate at Harvard in 1988. Pillay defended many anti-apartheid 
activists and worked to expose the poor treatment of political detain-
ees in apartheid prisons. In 1995, the then president Nelson Mandela 
appointed Pillay as the fi rst black woman to serve on the High Court of 
South Africa. She was elected by the UN General Assembly as a judge 
at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), where she 
served for eight years. In 2003, Pillay was elected to the fi rst ever panel 
of judges of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and, from 2008 
to 2014, served as the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. It 
was during this period that Forbes magazine ranked her as the 64th 
most powerful woman in the world. In 2015, Pillay became the 16th 
Commissioner of the International Commission Against the Death 
Penalty. 

 The ‘logic’ of apartheid unfolded in the early 1950s like an infant 
taking its fi rst tottering steps, and then as four turned to fi ve, gained 
in confi dence, speed, and temper. The Immorality Act policed sexual 
relations between white and ‘non-white’, while the Group Areas Act 
carved up geographical space into designated racial areas, with the best 
bits reserved for whites. As it became clear that Indians would not be 
repatriated to some other country, provisions had to be made for their 
university education. That some had forced open the doors of the white 
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liberal universities was anathema to the nationalists. The government, 
by now approaching its teenage years, became more confi dent and 
passed the Extension of University Education Act 45 of 1959 that cre-
ated the conditions for racially separate universities. Indians, however, 
were agitated for more and more university places, while the ‘non-
white’ classes at Natal University were not only serving as an incubator 
of radicalism but also bursting at the seams. 

 In 1960, the government summarily announced the inauguration 
of a university for Indians that would begin its work in November of 
the following year. Its location was ridiculous and impractical but fi t-
ted in with apartheid’s logicsSalisbury Island in the Durban Harbour. 
The only access to it was by ferry. It was seen as a way to exert control 
while creating the conditions for Indians to obtain higher education. 
This announcement brought together all shades of Indian public opin-
ion in opposing the scheme, ranging from Monty Naicker of the NIC 
to A.M. Moolla of the moderate Natal Indian Organisation (NIO). 
Naicker’s view was that ‘the university is a temple of truth, and knowl-
edge should be imparted with no regard to a person’s race, colour, or 
creed or fi nancial standing. The sole factor governing admission should 
be merit’ ( Graphic  4 November 1960). The NIC and the NIO issued a 
joint statement that ‘There are no two viewpoints in our community. 
… We are completely unanimous in our condemnation’. The statement 
continued: 

   The creation of a separate Indian University will result in the exclusion 
of all prospective fi rst year students from the universities of Natal, Cape 
Town, and Witwatersrand, institutions whose facilities have been open 
to the Indian students in common with others since their inception and 
which facilities our students have gratefully utilized over many decades. 
Our community is proud to have many graduates in many branches of 
study who have come through the portals of these splendid seats of learn-
ing. We bow our heads in shame for those in authority and the govern-
ment, who now contemplate shutting these doors of learning in the face 
of the hundreds of eager students of an underprivileged and voiceless 
community. ( Indian Views  16 November 1960)   

 An Anti-Tribal College Conference was held in Durban on 17 
December 1960, where speakers included Monty Naicker and A.M. 
Moolla, Alan Paton of the Liberal Party, and sociologist Leo Kuper. 
Universities, by their very nature, Kuper said, should be ‘open to all 
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groups so that there may be free exchange of knowledge and of diverse 
points of view, necessary for the training of well-balanced, cultivated 
university graduates’. This would not be possible at the University 
College as apartheid, by its very nature, was a ‘narrow, restrictive, 
indeed, primitive policy’. Kuper expected the college to be staffed by 
ideologues of apartheid, which would be 

   unfavourable to true education. If it were only a question of an inferior 
education, one may well argue that a poor education is better than no 
education. One might say that at the Indian college, students will be able 
to take diplomas, and some degrees, which will qualify them for teaching 
and for promotion; that they will be able to get a training in the sciences, 
which was denied to them at the University of Natal. Quite apart from 
this twisting of the human personality, can the Indian community allow 
itself the luxury of racial pride and racial exclusiveness? (Cited in Vahed 
2013a, 38)   

 M.D. Naidoo moved a motion, seconded by A.M. Moolla, calling 
on Indians not to serve on the Indian University Advisory Council; on 
whites to understand ‘the feelings of the Indian people and refuse to 
serve on the council’; on teachers who ‘treasure the true traditions of 
a university to recognize the importance of not accepting any teaching 
post’; and on parents and students to ‘explore alternate possibilities as 
far as possible’ for university education ( New Age  5 January 1961). One 
can see how the logic of racial separation had led almost inexorably 
towards the creation of a racially exclusive university and why the meet-
ing preferred the de-racializing of the University of Natal. But a boycott 
was a big call since there was no immediate alternative in sight. Indians 
were fi nishing high school in greater numbers and there was a desire for 
higher education. Rich Indians could send their children overseas, but 
where would those of the working class go? 

 Voices of opposition to this resolution were raised. A parent wrote 
to a local paper that he had a ‘son ready for university education. I 
shall be glad if Indian educationists come forth and give us some sound 
advice as to what we should do? … Apart from grandiose statements 
that look pretty on paper, there was nothing constructive about [the 
conference]’. The writer complained that the conference was dominated 
by politicians, professionals, and businessmen. ‘It is presumptuous of 
such people to give advice to us parents when they are not qualifi ed 
to do so. The future of my son is too precious to be left to the mercy 
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of amateur and pseudo-educationists’ ( Leader  30 December 1960). 
Another letter from ‘Mentor’ argued that ‘those born with a silver spoon 
in their mouths will proceed to an overseas university. But what of the 
unfortunate ones whose university career is destined within the borders 
of Natal?’ ( Leader  27 January 1961). ‘Worker’ described the call for a 
boycott as ‘very unfair to those of us who earn low wages’. His own 
son was ready to enrol for a degree but ‘I am not in a position to sit 
back and cry out for “sacrifi ce” … It is only through education that 
we can hope to improve our position. The government is not going to 
suffer in any way, so let us accept what little has been given to us and 
make the best of it’ ( Leader  27 January 1961). These responses were 
telling. Coming from mainly working-class people, they illustrated how 
acutely they saw education as a way to advance the position of their 
children economically and socially. 

 Most Indians were torn between the desire to boycott the university 
as a political principle and the pragmatic need to attend a tertiary insti-
tution. But the options were limited once it was clear that there would 
not be a mass-based boycott. As ‘The Fakir’, columnist for a weekly 
newspaper, argued, Indians had no choice: 

   I would never blame any student who enrols at such a tribal university, 
or the parents who permit them to. When all other portals of learning 
are deliberately closed, and to open them becomes a punishable offence, 
when students are virtually coerced into attending tribal universities or 
going without higher education, only a fool or a hypocrite would blame 
the student who takes what he can take, with or without protest. ( Leader  
4 November 1960)   

 Another columnist, ‘Politicus’, wrote sarcastically that the segregated 
universities were bound to fail: 

   Tribal institutions carry within them, with their rules of discipline and 
indoctrination, the seeds of their own destruction. Hindi, Gujarati, 
Tamil, and Telegu are all there on the time-table. ‘Lunch’ is left unspeci-
fi ed but one may assume that there will be regular curry and rice and 
‘koeliekoekies’ on the menu. Of course, there will be no need for forks 
and knives and other such paraphernalia peculiar to the Western way 
of life. There should be no need for any table and chairs either, and the 
students should be well able to squat or sit cross-legged on  chattai s [mats] 
thrown on the fl oor, as our bass-dadas [grandfathers] used to. Since the 
poor dears will not be permitted to make statements to the Press, we shall 
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never know how ‘hot’ the curry was or how they enjoyed the  puri-patha  
a-la-Salisbury Island. One of these fi ne days, one would be tempted to 
fi ll in an enrolment form, for the proof of the  faluda  [a popular Indian 
dessert] is in the eating, surely! ( Leader  10 March 1961)   

 While the protest solicited the support of both the so-called moder-
ates and radicals within the Indian community as well as white liber-
als, the demand for higher education was powerful. The university was 
opened on 1 November 1960, almost 100 years to the day since the fi rst 
indentured labourers arrived on the shores of Port Natal. 39 students 
enrolled in 1961, but by 1966 some 1,200 students were registered. 
Once the university became a reality, the moderates who were opposed 
to it, such as A.M. Moolla and P.R. Pather, chose to invest fully in it and 
served on its council. The university’s fi rst rector Professor E.P. Olivier 
said that he had to work ‘under very trying circumstances’ but he soon 
‘won the confi dence of quite a large section of the Indian community. 
The fi rst breakthrough came from support of men like A.M. Moolla, Mr 
P.R. Pather, Dr H.E. Joosab, and Mr H Bodasingh’ (Clarke 2012). 

 Once education was transferred to a separate education department 
under the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) in 1966, there was a 
move to establish a more permanent institution that could accommo-
date the growing demand for university education. The University of 
Durban-Westville (UD-W) was thus opened in 1972. As part of the new 
ANC government’s rationalization policy in the post-apartheid period, 
UD-W merged with the University of Natal to form the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal on 1 January 2004. Alongside UD-W, the rapid increase 
in the number of schools and the establishment of places of higher 
learning, such as the University of Natal Non-European Medical 
School, the M.L. Sultan Technical College, and the Springfi eld College 
of Education, increased the number of Indian professionals and 
artisans. A medical college was opened at the University of Natal in 
Durban in the 1950s. 

 Indian middle-class leaders were keen to introduce technical educa-
tion, and part-time classes started in 1930 in the Sastri College buildings. 
The desire to build a permanent building was given momentum when 
M.L. Sultan, who had arrived in the colony as an indentured worker, 
donated money in 1942 specifi cally for a technical education. The site 
where the present building stands was opened in 1956. A building was 
established in Pietermaritzburg in 1961 and in Stanger in 1962, while 
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part-time classes were held in Clairwood, Avoca, Mount Edgecombe, 
Greenwood Park, Verulam, and Port Shepstone. Enrolment in 1965 
stood at 1,563 full-time and 4,144 part-time students across the prov-
ince. The Technikon trained several generations of artisans and others 
in careers that opened up access to vocations previously unimagined, 
such as hairdressing, dress designing, typing, motor mechanics, cater-
ing, bookkeeping, chemical technicians, draughtsman, and appren-
ticeships in the motor, engineering, and building trades (Pittendrich 
1966, 4–51). The college now forms part of the Durban University of 
Technology (DUT), which resulted from the 2002 merger of the M.L. 
Sultan and (previously white) Technikon Natal. 

 The growth of schools not only created opportunities for children 
but also opened up jobs for teachers. Alongside this, the South African 
Indian Council (SAIC), established in 1968 to see to ‘Indian’ affairs, 
insisted that bureaucratic positions in the Department of Indian 
Education at the very highest levels should be fi lled by Indians if ‘apart-
heid’ was to be a success. A whole layer of Indians were appointed in 
the bureaucracy that monitored Indian education, which fell under the 
control of the DIA in 1965 and subsequently under the SAIC. Whereas 
in 1966 there had been three white and two Indian planners, by 1976 
there were fi ve white and eight Indian planners. Indian inspectors 
increased from fi ve in 1966 to 24 in 1975 (Vahed and Waetjen 2015, 
286). 

 The Springfi eld College of Education was opened in 1951 and had 
trained 11,222 teachers by the time it was shut down in 1998. Teaching 
was an important avenue through which Indian women gained entry 
into middle-class employment. College principal A. Levine noted in 
1966: ‘Parents had, at fi rst, shown a certain hesitancy in sending their 
daughters to a mixed college. Now they were coming forward in increas-
ing numbers and were taking their full part in all college activities. 
… There was no longer any suggestion that the female of the species 
was inferior to the male’ (Levine 1966, 83). The college was originally 
under the control of the (white) Natal Education Department, but the 
control shifted to the DIA on 1 April 1966. As Levine refl ected in 1966, 
‘over the years the staff has … increased in number, as has the propor-
tion of Indians to whites’ (Levine 1966, 84). There was a great disparity 
in income between white and black teachers and between males and 
females. Fatima Meer reported in 1975 that the law provided for the 
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services of married women to be terminated each year to make way for 
newly qualifi ed teachers (Meer 1975, 148). 

 The increasing need for teachers was an important source of employ-
ment for those graduating out of college and university. Importantly, 
teaching provided economic stability and upward mobility for many 
Indian families, especially those with joint incomes. There are many 
instances of the children of teachers going on to study for better paying 
occupations, such as medicine, engineering, and chartered accoun-
tancy. Fatima Meer’s 1970s profi les of black working women point to 
several such examples. Dr S. was a 30-year old medical doctor whose 
mother had had no formal education and whose father had completed 
standard three and was a carpenter. According to the profi le, ‘her family 
is comparatively poor and money was always a problem in putting her 
through medical college. Her sister, who is a teacher, paid her fees the 
fi rst year. Thereafter she managed to get a succession of bursaries’ (Meer 
1975, 166). 

 Most students adopted a utilitarian attitude. They benefi ted academ-
ically but did not enjoy the other aspects of existence usually associated 
with university life. As Fatima Meer (1968, 99) wrote, ‘While students 
receive some satisfaction from the academic training they receive, 
there is considerable frustration, due largely to the sheer fact of their 
segregation, which they see as an assault on their dignity, and student 
committees may not hold meetings or invite speakers at their discre-
tion.’ The many activists who emerged from the institution are a clear 
indication that the students did not meekly accept the ‘White Basskap’ 
ideology of the NP. On the contrary, the university was an incubator 
for critical thought and student activists, such as Pravin Gordhan, Pregs 
Govender, Jay Naidoo, and Yunus Carrim, who became ANC MPs in 
the post-apartheid period. At the same time, it produced generations 
of professionals. 

 While there were important strands at these institutions that empha-
sised blackness and the unity of the disenfranchised, they also shaped 
an Indianness by bringing together students from across the country 
who forged professional as well as, in many instances, marital relation-
ships. Dhupelia-Mesthrie writes of a meeting in November 2009 in 
Wynberg, Cape Town, where the Cape Town 1860 Legacy Foundation 
was launched to organize events to mark the 150th anniversary in 
2010 of the arrival of Indians in Natal. One of the speakers was Siraj 
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Desai, a judge in the Western Cape High Court, who spoke of the role 
of apartheid in fostering ‘Indianness’. His grandfather had come to the 
Cape in 1898 and lived in an area called Salt River, which was home 
mainly to working-class Malays, coloureds, and poor whites. Judge 
Desai recounted: 

   The only Indian people I possibly encountered were those few corner 
shops around us. I went to the Methodist School in Salt River. Most of the 
children at school … [their] parents worked then at the Salt River mar-
ket and this is the … social milieu I operated in. And then when I went 
to the Trafalgar High School and I can’t say there weren’t any Indians 
there because I’ve seen Dr Angelo Pillay and Rachmat Omar … in the 
audience. So besides them there were very few others at Trafalgar. And 
then the worst of things happened. … Apartheid was intensifi ed when I 
matriculated and we had to study at the only Indian university outside of 
India which was Salisbury Island—Westville as it was later known. And 
when I got to campus on the fi rst day it was an absolute culture shock. I’d 
never been in a room with so many Indians before (laughter from audi-
ence). And the worst was to come, you know. … We Cape Indians could 
not travel freely to Natal [just] as Natal Indians couldn’t come freely to 
the Cape. … And when I got to university I discovered I couldn’t register 
and the simple reason I couldn’t register was this that I was a foreign 
Indian in Durban. I had to go back to Cape Town and get a permit at the 
Immigration Offi ces. But I tell you the story for one reason alone and the 
reason is this: that the irony is that the offi ce I used to go [to] is today 
part of the complex in which I preside as a judge. And every day when I 
walk pass I tell my colleagues you reside in a court [where at the] bottom 
of our court, in the foyer, I had to come every year to fetch a permit, [the] 
absolute limit of indignity. (Dhupelia-Mesthrie 2013, 46–7)   

 Desai’s recollections point to the Orwellian rationale of apartheid’s 
rules. In order to study at UD-W, Desai had to report to an immigra-
tion offi ce and receive a piece of paper allowing him to be in Durban. 
This was despite the fact that he was abiding with apartheid’s rules by 
registering at an Indian-designated university. Still, Desai is an example 
of how UD-W began producing a class of professionals that allowed for 
class mobility for them and their children. 

 These institutions not only helped train large numbers of Indian 
professionals but also provided the means for them to enter academia 
and research. Though they experienced enormous discrimination 
because of their race, including lower rates of pay, they eventually came 
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to constitute the majority of staff at these ‘Indian’ institutions. Many of 
the students who attended Salisbury Island were pioneers in the sense 
that they were amongst the fi rst generation in their families to attend 
university. Cassim Dangor, one such student, was the son of a trader 
in Standerton where he was born in 1943. His father died when he 
was young and his elder brother ‘assumed the responsibility of keeping 
the family intact and to ensure that they generated income for us to 
live on. That was quite common where you had family support, the 
“brother system” … we all lived under one roof. After I completed my 
degree I also contributed to the family pool’. Dangor matriculated from 
Standerton in 1961, and though the University of Witwatersrand was 
closer to home, he had to attend the Indian university in Durban. He 
arrived at the university in 1963, being in the ‘third batch’ of B.Sc. stu-
dents. He specialized in pharmacy, which he notes was ‘a new vocation 
opening to non-whites’. For apartheid to function effectively, it needed 
Indians (and by extension Africans and coloureds) to fi ll positions in 
pharmacies and hospitals in the exclusive group areas that were being 
developed, hence the expansion of the range of courses on offer at 
racial universities (Vahed 2014). 

 Dangor completed what was then a fi ve-year pharmacy degree and 
obtained a Fulbright Scholarship in 1970, which allowed him to com-
plete his M.Sc. degree at the University of Mississippi in the United States 
of America. When he returned in 1973, Dangor took up a position at 
UD-W, where the pharmacy department was rapidly expanding to meet 
the need in the townships. Dangor subsequently received a scholar-
ship and completed a Ph.D. at the University of London in 1985. He 
eventually became the fi rst Indian professor and head of department of 
pharmacy, served on the council of the university, and was appointed 
dean of the Faculty of Health Sciences. Dangor taught at UD-W, which 
merged with the University of Natal to form the University of KwaZulu-
Natal (UKZN) in 2004. He retired in 2009 and was made an emeritus 
professor in recognition of his contribution to the university and to the 
fi eld of pharmacy, both nationally and internationally (Vahed 2014). 

 Dangor’s promotion to professorship was part of a wider trend that 
saw more Indians appointed as academics and in administrative posi-
tions by the 1980s. Many of the Indian academic staff had gained quali-
fi cations at UD-W, while others had taken advantage of scholarships 
offered by the Fulbright Foundation and the British Council to study in 
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the USA and the UK. Some of the future academics had come to work 
in low-level administrative positions, studied part-time to completed 
their degrees, and went on to do postgraduate studies, which allowed 
them to move up the hierarchy as the last of the Afrikaner whites left. 
The stories of two of our contemporaries attest to this. Logan Naidoo 
arrived with a senior certifi cate in matric and went on to complete a 
doctorate in public administration; at the time of writing, he was a pro-
fessor in human resource management at the Mangosuthu University 
of Technology. Prem Ramlachan started with delivering post at UD-W 
but went on to complete a doctorate. He held senior administrative 
positions at UD-W and, at the time of writing, was an Adjunct Academic 
in the School of Public and Environmental Affairs at the Durban-based 
Management College of Southern Africa (MANCOSA). 

 Jairam Reddy, who distinguished himself in the fi eld of dentistry, 
was appointed as the fi rst Indian vice-chancellor of the university in 
1990. Post this period, the de-racializing of the student population 
accelerated with thousands of African students registering. 

 The university was key to the emergence of the professional Indian 
middle class. UD-W drew thousands of Indian students from across 
the country—Pietermaritzburg, Lenasia, Pretoria, Cape Town, and Port 
Elizabeth. Indian students from those places could only attend a local 
university on the condition that the course they wished to pursue was 
not offered at UD-W, and then too only with ministerial permission. 
The hostels at UD-W were full of students from all over the country, 
while buses and lift clubs would bring students from places such as 
Chatsworth, Phoenix, Tongaat, and Verulam on a daily basis. Student 
numbers increased dramatically in the 1970s. In 1958, there had been 
1,318 Indian students at the university. By 1970, the number had barely 
increased to 1,818 but then kept increasing to the extent that by 1983 it 
escalated to 14,216 (Beale 1998, 53). 

 In 1980, IndiansIwho made up around 2 per cent of the popula-
tionocomprised 7.6 per cent of the total university population; Africans 
11.9 per cent; coloureds 5.1 per cent; and whites 75.4 per cent (Pillay 
1984, 21). While the per capita government expenditure on Indians at 
the university was a paltry ZAR 2.64 per student in 1970, compared 
to ZAR 11.55 for whites, it was considerably higher than the ZAR 0.22 
spent on African students and ZAR 0.44 on coloureds (Beale 1998, 
342). State spending was aided and abetted by parents and extended 
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family, dedicating considerable resources into obtaining a ‘good educa-
tion’ for the next generation. Suddenly, young Indians could aim for 
and attain professional distinction as surgeons, engineers, accountants, 
and lawyers. 

 The 2011 South African census showed the long-term effect of access 
to education for Indians, with close to nine-tenths having some high 
school education.   2    Importantly, in terms of gender, 22.1 per cent of 
males (100,016 individuals) and 21.2 per cent of females (96,969 indi-
viduals) had received some form of higher education. This affi rms the 
powerful strides made by women as well as the value of joint incomes. 
It was from the 1960s that women would begin to stay in the educa-
tion sector longer, marry later, have fewer children, and work for wages 
for a longer period of their lives. The entry of Indian women into the 
urban labour market was arguably the most signifi cant economic 
development for Indians. Poor women had always worked, whether 
in the sugar fi elds, as market gardeners, or as domestics. The rise of the 
manufacturing industry provided new opportunities. From the 1960s, 
women were employed in greater numbers in the clothing industry, 
and from the late 1970s women professionals were highly visible from 
the teaching to the legal profession. 

 While the 1960s were witness to political repression, it was also a 
period of exceptional economic growth in South Africa. Trade with 
Western countries grew, and investments from the United States of 
America, France, and Britain poured in. Coupled with greater opportu-
nities in higher education, this created new and better-paying employ-
ment opportunities. Traditionally, skilled labour had been the preserve 
of whites. Economic growth (and later sanctions that facilitated inward 
development) created opportunities for qualifi ed Indians to enter 
areas of the economy from where they had hitherto been barred. This 
included working as artisans in the shoe and clothing industries, tech-
nologists and technicians, and in commerce as clerks, typists, book-
keepers, accounting machine operators, and computer operators. 

 Indian professionals began to make their mark in greater numbers 
from the 1970s as lawyers, accountants, auditors, engineers, and phar-
macists, as these courses were gradually introduced at university level. 
The fi rst Indian dermatologists, gynaecologists, and other medical spe-
cialists, alongside chartered accountants and engineers, emerged in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s. From the 1970s, the Durban Corporation 
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also began instituting measures to train Indians as meter readers, 
wiremen, and maintenance engineers. Private sector banks, insurance 
companies, and white-owned chain stores that opened branches in the 
townships or desired Indian business began to employ Indian staff. 

 Also critical was the removal of restrictions on the inter-provincial 
movement of Indians in 1973, resulting in migration to the then 
Transvaal, where incomes were higher. This process has gathered 
momentum in the post-apartheid period. The census years 1996 and 
2011 show that Indians have been moving in signifi cant numbers to the 
Free State, from where they were banned since the 1880s, as well as to 
Limpopo, Mpumalanga, North West, and Northern Cape, though not 
to the same extent as to Gauteng, which is the main recipient of the 
Indian movement. In 1996, 15.43 per cent of the total Indian popula-
tion of South Africa lived in Gauteng and 75.63 per cent in KwaZulu-
Natal; by 2011, the percentages were 27.70 and 58.82 for Gauteng and 
KwaZulu-Natal respectively and are even higher now. 

 The expansion of education had important social, cultural, and eco-
nomic consequences. Tertiary institutions became the sites of opposi-
tion to the apartheid regime and also helped break barriers of ethnicity, 
language, and religion among Indians. Crucially, as pointed out, higher 
education facilitated economic mobility, a point emphasised by Bill 
Freund: 

   The university became a site of political opposition, but the economic 
importance of the broad range of jobs and careers now opened to 
Indians cannot be gainsaid. Throughout the 1950s, Indians were virtu-
ally excluded from apprenticeships and the full acquisition of skills in 
the South African working class. Thereafter … training courses at the M.L. 
Sultan Technikon and the university were specifi cally designed to attract 
Indian boys into new areas. … During the 1970s, signifi cant numbers 
of skilled Indian workers emerged. This made possible unprecedented 
mobility, symbolized by the constant home expansions and improve-
ment characterizing Chatsworth and other Indian working-class areas. It 
remained largely true that Indians were placed in a position where they 
could not compete with whites, except by offering services at a lower 
cost, and they were not frequently welcomed into positions where they 
would exert managerial authority over whites. The continued segregatory 
element in the apartheid system ensured that Indians of all classes felt a 
sense of antagonism to and distance from whites. Nonetheless, the new 
advantages were tangible and real. (Freund 1995, 84–5)   
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 Economic mobility is refl ected in the rate of growth of incomes of 
Indians relative to other racial groups.   3    

 As apartheid was coming to an end, white public schools (called 
Model C schools) began to desegregate, introduce fees, and gain greater 
autonomy through school governing bodies. The ANC-led government 
permitted this semi-privatization of public education while introduc-
ing redistributive mechanisms to assist poorer learners, especially a 
government funding formula that allocated more funds to schools 
located in lower socio-economic areas. A conspicuous pattern has been 
that of middle-class Indian children moving to Model C schools and 
African learners enrolling at former Indian schools, joining children 
from the Indian working class. Refl ecting on the work of Crain Soudien, 
Mpofu-Walsh reveals that the 

   movement between formerly black schools and formerly white schools 
was less signifi cant than the movement between formerly black schools 
and formerly coloured and Indian schools, since these schools were often 
closer to townships, and more convenient for black parents. Ironically, 
students from former coloured and Indian schools migrated to former 
white schools; some students thus slid up the scale of apartheid, but the 
scale was never fully broken. For example, in KwaZulu-Natal, the number 
of black students who moved to former Indian schools was twice the 
number that moved to former white schools. (2017, 119)   

 Alongside this, the private-schooling landscape has expanded exponen-
tially, due in part to the perception of many parents that the standards 
in state schools would drop because of the entry of African children 
and in part to the provision of partial subsidies to independent schools 
(Hofmeyr and Lee 2004, 159–62). Ironically, it appears that the wheel 
has come full circle to the point where parents are once again required 
to spend large chunks of their monthly income on education. Some also 
argue that they are back to the time of Monty Naicker, Dr Goonam, and 
others who had to send their children overseas for higher education. 

 Lazarus Soobramoney, principal of Lotus Primary School in Westcliff, 
made the point that white schools enjoyed considerably more funding 
under apartheid. The ANC government was meant to distribute the state 
spending more equitably, but the funding formula categorizes schools 
in working-class areas such as Chatsworth as quintile fi ve (least state 
funding), with the result that they receive the same level of funding as 
schools such as Westville Boys High that are located in considerably 
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more affl uent areas. The formula is based on location with no cogni-
sance taken of the socio-economic profi le of each area. Soobramoney 
noted that the former white schools had a historical advantage: 

   Go to Westville for example. Their diving pool can’t be removed, their 
triple-storey building can’t be removed, their fanciful halls can’t be 
removed—they are already a hundred years ahead of us with all the 
infrastructure, with the resources, and with the fi nances. Here we are 
a struggling school, it almost seems as if the government bypassed us 
as [former] Indian areas. We struggled then and we struggle now. … 
Honestly, the amount they give me is not enough to run the school. 
(Interview, G. Vahed)   

 Well-resourced former Model C schools pay for extra teachers to 
keep down class sizes, hire ‘enrichment’ teachers for things such as 
music, sports and extracurricular activities, all of which deepen the dis-
parity in education. The two- and even three-tiered education system in 
South Africa reinforces socio-economic inequality across generations. 
Indian parents, with their access to private transport, send their chil-
dren to former Model C and even private schools, while children from 
the neighbouring African townships arrive daily to attend the former 
Indian schools. Jerrim and Macmillan (2015, 531) argue that ‘educa-
tional inequality is likely to be a key factor mediating the link between 
income inequality and intergenerational mobility. Parental access to 
fi nancial resources is likely to play a key role in the intergenerational 
transmission of social advantage’. They advocate that governments 
implement policies aimed at ‘minimizing educational disparities 
between rich and poor … to ensure that the next generation has equal 
opportunities to succeed’. 

 Education can lead to increased family income, and those with 
higher incomes tend to put more resources into their children’s edu-
cation; their children are also better fed, enjoy better health, live in 
better neighbourhoods, and attend better schools. While there were 
always class divides trespassing Indian South Africans, apartheid cre-
ated an overweening catch-all with its Indians-only schools and post-
secondary educational institutions. The eroding of apartheid and the 
de-racializing of group areas and schools have seen the existing class 
divides become starker. The middle classes have been buying properties 
in formerly white working-class areas, while the upper classes are join-
ing whites in gated communities. 
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 Rich or connected Indians have taken advantage of policies such as 
Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) to secure lucrative tenders and 
accelerate the accumulation of wealth, while Affi rmative Action quo-
tas—because of their racial gaze—mean that working-class Indians fi nd 
their path to university stymied as wealthy Indian students, with the 
benefi t of private schooling and extra tuition, are better positioned to 
fi ll quota places. When poor students do get accepted into universi-
ties, many cannot afford to complete their studies. We saw in an ear-
lier chapter how the community rallied around to fund Navi Pillay’s 
education. With the break-up of old neighbourhoods, such communal 
concern is largely absent, while organizations that provide bursaries to 
students are stretched. 

 The Indian professional class that rose like a phoenix in the 1970s 
continues to reproduce itself by investing heavily in the education of 
their children. They are mobile, many spending time in foreign loca-
tions, and increasingly cosmopolitan in outlook but with a penchant 
for researching their roots back into India and the old neighbourhoods 
where their parents and grandparents lived. The middle classes of the 
apartheid era sought to make a space for themselves through collectives 
from civics to the natal Indian Congress (NIC), to parties that partici-
pated in the South African Indian Congress (SAIC). The professionals 
have no such ethnic collectives. Their power derives from their educa-
tional qualifi cations, their sense of history (‘we came from nothing’), 
and their economic power. They have a deep sense of their working-
class roots (as made-up as that may be) and their place of origin, but 
they are also the class that encourages their children to make a life in 
places such as Dubai, Australia, the UK, and Canada. 

 The rise and rise of the professional class with its roots in the growth 
of secondary and university education in the 1970s has been one of the 
most signifi cant changes among Indian South Africans. While much of 
the discourse on Indians and their economic mobility dwells on the 
sharp practices of the business class, it is the professional class that has 
achieved major and wide success. There are those who seek to use their 
qualifi cations to escape what they see as the strictures of Africanization 
and the increase in violent crime. Others use their fi nancial muscle to 
send their children overseas to study, circumventing the quota system. 
But there are just as many who are contributing to building a new 
South Africa. Many professionals work in NGOs (such as the Gift of 
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the Givers), NPOs, social welfare organizations, and religious organi-
zations (such as the Ramakrishna Centre), doing voluntary work in 
disadvantaged areas; lawyers do pro bono work for a variety of causes; 
and there are many examples of international-standard medical doc-
tors who have undertaken signifi cant research into AIDS, cancer, and 
heart disease, and others who labour in dysfunctional state hospitals 
when they could be earning considerably more in private practice. 

 This is a class that swings both ways; there are those scanning the 
globe for new opportunities for themselves and their children as much 
as those who dig deeper roots, accepting new challenges, determined 
to build a life in Africa.   

     Notes   

      1.  Notably, in 1980, 31.1 per cent of Indian children in the age group 15–19 were 
enrolled in secondary schools, while the percentage for whites, coloureds, 
and Africans was 37.7, 18.9, and 15.9 respectively (Pillay 1984, 6).  

     Table 10.1  Levels of education per population group aged 20 and above, 2011   

                        No     Some     Completed     Some     Grade     Higher   
        Educ.     Primary     Primary     Secondary     12     Education    

    Black African     10.5     13.9     4.9     35.5     26.9     8.3   
   Indian/Asian     2.9     6.6     2.8     26.1     40     21.6   
   White     0.6     1.3     0.7     21.4     39.5     36.5   
   Coloured     4.2     13.8     7.4     42.0     25.2     7.4     

   Source : Population Census, 2011.   

   3.         Table 10.2  Per capita income by race, 1970–95, ZAR   

                        1970     1975     1980     1985     1990     1995    

    Africans     3 134     4,479     5,107     5,423     6,008     6,704   
   Coloureds     8 184     8,630     8,822     9,855     11,404     12,722   
   Indians     9 595     11,244     13,296     15,113     17,637     20,592   
   Whites     39 217     44,242     46,670     48,370     51,951     58,840   
    TOTAL       9 936       11,626       12,125       12,385       12,903       13,436      

   Source : Van der Berg (2010, 9).   

  This growth has been sustained in the post-apartheid period. As the follow-
ing table shows, although Africans showed the highest increase in house-
hold income from 2001 to 2011, they started at a low base and the average 

   2.     
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household income of Africans was a quarter of that of Indians, half of that 
of coloureds, and a sixth of that of whites.  

     Table 10.3  Average annual household income per race group, 2001 and 2011   

                  2001     2011     Per cent increase    

    Black African     22 522     60 613     169,12   
   White     193 820     365 134     88,38   
   Indian/Asian     102 606     251 541     145,64   
   Coloured     51 440     112 172     118,05     

   Source : Census 2001 and Census 2011.   

  The share of national income of each race group also refl ected the improved 
economic performance of Indians. In 1960, Indians had 1.9 per cent of the 
total national personal income, Africans 21.4 per cent, coloureds 5.5 per 
cent, and whites 71.2 per cent (Lipton 1985, 408). This is due to the high 
representation of Indians in higher paying occupations. In 2016, for exam-
ple, Indians, who comprise 2.5 per cent of the population, numbered 5,000 
(12.5 per cent) of the 40,000 chartered accountants (CAs) in South Africa. 
There were roughly the same number of black African CAs, while there were 
30,000 white CAs (Brown 2016). In 2016, 2,224 of 24,269 (9.16 per cent) of 
practising attorneys were Indian. Whites constituted 14,696 (60.55 per cent) 
and Africans 9,354 (38.54 per cent) of all practising attorneys (Law Society 
of South Africa 2016).                

     Table 10.4  Income and population shares, 1980 and 1991   

                        Percentage share of       Share of total     
        total income       population     

        1980     1991     2011     1980     1991     2011    

     African      24.9     29.9     43.4     72.4     75.2     79.2   
    Coloured      7.2     6.8     8.0     9.3     8.7     8.9   
    Indian      3.0     4.8     6.2     2.8     2.6     2.5   
    White      65.0     59.5     41.5     15.5     13.5     8.9   
    South Africa      100     100     99.1     100     100     99.5     

   Source : Leibbrandt, Woolard, and Woolard (2007, 6).   
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     If the past lives on in the present—it most certainly does so in  new  social 
forms. 

  —Knowles (2004, 189)      

   The class complexion of Indian South Africans changed through the 
20th century with the most signifi cant factor being, as the previous 

chapter argued, the rise of a professional class whose core consisted of 
doctors, lawyers, civil servants, teachers, and accountants. There were 
two prongs to this evolution—the merchant-class children who went 
to university and moved out of family businesses and those from the 
working class, especially the townships of Chatsworth and Phoenix, 
who were the fi rst generation of their families to enter tertiary institu-
tions. This was the making of the most powerful class of Indians in 
contemporary South Africaithe professionals. As apartheid fell, Indians 
had developed a broad and solid middle class with the propensity of 
those seeking university education on the up and up. 

 How have Indians fared in economic terms in the post-apartheid 
era? While questions arise as to the validity of talking about Indians 
as making gains or not, given the widening division between rich and 
poor, research studies highlighted in the media suggest they are enjoy-
ing an economic Indian summer.  
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    Making Cents, Post-Apartheid   

 The headline of  Daily News  of 11 August 2016 read: ‘Economists: 
Indians benefi ted from apartheid’. A study by economist Siphamandla 
Mkhwanazi found that from 1996 to 2014, the Indian/Asian popu-
lation saw the fastest growth in per capita income: ‘For every ZAR 1 
earned by whites, Indians earn 51 cents, up from 43 cents in 1996 and 
50 cents in 2011.’ Economist Bonke Dumisa contended that businesses 
were promoting Indians in the corporate world rather than Africans. He 
warned that this was ‘a sensitive issue that must be discussed; however, 
people don’t want to discuss it’. Another economist Dawie Roodt stated 
that Indians should not be the benefi ciaries of affi rmative action or 
Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) because they ‘have relatively few 
kids and old people. The number with qualifi cations has skyrocketed 
and unemployment is falling. It is a sweet time for Indians’ ( Daily News  
11 August 2016). 

 One would think that Indians would celebrate this success. After all, 
many place great pride in accumulating wealth with the phrase ‘they 
are doing well’, pointing almost exclusively to fi nancial well-being. 
They also insist that they have gotten where they are through sheer 
hard-work, not hand-outs. But the report sparked an incredibly angry 
backlash. In a letter to a local newspaper, Les Govender described the 
report as ‘utter nonsense’: 

   The misguided responses … will only serve to stir up interracial tension 
while most South Africans are working towards social cohesion. It is 
shocking that Dumisa is quoted as saying that after 1994 the ‘Indian pop-
ulation was more advantaged than other races’. Surely he knows that since 
1994 our children have been side-lined for admissions to tertiary educa-
tion institutions because of the quota system and that Indians across the 
board are being discriminated against on the basis of affi rmative action. 
Research will also confi rm the reality that thousands of Indians live in 
abject poverty. … I would like to inform people like Roodt that educa-
tional qualifi cations were not handed out to Indians by the apartheid 
government. Indians worked hard, made personal sacrifi ces, and perse-
vered in our quest to improve our lives. We were able to overcome our 
plight as so called ‘second-class citizens’ by prioritizing education as the 
key to economic and social upliftment. When no schools were provided 
for Indians, our forefathers contributed funds from their meagre earn-
ings to build state-aided schools. … By saying that ‘even though we were 
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all oppressed, we were not equally oppressed’, Dumisa is acknowledging 
the oppression that Indians faced. It makes me wonder why Indians are 
now begrudged their success even after facing such oppression. This issue 
must be confronted openly and in an objective manner with a view to 
emulating Indians for the benefi t of all South Africans. ( Sunday Tribune 
Herald  21 August 2016)   

 Satish Dhupelia, a member of the 1860 Heritage Foundation, took 
to social media to voice his disapproval: 

   Dredging up old stories should refl ect all the facts. Here are a few that 
were missed. Whilst many Indians arrived here as indentured labourers 
and were treated as slaves, there were others that arrived as traders with 
experience and training and this spurred those working under inden-
ture to do the same. The apartheid government did promote a DIVIDE 
AND RULE POLICY, and one of the instruments of such a policy was 
to offer different opportunities to different races. Indians and coloureds 
were even offered the vote for a tricameral parliament that excluded the 
African people, BUT as a majority both the Indian and coloured com-
munities rejected this. … Whilst your article speaks of economic benefi ts, 
it fails to acknowledge that Indians were also robbed of land and houses 
by the Group Areas Act and that under apartheid rule many of our people 
lost their freedom and lives. This community experienced house arrests, 
bannings, assassinations. … There are many other such stories in all our 
communities that, if told, could educate and build a united country, yet 
your focus wandered until it found that half-baked economist’s report 
which you thought relevant. It is amazing that whilst you report on this 
economic advantage you also fail to mention the vast contribution made 
by them to other communities in different waysrbuilding schools, run-
ning free clinics, etc. … All race groups worked to free this country from 
the shackles of apartheid and that would be a good starting point for 
stories. … Perhaps you need to rethink your style of journalism, because 
whilst the rest of the country chooses to build bridges and work together 
for the better of this country and all of the people, you have decided to 
work against social cohesion and unity, and focus on racial lines and 
cause division. In fact it seems like you are promoting the old divide and 
rule policy. (Dhupelia 2016)   

 Whilst it is true that statistics do not account for the Indian work-
ing class that suffered during the transition, Govender’s and Dhupelia’s 
responses illustrate the conundrum of Indian South Africans, who take 
great pride in their economic success as the outcome of hard work and 
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sacrifi ce in the face of enormous odds but become defensive when it is 
pointed out that they, as ‘middlemen’, were differentially incorporated 
into the apartheid system historically, enjoying access to the city and 
schooling earlier than Africans. In a subsequent interview with  Post , this 
is precisely what Dumisa stated: 

   Look at this issue holistically. The apartheid regime oppressed all the 
‘non-white’ race groups. There were, however, four offi cial classifi cations; 
you had whites as the ‘fi rst-class’ citizens with all the privileges; there 
was a second category, which was rather fuzzy; then there were Indians 
and coloureds as ‘third-class’ citizens seriously oppressed, but with some 
exceptions here and there. Then, there were black Africans as ‘fourth-
class’ citizens with a few extra oppressive measures designed specifi cally 
for them, and this included Bantu Education … which was specifi cally 
designed for the ‘Bantu to know his place’.   

 Dumisa stated that the pass system, for example, prevented the free 
movement of black Africans and restricted their 

   movement into many professions. Blacks who wanted to be chartered 
accountants before 1983, could not do so because the law did not allow 
them to do so. … Hence, in 1994 when we moved into the post-apart-
heid era, the black African population group still had more hurdles 
to jump to be able to compete equally with people of other races. In 
golf terms, this is called ‘the handicap’. The apartheid extra-oppressive 
measures thus ensured the black African group had more disadvantages 
than the other race groups. … The mere fact that I am effectively being 
harassed for daring to comment objectively on these issues is an indi-
cation of an unnecessary inter-racial debate. We cannot redress past 
imbalances if we are deliberately in denial about the historical reality 
thereof.   

 Dumisa added that he did not envy Indian South Africans who had 
achieved economic prosperity but 

   the historical fact … is that you are bound to fi nd fewer black African 
chartered accountants, fewer black African senior counsel [silks], fewer 
black African engineers etc., to create those opportunities [for them-
selves], because they started last in the race. … Must [I] be muzzled from 
honestly and objectively commenting on some of the structural eco-
nomic challenges our country faces? How do we improve the economic 
superstructure if we are in denial about the factual historical founda-
tions? (Facebook,  Post  18 August 2016)   

saxenaa
Highlight
Please clarify if the same reference applies to the two quotes above
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 Dumisa, who once served as chief executive of the Durban Chamber 
of Commerce, interestingly uses examples of Indians promoted by 
white businesses, and it somehow translates into this being the fault 
of Indians and a stick to single them out. What Dumisa wants is that 
white businesses promote Africans instead. In Dumisa’s world view, 
the power of white capital is taken as a given rather than seen as part 
of the ‘the structural economic challenges’ that he is so keen to expose. 
Pointedly, Dumisa does not venture into critiquing the ANC govern-
ment’s policies which have failed miserably at the provision of quality 
education in African townships and whose policies have exacerbated 
poverty and deepened inequality. What Dumisa does is to skilfully feed 
into the consciousness of the African middle class. As Roger Southall 
points out 

   In the demand for ‘transformation’, many of the niceties of whether 
coloureds and Indians are also ‘black’ regularly get pushed aside. In 
this regard, developing race consciousness does not so much trump as 
express the class consciousness and interests of the black middle class. 
(2016, 239)   

 Still, Dumisa’s arguments are telling in terms of the historically 
differential incorporation of Indians and Africans into the political 
economy. He also hints at a signifi cant phenomenon: the exponential 
rise of an Indian professional class. What Dumisa’s arguments and even 
Govender’s and Dhupelia’s responses do not contemplate is the central 
role that education has played and continues to play in contemporary 
South Africa as the generator of economic success among Indians. 

 This debate brings into focus the question of affi rmative action, 
or what is referred to as positive discrimination in South Africa, and 
what critics see as reverse discrimination. The post-apartheid state saw 
affi rmative action as the way to address the consequences of centuries 
of institutional racism and achieve ‘the redistribution of economic, 
social, cultural, and political power and resources that constituted the 
fundamental reason for the struggle against racial capitalism in general 
and apartheid in particular’ (Alexander 2007, 93). Race-based measures 
(such as the Public Services Act, the Employment Equity Act, the Skills 
Development Act, and the Skills Development Levy Act) were put in 
place to address this inequality in private employment, educational 
institutions, and positions in state services. The policy is intended to 
facilitate access to power and resources for those who were previously 
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denied it, the ‘designated groups’ initially including black people, 
women, and people with disabilities. 

 The category of ‘black’ has, however, come under serious scrutiny 
two decades into South Africa’s democracy.  

    Disaggregating Blackness   

 In 2015, when Julius Malema of the Economic Freedom Front Party 
(EFF) was a commissioner at the Judicial Services Commission (JSC), 
interviewing candidates for the KwaZulu-Natal division of the High 
Court, he alluded to the ‘Indian question’ in KwaZulu-Natal when 
interviewing High Court Judge Shyam Gyanda, the most senior of the 
four applicants. The exchange between Malema and Gyanda went as 
follows: 

   Malema: In the context of KwaZulu-Natal where there is a major con-
cern by the African population that Indians are dominating every sphere 
of life, particularly economically, judiciary, etc., do you think that the 
appointment of an African as deputy judge president would be appro-
priate, as it would be in line with the transformation of the judiciary, 
particularly in that province? 

 Gyanda: Well, the appointment of any candidate is the privilege of this 
body, whether it would be an African or an Indian. I would have thought 
that 21 years down the line, the race that is appointed would be one of 
the criteria but not be one of the criteria based on the perception that 
Indians are dominating the various fi elds. If Indians are progressing, 
should they be penalized because of the progressiveness? Because I think 
that is wrong. Why should an Indian be penalized because he works 
harder and does more? 

 Malema: You spoke of a race that should be balanced for transformation; 
now you come and say that the Indian works hard and should not be 
penalized. Now here is a white male who works hard and wants to be a 
deputy judge president and we, as the commission, have got the respon-
sibility to transform the judiciary through the appointment of judges. We 
shouldn’t consider the race but rather the hard work of this white male, 
is that what you’re saying? 

 Gyanda: That is not what I am saying. What I said is that we should not 
be penalized because we are hard-working. Indians are black people as 
well and have also been at the end of injustices and should benefi t from 
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transformation. The transformation is to bring a balance, and that bal-
ance can be achieved by appointing Indians, coloureds, and Africans who 
never had the opportunity before. 

 Malema: My view is that blacks were oppressed but Africans were the 
most oppressed. In the KZN [KwaZulu-Natal] situation, there is a reality 
that Indians are dominating and I am saying to you that in a situation 
where there are two people, an Indian and an African, would I be advanc-
ing the agenda of transformation if I were to choose an African? 

 Gyanda: If you look at my CV, I took time to indicate that I am an African. 
I regard myself as an African as I am born in Africa; my parents were born 
in Africa. Why should I be treated differently because I am of an Asian 
descent? 

 Malema: Let’s not talk about you, which is why I left names out. We will 
debate some other time whether you’re African or not, you know what I 
am talking about. I do not want to personalize it and I want you to be as 
objective as possible. If two South Africans, one of Indian origin and the 
other of African origin, are applying for the position, would I be wrong 
to prefer the African over the Indian for the sake of the transformation 
agenda? 

 Gyanda: No, you won’t be. (DGRU 2015)   

 This exchange illustrates how vexed the question of race and transfor-
mation is in contemporary South Africa. Indians were discriminated 
against during the period of apartheid and interviewees before the JSC 
were keen to relate that. History bears this out. Writing in 1961, Owen 
Horwood, Professor of Economics at the University of Natal and a 
future minister in the NP government, noted: 

   In reviewing the economic position of the Natal Indians, it is as well to 
point out not only that wage-earners have more dependants than any 
of the other three racial groups, but also that their average income is 
very low. Although some Indians are obviously well-to-do, it is also too 
clear that most of them live in considerable poverty. … Few can afford 
anything other than necessaries, and not all could provide even these. … 
The typical accommodation of Indians remains the barrack or a simple 
badly-built wood-and-iron house. … The greatest problem [for Indians] 
is that of employing the educated Indian effectively. There are few oppor-
tunities open to semi-educated Indian and even less for the well-edu-
cated. Unemployment is serious among the younger Indians. (Horwood 
1961, 4, 11)   
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 Concern about Indian employment opportunities was due in large 
part to the statutory protection afforded to white workers by the apart-
heid regime. The Industrial Conciliation Act of 1956 reserved jobs for 
whites and segregated trade unions. It was only in the late 1970s that 
the shortage of skilled workers forced the state to use black workers in 
skilled industrial work, but the professions resisted opening up (Arkin 
1989, 49). As whites moved from blue- to white-collar jobs, the blue-
collar jobs that they vacated, especially clerical work, were fi lled mainly 
by Indians and coloureds, who were better placed in terms of skills and 
education than Africans. Maasdorp and Pillay, in their 1979 survey of 
Indian employment, conclude that ‘the role of Indians in the economic 
growth of the country has been stunted’. They add, poignantly, that 
Indians were seeking to improve their relationship with Africans ‘in the 
hope that their future role in the political economy of the country may 
not be subjected to the same prejudice and uninformed whims and 
fancies of the ruling group as has been their past’ (1979, 247). 

 Despite some positive openings, the newly minted Indian profes-
sionals came up against white dominance and were always one step 
behind and often bypassed by younger whites in promotions and privi-
lege. In the law fraternity, for example, Indians produced a number of 
outstanding senior counsels but seldom got work from white law fi rms 
and could not be appointed as judges. 

 Fast forward to the present and many Indians are aggrieved that they 
now have to contend with Africanization and increasingly fi nd their way 
to the upper reaches of the judiciary blocked by the idea that they are 
‘over-represented’. This approach is hauntingly captured in the last part 
of the MalemaMGyanda exchange, in which Gyanda concedes that if 
there were two candidates of equal ability, one African and one Indian, 
the latter would have to give way. This has led to considerable angst 
among Indians, as judges are often in their positions for decades and 
an outstanding jurist of Indian descent may fi nd it diffi cult to make the 
cut for higher offi ce. Many would argue that the adage of ‘equal ability’ 
is sacrifi ced on the altar of the mania to refl ect national demographics. 

 It applies elsewhere and increasingly everywhere. 
 Seelan Achary, chairperson of the ANC’s Ward 48 branch in Phoenix, 

recounts some of the sentiments he comes up against during his house 
visits: ‘I knock on the door and say, “Vote for us, we’re going to give 
you a better future.” But someone said, “I’m a policeman, I can’t move 
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from sergeant to any other post because it says affi rmative action and 
so on, and a constable who’s ten years my junior is now my senior”’ 
(Interview, G. Vahed). Ismail Vadi, as a member of national and provin-
cial governments, has interacted extensively with rank and fi le Indians, 
and observed: 

   The Indian working class … there’s a sense of helplessness in the poor, 
Indian poor, even in Gauteng. It’s diffi cult to get jobs. You know, the 
natural fallback is contact: ‘Organise something for us, please man. You 
know, we are stuck here. If you don’t know anybody, black guys are not 
promoting our guys, organise something for us.’ Now, you can’t do that. 
You know, there has to be a transparent processes, et cetera. You don’t 
have a fallback position. (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 One of the issues raised in the exchange between Gyanda and 
Malema resonates powerfully with Indians. When Gyanda tells Malema 
that he is African, Malema responds, ‘We will debate some other time 
whether you’re African or not.’ Some Indians and coloureds feared a 
recurrence of race-based exclusion under an African government since 
the early years of democracy. Such a fear was expressed, for example, by 
Professor Pankaj Joshi, former president of the Ramakrishna Institute 
of Spirituality and Hinduism, who testifi ed before the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) on 25 June 1997 that affi rmative 
action would have a detrimental effect: 

   All of us are South Africans, born and bred here, representing third, 
fourth, and fi fth generations. We have as much right to be here as any-
body else. The new constitution states that we are a non-racial democracy. 
Any form of practice that favours one race over the other will ultimately 
destroy this spirit. … The favouring of one over another, based on colour 
is discrimination. Who are the disadvantaged groups? ‘The blacks,’ we are 
told. Who are the blacks? … In South Africa, we have implemented this 
system which favours black Africans! When and how will such a system 
be removed? (cited in Meiring 2004, 1391)   

 The post-apartheid state uses apartheid categories as basis for 
affi rmative action, which aims to ‘redress past “race”-based depriva-
tions … and foster diversity and normalization of the demographic 
profi le in socio-economic spaces and institutions’ (Ncayiyane 2012). 
The need for redress is producing tension between ‘a desire to build 
a non-racial South Africa and … a reluctance to let go of apartheid’s 
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race categories  … as fi xed administrative tools’ (Erasmus 2011, 4). 
The Employment Equity Act of 1998 included coloureds and Indians 
under the umbrella term ‘black’, as it was understood by the Black 
Consciousness Movement (BCM) that, in the 1970s, did not defi ne 
black as a ‘race category or classifi cation, but rather a global political 
identifi cation premised on resistance to oppression in contexts of white 
supremacy’ (Erasmus 2011, 2). Achary raised this narrowing of the term 
‘black’ with his trade-union colleagues: 

   I said to COSATU [Congress of South African Trade Unions], ‘You made a 
mistake. Are we not black enough for you, are we not African enough for 
you? I thought you said we were all that. Now you took it away from us. I 
know there’s eight million African people in KZN who are vying for those 
jobs, I understand you really have the balls up in the air, tossing it and jug-
gling it, I really know. I understand all of that but.’ (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 The sentiment among many Africans is that Indians were opportunisti-
cally exploiting the category ‘black’ for affi rmative action purposes. 

 The impact of BEE as it plays out in the business sector is the topic 
of the next chapter; here we focus on education to get to grips with the 
exclusion of Indians from the category ‘black’ and the consequence of 
the exclusive focus on race in redress. There is a distinction between 
BEE and affi rmative action (AA) as the ‘latter refers in the fi rst instance 
to the working people of the country, [while] the BEE aspect of redress 
is, at least in practice, very much about the upper and middle classes’ 
(Alexander 2007, 97). We use access to higher education as an example 
in discussing affi rmative action because of education’s historic impor-
tance for Indian South Africans. There is a vast literature on affi rmative 
action that ranges from the questions of skills to the obsession with 
reporting procedures, but we limit the scope of our discussion to educa-
tion, citing entrance to medical school as an example.  

    A Bitter Pill   

 Education is of immediate concern to many middle-class Indian par-
ents and is annually in the spotlight when one student or another is 
denied a place at a medical school despite excelling academically. As 
always in South Africa, there are two sides to the coin, involving one 
racial group moving in and one being left out. 
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 The most obvious argument is the need to prioritize historically 
racially underrepresented groups in order to increase their skills pool, 
but the other side of the problem is class-based, for in practice it 
means that Indian learners from poorly resourced schools are forced 
to compete with Indian learners from highly resourced ones for limited 
places reserved for their ‘group’. There are also feelings of anger and 
despondency among students and parents who are denied a place on 
the basis of skin colour. Professor Joshi, in his 1997 submission to the 
TRC, raised this very question: 

   My fear in the new South Africa is that in the past many Indians had to 
leave the country to gain an education of their choice. … Will we have to 
retrace similar steps for our children in a post-apartheid South Africa? Is 
it that once we were not white enough, that today we may be considered 
to be not black enough? Will the ghost of colour consciousness ever leave 
this country? (Cited in Meiring 2004, 1391)   

 We focus on medical schools here because of the historic attraction 
of this profession for Indians, the diffi culty to secure the limited places 
available from the fi rst decades of the 20th century, and the public-
ity given to this issue annually when students are rejected. Jonathan 
Jansen, former vice-chancellor of the University of the Free State, wrote 
in 2009 that he had 

   heard my colleagues making disparaging remarks about ‘Asians’ in the 
medical school and their disproportionate representation in the health 
sciences. It is a powerful stereotype of Muslim and Hindu South Africans 
that they are obsessed with becoming doctors, a profession that holds 
particularly high status in this community. (2009, 161)   

 In her 2012 play  Race Trouble , Davashka Moodley examines Afro-
Indian relations through the experiences of an Indian woman, Divya, 
and a black male trauma counsellor, Menzi. Divya, victim of a violent 
crime, is being treated by Menzi. Race becomes a central theme in their 
interaction and the issue of admission to medical school is raised. This 
matter is of personal interest to Moodley, who points out that both her 
parents, sister, and brother-in-law are doctors. Her sister was denied 
admission to the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) despite scor-
ing distinctions in all her subjects and her parents being alumni of the 
institution. She was, however, accepted at Wits University where she 
completed her medical degree. As Moodley points out: 
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   My sister’s story is one among many that I have heard, with blame usu-
ally being placed on racial quota systems at the university accepting more 
black students than Indian ones. I have observed a disdain in the Indian 
community that black students are accepted with weaker results over 
Indian students who have excelled at school.   

 In the play, Divya discusses the thorny issue of affi rmative action 
with Menzi. The exchange goes as follows: 

    Divya :  Are South African Indians considered foreigners now? Not white 
enough during apartheid, not black enough today. We’ve been here 150 
years.  

  Menzi :  And we’ve been here for thousands and were told for hundreds 
of years that we don’t belong here either. Now the problem is, politically 
free doesn’t mean economically free.  

  Divya :  I know, affi rmative action and addressing imbalances. I’ve always 
seen it as a necessary evil. But my family thinks …  

  Menzi :  It’s about entitlement. Maybe, but it’s also like you have to prove 
yourself more to show people why you deserve the job.  

  Divya :  Is that how you feel here?  

  Menzi (hesitantly) :  Sometimes. So what does your family say about affi r-
mative action?  

  Divya :  Oh I’m sure you can imagine. Good, hard-working, and smart 
Indians are not getting jobs here anymore. It’s unfair. One of my cous-
ins got eight As in matric and didn’t get into UKZN Medical School. I 
thought it wasn’t fair to overlook him. It really pissed my uncle off. He 
studied in Natal and is a doctor himself.  

  Menzi :  Of course he is.  

  Divya :  And what is that supposed to mean?  

  Menzi :  My mom’s a nurse and she always used to say all the doctors were 
Indian.  

  Divya :  Did that bother her?  

  Menzi :  Well, she always wanted me or my brother to become a doctor. It 
never interested me, surgery or medicine. My older brother wanted to do 
it, but he never got into medical school in Natal, like your cousin. The 
school we went to wasn’t so great in terms of education and resources so 
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his matric results were not the best. He studied hard but it wasn’t enough. 
He eventually got into Wits for a BSc, which could lead to medicine if he 
did well, but my mom couldn’t afford to send him there so he became 
a paramedic instead. That always bothered her, that she works under so 
many Indian and white men and women.    

 Indians’ sense of ‘entitlement’ to a place in medical school has 
caught the imagination of many Africans, and the stereotype of the 
‘Indian doctor’ is as prevalent as the ‘Indian trader’. While Indians 
feel angry about losing out on a place at medical schools, their ‘over-
representation’ in the profession relative to their population numbers 
is a source of anger for Africans (Moodley 2012, 34). 

 While the national fi gures do not lend themselves to the erosion 
of the number of Indians accepted to study medicine, most Indians 
use the Nelson R. Mandela School of Medicine at UKZN as the bench-
mark. Here, the percentage of Indian students has dropped, a situation 
compounded by the fact that many Indian students with considerably 
higher aggregates than African and coloured students are denied places 
(Myburgh 2007). 

 In 2016, for example, UKZN received 8,300 applications for 250 
places on offer. The offi cial quota system set by the university for its 
fi rst year intake is 69 per cent black African, 19 per cent Indian, 9 per 
cent coloured, 2 per cent white, and 1 per cent other. In practice, Indian 
students must score 90.83 per cent or higher in the matric exam to 
stand a chance for admission, while coloured students are considered 
at 65 per cent and black African students at 60 per cent (Rondganger 
2016a). But herein lies the rub; the ANC wants equality of outcomes 
without making a concerted bid to provide equality of opportunity. 
It is sobering to learn that out of the 26,716 schools in the country, 
7,354 are without water and 10,000 without electricity (Jordaan 2015, 
7). This divide, it would appear, is widening. Minister Angie Motshekga 
has spoken proudly about how 

   the Accelerated School Infrastructure Delivery Initiative (ASIDI) has 
delivered 191 schools to date, and provided electricity to 372 schools. 
What she did not say was that the target of the ASIDI programme was 
to rebuild 510 schools by 2014! Or that in the 2016/17 fi nancial year, 
zero schools—none—out of a target of 620 schools were provided 
with electricity. … There are 4,358 schools in South Africa where the 
pit latrine … is the only form of toilet. The crisis conditions in schools 
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disproportionately affects rural learners. ( Mail and Guardian  23 March 
2018)   

 The Indian percentage of the fi rst year student intake at the Nelson 
R. Mandela School of Medicine has shrunk from 45 per cent to 19 per 
cent between 1999 and 2016.   1    Overall, the national numbers present 
a more sobering picture. Of 1,170 students in fi rst year medicine in 
1991, 72 per cent were white, 16 per cent African, 10 per cent Indian, 
and 3 per cent coloured. In 2014, of 9,293 students at medical schools 
across the country, Indians made up 13.6 per cent, Africans 38.72 per 
cent, whites 32.96 per cent; coloureds 13.38 per cent; and ‘other’ 1.34 
per cent (van der Merwe 2016, 79). However, this consistency in the 
percentage of Indians accepted into medical schools at fi rst year level 
gets lost in the context of the decline in numbers in the province where 
Indians reside in overwhelming numbers and plays out in the context 
of a new South Africa that promised the opening up of opportunities 
rather than closing them down. 

 Attorney Arshana Shyam Nirhoo, who emigrated to the United 
States, said that her decision to leave South Africa was due to her 
concern that affi rmative action policies were favouring Africans to the 
detriment of Indians. She was concerned about the future professional 
prospects of her four children. As she pointed out in 2012: 

   The minority groups in South Africa have become too complacent. 
Perhaps it’s fear of reprisals against them, or they lack the courage and 
confi dence to stand up against injustice. Whatever it is, it does not bode 
well for the future of Indians in this country. It is disappointing that they 
have forgotten that their forefathers were also part of the struggle against 
apartheid, and therefore their children should not be subjected to addi-
tional discrimination by being rejected at tertiary institutions as a result 
of their skin color. (Shah 2012)   

 Anand Jayrajh, executive member of the 1860 Indentured Labourers’ 
Foundation Verulam and occasional writer for the  Post , wrote in 2017, 
at a time when Indians globally were commemorating the end of 
indenture: 

   Racial segregation was supposed to have been buried, yet the Indian still 
encounters discrimination and feels marginalized as a minority group. 
Even after over two decades of freedom, relics of the apartheid system 
are still invoked in order to marginalize many who have excelled in the 
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academic fi eld, but are nevertheless barred from enrolling at tertiary insti-
tutions in the guise of affi rmative action. … The Indian youth was not 
responsible for and not even born during apartheid. Yet, when Indians 
qualify—with exceptional results—and apply for vocational employ-
ment, they are still discriminated against on the basis of the colour of 
their brown skin. Thus, the struggle continues, albeit on a different front 
and in a different form from that engaged against the old-style apartheid. 
( Post  8 12 November 2017)    

    Fighting within and beyond the System   

 Some Indian students have been taking extreme measures to beat the 
racial quota system. There have been instances of students changing 
their race (from Indian to coloured, for example) to gain an advantage 
or even buying places at the university. The most celebrated case was 
that of the owners of the popular Little Gujarat restaurant in Durban 
being arrested for allegedly selling places in the Health Sciences 
Department at UKZN. The owners, Varsha and Hiteshkumar Bhatt, 
came to South Africa from Gujarat, India, in 1990 and rapidly estab-
lished a reputation in the city to the extent that the international news 
channel CNN declared in 2016 that Little Gujarat was one of the world’s 
best restaurants for street food. In May 2017, the Bhatts were accused of 
working with the employees at UKZN to sell places in medicine, phar-
macy, audiology, and optometry for up to half a million Rands each. In 
November 2018, however, the court threw out the charges as the state 
was still not ready to proceed. Until this judicial exculpation, there was 
a general perception across racial groups that they were guilty. But this 
case also evoked sympathy among many Indians that the Bhatts were 
at least doing something to challenge ‘discriminatory’ exclusions, albeit 
through dubious and illegal means. 

 At UKZN in 2014, the university went back on its offer of a place at 
its medical school to an applicant after learning that she was Indian. 
The student received a ‘fi rm offer’ confi rming a place, but when the 
university learnt that she was Indian, she received an SMS message stat-
ing ‘offer withdrawn’. The family had not stipulated their race on the 
original application; the father explained, ‘We don’t subscribe to a racist 
outlook, so when forms stipulate race my family always leaves that out.’ 
However, the student was given a place in pharmacy (Anthony 2014). 
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 In 2016, Niekara Harrielall took UKZN to court to compel the uni-
versity to enrol her as a fi rst-year medical student. She had applied for 
admission into fi rst-year medical school for 2015, but did not get a 
place. Harrielall claimed that Suvani Chetty, the university’s principal 
academic administrative offi cer, had advised her father Raveen that she 
should enrol for a degree in medical science and apply again to medical 
school the following year, which she did and passed all her courses. 
Her application for 2016 was again unsuccessful. Her argument was 
that she had visited fi rst-year classes at the medical school and saw at 
least 30 empty seats in the lecture theatre, hence there was ample room 
for her to be among the fi rst-year students. Judge Moodley dismissed 
Harielall’s case. She said that ‘vacant seats’ in a lecture room did not 
mean there was space in a programme as ‘there must be facilities other 
than lecture rooms utilized in the programme’. The judge found that 
she was ranked 16 of the 150 applicants, which meant that ‘her appli-
cation had to be considered’ and the university was within its right 
to give priority to students who had completed undergraduate degrees 
and postgraduate studies. Judge Moodley stated that race quotas were 
‘an unfortunate reality and the objective might be considered a “neces-
sary evil”’ to redress the ‘inequities of the turgid apartheid era and to 
ensure that the racial composition of the medical profession refl ects the 
demographics of the South African community’ (Marriah 2016). 

 In a 2005 case, an Indian student named Sunira took UCT to court 
for not giving her a seat in the medical school, arguing that UCT’s ‘pur-
ported admissions policy’ discriminated against Indians by regarding 
all African and coloured students who applied to UCT as ‘education-
ally disadvantaged’ even if they attended private schools, while Indian 
students were not regarded as having received a ‘disadvantaged educa-
tion’ under apartheid and irrespective of which school they attended in 
the post-apartheid period. High Court Justice Rosheni Allie stated that 
while the admission policy appeared to be discriminatory, the question 
was whether ‘the discrimination is reasonable, justifi able, and necessary 
to redress the past inequalities’. She ruled that UCT’s admission policy 
did not amount to an infringement of Sunira’s rights (Maughan 2005). 

 During the years of apartheid, while UD-W provided the bare bones 
of university life (especially since extra-curricular activities were boycot-
ted) and the quality of education was questionable, obtaining a degree 
offered opportunities for upward mobility. There are many stories of 
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brothers and sisters sacrifi cing their own ambitions to support a sibling 
through university. Horwood, for example, observed in 1961 that ‘most 
Indian parents … recognize the importance of education for their sons 
and daughters, and many poverty-stricken families endure much hard-
ship to buy the books, uniform, and other necessities of school life’ 
(1961, 10). In this context, one can see why this inaugural professional 
class with memories of recent sacrifi ces reacts to any attempt to curtail 
their children’s ability to get into medical school, for example, with 
outrage. 

 The problem with the current system is not that if favours Africans 
but that it continues to favour the rich, for not only are they better 
positioned to gain university access by obtaining better grades through 
attending better schools, or even to ‘buy’ places as some have done, 
but there are hundreds of Indian South African students who attend 
medical schools in China, Mauritius, Romania, Turkey, and India. But 
those who study abroad face additional hurdles. The health department 
wanted them to do internships in the country where they studied, but 
dropped this requirement in March 2018 when a Durban-based medical 
graduate Kapil Sevnaran and others hired a legal fi rm to challenge the 
decision (Govender 2018). In September 2018, the health department 
announced that the South Africans who studied medicine overseas 
would have to complete a one-year bridging course at a local university 
on the grounds that these students got insuffi cient practical training in 
treating such diseases as HIV/Aids and tuberculosis, which are highly 
prevalent in South Africa (Rondganger 2016a). Foreign-trained doc-
tors must also pass a written exam overseen by the Health Professions 
Council of South Africa (the HPCSA board exam) (Rondganger 2016a). 
While this exam is probably the only way to ensure some quality con-
trol, it also reinforces the sense that those who qualify overseas are not 
wanted in the country of their birth. 

 At the end of 2018, the KZN health department argued that ‘there 
was an excess of coloured, white, and Indian registrars’ in the province. 
These posts, according to them, were for qualifi ed doctors who wished 
to become specialists in areas such as oncology and gynecology. It was 
announced that of the 77 total registrar posts, 21 will be offered to 
non-black Africans. Dr Sibonginesi Dhlomo, member of the Executive 
Committee (MEC) for Health in KZN, told journalists with a puffed up 
righteousness that ‘addressing the imbalances of our shameful past of 
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apartheid and separate development is not only an imperative legisla-
tive mandate of the government that must be followed but also morally 
and socially right to do’ ( Daily News  28 November 2018). 

 The MEC for Heath went on to say in Kafkaesque fashion that if the 
posts were not fi lled, they would be re-advertised until they were fi lled 
by Africans. The MEC’s statements would be laughable if the conse-
quences were not so tragic. It does not matter that the consequences of 
not fi lling the posts could prove to be catastrophic. The MEC talks of 
morality, but under his watch the health department has been mired in 
persistent allegations of neglect and, more generally, the condition of 
state hospitals being barely able to provide basic services of care. 

 At the Nelson R. Mandela School of Medicine, it was not the racial 
composition of just students that was contested but also the teaching 
staff. From the late 1970s, as Indian doctors specialized and acquired 
academic qualifi cations, they obtained teaching positions. By the early 
2000s, there were complaints from African students about their treat-
ment at the hands of Indian lecturers. This included being ‘shouted at 
or belittled in front of colleagues, being ignored in classes, and being 
marked down in clinical assessments’. The medical school was criti-
cized for its slow rate of transformation in terms of the teaching staff 
and for failing to create opportunities for Africans to specialize (Noble 
2013, 318–19). Ntuthuko Mahlaba, a graduate of the medical school, 
stated in a 2004 interview that ‘the paradigm for marginalizing people 
has shifted. It’s no longer that whites are side-lining or marginalizing 
blacks, but the people who are called blacks, now amongst ourselves, 
there is this struggle. There are certain people who want to monopolize 
things and dominate’ (Noble 2013, 319). 

 Then dean of the medical school, Professor Barry Kistnasamy, and 
seven other Indian academics were accused of racism and discrimina-
tion against African students, and were suspended in 2004. An audit 
was undertaken by Deloitte and Touche and disciplinary measures were 
instituted against them, but they were exonerated. Noble (2013, 320) 
writes that the ‘public attacks produced deep fi nancial, emotional, and 
psychological scars’ and the staff involved took up positions elsewhere. 
This was repeated in 2012 when two other Indian academics includ-
ing Professor Umesh Lalloo, former dean of the medical schoolfwere 
accused of racism and misappropriation of funds, and had disciplinary 
hearings instituted against them. They were exonerated, but Professor 
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Lalloo left the institution, disillusioned by the experience (Noble 2013, 
321). 

 More generally, this period was witness to a struggle for the ‘soul’ 
of the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, which was formed in 2004 fol-
lowing the merger of the former University of Natal and the University 
of Durban-Westville. As Chetty and Merrett (2014, 192–3) point out, 
during the vice-chancellorship of Malegapuru William Makgoba, the 
UKZN management played 

   a powerful and populist demographic card under the illusion that num-
bers provide legitimacy. It marked the imposition upon UKZN of an 
essentially racist discourse and the fl owering of a culture of patronage. … 
Faced with Africanization, minorities feel their time is literally running 
out. Far from the declared dream of the merger, a cutting-edge university 
of African research, UKZN appeared oddly resonant of the era of apart-
heid. Just the demography has changed. Perhaps the most destructive leg-
acy of all periods of domination, whether termed imperialist, colonialist, 
or apartheid, is a privileged, materialist elite that fi nds it convenient to 
continue to portray itself in terms of victimhood.   

 The other side of the coin is how ordinary Africans view the situation 
as. Nyar (2016, 153), after speaking to African focus groups across the 
country, concludes that ‘hostility and resentment is particularly expressed 
toward Indian South Africans in terms of access to jobs and affi rmative 
action’. She was told by a woman in Ulundi in KwaZulu-Natal: ‘Indians 
look after their own and they don’t mix with other races. They came here 
to work in the sugar [cane] fi elds and now they think they are above us’.  

    Reverse Racism?   

 Many Indians lament the fact that the category ‘black’ has been disag-
gregated to exclude them and coloureds, while denying that they had a 
head start during the apartheid era over Africans. They see affi rmative 
action as reverse racism, as they believe that their exceptional progress 
during the apartheid era was despite restrictions and that they are now 
unfairly discriminated against. Most tend to offer culturalist explana-
tions for these achievements (family support, hard work, discipline), 
ignoring the structural factors (access to resources) that historically 
distinguished Indians from Africans (and whites), and which play a 
role in helping shape cultural values and institutions. 
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 Affi rmative action is a vexed issue because some means has to be 
found to address past imbalances, in which race and class often coin-
cided. ‘The challenge,’ Erasmus writes, is ‘to insist on innovative alterna-
tives which  do not  lose sight of the continued signifi cance of “race”’ 
(2011, 5). Despite race-based affi rmative action policies, South Africa 
remains, with Brazil, the most unequal society in the world. Is it not 
time to move beyond essentialized apartheid race categories? Professor 
Daniel J. Ncayiyana, editor-in-chief of the  South African Medical Journal  
for 20 years, is amongst those who have argued that 

   the open-ended use of apartheid ‘race’ categories as a way to achieve 
transformation is ultimately self-defeating. It perpetuates and institu-
tionalizes apartheid ‘group think’ and identity, and promotes division by 
linking benefi t—or the withholding thereof—to membership of a group 
rather than to the disadvantage it seeks to redress. Thus, instead of think-
ing whether a given ‘black’ is disadvantaged, one focuses only on the fact 
that he is ‘black’. (2012)   

 Kanya Adam argues that ‘using race-based affi rmative action without 
distinguishing between the relatively privileged stratum and those who 
are ‘truly disadvantaged’ detracts from those most in need’ (2000, 180). 
Nyar writes that ‘the exigencies of redress and equity in post-apartheid 
South Africa have breathed new life into apartheid racial categories’ 
(2016, 159). While diffi cult to implement, a model has been proposed 
that, given that South Africa is moving from race to class apartheid, 
takes into account the socio-economic status of the neighbourhoods 
in which students schooled, which is more likely to empower the poor 
than one based solely on race. 

 This is unlikely to happen though. As Jeff Rudin (2018), former par-
liamentary researcher for the ANC and national research offi cer for the 
South African Municipal Workers Union (SAMWU), recently pointed 
out, even before the formal demise of apartheid 

   the ANC had abandoned any idea of even a moderate Keynesian transfor-
mation. The ANC’s new commitment was not only to safeguard capital-
ism but to help it grow so as to facilitate the creation of black capitalists. 
Preserving capitalism necessarily also meant the perpetuation of individ-
ualism, inequality, and poverty. … Would-be black capitalists, in an envi-
ronment promoting individual wealth, face a challenge: How to become 
a capitalist without capital? We now know the answers: BEE, access to 
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public money, and affi rmative action. All three are utterly dependent on 
one thing: race.   

 Race boundaries are being reinforced as South Africans struggle over 
scarce jobs, places in higher education, and tenders. Political parties 
such as the EFF as well as some within the ruling ANC party have a 
vested interest in persisting with race, blaming the country’s ills on 
white monopoly capital, Indian dominance in KZN, and the ascen-
dency of coloureds in the Cape to garner African votes as well as to 
reduce their own culpability for the woes of the country. 

 In the title of this chapter, we used the words ‘tyranny of numbers’ 
from the iconic ANC president of the 1950s and early 1960s, Albert 
Luthuli, who argued that the ANC ‘is not interested in making its African 
majority a tyranny to other groups. It appreciates that the essence of 
true democracy lies in the majority seeking through discussion rather 
than the mere counting of heads to accommodate to the utmost legiti-
mate wishes of the minority’ (cited in Soske 2018, 233). This vision was 
carried on by Mandela, who wanted to build ‘a true bond of friendship 
amongst all sections of the South African population’ (cited in Soske 
2018, 233), but is under attack at the present time. 

 Earlier in this chapter, Malema responded to Gyanda’s question 
as to whether he, Gyanda, was an African, by stating, ‘we will debate 
some other time’. In this context, Nyar’s (2016, 120) conclusions are 
instructive that ‘if cognisance is taken of prevailing political sentiments 
in the matter of affi rmative action as well as the sentiments raised in the 
data sources used herein, it may be unlikely that Indian South Africans 
can be generally viewed by the state as “Africans”’. Among her ordinary 
African respondents were ‘entrenched perceptions of Indians as an alien 
minority … hence tensions and ambiguities continue to deepen about 
authentic citizenship and a sense of belonging for Indian South Africans’. 

 In terms of broader polices, BEE is designed to level the economic 
playing fi eld. This policy was initially focused on white capital selling 
off shares or assets to would-be Black capitalists. In more recent times, 
there has been a rise of ‘tender-based capitalists’ who demand that the 
state privileges them in contracts, leading to much debate about state 
capture and the role of ‘white monopoly capital’ (WMC). 

 How these battles play themselves out and the role of local Indian 
capital in it is the focus of the next chapter.   
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     Notes   

      1.      
         

     Table 11.1  Admission per race to the University of Natal (1999) and Nelson R. 
Mandela School of Medicine   

                 Year     Indian     Black     Coloured     White     Total    

     1999      84     78     10     14     186   
        45.2 per cent     41.9 per cent     5.4 per cent     7.5 per cent     100 per cent   
    2006      47     133     10     5     195   
        24.1 per cent     68.2 per cent     5.1 per cent     2.6 per cent     100 per cent   
    2018                             
        19 per cent     69 per cent     9 per cent     2 per cent     100 per cent     

   Source : Population Census, 2011. Statistics South Africa.   
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     It was one of the boasts of the National Party regime that the Indians 
were a great success story for apartheid and this myth continues to 
haunt the Indian community today, when they form a highly visible 
but small minority of South Africans. Like most myths, there is some 
truth in it. Indian professionals and businessmen achieved a great deal 
in the post-war period. … But there is also a large lower class of Indian 
workers whose jobs in vulnerable manufacturing industries have been 
undermined by the neo-liberal trend of tariff reduction, and who fear 
that affi rmative action will favour the African majority. 

  —Hart and Padayachee (2000, 689–90)      

   Indian traders began to make their presence felt in Port Natal from the 
1870s. Within a few years, they spread into the Highveld and the rural 

areas of South Africa. It did not take long for white settlers to call for 
curbs to their trading rights and a plethora of laws were passed to rein 
in their right to movement and trade. The trend that was to continue 
through the 20th century. A white-owned business magazine wrote in 
the early 1980s that 

   Indian businesses have been hemmed in by escalating state pressures 
and private-sector practices almost since its beginning more than a cen-
tury ago. … Between 1885 and 1969, at least 26 laws were passed at the 
behest of white traders and workers which fettered Indian business. … 
The Group Areas Act has directly affected 65 per cent of the country’s 
Indian trades. By 1978, 25 per cent had been moved from white CBDs 
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[Central Business Districts] to Indian townships and another 40 per cent 
are set to be moved. (Cited in Hart and Padayachee 2000, 694)   

 During the long decades of apartheid, the merchant class was con-
strained by its inability to raise large amounts of capital (banks were 
reticent), the ceiling on markets (white retailers would initially not 
purchase from Indians), its incapacity to develop connections with 
the Indian sub- continent because of the embargoes imposed, and the 
restrictions on where they could operate. In Durban, various licencing 
laws were imposed to confi ne traders to a few streets, and later only 
Indian townships. They were barred from Zululand and the Free State, 
confi ned to places such as Fordsburg, Mayfair, Lenasia in Johannesburg, 
and Laudium in Pretoria. 

 There are many stories of Indian businesses having to close down or 
relocating to new areas where some found it impossible to keep going. 
But there are also stories of how some skilfully used political and eco-
nomic opportunities that opened up to considerable advantage. It strikes 
us as odd that these stories have been underwritten. There is a plethora of 
literature on the disastrous consequence of the Group Areas Act, and this 
feeds into the ‘Indian-as-victim’ discourse of the apartheid system. The 
act undoubtedly wreaked havoc on the Indian community, especially 
given their location in the urban centres and their summary removal to 
dormitory townships on the outskirts of cities. But there are also stories of 
deftness and ingenuity through using spaces in the city and the broader 
market to make a life, whether one found work as a waiter or a clothing 
worker, started a car panelabeating business in the back-yard, or like A.M. 
MoollaAthe son of a small-time merchanttwho saw an opportunity in 
manufacturing in an era of high apartheid when Indians were still faced 
with the spectre of repatriation and denied citizenship in the land of 
their birth. Moolla built the Kingsgate Clothing Group (KGC), which 
became the largest privately-owned clothing-manufacturing company by 
the mid-1990s, employing 5000 workers, roughly one-eighth of the total 
workforce in the clothing industry in KwaZulu Natal, and producing 
60,000 garments per day. The group’s growth, and that of many other 
businesses in this period, was facilitated by the adoption of an economic 
policy from the 1950s based on ‘import-substituting industrialization 
supported by high tariff barriers’ (Padayachee and Hart 2000, 693). 

 KGC’s story is illustrative of the agency of many of the Indian mer-
chant class within the context of the structural constraints imposed 
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by apartheid. The apartheid years, which saw a large concentration 
of Indians in townships such as Lenasia and Chatsworth, created 
new needs and new markets. Many moved from the manufacturing 
of clothing to the production of metal products, taking advantage of 
opportunities in the transport sector; building hotels, cinemas, and 
shopping centres; founding banks, such as the New Republic Bank and 
the Islamic Bank, both of which were failed endeavours; and a myriad 
of other economic enterprises. 

 How did the merchant class, hemmed in by racial discrimination 
and the then power of the white monopoly capital, fare when apartheid 
fell? 

 Many of the larger merchant family businesses evaporated as apart-
heid eroded. The Lockhat Group of Companies, Reunion Clothing 
(Paruks), and Enterprise Clothing (Moosa), which were at one stage 
on par or more substantial than Kingsgate, have fallen by the wayside, 
some disappearing completely and others breaking up into smaller 
entities. Part of the reason for this was the decision of the post-apartheid 
government to rapidly drop import tariffs, allowing cheaper clothing 
and textiles from China, Bangladesh, Mauritius, and Pakistan to fl ood 
the market, as well as end export incentives that the clothing industry 
previously enjoyed. In addition, Chinese industrialists opened factories 
in northern KwaZulu Natal, where the wages are lower and there is less 
policing of the regulations. 

 Some of the high profi le trader families and businesses in other sec-
tors that failed in this transition period include those owned by Damjee 
(jewellers), Mistri (property developers), Popatlall Kara (imported 
household Indian goods), Naidoo (hotel industry), Bhoola (wholesale 
food distribution), and Mahomedy (iconic retail chain) (cited in Hart 
and Padayachee 2000, 700; see Bawa 2005; 2006 for Gauteng). 

 In addition to external factorsIsuch as the long term effects of 
government policy and the failure to plan for or adapt to a new envi-
ronment by diversifying to mitigate the effects of tariff reductions 
some business empires collapsed because of internal reasons, such as 
family members feuding or wanting to go their separate ways. Court 
cases provide a rich source of information on the form and nature 
of these separations. The Pietermaritzburg-based Willowton Oil and 
Cake Mills, which was owned by the Moosa family; the Bhana fam-
ily’s BANCO Clothing Group; the Patel family’s tyre and fuel group, 
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Royal Vulcanising; and the Desai family’s Tongaat Rice Mills are all 
examples of this trend. 

 There are two allied reasons for the demise of old family businesses. 
Many of the merchants spent heavily on getting their children educated. 
This generation of doctors, lawyers, engineers, and accountants mostly 
married fellow professionals and displayed a declining interest in the 
extended family businesses, preferring to cash in their largesse and go 
their separate ways. Alongside this, from the late 1960s when apartheid 
appeared omnipotent, some Indian families engaged in ‘a policy of selec-
tive or wholesale emigration, not back to India but to Britain and the 
lands of white settlement, especially Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, 
and recently the United States’ (Hart and Padayachee 2000, 689). 

 The old retailers in the Grey Street area of Durban and the iconic 
Oriental Plaza in Fordsburg, Johannesburg, which were once the heart-
beat of ‘Indian’ trade in South Africa, mostly sold or rented their busi-
nesses to new migrants from Africa and South Asia. Having survived all 
that the successive white minority states threw at them partly through 
small profi t margins, a captive market, and extended family labour 
most of these traders failed to adapt to the coming of chain stores that 
offered easy credit, shopping malls that offered a ‘safe’ and comfortable 
shopping experience, and post-apartheid migrants who appeared to 
have access to cheaper imported goods, were prepared to work longer 
hours, had networks of supply and credit, and were not afraid to follow 
the market to former African townships. 

 One example of foreign competition is that of Johannesburg and 
Durban, where many large wholesale and retail malls have been 
opened by Chinese entrepreneurs in the post-apartheid period. They 
include Dragon City, China Mart, China Mall, and China Plaza in 
Johannesburg, while Durban has a China Mall, China Plaza, and 
Durban China City. These malls offer a wide array of low-priced goods 
directly imported from China and have changed the trading landscape 
(Harrison, Philip, Khangelani Moyo, and Yan Yang 2015). Unlike 
small-scale traders from South Asia, Chinese wholesalers are not in a 
day-to-day economic competition with the locals (Yengde 2016, 104). 

 This story is hauntingly explored in Ashwin Singh’s 2012 play  Spice 
‘n Stuff , which focuses on the life of a woman spice-shop owner, Rita, 
and, through her, on Indian family relationships as well as failing busi-
nesses in the casbah in recent decades.  
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    Innovations: The Old Merchant Class   

 Despite these changes, the old merchant class has not been wiped 
out. Many, in fact, have been fl ourishing by expanding their activi-
ties or reinventing themselves to take advantage of new openings in 
the domestic market as well as foreign opportunities resulting from 
the opening up of markets and trade-liberalization policies. While 
traders have largely abandoned the CBD in Durban, in places such as 
Overport—10 minutes from the city centre—supermarkets, clothing 
companies, hairdressers, and fast food outlets are doing a thriving trade 
with the customers that mostly are local Indians. 

 The clothing company Kingsgate, for example, adapted in the face of 
Chinese competition by either acquiring ready-made goods from China 
or moving production offshore to places such Swaziland, Lesotho, 
and Mozambique, as well as utilizing the many small ‘factories’ that 
sprouted in various parts of Durban, using the expertise of the recently 
unemployed factory labour. The company continued to work with the 
major chains while also tapping into government tenders, exporting 
merchandise to Russia and the USA in the 1990s. The House of Motani, 
a Johannesburg-based furniture manufacturer, which was confi ned 
mainly to the black market during the apartheid era, also faced com-
petition from the furniture imported from China, but responded by 
improving the quality of its product, expanding into other local mar-
kets, and securing contracts to supply government embassies overseas, 
while also diversifying into the fi nancial-services arena (Bawa 2016, 
173–4). Pretoria-based AMKA Products was formed in the 1950s and 
manufactures household cleaning products, toiletries, and hair-care 
products. Cheap Chinese imports initially resulted in the business 
taking a dip, but the management acted proactively by reducing costs 
through importing cheaper raw materials from India and outsourcing 
some tasks, while securing new markets in East Africa, the Middle East 
and the West, which caused the business to grow dramatically. Bawa 
argues that this indicates that ‘the benefi ts associated with a more liber-
alized global economy outweigh the costs’ (Bawa 2006, 175). But what 
she does not factor in is that importing cheap raw materials means that 
somewhere down the line jobs are lost in South Africa, and outsourc-
ing has become a euphemism for avoiding union-negotiated wage rates 
and precarious employment. 
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 During the apartheid era, the Surtees Group, which has been 
in existence for over half a century, had a single store in downtown 
Johannesburg. The ending of racial restrictions and globalization 
resulted in the company now having stores such as Grays, Dunnhill, 
Mamas & Papas, BOSS, Facconable, and True Religion across South 
Africa’s premier malls. These high brands had boycotted South Africa 
during the apartheid era. Surtees were, in fact, the fi rst black tenants 
in Sandton City, the premier mall in Johannesburg (Bawa 2006, 179). 
Company director Yusuf Surtee was regarded as Mandela’s tailor and 
confi dante, and himself described Mandela as a ‘father and friend’, 
having accompanied him to many parts of the world. It was in the 
company’s fi rst store, Grays in downtown Johannesburg, that Mandela 
bought his suits, and when he was being released from prison in 1990, 
Mandela summoned Yusuf Surtee to prepare his suits (Hunter 2018). 
The food outlet Karanicha, started in Pietermaritzburg many decades 
ago, now has stores in Durban and Johannesburg. Santha Naidoo, 
who built the Coastlands hotels in two formerly white areas—Berea 
and Umhlanga—in the face of much opposition, is now the owner of 
the historic and iconic Royal Hotel in central Durban, where Queen 
Elizabeth once famously dined. 

 Other retailers have also taken advantage of the opening up of the 
business landscape. The Ideals group of retail stores started in the mid-
20th century and was confi ned to central Durban for most of its exis-
tence. In the post-apartheid period, the group has opened retail stores 
in many parts of the country. According to its website, at the beginning 
of 2019, Ideals had 82 stores in nine of South Africa’s 11 provinces, 
including the Free State where Indians were prohibited from trading 
since the 19th century. Asmalls, once a small retailer confi ned to the 
Indian part of Pietermaritzburg, has opened stores all over KwaZulu-
Natal in the post-apartheid period, including Durban’s West (Pixley 
kaSeme) Street, which was once the exclusive preserve of whites, and 
the African township of Umlazi. 

 The Avalon Group was another business hampered by apartheid. 
Founded in 1939 by A.B. Moosa, this independent group owned a 
number of cinemas that it lost to apartheid, while its various applica-
tions to open a cinema in the white-owned malls that were being built 
in Durban from the 1970s were rejected. White companies such as Nu 
Metro and Ster-Kinekor monopolized the industry. It was only when 
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A.B. Moosa’s son Moosa Moosa threatened to sue in the early 2000s that 
the Avalon Group was allocated cinemas at the Suncoast Cinecentre on 
the Durban beachfront. The Pietermaritzburg-based Willowton Group 
was started in the 1970s but has grown to be South Africa’s largest 
sunfl ower seed–crusher in the post-apartheid period, producing such 
brands as Sunfoil and Sunshine D, with manufacturing facilities in 
Pietermaritzburg, Johannesburg, Cape Town, and now extending to 
Zimbabwe. The group’s quality is internationally accredited, and at a 
time when South African cricket could not fi nd a sponsor, Willowton 
stepped in to sponsor cricket at national and grassroots level. 

 There are many other examples of Indian entrepreneurs fi lling 
niches in the post-apartheid market. Others took advantage of new 
openings and branched out into areas that the old Indian trading class 
would not have dreamt of or would have been prevented from entering 
under apartheid. Yusuf Karodia, once a schoolteacher and Professor of 
Education at the University of Durban-Westville, started a private edu-
cation institution, Management College of South Africa (MANCOSA), 
in 1995. A graduate school of business was opened in 2014. MANCOSA 
owns several campuses in prime locations in Durban and had 10,000 
registered students from 10 South African Development Community 
countries (SADC) in 2014. 

 Harish Mehta’s family ran the printing company Universal Web 
Printers for almost nine decades. It was established by Virjee Mehta 
who had arrived in South Africa in 1908 and worked as the com-
positor for Gandhi’s newspaper  Indian Opinion  before starting Bombay 
Printing Works (later renamed as Universal Printing). Harish and his 
brothers Bharat and Yatish joined in 1978, with Harish as the CEO. 
The group expanded under his leadership with a number of acquisi-
tions and a client base throughout Africa (Hiralal 2007, 105). In 2011, 
Mehta sold the business to Tiso Blackstar Group (formerly Times 
Media). He started the Clearwater Capital Group, of which he is the 
executive chairman. This is a Durban-based private equity fund with 
investments across media, real estate, retail, and manufacturing. Mehta 
also holds non-executive directorships at Spar (a supermarket chain) 
and Redefi ne Income Fund. The entry of Indians into the fi nance sector 
is a relatively recent development, but the likes of the Durban-based 
Albaraka Bank, which was founded in 1989 and has fl ourished in the 
post-apartheid period; the Cape-based Oasis Asset Management, which 
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was established in 1997; and the Cape-based Brimstone Investment 
Corporation, which listed on the investment companies sector of the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) in 1998, have all followed suit, no 
longer stifl ed by apartheid. 

 As the above examples illustrate, the merchant class has taken dif-
ferent paths in the post-apartheid period. There are those who pros-
pered under an extended family structure during apartheid, those who 
dissolved into smaller entities, while others still who adapted to the 
changed circumstance and are enjoying considerable success. This 
is a story that awaits its historians to provide deeper case studies of 
why some businesses broke up into smaller pieces or disappeared as 
the transition to democracy unfolded, and how others exploited new 
opportunities. 

 The business landscape has changed considerably in the post-
apartheid period, and at the micro-level the most signifi cant impact 
has been the arrival of migrants, primarily from Africa and South Asia.  

    Post-Apartheid Migrants   

 There is vast literature on what has come to be known as south–south 
migration, including migrants from South Asia to South Africa. Our 
meeting in late 2018 with a self-employed electrician of Pakistani ori-
gin, who wished to remain anonymous, was revealing. He and many 
others from Lahore, he explained, knew little about South Africa and 
had no desire to settle here. They were told by the ‘agent’ that they 
would come here for a few months while their South African passports 
were organized, and would then proceed to their preferred destination, 
one of the USA, the UK, Canada, or Australia. He refl ected somewhat 
ruefully, ‘That was 23 years ago. I now have a wife and three children 
and my life is here.’ He mentioned with pride that his son was the top-
achieving Maths and Science student in grade eight at the school he 
attended. This wanting to use South Africa as a stop-gap measure to 
move to a third country may have applied to the early migrants, but 
once networks were established in this country, others likely followed 
with full knowledge that they were headed to South Africa. 

 Networks are clearly important for migrants. Munshi (2013, 122) 
found with regard to Bangladeshi migrants that ‘existing family and 
kinship networks, and the perceived economic opportunities, made 
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post-apartheid South Africa the destination of choice’. Yengde (2016, 
93), writing of Fordsburg, also found that ‘most of the people that 
come to Fordsburg are in one way or the other related to someone. 
Migrants admit that these contacts helped generate more contacts and 
also helped in handling issues of loneliness and homesickness’. In addi-
tion to networks, Yengde (2016, 182–3) mentions several reasons why 
migrants choose to come to South Africa: infl uence of agents in India 
who ‘sold’ South Africa to them; a more favourable currency exchange 
than Western countries; job promises; state protection in receiving asy-
lum seekers; tightening of access to European, American, and Middle-
Eastern work permits; and affordable agents’ fees. 

 The arrival of post-apartheid migrants from Africa and South Asia 
has transformed the retail landscape in South Africa. It is astounding 
to travel to the remotest parts of the country and fi nd ‘Indian’ (tech-
nically South Asian, since they include Pakistanis and Bangladeshis) 
small traders running a myriad of businesses from food outlets to 
hairdressing salons to cell phone shops and furniture outlets. Indian, 
Pakistani, Ethiopian, Bangladeshi, Somali, and other migrants can be 
found in the remotest townships and rural areas across the country. In 
some instances, they have replaced the old Indian traders and in other 
cases have carved a pioneering path, as Indians had historically been 
prevented from settling in places such as the Free State. While the old 
Indian trading class was reluctant to move to the townships, many of 
the new migrants have built their success on being close to the custom-
ers in the townships and providing a wide variety of goods. Munshi 
(2013, 123) wrote that in townships, 

   where economic opportunities appear largest, [migrant] men work long 
hours as shop owners selling basic food and household items. They go 
home to relatively small spaces located in a partitioned or adjacent room 
at the back of the shop. The married men go home to a fl at, completely 
separated from the shop, where their family resides. In between, they 
socialize among the Bangladeshi community in the township.   

 De Greef related the story of several Pakistani migrants (assumed 
names) who dominate the cell phone–repair business in Cape Town: 

   Shaheed Malik, 32, moved to Johannesburg from Karachi, Pakistan’s 
largest city, in 2009. He has lived and worked in Cape Town for nearly 
six months. He is unmarried—he insists that he will need to return home 
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to fi nd a suitable wife—and currently resides in Rylands, less than two 
kilometres from the Athlone Stadium, with six other Pakistani men. In 
the evenings, they share food and watch Bollywood fi lms together. In 
the mornings, they head out to work. Skilled practitioners in an infor-
mal trade that has mushroomed across the city in recent years, the men 
all make a living doing the same thing. Their cell phone–repair coun-
ters, each individually sub-let from larger businesses, are located as far 
apart as Fish Hoek, Mitchells Plain, Bellville, Woodstock, and the Cape 
Town CBD. … ‘There is no business in Pakistan. Maybe you watch the 
news. Terrorism, electricity—so many problems. That’s why I decided to 
leave.’ He chose South Africa after consulting with three cousins who had 
already moved to Johannesburg. They spoke positively of their adopted 
country and encouraged him to follow. Having made up his mind, he 
paid a traffi cking agent 300,000 Pakistani rupees—equivalent to ZAR 
40,000 at the time—and fl ew to Maputo, where he was made to wait for 
two days before being driven, with a group of fellow migrants, towards 
the border. The van dropped the migrants off and they walked through 
bush for seven hours. Another driver picked them up on the South 
African side and took them to Johannesburg. Malik immediately applied 
for asylum and began working at one of his cousins’ cell phone shops. 
He opened his own business after saving enough money. (de Greef 2015)   

 Amir Khan, another migrant, told de Greef, who described him as a 
‘veteran cell phone technician in Plein Street’, 

   We fi x problems that big companies don’t. We give affordable service 
to the customer. Even the big companies don’t understand everything 
we do. Khan, who has stooped shoulders and a magnifi cent moustache, 
shares his premises with four other small businesses, including a tai-
lor and a traditional healer. He has been repairing cell phones for 15 
years. Before leaving Pakistan, in 1999, he worked on television sets and 
DVD players. ‘It’s all the same electronics,’ he said with a shrug. He is 
comfortable stripping a cell phone down to its barest components and 
taking a heat gun to the motherboard. His hands remain steady as he 
manipulates the tiny screws. When new models come out, Khan looks 
them up online. There are four Pakistani-owned cell phone shops on 
Plein Street, clustered between the parliament and the Grand Parade, in 
addition to a single Bangladeshi outlet. Since joining the trade, Khan has 
acted as a mentor for many younger Pakistani men. They sit next to him 
at his counter and assist with basic tasks. A large number go on to open 
their own businesses. According to Khan, 99 per cent of small cell phone 
shops in Cape Town are owned by Pakistanis. (de Greef 2015)   
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 Khan (2011, 74, 133) relates the experience of Imran, a salon owner 
in Durban, who came to South Africa from India. Imran worked as 
an (unqualifi ed) accountant in a poorly paid job in India and in 
2007 relocated to Durban with his sister and her son. His networks 
organized for him a job at a Pakistani-owned hairdressing salon. He 
left after three months as he was the only Indian at the salon and felt 
that he was being overworked and poorly treated, and so he joined 
a salon at the upmarket Gateway shopping mall in Umhlanga. After 
18 months, he opened his own salon in Durban. Although Imran, his 
sister, and his nephew emigrated to South Africa, a younger sister and 
brother remained in India and he remits money to them. 

 While South Asian migrants may be more visible, in terms of the 
offi cial 2011 census statistics, migrants from other African countries 
comprise three-quarters of the foreign-born population of South Africa, 
while those from South Asia make up about 5 per cent of that group. 
One must guard against fl attening out migrants and their experiences. 
There are professionals and menial workers, owners of shops and their 
poorly paid workers, some who came legally and others illegally, and 
refugees and migrants. While many came for economic reasons, Yengde 
(2016, 165) found in his study of Fordsburg that among younger peo-
ple migration refl ected ‘an aspiration to becoming individuals, to live 
a free and independent life without a parent’s continuous observation, 
to explore the opportunities the world offers, make new connections; 
and become world citizens’. 

 Though more research is required on these migrants, there are some 
pioneering studies. Arguably the most comprehensive study of post-
apartheid South Asian migration is Suraj Yengde’s (2016) examination 
of the transformation of Forsdburg in the past three decades as a result of 
the arrival of migrants from places such as Pakistan, India, Somalia, and 
Egypt; Rugunanan, Seedat-Khan, and Smuts (2012) focus on the Oriental 
Plaza; Julia Koch (2017) examined the life worlds of Gujarati and Pakistani 
women in the rural areas of South Africa; Munshi (2013) focused on the 
Bangladeshis in Gauteng; Natashya Pillay (2010) studied the process of 
citizenship among Pakistanis in Durban; Aneesah Khan (2011) analysed 
the settlement and domestic arrangements of South Asian Muslim salon 
workers in Durban; while Zaheera Jinna (2006) examined the social net-
works among Pakistani migrants in Durban. There are many other studies 
that focus on different groups of migrants in different parts of the country. 
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 Many of these recent migrants work at enormous personal risk and 
are subject to xenophobic and criminal violence. A 2010 study by the 
Centre for Development Support at the University of the Free State 
examined the Bangladeshi and Pakistani traders in the Mangaung 
township of the Free State and found that ‘the business climate in for-
mer black townships has become volatile, with sporadic claims from 
these non-South Africans that they are the victims of township unrest 
and xenophobia, while South African informal traders have, in turn, 
blamed the government for failing to protect them against illegitimate 
foreign traders’ (in Munshi 2013, 125). The threat of xenophobic and 
criminal violence is always hanging in the air to the extent that migrants 
have come to see ‘physical risk and crime as part of the general business 
climate in the country’ (Hansen 2013, 130). 

 Zulu King Goodwill Zwelithini added fuel to an already explosive 
situation when, in a speech on 21 March 2015 in the presence of 
then police minister Nathi Nhleko and KZN community MEC Willies 
Mchunu, he said that the government had failed to protect citizens 
from the ‘infl ux of foreign nationals. As the king of the Zulu nation, I 
cannot tolerate a situation where we are being led by leaders with no 
views whatsoever. We are requesting those who come from outside to 
please go back to their countries’. The king acknowledged that during 
the apartheid era many South Africans sought refuge in neighbouring 
countries, but said that that should not be ‘used as an excuse to incon-
venience locals. … The fact of the matter is you did not set up businesses 
in their countries’ (Ndou 2015). The opposition Democratic Alliance 
(DA) fed into this nationalist rhetoric when it unveiled its immigration 
plan in 2018, which aimed to secure the country’s borders and stop 
illegal immigration. The document stated that due to a ‘porous bor-
der’ and the corruption of offi cials at the Department of Home Affairs, 
a situation had been created where no one was aware of how many 
people were entering and leaving the country. The DA presented itself 
as ‘the only party capable of fi xing immigration and border security’ 
and promised to bring ‘law and order and protect the interests of those 
who reside and move within our country legally’ (Kekana 2018). The 
life of the small shopkeeper is precarious, prone to violent criminality 
and xenophobic attacks. According to Steinbeck (2018, 120–1): 

   The price of becoming a petty capitalist is to lose your security. The 
people among whom you live make no bones that they do not like 
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you. Your shop fi lls every day with cash. Were a group of armed 
men to walk through the door, shoot you in the head, and take your 
money, everyone knows that nobody would care, including the agents 
of the criminal justice system. … There is another form of violence. 
Periodically, the accretion of day-to-day insults and jibes swells into 
something more oceanic. Crowds form, and they drive [migrants] from 
their businesses, forcing them to fl ee, leaving their stock and their per-
sonal possessions to be looted by the crowds, and their homes to be 
set alight. This happens on a small scale somewhere in South Africa 
all the time.   

 While the migrants may believe that they are merely exploiting a gap 
in the market, local Africans believe that migrants get goods on credit 
from their fellow Indian or Muslims traders or pool resources and 
obtain merchandise at lower prices. Munshi (2013, 125) found that 
migrants have tried to mitigate antagonisms by contributing in various 
ways to local community development. The violence, or the threat of it, 
is often made light of. Suhail Khurianwala (2017), a Pakistani living in 
Cape Town, remarked that ‘there are reports of high crime and lawless-
ness in South Africa, but then we have that in Pakistan also in addition 
to terrifying and random terror attacks’. 

 Many ‘old’ Indians also look with suspicion on the new South 
Asian migrants. Our respondents stated such things as ‘we fought for 
freedom and they [migrants] want to come now and benefi t from 
our sacrifi ce’; ‘look how many of them crowd in one tiny fl at’; ‘see 
how dirty they are’; and other such unfl attering things. The reputa-
tion of Pakistanis is stained by the involvement of some Pakistani 
gangs in extorting monies from fellow migrants, and in recent times 
there have been several high-profi le cases involving local Muslim 
businessmen being kidnapped for ransom. On the other hand, many 
migrants have married locally, and unlike earlier migrants some have 
even married African women, and are integrating into the South 
African society.  

    New Tensions   

 Mbongeni Ngema’s 2002 song ‘AmaNdiya’ captures how many Africans 
view post-apartheid migration from South Asia in the context of per-
ceived Indian trade dominance. 
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    Mkhize is moaning, as he wants to open a business in West Street 
 Indians block him saying there is no place to open up a business or to 
rent it out 
 Our people are patronizing Indian businesses 
 What are you saying Mbeki? You are silent … 
 Black folk buy from Indian shops in Isipingo, at Clairwood, in Durban, 
and Verulam 
 Black people buy from Indians 
 Yet, Indians do not even like to build schools for black children 
 They don’t even like children of black people 
 I have never seen Dlamini emigrating to Bombay, India 
 Yet, Indians arrive every day in Durban—they are packing the airport full    

 Ngema’s song underscores African anger at new streams of migra-
tion and the continued Indian dominance of the economy. The 
South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) reported the 
South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) to the Broadcasting 
Complaints Commission of South Africa (BCCSA) for airing the song 
on the grounds that it ‘promoted racial hate speech’. While the BCCSA 
excused the SABC because the song had been aired as part of a bona 
fi de current affairs programme, Chairperson J.C.W. Van Rooyen stated 
in his June 2002 ruling: 

   The song polarizes Zulus with Indians by demeaning the Indians: they 
are a cause of poverty of Zulus. The demeaning of the Indians has a strong 
hate element to it. The accent on poverty, chattels, clowns, fools, depriva-
tion, and oppression is an effective instrument in conveying such hate. … 
The hatred is based on  race . … The words are also  infl ammatory : in sweep-
ing generalizations, they compare the poor Zulus with the [economically 
powerful] Indians in business, who do not support their shops, whose 
chattels they are, who have dispossessed them, who are in parliament 
and who do not wish to change. … We also believe that the combina-
tion of the foregoing accusations  incites  to  harm . … There would, in our 
opinion, be a likelihood of fear—a fear based on a reasonable inference, 
in the light of the emotionally laden language employed. (BCCSA 2002)   

 Ngema responded to the criticism by stating that the song spoke ‘to the 
masses of Africans who fought and died for this country—and to this 
day they have not obtained their freedom. With 70 per cent of Durban 
Unicity jobs occupied by Indians, Africans in the province were express-
ing their sense of exclusion by asking themselves, “Why did we vote?”’ 
(Farquhar 2002). 
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 In an article summing the evolution of Indian businesses in the fi rst 
decade of post-apartheid South Africa, Bawa (2005, 52) warned that 
‘racial tensions might emerge should South African Indian business be 
organized along racial lines’. This would ‘prove politically dangerous 
and harmful’. She called on Indian businesses to become ‘more broad-
based in the racial and gender composition of their core and other 
business ventures’ and to be ‘vocal about the positives that have been 
created by the post-1994 environment. Otherwise, it will be viewed 
as a business sector that has no … desire to see further upliftment of 
South Africa’. Small- and medium-sized businesses would respond that 
with tight profi t margins, raising costs of electricity and transport, high 
security risks, exorbitant bank charges and interest rates, and the power 
of monopolies to erode their market, Bawa’s call should start with an 
appeal to the government to create a conducive business environment 
for small and medium enterprises to raise capital. 

 The banning of Ngema’s song did not suppress the feelings on-the-
ground where there have been stirrings of anti-Indianism including, as 
Ngema’s song does, attacks on migrants who are in close proximity to 
the locals. The expectations of the majority of South Africans of a major-
ity rule have not been met. Arujun Appadurai postulates that ‘every case 
of internal violence against minorities also has its own realist sociology 
of rising expectations, cruel markets, corrupt state agencies, arrogant 
interventions from the outside, and deep histories of internal hate and 
suspicion waiting to be mobilized’ (2006, 43). This is evident in the 
case of Afro-Indian relations. 

 An African grassroots movement, the Mazibuye African Forum 
(MAF), has been active since around 2012, specifi cally targeting 
‘exploitative’ Indians. Its leaders Phumlani Mfeka and Zweli Sangweni 
denied being anti-Indian and insisted that they were simply address-
ing the ‘economic marginalization of Africans’ ( City Press  19 January 
2014). The group called on the government to remove Indians from 
formerly African townships and to redistribute Indian-owned land to 
Africans ( City Press  19 January 2014). The MAF Economic Quagmire 
Discussion Paper of 2014 warned that the African economic redress 
was so 

   infl ammatory that if not handled with the diligence it deserves it might 
very well be a catalyst for an undesirable race-economic rooted confl ict, 
particularly in KZN where the African majority has more clearly than 
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anywhere else in South Africa been reduced to the role of spectator or 
labourer in the local economy. (Cited in Rajab 2014)   

 Economic marginalization remains a key grievance of many 
Africans. It is in this context that the National Funeral Parlour 
Association of South Africa (Nafupa-SA), formed in 2015 to represent 
African-owned funeral companies, issued a warning to Indian and 
white companies to abstain from predominantly African townships. 
At a meeting with Indian-owned businesses on 27 December 2017, 
Nafupa’s secretary-general Nkose Nafupa reiterated their message of 
African empowerment: 

   We are tired of black brothers, sisters, and our mothers leaving our town-
ships early in the morning to rush to Indian communities to provide 
cheap labour. … This is about equity and redress of disparities created by 
350 years of colonization and apartheid where blacks were not allowed 
to be producers of anything. ( Post  3–7 January 2018)   

 There are many such examples, but the point is apparent. In one of 
its newsletters in 2016, MAF accused Indians of growing economically 
wealthy through ‘deceit and stealth and by exploiting and subjugating 
African people, including their children’ ( Daily News  22 July 2016). 
National political fi gures have articulated similar sentiments. Speaking 
at the EFF’s fourth party congress in Durban in July 2017, Julius Malema, 
leader of the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), accused Indians of rac-
ism towards Africans, of exploiting African workers, and of monopoliz-
ing the KwaZulu-Natal economy. He stated that during his supposedly 
door-to-door visits, it had come to his notice that 

   the Indians who own shops don’t pay our people. They give them food 
parcels. We want a minimum wage even in the Indian shops. When you 
are black and you have a domestic worker, pay them the minimum wage 
and treat them properly. If you are an Indian and you have a shop, treat 
our people properly. They mistreat their black workers. They are treating 
them as subhuman, and the ANC has allowed that nonsense because the 
ANC is captured here in KwaZulu-Natal … by Indian families. (Hans 2017)   

 Such tropes have a long genealogy. The American-educated John Dube, 
founder of the  Ilanga  newspaper and a member of the ANC, was strongly 
against the settlement of Indians in KwaZulu-Natal. As his biographer 
Heather Hughes writes, 
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   Almost from the fi rst issue of  Ilanga , Dube made regular pronouncements 
about Indians (and allowed others to do the same). An item headed ‘The 
Indian Invasion’ noted that ‘We know by sad experience how beneath our 
very eyes our children’s bread is taken by these Asiatics: how whatever 
little earnings we derive from Europeans, go to swell the purses of these 
strangers, with whom we seem obliged to trade’. Another complained, 
‘We had land, we mortgaged the same and now what was once our heri-
tage is enjoyed by Indians.’ (Hughes 2011, 110)   

 Half a century later, Durban bore witness to the riots of January 
1949, which left hundreds dead and thousands homeless. Racialized 
economic competition has been well documented in this period. The 
 Inkundla Ya Bantu  newspaper, in its issue of 19 March 1949, stated that 
the riots had shown ‘the extent to which our people were ready for eco-
nomic development. None will deny that they have shown an amazing 
eagerness to look after themselves’ (in Vahed 1995, 258–9). At a pub-
lic meeting of Africans a few weeks after the riots, A.W.G. Champion 
called on the ANC to ‘impress on the Indians that African economic 
progress can no longer be delayed or obstructed; ensure that whenever 
the African expresses willingness to take over the services at present 
in Indian hands in predominantly African areas the Indian should … 
dispose of these to the African at a reasonable price’ ( Natal Mercury  8 
March 1949). African witnesses to the 1949 Riots Commission spoke 
of overcharging by traders, incorrect change given on buses, exorbitant 
rents charged by Indian landlords, dominance of industry, and repatri-
ating profi ts to India (Vahed 1995, 260–2). 

 In 1985, at a time when political cooperation between Africans and 
Indians was arguably the closest since the 1950s, Inanda—a township 
north of Durban that adjoins the Phoenix Settlement established by 
Gandhi in 1903—was witness to racial violence when Africans turned 
on Indians, many of whom were evicted from their homes, while 
Indian-owned shops were looted and destroyed and the Phoenix 
Settlement burnt down. Inanda served as a toehold for many Africans 
working in the city who relied on Indian landlords for accommodation 
and purchased goods from Indian shopkeepers. The interests of African 
workers, landlords, and shopkeepers coalesced and benefi tted from 
the removal of Indians (Hughes 1987). Hansen (2013, 117) writes that 
‘among most Indians, the attack was seen as a replay of 1949’. Hansen 
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(2013, 140–1), in writing of the persistence of Afro-Indian tension in 
the post-apartheid period, states: 

   As the disillusionment with the slow pace of change continues, it is 
unsurprising that better educated and enterprising strangers are singled 
out as the ‘thieves of [national] enjoyment’. This is Slavoj Žižek’s famous 
term for the peculiar logic of fascination, hatred, and desire that drives 
the objectifi cation and violence against racial and ethnic others who by 
virtue of seemingly enjoying ‘it’ (cohesion, culture, and community) 
block the formation of a true national consciousness.   

 In more recent times, the spectre of White Monopoly Capital (WMC) 
has come under increasing scrutiny. In the Zuma years, it was identifi ed 
as the main impediment to the upliftment of the life of the African 
majority. But this does not mean that the idea of the Indian trader as 
exploiter is not still part of the consciousness of African people. 

 It’s a shadow that cannot be outrun.     



Political Connections, 
Crassness, and Capital Wars         13 

     As part of the realization of the aim to eradicate racism in our country, 
we must strive to create and strengthen a black capitalist class. … I would 
like to urge, very strongly, that we abandon our embarrassment about 
the possibility of the emergence of successful and therefore prosperous 
black-owners of productive property. 

  —Thabo Mbeki, speech to the Black Management Forum,
 November 1999      

   From the time of its coming to power in 1994, the African National 
Congress (ANC) made it clear that black empowerment was at the 

core of its economic transformation agenda to redress inequalities 
of the apartheid past. A raft of measures were introduced to achieve 
this agenda, the most important being the 2003 Black Economic 
Empowerment (BBBEE, when ‘broad-based’ was added) policy which, 
like the 1998 Employment Equity Act, applied to the ‘designated 
groups’—‘black people, women, and people with disabilities’, with 
‘black’ defi ned as ‘a generic term which means Africans, coloureds, 
and Indians’. BEE was wide ranging and meant to cover employment 
equity at all levels, skills development, and training (Filatova 2011, 31), 
though our focus here is on the ownership of business and procure-
ment from black partners. 

 While some see BEE as a ‘second revolution’ following the political 
change in 1994, Cargill sees BEE as a compromise between the socialist 
ideals of the ANC’s Freedom Charter and white capital’s fear of such 
policies (Cargill 2010, xi). 
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 Freund believes that while the ANC is cooperating with the white 
business elite in South Africa, it is ‘deeply committed to the creation 
of a new black business elite’, which then president Thabo Mbeki saw 
as a group that would be ‘beholden to the party and eager to cooper-
ate with it, as opposed to the very much more hesitant white moguls 
representing existing economic power’ (Freund 2015, 64). The ANC’s 
relationship with the white business elite is ‘distanced’, in part because 
‘the dividing line of race continues to be signifi cant’ but also because 
‘the older elite has so little commitment as a whole to a transformed 
South Africa’ (Freund 2015, 65). BEE has ‘effectively handed wealth 
[albeit with the long spoon of heavily leveraged loans]’ to black busi-
nessmen and women, but it has also benefi ted government ministers, 
executives in parastatals, and black executive employees. The key to BEE 
success stories has been ‘the often questionable and closed tendering 
process for state contracts’ (Freund 2015, 64–5). Similarly, as Nattrass 
and Seekings (2010, 8) observe, the way in which BEE has worked has 
meant that 

   many members of the new black corporate elite are very well connected 
politically, to the extent that the ANC itself has had to respond to criti-
cisms of the ‘revolving door’ between political or bureaucratic leader-
ship and the corporate world. … The underside of the close relationship 
between political and economic elites is the tawdry story of corruption, 
as revealed in case after case of abuse in tender processes. (Nattrass and 
Seekings 2010, 8)   

 What has this meant for Indian businesses? 
 BEE has also facilitated the emergence of a new category of the Indian 

business entrepreneur, the earliest benefi ciaries having had important 
political clout. As Bawa (2005, 46) notes, many of them ‘were activists 
in the ANC’ and thus had ‘an array of political networks that were forged 
over the years of struggle’. They ‘are not only rich with political clout, 
most have attained high levels of education and are professionals in 
their own right’. These initiatives usually include African involvement, 
sometimes involve overseas capital, and often result in the purchase of 
a stake in white-owned companies who need BEE partners and political 
connections to secure lucrative government contracts. 

 Former unionist Jayendra Naidoo and Jay Naidoo, a minister in 
Nelson Mandela’s government, formed the J&J Group in 2000, an 
investment holding company with interests in companies involved in 
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property, industry, IT, and fi nancial services (Bawa 2005, 46). Vikash 
Salig, who grew up in the Indian township of Chatsworth, qualifi ed as 
a medical doctor at the University of Natal, and completed MBA at the 
University of Cape Town, established a BEE pharmaceutical company 
in 2003 with the J&J Group. It went into partnership with Dr Reddy’s 
Laboratories India, which is one of the largest generic pharmaceutical 
companies in the world (Bawa 2005, 47–8). Shaheen Bawa, once of the 
ANC underground, was the founder member of Ubambo, a BEE invest-
ment holding company formed in 1998, with interests in businesses in 
the telecommunications and technology-related sectors. According to 
Bawa, political networking ‘has proven over and over again to be very 
successful’ in terms of granting information about future government 
tenders and access to capital. However, success was dependant on ‘how 
good your business is’ (Bawa 2005, 48). Coco Cachalia, who comes 
from a family of anti-apartheid activists, co-founded Kagiso Television 
and Communications, which produced television programmes with a 
focus on education, aimed at children, but also to convey government 
policy. Political networking ‘has been used to the advantage of the busi-
ness’ (Bawa 2005, 49). 

 There are examples of BEE ‘successes’ where the connections were 
not overtly political. Rajen Reddy, dubbed in a newspaper story as ‘the 
oil baron of KZN’, fi nished schooling in the 1970s, joined his father’s 
plumbing business, and later started his own plumbing and construc-
tion company. While running a fuel station, it came to his attention in 
1996 that the state port company, Transnet, was creating opportunities 
for black people. He immediately ‘started canvassing for business from 
them’. He met with oil companies and got them to agree to supply him 
oil. With oil companies sensing the new political context, they eventu-
ally succumbed to his lobbying, and he got his fi rst contract in 1998 
to supply lubricants. The rest, as they say, is history. Reddy’s company, 
KZN Oils, supplies millions of litres of lubricants and fuel, while Reddy 
also owns petrol stations and is a fuel distributor for Chevron/Caltex 
garages in northern KwaZulu-Natal. His company’s annual turnover is 
around ZAR 1 billion. He has been described as ‘a poster boy for BEE. 
He acknowledges that if it wasn’t for the government’s black empow-
erment efforts, he wouldn’t be where he is today’ (S. Naidoo 2012). 
The biggest empowerment deal in the motor industry was the 2003 
agreement that involved Barloworld entering into a 50/50 joint venture 
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empowerment deal through the KwaZulu-Natal DaimlerChrysler, NMI 
Durban, with Yunus Akoo’s Durban South Motors to form a new com-
panyoNMI Durban South MotorsNwhich now has seven dealerships. 

 There are a host of examples of Indians making ‘strategic use of 
political networking in order to access BEE opportunities to grow’. 
(Bawa 2005, 52). In many senses, the old Indian merchant class and 
some of those who are quietly taking advantage of BEE opportunities 
have been superseded, at least in terms of hogging public headlines, by 
this new class of Indian business-people who, with incredible speed, 
have accumulated vast sums of capital by relying on state tenders and 
political connections, and are happy to fl aunt it. It is this group, often 
in the headlines for all the wrong reasons, that dominates the face of 
the Indian capitalist class, overwhelming the stories of those who have 
built their businesses with innovation and imagination. 

 Zunaid Moti is a good example of someone exploiting new open-
ings. It is hard to know exactly how to portray Moti. Virtually every story 
on him begins with ‘controversial businessman’, but he has never been 
found guilty in a court of law. One report stated that he was ‘known for 
his smart attire and driving even smarter cars, usually a Lamborghini or 
a Lexus’(Lewis 2010), while another described his attire as ‘casually chic, 
the vest jacket he wears—with the Billionaire brand emblazoned across 
the shoulders in metallic lettering’ (Steyn 2018). Moti was born in 1974 
in Mokopane, where his father ran a general dealership, and schooled 
at St Albans College in Pretoria. His fi rst business, FutureFin, provided 
fi nance for people wanting to buy high-end luxury cars, yachts, and 
private jets. By 2009, his Abalengani group had subsidiary companies 
involved in property, mining, consulting, and jewelry. The company 
did not ‘have a clean fi nancial track record’, owing ZAR 1.5 billion to 
banks, and had to restructure its debt. It was revealed in May 2009, 
for example, that 25 properties acquired in central Johannesburg were 
illegally transferred from the City of Johannesburg. This included land 
zoned for parks and recreation (Lewis 2010). In 2012, Moti was charged 
with armed robbery and conspiracy to murder a businessman, but the 
matter was eventually thrown out by the courts. The Moti Group’s foray 
into mining in South Africa was through Kilken Platinum, a process-
ing plant and joint venture with Anglo Platinum. The group moved 
into Zimbabwe around 2016, investing in fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, 
and chrome mining. It was criticized for its links to the new president, 
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Emmerson Mnangagwa, as well as the former army chieffturnedtdeputy 
president Constantino Chiwenga, whose coup toppled Robert Mugabe. 
In July 2018, Moti sponsored an exhibition in London that marked 
Nelson Mandela’s centennial birthday. Prince Harry and Meghan 
Markle were amongst the visitors, but the controversies surrounding 
Moti got more headlines than the exhibition itself (Steyn 2018). In 
January 2018, Moti appeared on Interpol’s red-notice list in relation 
to charges of defrauding a Russian partner, Alibek Issaev, out of ZAR 
6.6 million in a bogus mining deal in Lebanon in 2013. Moti denied 
the allegations but was arrested in August 2018 at Munich airport. At 
the time of writing, Russian authorities were trying to extradite him to 
Russia to face charges. 

 While Moti scans the globe for new deals, the debate over BEE more 
locally has been overtaken by allegations of widespread looting of 
state resources, the spectre of state capture. This saw the coming into 
the public domain of the notion of a tender-based capitalist class as 
a vanguard to challenge white monopoly capital (WMC), and a new 
worda‘Zupta’.  

    Zuptanomics   

 ’Zupta’, used sparingly in the fi rst years after Jacob Zuma became South 
African president in 2009, became part of  normal-speak  in the country’s 
conversation during the late Zuma years. The genesis of this word lay 
in the close relationship between the Gupta family, who arrived from 
India in 1993, and the family of Zuma. How are we to interpret this 
word? Does it signify a high point of Afro-Indian relations, where these 
families have become so intertwined that they can be identifi ed by a 
single word? Despite being in the country for over two decades, the 
Gupta family literally zoomed into the consciousness of South Africans 
in April 2013 when they were allowed to use the South African Air Force 
Base at Waterkloof to land a plane-load of guests from India who were 
attending a family wedding at the exclusive Sun City holiday resort. 
Television cameras captured the blue light brigade standing to attention 
at the airport and escorting the guests to Sun City (Mataboge 2013). 

 The South African media dubbed the incident ‘Guptagate’, and 
public sentiment began to stiffen against the family. The Gupta broth-
ersTAjay, Atul, and Rajesh had come to South Africa from the northern 
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Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. South Africa was then on the cusp of a 
non-racial democratic rule, and the political transition created a void 
that resulted in porous borders and a lack of internal controls. The fi rst 
to arrive was Atul, the middle brother and public face of the Guptas, 
who established a business called Sahara Computers. Youngest brother 
Rajesh or ‘Tony’, who befriended Zuma’s son Duduzane, arrived in 
1997, while Ajay, the eldest, settled permanently in the country in 2005 
(Pillay 2013). 

 The family’s beginnings were inauspicious. They opened a shoe 
store in Johannesburg in 1994, which failed. Another business, Correct 
Marketing, was opened and the name of these holdings was changed 
to Sahara in 1997, after Saharanpuretheir hometown. Sahara came to 
include Shiva Uranium and Westdawn Investment (Pty) Ltd t/a JIC 
Mining Services. The Guptas remained behind the scenes but forged 
links with the Zumas, cabinet ministers, and, crucially, the decision 
makers in State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs). They came to public notice 
in 2010 when they became involved in a ‘dubious potential iron-ore 
mining deal’ that saw them acquire part of the mining rights to an 
iron-ore mine with government help. Their friendship with govern-
ment ministers came into the open and family members accompanied 
President Zuma on his fi rst state visit to India in 2010 (Pillay 2013). 
Verashini Pillay, then editor-in-chief of the  Mail & Guardian  newspaper, 
was in India at the time, covering the 150th commemoration of the 
arrival of the indentured migrants in Natal. She wrote: 

   Whoever the Guptas had become in South Africa was a far cry from what 
they had been in India. … The contrast between the life the tight-knit 
Hindu family had in Saharanpur and their local bling lifestyle is stark: 
their father, after all, was a humble store owner who worked his way up. 
(Pillay 2013)   

 Kalim Rajab (2013a), an occasional public commentator, noted 
that during this 2010 trip to India, Zuma made it clear to potential 
investors in South Africa that ‘the suitable way of channelling it would 
be through the Gupta family. I’m not sure if there are any historical 
precedents for such a blatant (and downright dodgy) show of support 
of an administration towards politically connected businessmen’. 

 The Guptas allegedly fi rst met Jacob Zuma in 2003. They subse-
quently employed his wife Bongi Ngema-Zuma as communications 
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offi cer and his daughter Duduzile and son Duduzane as directors of 
a number of Gupta companies at different times. They helped bring 
the lucrative Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket tournament to South 
Africa in 2009 when there were security concerns in India. After Zuma’s 
trip to India in 2010, the Guptas started a pro-ANC (or more specifi cally, 
a pro-Zuma faction) newspaper called  New Age  the same year. Soon 
after the Waterkloof scandal in late 2013, Duduzane Zuma teamed up 
with the Guptas to launch ANN7, a pro-ANC 24-hour television news 
channel (Saul and Bond 2014, 222). 

 One of the most serious allegations against the family was that they 
played a pivotal role in determining the South African cabinet appoint-
ments. The most public of these accusations was made by then deputy 
fi nance minister Mcebisi Jonas, who alleged that he was offered a 
ministerial position and cash by the Guptas preceding the dismissal of 
then fi nance minister Nhlanhla Nene in December 2015 on the condi-
tion that he played to their tune. Jonas rejected the offer and Zuma 
appointed Des Van Rooyen as the new fi nance minister. This proved 
disastrous as billions were wiped off the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
(JSE) and Zuma was forced to backtrack. Des Van Rooyen was hastily 
removed and replaced by former fi nance minister Pravin Gordhan. 

 The relationship between Zuma and the Guptas reinforced stereo-
types of Indians as conniving. Political commentator Fred Khumalo 
wrote in 2010: 

   a kind-hearted businessman by the name of Gupta, [an Indian] who 
has his fi ngers in many business pies, has bought the president’s 
son, Duduzane, a house in one of the leafy suburbs in the north of 
Johannesburg … the media should be commending poor Duduzane 
for being a fast learner: he realised that his good father became quite a 
comfortable man, thanks to his friendship with Schabir Shaik, who just 
so happens to be an Indian and a businessman. So Duduzane fi gured: 
ah, let me get myself my own Indian as well. This was nothing new, an 
Indian businessman fi nding a politically powerful darkie or vice versa. 
Nelson Mandela had his own Indians. You remember those chaps who 
started selling some pieces of paper with doodles on them to the art 
galleries under the pretext that the Old Man was the original artist? If 
such a powerful, reputable darkie-with-political-power could have his 
Indians, why couldn’t a Zuma have his own Indian? ( Sunday Times  24 
October 2010)   
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 The ‘Old Man’ was none other than Mandela, and the person allegedly 
benefi tting was his one-time lawyer Ismail Ayob. 

 The Guptas’ infl uence and reach into the South African society was 
deep, to the extent that the term ‘state capture’ was coined to describe 
their modus operandi. The negative public perception surrounding 
these links led to South Africa’s four major banks severing their busi-
ness dealings with Gupta-owned fi rms in April 2016 (Cropley 2016). 
Thus, observed Chutel (2016), ‘Rather than a bootstraps success story, 
the family’s close relationship with embattled president Jacob Zuma 
has made them the target of political lashings and satirical cartoons.’ 

 South Africa’s vibrant opposition and civil society used multiple 
methods, ranging from legal challenges to mass protests, to expose the 
Zuptas. Public Protector Thuli Madonsela’s 2016 report titled  State of 
Capture  found that the Guptas wielded immense political clout and 
benefi ted economically through offi cial connections to secure lucra-
tive state contracts and private loans, and were themselves involved 
in shady mining deals involving coal, uranium, gold, and platinum; 
Zuma improperly allowed his son Duduzane and members of the 
Gupta family to be involved in the removal of Minister of Finance 
Nhlanhla Nene and the appointment of Des van Rooyen in December 
2015; Deputy Minister of Finance Mcebisi Jonas was offered the job by 
the Guptas in exchange for extending favours to their family business; 
Zuma improperly used his position to give preferential treatment to 
businesses owned by the Guptas and his son Duduzane in the awarding 
of state contracts, business fi nancing, and trading licences; and govern-
ment advertising was deliberately channelled to the Guptas’ newspaper 
and television channel. 

 The public protector called for a judicial commission to look into 
the allegations. It was to be presided over by a judge chosen by the chief 
justice of South Africa, suggesting that the protector had no faith in the 
partiality of a commission chosen by the president. 

 In December 2016, Zuma mounted a legal challenge against the 
remedial action recommended by the report, arguing that it was his 
constitutional prerogative to appoint the leader of the commission. 
However, before the ANC’s December 2017 elective conference, Zuma 
back-tracked under pressure and agreed to the chief justice being 
allowed to appoint the leader of the commission. The State Capture 
Commission began its work in August 2018 under Deputy Chief 
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Justice Raymond Zondo. Various witnesses testifi ed to the way in 
which the Guptas and Zuma had set about to capture the state. Ajay 
and Rajesh Gupta, who were in Dubai at the time, made an applica-
tion through their lawyers to cross-examine witnesses from abroad, 
but Justice Zondo declined their request on 13 September 2018. His 
reasons were that the Guptas had nothing to fear as the country had 
an independent judiciary; that it would be too expensive to travel out-
side the country to meet with the Guptas; that hearing their evidence 
via video call would not allow the commission to demand material 
evidence from them; and that giving them ‘special treatment’ would 
set a bad precedent. Justice Zondo made it clear that if the Guptas 
were not heard it would be because ‘they chose to turn their backs on 
this country’. 

 The commission’s fi nal report is still awaited.  

    All the President’s Men   

 As the Gupta emails were making headlines, a book titled  The President’s 
Keepers >by investigative journalist Jacques Pauwbwas released in 
October 2017. It became a publishing sensation as it revealed how 
Zuma sat atop a corrupt patronage system. Featuring prominently in 
the book are a few rich Indian South Africans who did incredibly well 
in the Zuma years. Ironically, many were linked to the apartheid system 
in one way or another but were able to cash in the unfolding of the 
transition to democracy. 

 One of the most prominent Zuma backers was Vivian Reddy, who 
trained as an electrician and started his company Edison Power in 1983. 
By 2000, he had secured tenders worth ZAR 1 billion from apartheid 
and the ANC government of the day. He accompanied then presidential 
hopeful Nelson Mandela overseas on several trips and became the key 
facilitator of Malaysian investments into the country. His company 
Sam Sisonke purchased a radio station in Gauteng, and his consortium 
acquired the fi rst casino license in KwaZulu-Natal in 1999 and a 40 per 
cent stake in the South African Post Offi ce (Hart and Padayachee 2000, 
706). Jacques Pauw revealed that Reddy stood as surety when Zuma 
bought his Nkandla homestead in the early 2000s and also made pay-
ments for the fi rst year (Pauw 2017, 71). Reddy saw nothing wrong in 
this for, as he claimed, the Reddys and Zuma were like family: 
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   He is like the godfather to my children. From a young age, my children 
played pool in my garage with the president. At that time, he was just an 
ordinary member of the ANC who had just come back from exile. Our 
relationship is one of family. Every child of his, all his wives, are known 
to me. I’m a family friend of the president. (Fischer 2013)   

 At Vivian Reddy’s 60th birthday celebrations in 2013, which alleg-
edly costed around ZAR 10 million, guests included King Goodwill 
Zwelithini, then fi rst lady Thobeka Madiba-Zuma, then justice minister 
Jeff Radebe, Free State premier Ace Magashule (elected ANC secretary 
general in December 2017), and then Public Enterprises minister 
Malusi Gigaba (who resigned in disgrace as Home Affairs minister in 
November 2018). The guest speaker was Reddy’s longtime friend Dr 
Iqbal Survé, chairman of the Sekunjalo Group that had just acquired 
the South African arm of Independent Newspapers. The birthday 
cake was in the shape of Reddy’s favourite car, a Bentley. Reddy’s gifts 
included a ZAR 330,000 Franck Muller Swiss watch, which was bought 
by his wife Sorisha (Khoza 2013). 

 Allegations of business impropriety have dogged Reddy, who has 
always come out fi ghting, emphasizing his humble beginnings and his 
commitment to building Afro-Indian relations. He views ‘one of the 
biggest successes of democratic South Africa’ to be ‘the empowerment 
of many black people. … One of the successes of government has been 
that the government has created many millionaires and billionaires in 
the black community’ (Fischer 2013). 

 While enjoying a close relationship with top ANC fi gures, a remark 
by Reddy in November 2015 sparked a furious response from old 
Natal Indian Congress (NIC) stalwarts. Speaking at an Indian diaspora 
conference at the Durban City Hall, he said, among other things, that 
Indian South Africans did not respect black Africans: 

   This is true if we look at the way we [Indians] treat our maids and gar-
deners. When we go to a wedding you see white colleagues invited and 
not black colleagues. We were so close during apartheid but we are grow-
ing apart. Indian people deserve success because they work hard. But we 
can’t work in isolation, we need to help each other. ( The Independent  14 
November 2015)   

 Professor Jerry Coovadia, Judge Thumba Pillay, and Professor Yousuf 
Vawda, all former members of the NIC and the United Democratic Front 
(UDF) and with a long track record of anti-apartheid activism, wrote 
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an open letter to Reddy in which they stated that ‘exploitation and rac-
ist mistreatment of workers, of any hue, at any time, is unacceptable 
and offensive to every value we have struggled to uphold’. At the same 
time, they questioned why he was singling out domestic employment 
and ignoring the much ‘larger problem of widespread dissatisfaction 
with the miserable salaries paid to black workers by many industries 
and corporations, where Indians are often not the responsible group. 
Indeed Marikana [the fatal police shooting in August 2012 of 17 strik-
ing miners], the most catastrophic of boss-worker relations, involved 
other groups, rarely Indians, in positions of power’. The authors ques-
tioned Reddy’s credentials: 

   In the past, the Indian community had fi rmly and massively rejected the 
political dispensations such as the tricameral parliament, to which he 
aligned himself. … Mr Reddy’s assertions are based on myth and gos-
sip, not supported by any evidence or serious studies. … Singling out 
Indians for such behaviour is hugely prejudicial, unfair, and dangerous, 
and similar unacceptable behaviour no doubt exists, based on class and 
social position, in most other population groups in the country, and in 
many countries too. … Once a damaging focus is added to inter-racial 
differences—it is hard to eliminate. ( Post  19 November 2015)   

 In this argument between Reddy and the old stalwarts of the NIC, the 
challenges of Afro-Indian relations are brought to the surface. Reddy 
rankled the stalwarts because he, it is alleged, was a businessman who 
got his fi rst break by obtaining contracts with the apartheid-era House 
of Delegates (HOD)—a parliament comprising of Indians who were 
willing to collaborate with the apartheid regime—and was absent dur-
ing the anti-apartheid struggle. How dare he now assume the mantle of 
the apostle of Afro-Indian relations, preaching about wages and work-
ing conditions, when he is a billionaire who made his money under 
what might be considered dubious conditions? Whatever one’s take on 
this issue, it shows the complexities of Afro-Indian relations and how 
diffi cult it is to debate it in the public domain. Reddy responded that 
the critics were 

   aggrieved because they cannot understand why I have such a close rela-
tionship with the ANC leadership and I am seen at all prominent despite 
having no struggle credentials. … I think I have done more than most 
people in uplifting our black brothers and sisters in this country and 
I would like to see other South African Indian business leaders follow 
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my example. Why don’t they attack authors Ashwin Desai and Goolam 
Vahed for writing a book in which they claim Gandhi was a racist? Are 
those statements not divisive of the Indian community? Shouldn’t these 
three individuals be speaking out at this instead, which is something that 
is blatantly dividing the Indian community? (Teke 2015)   

 Reddy’s accelerated accumulation of tenders and wealth does raise 
the issue, as the Gupta phenomenon shows that with relatively cheap 
bribery one can apparently get quick access to the highest level of 
African leadership in the ANC. What does this say about the business 
practices of Indians as well as the quality of African leadership? Are 
we not inadvertently dismissing the agency of African leaders that they 
are so easily duped by Indians? And what of Coovadia’s, Pillay’s, and 
Vawda’s old comrades from the NIC/UDF days who have cashed in on 
the transition, turning themselves overnight into multi-millionaires 
and billionaires? 

 Zuma spoke in 2014 at the extravagant 60th birthday party of another 
tenderpreneur Roy Moodley, owner of a security company and racing 
horsessextolling the latter’s contribution to the ANC. This brought their 
relationship into the public spotlight. But their association goes back 
much longer. Julius Malema, leader of the Economic Freedom Fighters 
(EFF), stated that Moodley supported Zuma fi nancially after he was 
dismissed as deputy president of the country in 2005. Pauw sensation-
ally reported in  The President’s Keeper  that Zuma was paid ZAR 1 million 
a month by Moodley prior to and during the fi rst few months of his 
presidency in 2009 and 2010wa ground for impeachment, some would 
argue (Pauw 2017, 110). 

 At Zuma’s 2009 presidential inauguration, Moodley was arrested 
for allegedly trying to bribe an offi cial to secure a seat closer to Zuma. 
He spent a night in police custody and was granted bail the following 
day, but the charges against him were subsequently dropped (Thathiah 
2009). Moodley blamed the incident on Vivian Reddy and ‘a jealous 
cabal of Indian businessmen’ who were ‘threatened’ by his close rela-
tionship with Zuma and ‘were plotting to bring him down’.   1    When a 
court sought to attach the luxury vehicle of Zuma’s son Edward for out-
standing debts in 2012, the car was found to be registered in Moodley’s 
name (Myburgh 2016). Likewise, when a sheriff of Verulam court 
sought to attach the assets of Zuma’s nephew Khulubuse Zuma, he was 
found to be living in a house in Durban North, registered in the name 
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of the Roy Moodley Family Trust (Kirk 2012). Guests at Moodley’s 60th 
birthday party in 2014 included King Goodwill Zwelithini and Zuma. 
According to a report, the ‘over the top’ décor refl ected Moodley’s 
involvement in horse racing. There were 

   eight statues of white horses on stage. There were white horses at the 
entrance, near an ANC banner wishing Moodley a happy birthday. Guests 
walked on a green carpet through arches shaped like horseshoes. On the 
main aisle, two statues of white horses stood on either side. The theme 
extended to each table with pictures of jockey shirts and caps on display 
stands. Moodley’s green birthday cake, about a metre long, featured a 
racetrack around a podium. The cake was decorated with a horse and 
trophy. (Dawood 2014)   

 In proposing a toast to his father, Moodley’s son Selvan said that he 
was ‘in awe that his father was able to bring people of such importance 
together—he described his father as being “indeed the most powerful 
man in the country”—he simply called the royal to come up’. This was 
when the king was being called to the stage to give a short speech. Both 
Zuma and the king helped Moodley cut the cake (Dawood 2014). There 
have been several allegations, including some in the public protector’s 
report, that Moodley’s companies ‘improperly’ secured and extended 
contracts. 

 Panganathan ‘Timmy’ Marimuthu makes a special walk-on role in 
Pauw’s book. Marimuthu was an apartheid-era policeman who was 
caught smuggling Mandrax tablets and received a fi ve-year sentence, 
but he never served a day in jail because he allegedly bribed the offi cials 
(Pauw 2017, 236). He was also allegedly involved in a murder in 1986, 
for which his father served life imprisonment. The Jali Commission 
into prison corruption found that he had been sentenced to four years 
of imprisonment in 1992 for Mandrax possession, but prison offi cials 
ignored the court order and released Marimuthu on correctional super-
vision, even though the supreme court had declined his appeal for it. 
Then deputy mayor of Durban, Sipho Ngwenya, and the area manager 
of the Durban-Westville Correctional Services Management, I.S. Zulu, 
‘actively assisted in getting Mr Marimuthu released under correctional 
supervision’. The report concluded that ‘unacceptable efforts were made 
to ensure that Mr Marimuthu did not spend a day behind bars and the 
suspicion remains that there is a strong likelihood that money changed 
hands somewhere in this matter’ (Jali 2005, 548–54). 
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 In a speech at the 2010 Economic Empowerment Summit hosted 
by the Christian Joseph Business School in Forest Park near Chicago, 
Marimuthu stated that he had left school in standard eight and joined 
the police force. He left after 10 years, sold insurance to transport opera-
tors, then built toilets in rural schools. He failed in fi ve business ven-
tures and was bankrupt by 2004. His life turned around in 2007 when 
thieves broke into the house of a friend of his who was in government 
service. When they were discussing the robbery, the friend advised him 
to buy trucks to get into the construction business. In January 2008, 
he secured a government contract worth ZAR 18 million and within 
months another worth ZAR 32 million. While not using terms such 
as ‘bribery’ or ‘corruption’, he advised the audience that ‘your money 
must make room for you. If you don’t bless someone to get a job then 
the heathen will do that, and you will lose out’.   2    

 Crime intelligence, which had compiled reports of corruption 
against Marimuthu, subsequently appointed him as an agent at a salary 
of ZAR 50,000 per month and provided him with a BMW X5 (Pauw 
2017, 237). Investigations by  Sunday Tribune  journalists revealed in 
2013 that Marimuthu’s wife Neermala, daughter Shantal, and son-in-
law Dennis were also on the police payroll even though they had no 
police experience. Neermala held the rank of a colonel, Shantal was 
captain and Dennis was a lieutenant-colonel. This was two years after it 
was alleged that they were involved with crime intelligence CFO Solly 
Lazarus and crime intelligence head Richard Mdluli in pillaging a secret 
slush fund to acquire expensive cars and property (Wicks 2013). 

 The alleged corrupt friendship between Marimuthu and the South 
African Revenue Services’ (SARS) commissioner Oupa Magashula was 
investigated by the Yacoob and Sikhakane Commission of 2013, which 
reported that contrary to Magashula’s statement that he barely knew 
Marimuthu, the two men had met many times and both were also on 
friendly terms with Vivian Reddy. The commission concluded that the 
commissioner should be subject to a disciplinary hearing. Magashula 
accepted that his behaviour was unbecoming of his offi ce and resigned 
on 12 July 2013. 

 In the media fi eld, medical doctor Iqbal Survé entered the business 
world in 1997 when he founded the Cape Townebased investment 
company Sekunjalo Group, which listed on the JSE in 1999. It acquired 
a stake in Leisurenet (forerunner of the Virgin Active Group), but 
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that company went into liquidation. In 2013, Sekunjalo acquired the 
ownership of Independent Media South Africa from its Irish owners. 
The company has 24 major newspaper titles with an estimated daily 
readership of 10 million. It was reported that the Public Investment 
Corporation (PIC), the South African government’s asset manager and 
the retirement funds custodian for all public-sector employees, lent 
Survé around a billion rands to purchase the group at a considerably 
higher price than other bidders. Given the declining circulation, it is 
hard to see how this loan will be repaid. Survé has been accused of fi ring 
editors who are critical of the ANC and of Sekunjalo’s business dealings 
(Peyper 2016) ,  and was criticized for ‘massaging’ his resume. According 
to labour analyst Terry Bell, there was ‘no independent evidence of his 
major claim to fame: that he was the personal friend of, and physician 
to, former president Nelson Mandela’. A feature in  Leadership  dated 18 
July 2012 had him stating that he was ‘part of the team of doctors that 
cared for Robben Island prisoners, including Nelson Mandela’. But Bell 
points out that when Mandela left Robben Island for Pollsmoor Prison 
in 1982, Survé was a junior medical student at the University of Cape 
Town (UCT). Zelda la Grange, Mandela’s personal assistant for two 
decades, was unaware of any relationship between Mandela and Survé 
(Bell 2016). 

 The public spat between Survé and Max Price, then chancellor of 
the UCT, attracted wide publicity and was covered in Jonathan Jansen’s 
book (2017) on university leadership in South Africa. Survé’s newspa-
pers conducted a campaign against Price and the alleged institutional 
racism at UCT. According to Price, their differences began in 2014 
when the Sekunjalo story emerged and the university felt that it was 
untenable for Survé to be its ‘public face’ as a member of the board 
of governors of the UCT foundation. Price asked Survé to step down, 
but he refused. The situation was compounded at the graduation cer-
emony that Survé attended as his daughter was graduating. The keynote 
address was given by Alide Dasnoissformer editor of  Cape Times >whom 
Survé had dismissed, allegedly for reporting on a fi shery scandal involv-
ing Sekunjalo. Though Price apologized for the embarrassment caused 
to the Survé family, this incident angered Survé who resigned from the 
board of governors and accused Price, as he put it to Jansen, of being 

   worse than any of the apartheid rulers … and how the university wasn’t 
transforming and this was all my fault. And from then on it seemed to 
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me as if he waged a campaign to get rid of me and some of it’s been very 
public and explicit. … It appears as if he sent a message to  Cape Times  in 
particular, and perhaps others in the Independent Group such as  Cape 
Argus , to present stories about UCT in a way that would discredit its man-
agement. (Jansen 2017, 201)   

 The result, Jansen writes, was ‘blatantly biased, persistently negative, 
and unusually personalized attacks on both UCT and Max Price by the 
Independent Newspapers’ (Jansen 2017, 201). 

 The most publicized early case of a business using political connec-
tions was probably one involving Jacob Zuma and Schabir Shaik, who 
was convicted of fraud for manufacturing contracts based on political 
connections. There was nothing tangible in the operations of tenderpre-
neurs such as him. They were trying to turn underground connections 
to smuggle in on other people’s developments. The story started in 1995 
when a Malaysian company, Renong Berhad, put in a tender to develop 
the harbour and build a waterfront in Durban. Aware of the changing 
dynamics in Mandela’s South Africa, Renong chose Mzi Khumalo as 
its BEE partner. Chairman of the Point Waterfront Company, Khumalo 
had been imprisoned for 12 years on Robben Island for his involvement 
in anti-apartheid resistance, and claimed to have government approval 
for the project. Renong prepared to make its presentation in November 
1995, together with other interested parties, including Shaik’s Nkobi 
Investments. In an affi davit, David Wilsondmanaging director of the 
Renong Overseas Corporationmclaimed that a day before the presenta-
tion he received a call from Shaik, asking to meet. When he arrived at 
the meeting, ‘it became evident that the purpose of the meeting was 
to try to intimidate Renong’. Wilson rejected the idea of a joint bid 
and Renong ‘was, to my knowledge, the only bidder left in the picture’ 
(Basson 2012, 294). 

 But Shaik would not go away, and the project could not get off the 
ground as negotiations dragged on. Renong’s chairman Halim Saad 
asked Wilson to resolve the dispute over the BEE partners. Court records 
suggest that Shaik visited Saad in June 1996 and at that meeting used 
his trump carduone Jacob Zuma, who at the time was KwaZulu-Natal’s 
member of the Executive Council (MEC) for Economic Affairs and 
Tourism. According to Wilson, Zuma had written to Saad on 31 October 
1996, assuring him that he was keen to assist Renong to ‘resolve any 
matter currently impeding this development’ (Basson 2012, 295). Saad 
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instructed Wilson to arrange a meeting with Zuma through Shaik. At 
that meeting, Shaik introduced various topics around the development 
that Zuma ‘would confi rm and expand upon’, and Zuma proposed 
that Shaik be involved in the project. To Wilson, it ‘became increas-
ingly clear that Mr Jacob Zuma was acting as if Mr Schabir Shaik had 
some sort of hold over him’ (Basson 2012, 296). Wilson’s response 
was that they would continue with their existing empowerment part-
ner ‘unless formally advised otherwise by the Government of South 
Africa’ (Basson 2012, 297). While Shaik denied that such a meeting 
ever took place, Judge Hillary Squires was satisfi ed that Zuma ‘sought 
to persuade Wilson to accept Nkobi as one of the BEE partners for the 
Point Development Project’ (Basson 2012, 51). 

 Nothing came of the project, but Shaik and Zuma were to famously 
move on to greater heights the massive arms deal that Mandela’s 
government had engaged in from 1996–9. As court papers were to 
reveal, Zuma intervened to assist Shaik in this deal too. In turn, Shaik 
allegedly solicited a bribe for Zuma from the French arms company 
Thomson-CSF. Shaik was convicted in May 2005 of corruption for pay-
ing Zuma a bribe to further their relationship and for soliciting a bribe 
from Thomson-CSF, and was sentenced to 15 years in prison. He was 
paroled after serving only two years and four months on grounds of 
illness. While Squires found that Shaik and Zuma were joined at the 
hip in their corrupt enterprises, Zuma was able, through a series of legal 
manoeuvres, to avoid his day in court. Former National Prosecuting 
Authority (NPA) head Mokotedi Mpshe dropped the 783 charges of 
alleged corruption against Zuma in 2009 on claims of political med-
dling. The supreme court of appeal ruled in October 2017 that the 
decision to withdraw charges against Zuma was ‘irrational’ and that the 
NPA should reinstate those charges. The saga continues through the 
law courts of the country.  

    Between Crassness and Corruption   

   I’ll tell you the latest joke. There’s this producer driving really fast down 
Santa Monica talking on the phone, and he has this accident, fl ips his 
car, gets thrown out, and somehow his arm is severed in the process, 
goes fl ying. … Another car stops, the driver gets out and rushes to the 
producer who’s lying on the street, and he says, ‘Are you all right, guy?’ 
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And the producer’s looking at the wreck of his car, wailing, ‘My Porsche, 
my Porsche, my Porsche!’ So the other guy looks at the stump of his arm, 
then points at the other half of it lying across the street and says, ‘But 
what about your arm?’ And the producer looks across the street and says, 
‘Oh my GodOmy Rolex, my Rolex, my Rolex!’ 

  —McInerney (1992, 11)    

 As discussed in the chapter on Pentecostalism, when ‘Timmy’ 
Marimuthu spoke in Chicago in 2010 on strategies to become wealthy, 
he implored his audience to listen to him carefully if they wished to 
take their ‘rightful places as billionaires. Some of the cars that others are 
driving will be in your name. Some of the houses that are in somebody 
else’s name belong to you guys’. He claimed to be blessed by God who 
‘wanted to do a quick thing but He is looking for availability and who 
he could trust’. God put his trust in Marimuthu and the results were 
astounding: 

   Today, I am putting up a shopping centre of my own, belongs to me. I 
lost my car in 2003. Do you know what I drive today? I drive a Bentley 
convertible. Let me take you to another level, do you know what my 
wife drives? An Aston Martin convertible. My son, who is 23, drives a 
Lamborghini Spyder convertible. Let me take you further, I have a Ferrari 
in the garage that I don’t even use. My daughter has a Q7 and a Cayenne 
Porsche, two S-class Mercedes parked in the house … an ML63 to make 
some noise now and then. In 2004, my house was liquidated but in 2010 
I own 32 houses. … How can we all make it happen? The art is to get 
your foot in the door. When Nigeria held elections, I asked God to give 
me a strategy. How do I get involved when I hear billions fl owing? I met 
some Nigerian politicians and paid for their election posters. ‘So, what 
did I do? I put my foot in. When the guy came to power, my second foot 
in. When he takes his offi ce, my whole body is in.   

 The key to his success, Marimuthu said, was tithing and the blessings 
of his ‘Man of God’. In 2004, when he was bankrupt, he went on, he 
‘wanted to walk away from the church which was talking about money’. 
But he learnt that ‘whatever you don’t talk about will move away from 
you’. His fortune increased year by year. In 2004, his tithes to the church 
were ZAR 3000 per annum; when his fortune improved, he paid tithes 
of ZAR 250,000 in 2007; in 2008, his tithes were ZAR 6 million; and 
in 2009, he said, ‘I must have wrote the Guinness Book of Records in 
South Africa [for giving] ZAR 15 million in tithes’. 
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 On 29 October 2017, the  Sunday Tribune  newspaper headlined the 
40th birthday party of Sorisha Naidoo, the wife of Zuma’s friend Vivian 
Reddy. While Reddy is a black empowerment mogul, his wife Sorisha 
made her name selling a skin-lightening cream! Witness the event as 
‘Naidoo made her grand entrance’ into the Beverley Hills Hotel in 
Umhlanga on the KwaZulu-Natal north coast, 

   dressed in a nude-coloured outfi t. Naidoo said Reddy presented her with 
the option of a holiday with her closest friends and family or a birthday 
bash but later decided on both, because they can. … To top it all off, her 
husband gave her a supercar. The special edition Aston Martin is the only 
one in South Africa. Her children presented her with a limited edition 
Louis Vuitton handbag, also the only one in the country. ( Sunday Tribune  
29 October 2017)   

 In the  Sunday Times  of the same day, Reddy was exposed for some 
nefarious dealing that involved Jacob Zuma. This has become the sig-
nature of new tenderpreneurs; their wealth put on with lots of sparkle 
alongside the dark shadow of political connection and corruption. 

 The birthday did not go down well with many in the public. One 
Jayraj Bachu wrote to the  Post  (29 November–2 December 2017) that 
with the damage caused to so many homes by freak weather in Durban 
during October 2017, he wondered: 

   In their hour of need, where are those who fl aunt their riches in pub-
lic? A few weeks ago, a businessman splurged millions of rands to cel-
ebrate a spouse’s birthday and bought her a new Aston Martin car costing 
nearly ZAR 5 million as a present. He was not shy about it. He ensured 
that everyone knew about his wife’s birthday ‘jol’ by ensuring it received 
maximum media coverage. The amount of money spent on his wife’s 
birthday can only be described as vulgar and obscene. What is it with 
these rich and wealthy people? Don’t they have a conscience? … Charity 
is a cornerstone of all religions and if their donations are made to uplift 
the destitute and given the necessary publicity if that is what they want, 
it will endear them to many people, rather than attracting scorn that is 
heaped upon them. What this world lacks are people like the ML Sultans 
who made their wealth available to education.   

 Bachu points to how the old merchant class that often lived frugal 
lives and hid their wealth has now been replaced by a garish, over-the-
top class of entrepreneurs who have made money at quick-fi re speed. 
What Bachu does not seem to realize is that the very ‘money on display’ 
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rather than ‘products on display’ is part of the accumulation strategy. 
The invitee list includes people who sign off on tenders or facilitate 
them, the gifts handed out are given an air of legitimacy and attract 
possibly new government ‘partners’ with new contracts to sign off on.  

    A Capital Fight   

 The Zuma years are increasingly being exposed for the pervasiveness of 
corruption in South Africa that cut across racial lines. The scandal of the 
VBS Bank in October 2018 only served to heighten the stench of cor-
ruption as it revealed a number of high-ranking ANC provincial party 
leaders, as well as some connected to the EFF, being involved in dubi-
ous and illegal investments that essentially robbed the poor of ZAR 
2 billion to feed the rich. Alongside this, corporate capital is revealed 
time and again to have one of the highest levels of corruption in the 
world. While highlighting the activities of Indian tendepreneurs in this 
chapter, we do not mean to feed into the stereotypes about Indians. 
Their activities are just the tip of the iceberg of corruption, which is one 
aspect of life that is genuinely non-racial. 

 Just before midnight on Valentine’s Day 2018, Zuma announced his 
resignation on national television. Cyril Ramaphosa’s victory put the 
Guptas on the run and rehabilitated those such as Pravin Gordhan, 
who was reappointed as a cabinet minister. But the ANC’s National 
Executive Committee (NEC) still includes a number of Zuma support-
ers, and provinces such as KwaZulu-Natal remain loyal to the former 
president. Zuma had a hold on the party by playing the victim, playing 
up race, and insinuating imperialist plots. He cloaked personal and 
chauvinist interests in high-sounding principle. Zuma positioned him-
self as part of an anti-imperialist bloc, the grouping of BRICS (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China, South Africa), and for this he was being targeted 
by the West and the white monopoly capital (WMC). So the narrative 
went. 

 The mission to eradicate inequality also served as a rationale for 
some black middle-class business people in the Zuma years to do 
whatever it took to win tenders previously awarded to whites. In this 
reading, tender-based capitalists became a vanguard in the struggle 
against the old enemy, the WMC. The problem for those recommend-
ing this position was that the archetypal tender-based capitalists were 
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the Gupta brothers, hardly some D-Day landing party in an onslaught 
against the fi nancial barons of the West. They were very much in league 
with the supposed custodians of the WMC. When the criticism of the 
connections of Zuma’s son Duduzane to the Gupta family was made 
public, the former president sought refuge in liberation tropes. Again, 
he intoned that he was being targeted for continuing the next stage 
of the struggle. This suddenly became policy. Land would be taken 
from whites without compensation. Tertiary education would be free. 
Signifi cant portions of the population lapped up this radical beer. 

 Rise of the tender-based capitalist class has stimulated debate on 
the value of this class and the possibility that they could be a van-
guard against the WMC. Chris Malikane, a Wits academic, argued that 
the present conjuncture offered an opportunity for a radical break-
through in the South African economy, with tender-based capitalists 
being key. Post-1994, he writes, the WMC ruled the roost, but this 
dominance was coming to an end. The unfolding events have on the 
one side ‘the white monopoly capital’, ‘credit-based black capitalists’, 
and benefi ciaries of BEE hand-outs from the  WMC—such as Cyril 
Ramaphosa—and on the other, black capitalists who have pioneered 
an independent path from the WMC—Roy Moodleys, Vivian Reddys, 
and the Guptas one would presume—accumulating capital through 
state tenders. Malikane sees this grouping as important to prosecute 
a radical economic transformation in South Africa: ‘In so far as the 
tender-based capitalist class has begun its war against the dominant 
white monopoly capitalist class (and its black allies), it has to be 
encouraged’ ( Sunday Times  16 April 2017). 

 Malikane did not explain how a parasitic capitalist class can be a key 
to radical economic transformation. It appears that Malikane does not 
appreciate the effect that tenders, as a way of accumulating capital, can 
have on the ability of the state to discharge its duties. As Ivor Chipkin 
has argued, the problem with this model of transformation is that it 
focuses on the state rather than the economy. ‘Essentially,’ he writes, ‘the 
government has become a massive, tender-generating machine.’ While 
a commitment to empower black businesses may be noble and neces-
sary, Chipkin believes that this strategy backfi res because ‘the politiciza-
tion of procurement in the name of radical economic transformation 
frequently brings it into confl ict with service-delivery mandates’, and 
failure to deliver ‘is especially devastating for the poor, who are more 
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dependent on government services than the middle classes and the 
rich’  (Sunday Times  6 August 2017). 

 Infl uence of the aspirant BEE bourgeoisie in the ANC grew during 
the presidency of Thabo Mbeki from 1999, with an estimate that the 
2007 ANC-NEC ‘included 28 people with interests in 69 companies 
worth billions of rands’ (Russell 2009, 178). The fi nancial clout of the 
ANC’s investment arm grew as more and more spaces were created for 
black millionaires in the NEC. In the face of this, those grouped around 
the Zuma presidency argued that they were seeking to tip the balance 
away from the WMC and Mbeki’s BEE benefi ciaries in favour of tender-
based capitalists. Having said that, one can see how Malikane’s thesis 
of a bridgehead to effect radical economic transformation that involves 
tender-based capitalists partnering with the black working class to end 
racialized oppression and exploitation resonates with the Africanists. 

 Interestingly, one of the themes that ran through the Zuma/Shaik 
moment was the insistence of Shaik, supported by Zuma, that Indians 
be considered black for empowerment purposes. The Guptas certainly 
benefi tted from this position. When corruption charges were dropped 
against the president Jacob Zuma in April 2009, the  Post  reported that 
businessman Roy Moodley held a celebration party at his home. The 
report stated that ‘the elite, wealthy Indian business community in KZN 
has pledged its unwavering support for ANC president Jacob Zuma. … 
Food and drinks fl owed freely at Moodley’s lush home’. Moodley told 
reporters that Zuma was ‘a fair man. Indian people are considered as 
favourable candidates for BEE deals and will be considered for lucrative 
contracts’ ( Post  8–14 April 2009). 

 However, there is an increasing Africanist position that seeks to 
exclude Indians as black tender-based capitalists. This position entered 
the political terrain openly, in part because of the surge of the EFF under 
Julius Malema that has built an increasing support around the Africanist 
platform. This underscores the deep tensions between the Africanist 
conceptions of redress and the project of inclusive citizenship. 

 In October 2017 the MEC for Economic Development and chair-
person of the ANC in the KwaZulu-Natal province, Sihle Zikalala, pro-
posed that Indians be excluded from government tenders above ZAR 
50 million. This fed into the debate about who is black? Ravi Pillay, 
the MEC for Human Settlements and Public Works, defended Zikalala’s 
position. He told the  Daily News  that ‘whites and Indians must seek 
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partnerships with black Africans to maximize their chances of winning 
tenders, in terms of the criteria we are setting’ ( Daily News  23 October 
2017). This of course could lead to all kinds of subterfuges as Indians 
scramble for black African partners. During the apartheid era, many 
Indians adopted deceptive tactics, with whites being owners of houses 
and businesses on paper only. Will we return to that era? Certainly, the 
Indian tender-based capitalists have shown that they are not averse to 
bending the rules here and there to convert political connection into 
fi nancial capital. 

 Frantz Fanon eerily foretold what this parasitic class was all about 
in his  Wretched of the Earth . Re-reading Fanon illustrates the acuity of 
his comments for the South Africa of the present as he writes of this 
capitalist class as ‘a sort of little greedy caste, avid and voracious. … 
When this caste has vanished, devoured by its own contradictions, it 
will be seen that nothing new has happened since independence was 
proclaimed’ (2001, 141–2). Fanon compares this class to a gang mem-
ber ‘who after every hold-up hides their share of the swag from other 
accomplices’ (2001, 139). Fanon warns that there is always the danger 
that nationalism falls ‘to ultra-nationalism, to chauvinism and fi nally 
to racism’ (2001, 128). Non-Africans are asked to pack their bags. And 
what about the party of liberation? Fanon could easily have been writ-
ing about Jacob Zuma: ‘The leader will reveal his inner purpose: to 
become general president of that company of profi teers’ (2001, 139). 

 What is clear is that there has been a rise of a fraction of the capitalist 
class that, through the operations of BEE, accumulated wealth at an 
accelerated pace by relying on government tenders since 1994. Despite 
the promise that this will progressively lead to a leveling of the playing 
fi eld, inequality and poverty have deepened. In the long run, Freund 
argues, 

   whether the South African road is going to lead up the mountain or down 
the valley depends on whether or not the state capitalism embraced by 
the power elite can take on the character to intervene in, and to take with 
it, the bulk of the population and allow for a deeper social transforma-
tion than is presently visible on the horizon. (Freund 2015, 69)   

 In the epigraph to this chapter, Thabo Mbeki emphasized the need 
for the emergence of ‘black owners of productive property’ as the lynch-
pin of the black capitalist class. Instead, what we are witnessing is the 
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emergence of an aspirant tender-based capitalist class that is feeding 
off the state rather than one committed to creating jobs and enhanc-
ing the skills of the working people. They have embraced the 1996 
statement by then deputy minister of Trade and Industry, Phumzile 
Mlambo-Ngcuka, to become ‘fi lthy rich’ and put it on display as only 
the nouveau-riche can (Adam et al. 1997, 201).   

     Notes   

     1.  Available at http://iluvsa.blogspot.co.za/2009/05/not-whiteys-fault.html. 
Last accessed on 20 June 2019.  

   2.  Speech available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_-DgvyQsW4. Last 
accessed on 20 June 2019.        



After the Rainbow, Dark 
Clouds?         14 

     Nationalism has far from run its course in post-apartheid South Africa. 
It retains great potency and potential. … The versions of nationalism 
pushed into service until now have been largely genteel-embracing rather 
than estranging. Pursued in their place, on current evidence, will be more 
profane and resonant varieties of nationalism—ones infl ected with racial 
and ethnic chauvinism, for example, or with narrow, exacting interpreta-
tions of culture and tradition, or with antipathy toward ‘alien luxuries’ of 
liberal constitutionalism. 

  —Marais (2011, 419).      

   The calling into being of the rainbow nation was a signal to racial 
minorities that they did not have to fear the spectre of majority 

domination, Luthuli’s ‘tyranny of numbers’. The reliance on racial cat-
egories was seen only as the way in which to move forward, given the 
historical legacy of colonialism and apartheid. Fast forward to Marais’s 
prognosis in the epigram and one discerns it has much to offer in 2019. 
Mandela’s commitments to never countenancing the dominance of 
any one racial group and a sensitivity to racial minorities was ‘largely 
genteel-embracing’. But a more ‘estranging’ narrower brand of African 
nationalism has made its appearance in recent times. 

 In this context, and in KwaZulu-Natal in particular, organizations 
such as the Mazibuye African Forum (MAF), founded around 2012, 
have focussed on Indians’ alleged exploitation of Africans, access to gov-
ernment tenders, and economic presence in former African townships. 
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In 2014, one of its founding members, Phumlani Mfeka, spoke of a 
‘ring-fenced procurement directed at African founded, owned, and 
controlled business’, and Africans to be represented in the public and 
private sectors ‘in at least their demographic proportions’. Marè points 
out, ‘As before in the MAF’s actions and statements, Indians were the 
real target’ (2014, 119), with Mfeka stating that 

   there is overwhelming evidence that Indians are over-represented in the 
public and private sectors of the economy. … Indians should henceforth 
be removed as needing affi rmative action because they have exceeded 
their demographic targets of representation. … Africans are a dispos-
sessed indigenous people with little or no support from outside the con-
tinent. The Indian community on the other hand arrived in South Africa 
as immigrants and still has ties as well as support from India. (Marè 
2014, 119)   

 The fact that the majority of Indians arrived as indentured labourers, 
victims of the colonial enterprise in the Indian sub-continent, that they 
suffered racist discrimination, and that India supported the struggle for 
majority rule rather than the rights of local Indians does not matter in 
Mfeka’s narrative. The spectre of the Indian as foreigner is raised every 
now and again: 

   In 2012, in a kind of inclusive chauvinism, rioters in Rustenberg threat-
ened ‘Indian’ South African shopkeepers with violence and taunts, call-
ing them  amakwerekwere , a term previously reserved for foreigners of 
African origin. Around the country, people of Asian and Indian descent, 
including those who have lived here for generations [and who are South 
African citizens], confront such sentiments-as do foreigners from across 
the continent and beyond (Marè 2014, 118)   

 One of the fl ashpoints of Afro-Indian relations is at the level of the every-
day, as shack settlements (and sometimes land and home invasions) 
spring up and spread in formerly Indian areas, such as Chatsworth and 
Phoenix. These townships saw tens of thousands of Indians arrive in 
the 1960s as victims of forced removals from areas that were summarily 
declared white. Making a life in this barren expanse, while dealing with 
the loss of their former neighbourhoods, they built cultural, sporting, 
and religious networks. The springing up of shack settlements bereft 
of basic services, such as water and electricity, has generated confl icts 
with those living literally across the road (Indians), who feel ‘their’ 
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way of life and the value of their properties under threat by the bur-
geoning shacklands. The state, which seeks to build Reconstruction 
and Development Programme (RDP) houses on the periphery of the 
city, will not countenance turning the shacklands into places that are 
permanent abodes with basic services, such as water and electricity. It is 
this neglect that creates the conditions for tensions between those  with  
and those  without  that so easily takes on a racial veneer. 

 While some argue that these ‘fl are-ups’ and outbursts should not be 
overstated as they are momentary, especially around the time of elec-
tions, they are on the increase and reaching into mainstream political 
parties such as the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF). During a meeting 
of the parliament’s fi nance committee on 5 June 2018, for example, 
EFF’s Chief Whip, Floyd Shivambu, made deeply anti-Indian statements 
when he questioned the presence of Treasury Deputy Director-General 
Ismail Momoniat at the fi nance committee meetings instead of the 
African director-general, Dondo Mogajane. By his actions, Shivambu 
said, Momoniat ‘undermines Africans. He does not take the director-
general, the fi nance minister, or the deputy fi nance minister seriously. 
He thinks he is superior to them’. Finance committee chairman Yunus 
Carrim called Shivambu to order, reminding him that Momoniat was 
a ‘struggle veteran’ who had been active in the ANC’s underground 
struggle against apartheid (Ensor 2018). But EFF leader Julius Malema 
threw his weight behind Shivambu. At a Youth Day rally in the North 
West province on 16 June 2018, he said that ‘the majority of Indians 
hate Africans. The majority of Indians are racist, and we must never 
be scared to say that they are racist’. He warned Indian journalists who 
defended Momoniat’s credentials: ‘I’m telling all those Indian journal-
ists that organized a mob against us—we are not scared. We are not 
made by the media—we are made by the masses of our people’ ( The 
Natal Mercury  18 June 2018). 

 Towards the end of 2018, the EFF turned its gaze towards Public 
Enterprises Minister Pravin Gordhan, whom they had lauded in the 
past for his stance against Zuma’s corruption practices. A correspon-
dent, Vijay Govender, to a local newspaper questioned this about-turn 
by the EFF: 

   Why the  volte face  about Gordhan who Malema so enthusiastically sup-
ported when Zuma fi red him? Simple. It’s an old political ploy—when 
it gets too hot in the political kitchen, turn the attention away from 
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yourself. The EFF (and in particular Malema and Shivambu) have their 
grubby fi ngers in the VBS [a bank ostensibly set up to help poor people 
that were looted into bankruptcy] pie. So what does Malema do? Divert 
attention to another convenient patsy—Gordhan and Indians in general. 
After all, aren’t Indians Guptas? Deceitful, racist, opportunistic, devi-
ous—you get the picture? ( Daily News  30 November 2018)   

 Floyd Shivambu, EFF deputy president and the parliamentary Chief 
Whip, wrote in October 2018 that Gordhan’s actions aimed to 

   domesticate African comrades and achieve his selfi sh ends. His over-
arching and abiding intentions are the protection and empowerment of 
people, primarily of Indian descent—all of this he does under the cover 
of transformation. … He used the South African Revenue Services (SARS) 
for a variety of political purposes and entrenchment of his narcissistic 
agenda. During his tenure as commissioner of SARS, businesses that were 
owned by people of Indian descent benefi ted the most. Professionals 
of Indian descent were promoted into higher and strategic positions 
(Shivambu 2018).   

 When Gordhan appeared before the Zondo Commission in November 
2018, EFF leader Julius Malema labelled him a ‘dog of white monopoly 
capital’ while addressing party supporters outside the venue where the 
hearings were taking place on 20 November. Malema told the cheer-
ing crowd: ‘Pravin has gone into all the SOEs and removed all black 
excellence because he hates Africans; he doesn’t like Africans.’ Gordhan 
opened a defamation case against Malema and insisted that he would 
not ‘allow corruption to be masked by racism, personal attacks on him 
and his family, and a political attack’ ( The Mercury  27 November 2018). 

 This kind of language of naked racial labelling from a registered 
political party is happening for the fi rst time. The fact that Gordhan gets 
isolated for this kind of response despite his anti-apartheid credentials 
and leading role in seeking to expose state capture worries Indian South 
Africans, many of whom sense this as a harbinger for more generalized 
attacks. Even within the ANC, there is a sense among some members of 
the tide turning. Ismail Vadi, ANC minister at provincial and national 
levels, observed: 

   What is quite evident is that there is a drive towards an Africanized, not 
Africanist, leadership. It’s becoming more apparent. Yes, at a national 
level there’s an effort still to keep the non-racial balance, at the provincial 
level the emphasis is less on that now. At the local government level, 
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we are beginning to see across the board, province after province, it’s 
virtually 100 per cent African. In the rural provinces, that’s now clear. 
In Gauteng and Cape, you will get a few people from the other national 
groups in a sense, because they’re now called national groups again, not 
minority communities. I think it’s part of the struggle of rebuilding the 
ANC. Okay, you can’t hold on to old values for the sake of holding on 
to them. New circumstances will emerge, new values will emerge, but are 
they progressive, are they forward looking, or are they retrogressive? Are 
they about careerism? Those struggles are still going on within the ANC. 
In that process, I think the national groups are feeling quite marginal-
ized, quite distant. (Interview, G. Vahed)   

 Perhaps Vadi felt that Indians (and coloureds) had to share some of 
the blame because 

   there is a disengagement of the Indian community and the coloured 
community from the politics of the ANC itself. How many of our people 
are involved in ANC branches? We’ve got very good young activists in 
other civil society movements, but they’re not in the ANC and they don’t 
want to be in the ANC. They don’t even take a branch membership. You 
know, although they love Kathrada, they love Isu Chiba, they know the 
ANC, every day they talk ANC, but they have not come to a point where 
they want to take a membership of the ANC branch. If I take Lenasia, 
the Lenasia branch in 2004 got the Sol Plaatjie award as the best branch 
in the country. Take the Lenasia branch today, it has been captured by a 
group of African comrades from extension 13. All of us—Isu Chiba, the 
council, and myself—we are not even on the branch register there. We 
are completely out of the branch, completely voted out of the branch. 
… They said that Indians were the gatekeepers holding the leadership 
of the branch. The time has come, and I can understand it from their 
perspective, to assume leadership. … We lost the ward to the DA twice 
in the local elections. These African comrades are saying, ‘You guys are 
controlling the leadership, but you Indians are selling us out.’ (Interview, 
G. Vahed)   

 Appeals to non-racialism and past sacrifi ces carry little weight in a 
context where populist rhetoric confronts the inclusive nationalism 
born in the 1950s and taken up by Mandela in the 1990s to speak 
to African youth and aspirant middle classes alienated by the lack of 
opportunities afforded in the new South Africa. Appadurai’s (2006, 42) 
warning that minorities ‘are produced in the specifi c circumstances of 
every nation and every nationalism. … They are reminders of failures 
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of various state projects … scapegoats in the classical sense’ appears 
apposite. 

 The MAF and the EFF are seeking to create an environment in which 
Indians are put on the defensive, where they can never really be  of  here, 
as excluded insiders that have to always carry the threat of expulsion. 
Seelan Achary, chairperson of the Mount Edgecombe temple and a 
long-term member of the ANC, artfully articulates the conundrums 
thrown up in the present conjuncture about identity, birth-right, and 
belonging: 

   You’re being told we’re going to put you on the next boat and send you 
to India. … We are foreigners in that country, India is not our country. … 
India is the motherland for our forebears, our ancestors, and we respect 
them. Our motherland is South Africa, we are born and bred here, there’s 
no other country that we know that is our home. Only if you call me 
Indian, then I realise I’m Indian, but my passport says I’m South African. 
If we did not have the direction, the South, it would say African. In the 
constitution, it says I’m black, now you’re denying me that by calling me 
another name. If I go to the Indian Immigration Services in India at their 
airport and say I’m Indian, they’ll call me a fraud, they might even charge 
me, they’ll say you are a South African. Don’t call me Indian. I am proud 
of my Indian roots and my Indian ancestry and my Indian heritage, but 
you can’t deny me my birth-right. And so we have this ongoing fi ght. 
(Interview, G. Vahed)   

 2004, the tenth anniversary of democracy in South Africa, saw the 
publication of a book that sought to capture  Voices of the Transition . 
Looking through it a decade and a half later, one gets a sense of the 
Indian contributors’ vexation about identity as they addressed the com-
plicated (be)longings of being Indian in Africa. Witness Adam Habib, 
vice-chancellor of the University of Witwatersrand, asserts that it is his 
‘choice and consciousness that defi ne’ him ‘as a South African’ (2008, 
239). Yet, he writes, he is ‘constantly described as something else? Both 
my antagonists and my friends often defi ne me as Indian’ (2008, 240). 
Appiah would reply to Habib and Achary that ‘the problem of who I 
really am is raised by the facts of what I appear to be: and … what I 
appear to be is fundamentally how I appear to others and only deriva-
tively how I appear to myself’ (1992, 283). 

 Jaspal Singh observes that the Indian presence ‘disrupts the narra-
tive’ of the post-apartheid nation state, and that Indians, for their part, 
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display a ‘fear of being further marginalized in a supposedly democratic 
but Afrocentric nation-state’ (2011, 55). This theme of the place of 
Indians in South Africa is explored in Ahmed Essop’s  The Third Prophecy  
(2004), which tells the story of an English-educated medical doctor 
who returns to South Africa to join the government and is progressively 
demoted. As Rastogi (2008b, 107–8) points out, Essop shows that 

   as power changes hands from white to black, those inhabiting in-between 
states are assailed for being alien and foreign. … Indians may have vig-
orously asserted their belonging in South Africa in the past by claiming 
solidarity with black Africans, yet they are often made to feel homeless 
in the post-apartheid present. … [This] compels us to question its very 
legitimacy as a  truly  postcolonial nation.   

 Singh (2011, 46) interprets Essop’s work as showing that ‘the dia-
sporic subject is perceived as continuing to disrupt the march of the 
nation toward democracy due to his/her race and religious affi liations’. 

 In a thought-provoking essay, Achille Mbembe (2017) explained 
that Pan-Africanism established 

   a quasi-equivalence between race and geography, and then created a cul-
tural identity that fl owed from the relationship between the two terms. 
Pan-Africanism effectively defi ned the native and the citizen by identify-
ing them as black. … Everything that was not black had no place and 
consequently could not claim any sort of Africanity. … Non-blacks were 
not from Africa (they were not natives) since they came from elsewhere 
(they were settlers).   

 Radhika Mogia’s contention that the overriding feature of colonial 
rule was ‘differential entitlements and differential treatment for dif-
ferent subjects’ applies to the colonial, segregationist, and apartheid 
South Africa, as does her observation that ‘today, all states embody a 
historically produced colonial dimension, with the citizen/migrant 
(read native/foreign) distinction as perhaps  the  primary axis of such 
differentiation. It is now well acknowledged that those conceived as 
migrants (non-indigenous/foreign) live—though in uneven ways—in 
the shadow of vulnerability and with the threat of illegitimacy’ (2018, 
150). 

 Indians tend to be defensive about these racist attacks. A cursory 
look at a newspaper geared towards the Indian community,  Post , reveals 
the refrain in the ‘Letters’ section that Indians suffered under apartheid 
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too and that they were involved in the liberation struggle.  Post  carries 
regular features on ‘Our Heroes’ who made telling sacrifi ces during the 
struggle against apartheid, and there is a constant call to educate young 
black Africans on the contribution made by Indian activists. Some of 
this is clearly alarmist. Praveena Singh-Kaw, a South African attorney 
who emigrated to Houston around 2010, wrote in 2012: 

   When the call for freedom came, Indians whole-heartedly joined in the 
fi ght. The cause was just and the time was right. Many Indians lost their 
lives in the apartheid struggle, many more were tortured and imprisoned. 
Yet today, under the rule Indians fought so hard to achieve, they are 
being massacred on a weekly basis. Action needs to be taken or the entire 
Indian population faces extinction. As an Indian South African, and one 
who has participated in the struggle for freedom, I am appalled that I 
have to consider that life under the apartheid regime, while not optimal, 
was preferable to life in the new South Africa. I wonder what has become 
of the Indian politicians and the African National Congress activists who 
championed the fi ght for a free South Africa. Are they indifferent to the 
cries of Indian South Africans or have the Indians in South Africa fulfi lled 
their role and are now dispensable? (Cited in Shah 2012)   

 In referring to ‘massacres’, Singh-Kaw probably means violent crime. 
Highlighting these crimes creates panic among people, magnifi ed by 
the social media bombarding them with minute by minute warnings of 
crime and service delivery protests that suggest a community under siege. 
Apartheid-era Indian suburbs and townships are marked by houses with 
barbed wire and burglar guards, while the neighbourhood streets are 
patrolled by civilian crime watch groups devoted to prevent crime. But 
to call an abiding crime wave a ‘massacre’ and raise the spectre of extinc-
tion is alarmist. Singh-Kaw gets away with it though in an atmosphere of 
siege-mentality that runs through communities, relying on an oft-related 
prong: she participated in the liberation struggle and so did many other 
Indians, but there is no acknowledgement of this from Africans. 

 In fact, there is acknowledgment all the time of the contribution of 
Indian anti-apartheid fi ghters. This rich history of resistance is more sig-
nifi cant here than anywhere on the African continent. But, in a context 
where a new generation of Africans desires a better life that has been 
thwarted by economic conditions, and where Indians are perceived as 
benefi ciaries of the new order at their expense, this argument holds 
limited sway. 
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 The Indian middle classes, as we have shown in Chapter 11, did 
quite well during the early years of the transition to democracy. The 
worry about nationalization was dispelled as the ANC leaders became 
zealots of the market economy and emphasized growth ahead of an 
accelerated redistribution programme. But as the defi nition of who is 
entitled to affi rmative benefi ts narrowed, many experienced the anxiety 
that their children were coming up against growing calls for an speeded 
up Africanization programme that may deny them places at universi-
ties, public housing, and jobs in the public and private sectors. This may 
not be the ‘massacre’ that Singh-Kaw refers to but, it may be argued, the 
legislative and policy othering that Indians, and indeed other minori-
ties, are currently experiencing in South Africa is seen by them as a form 
of attack, albeit discursive. 

 The Indian tenderpreneurs and professional class have done well 
during the transition, the fi rst cultivating and exploiting political con-
nections, while the second deploying their sought-after skill sets and 
economic location. The actions of the former, especially, have led to 
a narrative from Africans of sharp business practices and of ‘using’ 
African political leaders to accumulate wealth. None of the high-profi le 
tenderpreneurs have had their day in court or have been charged, feed-
ing into an old discourse of the ‘slippery’ Indian—a term so prevalent 
in the early Afrikaner nationalist discourse. But ‘slippery’ has other con-
notations too, as sociologist Geoffrey Cronje explicated when he wrote 
of the Indian question in 1946: 

   This is indeed a complicated and ‘slippery’ question that differs com-
pletely from any other race-question. … When we discussed the native 
and coloured questions elsewhere, those questions were considered on 
the one hand from the point of view of the whites, but on the other 
hand also from the point of view of the natives and the coloured people 
respectively because they are indigenous and won’t fi nd a homeland 
other than on this continent. When we get to the Asiatic or Indian ques-
tion, however, we are dealing with a racial group that is alien and will 
remain alien. (Cronje 1946, 4)   

 The idea of being an ‘outsider’ continued to haunt Indians. In 1975, 
educationist R.S. Naidoo, then president of the Indian Teachers 
Association and vice-chairman of the Institute of Race Relations (Natal 
region), lamented that after 115 years in South Africa, Indians contin-
ued to be thought of as ‘an alien element’ and pleaded: 
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   We are not problems! We are people! Is this so diffi cult to accept! … We 
make an urgent plea. Can we not have forbearance and understanding, 
an objective presentation of us, and our contribution to the common 
weal in South Africa? We would like to see our children walk hand in 
hand with other South African children to face together the challenges 
of the future. All of them have a great future and their common heritage 
is a great country, provided they learn to respect and accept one another. 
( Natal Mercury  20 November 1975)   

 Over four decades later, and under a different government, many 
Indians have the sense that they are still not accepted as fully fl edged 
South Africans. Zweli Sangweni of the Mazibuye African Forum (MAF), 
in fact, told reporters that Indians ‘benefi ted through colonialism and 
apartheid. … We do not regard them as Africans but [as] Indians in 
the diaspora’ ( Daily News  16 July 2013). This trend is symptomatic, as 
Mahmood Mamdani noted, of the postcolonial state in which there 
is a ‘growing tendency for indigeneity to become the litmus test for 
rights and … justice, and thus for entitlement’ (2005, 9). In this post-
apartheid discourse of indigeneity, Indians are considered settlers, to be 
distinguished from natives, and conditions get created for their nega-
tive stereotyping and exclusion as a group from the fruits of liberation. 
Ismail Vadi emphasised that leadership has historically played a crucial 
role in moulding the Indian community: 

   The key function at historic moments is the function of leadership. With 
Dadoo, Naciker [in the 1940s], basically the leadership and the alliance 
with the ANC, it was not a mass movement of affi nity towards African 
people making common cause. It was a function of leadership. To join 
the armed struggle was a function of the leadership, not the masses. 
1984, let’s say if our younger generation hadn’t risen to the occasion 
there and we hadn’t forged relations to join hands with the older leader-
ship, hadn’t run such a vigorous campaign as we did in 1984, the vote 
might have been much higher for the Tricameral system. It’s a function 
of leadership. Of course, the organizational instrument, the mechanism 
was the revival of the TIC and the NIC, its leadership and organization. 
Minorities will always be ambivalent, particularly the middle classes. 
They will go with their class interest or their perceived interest, but it is 
leadership that takes them into a progressive direction. I think the biggest 
challenge we’re facing now is a lack of leadership, absence of leadership 
in the Indian community. There is no central fi gure or collection of fi g-
ures that people can really uphold. (Vadi 2019)   
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 It is true that since the death of Amichand Rajbansi of the Minority 
Front (MF), there has been no overt ‘leader’ that speaks of the concerns 
and angst of working-class Indians who rely on individual commenta-
tors, former anti-apartheid activists, and local community leaders to 
speak on issues affecting them. Many vote for the Democratic Alliance 
(DA), which they see as the party most likely to address their concerns. 
In a context where South Africa is re-racializing through an intensifi ed 
Africanization impulse, more and more Indians are beginning to won-
der how they can protect their interests and those of the future genera-
tions. They look on with envy as some white Afrikaners not only defend 
their interests but also take on broader issues of corruption through 
an NGO, Afriforum. In 2018, working-class coloureds came out in a 
series of protests, openly putting into the public domain their sense of 
neglect by the ANC government on the basis of their race (Pillay 2018). 
Indians, however, hesitate to act in any way as a collective, fearing that 
this will only exacerbate African reaction and reinforce the idea of the 
Indian as outsider. 

 Apartheid racial categories are entrenched and have been reifi ed by 
the post-apartheid state. They defi ne who is a native and who is not 
and are set to remain for they work for the ruling class; our imagina-
tions cannot or will not contemplate going beyond them, or forcing 
them to fray at the edges. Appiah makes the haunting point that ‘when 
the state gazes at us—with its identity cards, educational stipulations, 
and other instruments of recognition—it invariably fi xes and rigidifi es 
a phenomenon that is neither fi xed nor rigid. I have called this the 
Medusa syndrome: what the state gazes upon it tends to turn to stone’ 
(Appiah 2018, 97). Like Appiah, others too have warned of the dangers 
of perpetuating racial classifi cation. Mamdani warned that in the post-
colonial African state, when 

   the law recognizes you as a member of a racial group, then your legal 
identity is racial. You understand your relationship to the state, and your 
relationship to other legally defi ned groups through the mediation of 
the law and of the state, as a consequence of your legally inscribed iden-
tity. Similarly, you understand your inclusion or exclusion from rights 
or entitlements based on your legally defi ned and inscribed race. From 
this point of view, race … needs to be understood as political—not cul-
tural, or even biological—identities … they form the starting point of our 
struggles (2005, 16).   
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 And yet, as Gillespie writes, there is an enigma: 

   The question of what to do with race remains especially fraught. Racial 
discourse, in the public and the private spheres, lurches from white 
supremacy to black nationalism, from nonracialism to multiracialism to 
black consciousness, with all the permutations in between. It is intensely 
volatile. And this volatility feels both historically necessary and very dan-
gerous. (2010, 75)   

 The burning question is how best to address historical injustices. 
Many Africans still feel the pangs of discrimination at a structural 
and an individual level, not only at the hand of whites but also from 
Indians and coloureds, just as many Indians and coloureds complain 
of continued racist treatment at the hands of whites, and increasingly 
Africans. While one may advocate for non-racialism on principle, 
race-based policies are unlikely to disappear any time soon. As Stoler 
reminds us, we need to ‘understand the broad and contradictory invest-
ments that have tied and continue to tie distinctions of human quality 
to distinctions of, and violence against, those assumed to be of other 
human kinds’ (Stoler 2016, 265). Race was instrumental in the past in 
yielding tangible material gains for some groups, and it is now seen 
as a way to level the playing fi eld, and more recently as a way to take 
some revenge on those who benefi tted from the system because of their 
colour. Certainly, much of the language that advances the cause of land 
expropriation without compensation takes on this veneer. 

 The ruling ANC government has to respond to the demands of dif-
ferent African pressure groups as well as an economy that does not cre-
ate jobs to the degree of eating into the high levels of unemployment, 
or risk losing even greater political support to the populist EFF. As 
Mamdani (2005, 15) has pointed out in other African contexts, under 
such circumstances, commitments to non-racialism are often trumped 
by appeals to racial sentiment in the race to attract votes. 

 It bears repeating that South Africa has an entrenched economic elite 
that is disproportionately white. They are the benefi ciaries—directly 
and indirectly, and to differing extents—of past injustices. Many non-
African South Africans choose to suffer amnesia about this historic 
injustice. Redistributive measures are necessary not only for economic 
development but also for social stability. The words of B.R. Ambedkar 
regarding the Indian constitution, which he helped draft, bear heeding: 
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‘In politics we will have equality and in social and economic life we will 
have inequality. … We must remove this contradiction at the earliest 
moment, or else those who suffer from inequality will blow up the 
structure of political democracy’ (in Rao 2018, 139). 

 That whites and then Indians and coloureds, in that order, will 
be required to cede more economically is a fact of democratic and 
demographic politics. The last quarter century has shown that race and 
class inequality will not simply disappear with a capitalist economic 
growth. Some form of race-based affi rmative action cannot be avoided, 
but it alone will not make signifi cant inroads into the struggle against 
inequality, because race does not account in its entirety for the poverty 
and inequality in South Africa. Categories such as ‘black African’ and 
‘Indian’ mask the class inequality and differences of education and 
ambition within these groups who often have little in common besides 
this imposed racial label. 

 The talk very fi rmly now is of an African majority asserting its rights 
rather than the rainbow nation. Thomas Holt reminds us that race and 
racism are fl uid concepts and there is less need to understand their 
content than what 

   work race does. … Race articulates with (in the sense of relating to) and 
sometimes articulates for (in the sense of speaking for) other social phe-
nomena … and through that articulation it often achieves social effects 
that mask its own presence, or the presence of other forces—like class. 
(Holt 2000, 27; cited in Hall 2011, 14)   

 In this context, Jeff Rudin (2018) writes that in South Africa 

   race is essential for the black bourgeoisie, whether real or aspirant. It is 
the circumstance of being capitalists without capital; or small capitalists 
in a world of big capitalists; or recent professionals having to confront 
old professionals on their road to the top that constitute the primary 
energy driving the use of race. However, the more race is used the more 
it is normalized and the more it is normalized the more it is evoked 
when needed to defend actions taken in the name of transformative 
decolonization.   

 In the Zuma years, we saw how race was used as a fi g-leaf for corruption 
and the rapid accumulation of wealth by a few connected individuals. 
The ANC, in that time, squandered the opportunity for meaningful 
upliftment of poor Africans. Even under Minority Monopoly Capital 
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(#WMC) and with existing property relations intact, an enormous sur-
plus of wealth was provided to the ANC government in the form of 
taxes and other receipts. Why then, it is asked, once #WMC is disman-
tled and #EWC arrives should things be any different? Zuma’s enduring 
legacy was a dangerous mix of racial chauvinism, easy scapegoating, 
hyperbolic accumulation of grievances, and economic illiteracy. Many 
of those who advanced his slogans did so not because they were con-
vinced that they would work for the society at large but because they 
personally prospered. Political patronage was one of the defi ning fea-
tures of Zuma’s years. For many in the ANC, particularly at municipal 
and provincial levels, payola is not a matter of feathers. It is the very 
nest itself. Many are career politicians or come from low-paying jobs, 
the normal salary of which could not sustain a middle-class lifestyle. 

 What does it say about the character of the ANC that it could  keep  
Zuma for so long? Forget #WMC. What about black monopoly gov-
ernance and how has this worked out? In some respects, the answer 
fl owed from the hold that Zuma, a leader playing the victim, playing 
up race, and insinuating imperialist plots, had over the national psyche. 
Because of our history, these tropes have an enduring material basis. 
Cloaking personal and chauvinist interests in high-sounding principle 
has become a national sport in South Africa. While Zuma might have 
left offi ce pleading and whimpering for a few months more, the shad-
ows of his tenure loom. 

 With the economy in troubled times, political uncertainty as the 
country’s major party—the ANC—is divided, racial and tribal chau-
vinism on the rise, and the poor and working-class Indians retreating 
into laagers, danger signs abound. Mandela’s rainbow nation has been 
replaced with foreboding dark clouds. One cannot write of South Africa 
without acknowledging ‘the bloody miasma of the Zuma years, these 
years of stagnation, rent-seeking. and mediocrity parading as leader-
ship … as institutions after institutions crumble under the weight of 
corruption, a predatory new black elite and the cynicism of former 
oppressors’ (Mbembe 2015). 

 The cliché of standing on a precipice does not describe the perils of 
the recent ANC rule. Already shoved off the cliff, the party was dangling 
on the withered roots of battered constitutional institutions. Some 
argue that it was only through the tightening grip of the press, whom 
the ANC so despised, the judges it derided, and the liberal NGOs it 
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accused of being CIA operatives that South Africa was saved from the 
failed state rocks below. 

 On Valentine’s Day 2018, just before midnight, the Zuma era came 
to a close with his late-night resignation on national T.V. For about a 
week after, a mood of elation swept through the country. Perhaps ela-
tion is the wrong word. It was more like the removal of shame, waking 
up from a dream to fi nd you’re not standing naked in the exam hall of 
nations. 

 Zuma left offi ce as all tyrants do, indignantly asking what he had 
done wrong and bemoaning the unfairness of his ouster on obscure 
procedural grounds. Except, Zuma was no tyrant. South Africa is a func-
tioning constitutional democracy. If anything, the manner of Zuma’s 
exit demonstrated this. It could so easily have been different but for 
the month of December 2017 when Zuma’s chosen successor (and ex-
wife) Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma was defeated by a whisker by Cyril 
Ramaphosa (2,440 to 2,261 votes) in the now famous ANC poll. Soon 
thereafter, the criminal enterprise that was Zuma’s presidency began to 
be rolled up, arresting the country’s path to post-colonial ignominy. 

 Jonny Steinberg is of the view that Zuma’s legacy was ‘a toxic 
racial discourse’ stirring ‘up the crudest black nationalism’ ( Business 
Day  26 October 2018). While this argument has merit, nothing is a 
straight line. Zuma and Duduzane were in such a close bond with 
the Guptas that it gave rise to the epithet ‘Zuptas’. Their main nem-
esis who exposed what was seen as a corrupt relationship was Pravin 
Gordhan who, despite going up against the president and his allies, 
garnered enough votes to make it on to the ANC’s National Executive 
Committee in the December 2017 elections. All political parties from 
the once-ethnic Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) to the radical (whether 
on the left or the right side of the spectrum is not always clear) EFF 
are open to all racial groups, and Indian South Africans hold signifi -
cant positions across the political spectrum. Alongside this, the once 
popular MF of the now deceased Rajbansi has declined into insignifi -
cance. Cultural and religious organizations have a permanence about 
them. Many have seen their resurgence, giving solidarity and solid-
ness at a time when life appears precarious. Amidst all this, memories 
and commitments to a more inclusive nationalism and non-racialism 
refuse to bow down or be overwhelmed by the hate speech and racial 
baiting of the EFF. 
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 However, the fact is that a quarter of a century after Mandela came to 
power, inequality with stark racial optics remains an abiding fact in the 
South African society. Rich and poor, whites and blacks, typically live 
in different lands and there is not enough social mobility to go around 
to placate those who want to better their lot constitutionally. As the 
corrupt Zuma enterprise unfolded, he sought cover by supporting land 
expropriation without compensation and attacking the WMC. There 
was a fertile ground for this and fed into a smouldering racial national-
ism. This does not necessarily mean that those leading the charge will 
commit to policies benefi tting the poor and fundamentally challenge 
the existing arrangements. As exposes of the lifestyle and predatory 
instincts of Zuma’s acolytes and the EFF leadership have illustrated, 
there is a rank opportunism in the way in which the language of radi-
cal economic transformation is used to garner tenders and accumulate 
wealth with bewildering speed. 

 Fanon’s warning that nationalism sparked by the national middle 
class draws in the working class and the unemployed and hurries from 
nationalism ‘to ultra-nationalism, to chauvinism and fi nally to racism 
… foreigners are called on to leave, their shops are burned, their stalls 
are wrecked’ (Fanon 2001, 128) is uncannily apposite. 

 This is not the fi rst time in recent history that South Africa has stood 
on the edge of an abyss. In this time of gathering dark clouds, the coun-
try’s new president Cyril Ramaphosa offers a ‘new dawn’. Ramaphosa 
faces challenges on a number of fronts, including from within his own 
party, where the Zuma faction still has considerable purchase, and the 
EFF that speaks to those who live in poverty and squalor as well as 
university students and the ambitious professional class. Ramaphosa, 
a billionaire, is a canny operator and has already shown the ability to 
speak about issues, such as land expropriation without compensation, 
in forward-looking, commercial terms. He has taken this controversial 
initiative adopted in the dying days of Zuma’s presidency, one expressed 
in a tone of racial requital, and recast it as an economic necessity to 
increase the agricultural yield for the economy as a whole. There is a 
hesitant optimism that while things might have fallen apart during the 
tenure of Zuma, Ramaphosa will hold the centre. Ismail Vadi of the 
ANC noted that many Indians 

   are raising issues now, because we are getting a sense of, a degree of 
uncertainty and anxiety at the moment about the future. Certainly, more 
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people are talking about whether they should be leaving this country. 
They like Cyril [Ramaphosa, current South African president], but they 
like him as a person, he comes across as more credible and more honest. 
I think they would broadly say, ‘Look, he’s the best chance we’ve got for 
this, for him, for the country to move forward with him.’ The damage 
that has been done in the last fi ve–seven years, I think, on such a scale, 
it is going to take a long time to reinvent the ANC. Clearly, the Indian 
middle class is seriously concerned about its future. They’re concerned 
about the rise of the—well the perceived rise of the—EFF, its negative pol-
itics, its stereotyping of the Indian community, they’re concerned about 
that. Then, crime—for Indian middle class. crime is a very big issue now. 
(Interview, G. Vahed)   

 Since they fi rst arrived on the shores of the then colony of Natal, 
Indian South Africans have been under dark clouds, only to weather 
successive storms. Their survival was by means of an ability to build 
resistance, forge alliances, and refuse to be paralysed by a sense of 
catastrophe. Freud held that melancholia is mourning without end. 
Following Muñoz (1999), however, we see that melancholia as a way to 
negotiate life, as a catalyst for agency rather than a pathological state for 
mourning, bestows upon its bearer at least one useful attitude: a resis-
tance to things getting even worse. One respondent, an Indian medical 
doctor in his 50s, told Nyar (2016, 191), ‘I might say that the Indian 
community is full of historical fears. Do people let it affect them? No. 
You don’t stop and think about it, life goes on, that is just how it is. Life 
is a wheel that’s got to keep turning.’ 

 Trespassing the moaning without end, there is lots of organizing, 
adjusting, and political imagination on the go. This is found not only 
in insisting that Indian contribution to South Africa is recognized 
but also in the commitment to writing the history of old townships, 
researching family trees, and seeking the villages of the fi rst ancestors 
to come to Africa. It is not just nostalgia but a way to grab history in the 
knowledge that ‘what is supposed to be the past is in reality the present’ 
(Tawney cited in Ormond 1984, 153). 

 In the fl atlands of Chatsworth, where a number of Africans have 
found a home, community organizations are working hard to bring 
people together. It is here that one can see the Indian community in 
a different guise than the MAF’s sneer of the exploiter; at Diwali func-
tions in Unit 2, Chatsworth, all the religious groups participate and 
Indian and African families break roti together. As areas de-racialize, 
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people who are African and Indian hearteningly fi nd a way to get along 
with each other at an interpersonal level (Desai, 2002). 

 The ‘Durban Indian’ in particular has brought a perpetually chang-
ing medley to the South African life. Indian-English with its borrowing 
from isiZulu, Afrikaans, and Indian languages is a marvel of inven-
tion, and its lingo—if not used—is understood by all South Africans 
(Mesthrie, 2010). Indian theatre is replete with scripts such as Ronnie 
Govender’s  Lahnee’s Pleasure  (1981) and  Thunsil  (2009); Aldrin Naidu’s 
 Mooidevi’s Muti  (1998); and Mohamed Ali and Essop Khan’s  Coconut 
Busters  (1999). The turn to movies has not dulled this sense of humour 
and biting satire, none less than movies such as  Broken Arrow  and 
 Keeping up with Kandasamys  (2017). 

 It would be easy to get caught up in the narrative of the erosion of 
the optimism of the Mandela years and the rise of a narrow form of 
African nationalism and the racial baiting that accompanied it. But that 
would mean missing out on the real spine of a group of people making 
a life on the southernmost tip of Africa. Think of the medical professor 
and his family going on a search for their roots in India after more than 
150 years of separation, only to discover that he is, in fact, not a Singh 
but a Yadav, embracing the sudden lowering of caste status and having a 
good laugh as he shows off the photographs of his family in a far fl ung 
village of Uttar Pradesh. In that mazy stretch that makes up the iconic 
township of Chatsworth, you’ll fi nd the Bangladesh market still selling 
live chickens in 2019, throat slit and feathers blow-torched, while you 
munch on a masala-decked pineapple. Just half an hour northwards 
in Umhlanga, the Indian nouveau riche tuck into a bunny chow with 
a fork and knife. The origins of the bunny chow are hotly debated, so 
to speak, and the results of the annual competition for the best bunny 
chow, like the Mr India pageant, always passionately contested. 

 All over Chatsworth and Phoenix, and Lenasia to a lesser extent, old 
cinemas house new Pentecostal churches that offer at once to save you 
and relieve you of the gold in your thali. In Phoenix, if you arrive at 
the right time of the year, you can bear witness to a twice-born devotee 
carrying Kavady while bedecked in Gucci sunglasses. Her roti (North 
Indian) husband hangs on to her Jimmy Choos in his air-conditioned 
BMW. Down at Britannia Hotel—where, in the time of our fathers, ‘non-
Europeans’ could not enter, but which is now owned by an Indian—
you will fi nd the headquarters of the Liverpool supporters’ club. If you 
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listen closely, you will hear a balding man with ‘Keegan’ tattooed on his 
dwindling forearm trying to convince his wife to name the forthcoming 
grandson Jurgen (‘But it is a good Aryan name Savitiri’). 

 There are whispered revelations that the local Mawlana’s son is 
transitioning from Fazil to Fazila. Then there is the one-time devotee 
of the Divine Life, Ishwar Ramlutchan, re-born as the son of the King 
of the Zulus, appointed head of the iziNyosi regiment, going by the 
name of Mabheka Zulu. Allegations of tender corruption swirl around 
his princely head, but this is typical of the lineage of royal families the 
world over. There are tragicomic stories of families hunting for some 
‘coloured’ bloodline so that they can re-classify their daughter’s race 
and jump the queue to the local medical school. More recently, there is 
the ANC cadre deployed into a cushy government position, a zealous 
caller out of any Indian exclusivity, resplendent in his African dashiki, 
quick to disavow anything that is politically incorrect, suddenly latch-
ing on to a Dravidian committee that doles out annual awards. To para-
phrase Anthony Appiah, there is a constantly changing line between 
the ties and ‘lies that bind’. 

 There is a common lament that ‘Indianness is not what it used to 
be’. But as the narratives in this book show, that is the power and the 
excitement of the biographies of Indian South Africans; an ability to 
oppose, stretch, and jump the categories imposed upon them as much 
as to grab the opportunities they offer. 

 At a time when the ‘place’ of the Indian in South Africa is once 
more up for scrutiny, it is worth casting one’s mind back to 13 May 
1927. 17-year-old A.M. Munshi wrote to the governor-general of South 
Africa from Bombay for a ‘free pass’ to return to South Africa. The fam-
ily—made up of his father, mother, three brothers, and a sister—had 
returned to India in 1924. All the children had been born in South 
Africa. Between 1924 and 1927, two brothers died of poverty. 

 Munshi’s letter of 12 October 1927 was even more desperate: 

   My Papa brought us to India to stay at his home for a couple of years and 
should again return to Motherland. But we have passed two couples of 
years, but no return, no money, no clothes, no home, no near relations, 
nothing in India to go ahead of our living industry.   

 The family tried year after year without luck. Eventually, on 10 October 
1936, the mother, Mrs A.M. Munshi, appealed to the governor-general: 
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   For twelve weary years have I written dozens of petitions to the govern-
ments to send me back to my native land. Your Excellency, what have I 
and my children done that we can’t be permitted to return to our native 
land? What crime have we committed to be deported to a foreign land? 
What have we done that we have been cast out of our land and sent as 
exiles to this land of starvation?   

 They always signed off as ‘an African family’. For them, Africa was 
their native land, India a foreign place. 

 In October 1938, Mrs Munshi fi nally received passports, dated 2 May 
1938, for two of her sons. They were numbered 111,902 and 111,903. As 
for their fate in South Africa and that of the rest of the family in India, 
the archives are silent. 

 As we write some 80 years after the Munshi sons got their pass-
ports, 70 years after the NP swept to power, promising to repatriate 
all Indians, and six decades after Albert Luthuli’s turn to an inclusive 
African nationalism, the place of Indian South Africans is once more a 
source of acrimonious debate and persistent racial baiting. 

 In our book  Inside Indian Indenture  (2010, 3) we wrote that the story 
of Indian South Africans, like Shiva’s dance, is unending. It embraces 
new styles, borrows from other genres, sometimes retreats, other times 
pushes boundaries, but through all this, the dance stays alive. 

 In looking at the most recent journey into the unknown—the transi-
tion to post-apartheid South Africa—one can only marvel at the muta-
tions, adaptations, and capacity of Indian South Africans to make a life 
 as  South Africans.     
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